2240439  28/11/2011
BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
trading as ;BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
29th and 30th Floors, World Trade Center, Brigade Gateway Campus, 26/1, Dr. Rajkumar Road, MalleswaramRajajinagar, Bangalore-560055, Karnataka, India.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :28/10/2011
CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions including services relating to rental of advertisement space relating to malls.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019  Class 35

2294658 05/03/2012

K.T. ZUBAIR
NO: 705, SPRING BLOCK, WINDSOR FLOUR SEASONS, BEHIND MEENAKSHI TEMPLE, OFF: BANNERGHATTA ROAD, BEGUR HOBLI, BANGALORE-560078.

SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SUPER MARKET / MALL / RETAIL OUTLET FOR ALL CONSUMABLES.
DERMIZOLE

2436779   04/12/2012

APPY OVERSEAS PVT.LTD.

trading as ;APPY OVERSEAS PVT.LTD.

H.NO.8-2-293, PLOT NO.409,3RD FLOOR, MAPS TOWERS, ROAD NO.81, PHASE-3, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 096, A.P.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Used Since :04/07/2012

CHENNAI

PROVIDING SERVICES IN RELATION TO ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS AND IMPORT-EXPORT SERVICES.
2513435  15/04/2013
UTTAM INFRA CARE PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 1 5TH FLOOR RAMAN TOWER SANJAY PLACE AGRA U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :05/12/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION AND MARKETING SERVICES RELATING TO REAL ESTATE AND BUILDIONSTRUCTION, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
no exclusive right to the use of the word “UTTAM”. Mark shall be used as whole.
2513440  15/04/2013
RAMESHWAR DAYAL SHARMA
KANHAIYA VARSHNEY
trading as ;RAJESHWARI CHIRVA UDHYOG
28-1 (A) INDUSTRIAL ESTATE HATHRAS U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since : 10/02/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO CHIRVA, MURMURA, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
2524204 02/05/2013
KAL CABLES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; KAL CABLES PRIVATE LIMITED
MURASOLI MARAN TOWERS, 73, MRC NAGAR MAIN ROAD, NRC NAGAR, CHENNAI-600028.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALA KUMAR CHANDRASEKHARAN
NO.6, 2ND FLOOR, 60, 3RD MAIN ROAD, KASTURIBAI NAGAR,ADYAR, CHENNAI - 600 020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

News clipping services, television advertising and commercials, rental of advertising time, compilation and updating of advertising material
BIOSYNKO HEALTH CARE

2557797  02/07/2013

TILAK RAJ

trading as ;BIOSYNKO HEALTH CARE

H NO 10, ASHOK VIHAR COLONY KANSAPUR ROAD YAMUNANAGAR 135001 DISTT YAMUNANAGAR HARYANA

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

B.R. SHARMA.

38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.

Used Since :29/03/2013

DELHI

MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, PROMOTING AND SELLING THE MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS THROUGH WHOLESELLERS, RETAILERS, EXPORTERS & OFFICE MANAGAEMENT FOR SALE OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
ACCIAL

2569720    25/07/2013

AJAY KUMAR KANSAL
227-A WARD NO 3 DHARAMVIR COLONY GROUNDA DISTT KARNAL HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
B.R. SHARMA.
38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.
Used Since :12/06/2009

DELHI
MARKETING, ADVERTISING, DISPLAYING, SUPPLYING, PROMOTING AND SELLING THE GOODS THROUGH WHOLESELLERS, RETAILERS & OFFICE MANAGEMENT FOR SALE OF BATHROOM FITTINGS INCLUDING TAPS, COCKS & ITS INTERNAL FITTINGS, P.V.C FLUSH CISTERN, WASTE PIPE, WASH BASIN, STAINLESS STEEL SINK, PIPE FITTINGS & GOODS MADE FROM PLASTIC AS PER FOR USE IN BATHROOM ACCESSORIES & SANITARY PURPOSES IN CLASS 35
CROWN CASINO

2592950  06/09/2013
CROWN MELBOURNE LIMITED
8, Whiteman Street, Southbank Victoria 3006, Australia
Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising, marketing and promotion of gaming and casino services; advertising, marketing and promotion of restaurants, bars, cafes, catering, nightclubs, hotels, accommodation, health club services, conferences, seminars and congresses, shopping, entertainment, sport, cinema, theatre, music, art, cultural and recreational events and spectacles, exhibitions and competitions; retail services, including retail of fashion and fashion accessories; retail of liquor; business management services; business and commercial information services relating to gambling and casino services, tourism, restaurants, bars, cafes, nightclubs, hotels and accommodation, shopping, entertainment, sport, cinema, theatre, music, cultural and recreational events and competitions; customer loyalty programmes; provision of the aforesaid services over a global computer network.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
HOMEGOODS

2598742   19/09/2013
HOMEGOODS, INC.
770 Cochituate Road, Framingham, Massachusetts 01701, United States of America
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Delaware corporation
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA
Used Since :18/08/2009
DELHI
RETAIL STORE SERVICES.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
WOOPDEALS

2635522  30/11/2013
WOOPMALL PTE. LTD.
1 Raffles Place, #20 - 61, One Raffles Place, Singapore - 048616

Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune - 28

Used Since: 01/08/2013

To be associated with:
2635521

MUMBAI

Advertising and Marketing services, Business Management, Business Operation, Business Administration, Online Advertising and Marketing Services; Business Data Analysis; Promotional Services; Business Networking, on-line classified advertisements, included in class 35.
2641340    12/12/2013
DEUTSCH QUALITY SYSTEMS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;Deutsch Quality Systems (India) Pvt Ltd
AT 5TH FLOOR, ANJANEYA TECHNO PARK, #147, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE - 560 017, KARNATAKA, INDIA,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/05/2013
CHENNAI
Business risk assessment; Market assessment services; Business evaluations
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2641341   12/12/2013
DEUTSCH QUALITY SYSTEMS (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;Deutsch Quality Systems (India) Pvt Ltd
AT 5TH FLOOR, ANJANEYA TECHNO PARK, #147, HAL AIRPORT ROAD, KODIHALLI, BANGALORE - 560 017,
KARNATAKA, INDIA,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVALLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/05/2013
To be associated with:
2641340
CHENNAI
Business risk assessment; Market assessment services; Business evaluations
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
2644014 17/12/2013
KANTHILAL.K.PATEL
SURENDRA KUMAR. M.PATEL
trading as ;WOODNATION
NO.10, NEW TIMBER YARD LAYOUT, OFF MYSORE ROAD, BANGALORE-560026, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Used Since :10/09/2013
CHENNAI
RETAIL COUNTER SALES AND EXPORTS AND IMPORT OF PLYWOOD, FURNITURE, GLASS, FIBER PRODUCTS, FLUSH DOORS, WOODEN DOORS, BLOCK BOARDS AND ALL TYPE OF BUILDING MATERIALS AND HOME DECORATION PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES.
2650854  30/12/2013
PRAVEEMN GOEL
trading as ;SHRI GANESH INTERNATIONAL
T-5/251, MANGOLPURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-I, DELHI- 110083
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956 WITH LIMITED LIABILITY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/ 23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.
Used Since :16/06/2004
DELHI
MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, RETAILING, EXPORT-IMPORT, ADVERTISING, OUTLET, EXHIBITION,
DISPLAY SERVICES IN RESPECT OF FOOTWEARS, READYMADE GARMENTS AND HOSIERY IN CLASS 35.
2655681 07/01/2014
TTGA PVT. LTD
80/1 BLOCK-02 W.H.S KIRTI NAGAR NEW DELHI 110015
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS
2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India
Used Since :07/12/2013

DELHI
RETAILING, WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP & ORDERING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH TYRES & TUBES FOR VEHICLES, TREADS, FLAPS & PATCHES FOR TYRES & TUBES, WHEEL RIMS, TYRE ACCESSORIES, RUNFLAT TYRES, RUNFLAT SYSTEM, CTIS & TPMS SYSTEMS, TYRE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE, TYRE AND RIM MANAGEMENT TOOLS & MACHINES, ADVERTISING; TELEMARKETING; SALE & PROMOTION OF GOODS & SERVICES THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES.

No exclusive right to the use of the word “TYRE and DOCTOR”. Mark shall be used as whole.
2660190  15/01/2014
SUPRIYA ANAND
C-15, Sector 44, Noida, Gautam Budh Nagar, Uttar Pradesh 201303, India
Service Provider.
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Non-legal consultancy services relating to marketing, reporting, project assessment, foreign trade, sales and promotion, establishment and running of businesses all in relation to hospitality industry; organization of promotional campaigns all in relation to hospitality industry, corporate management, management, press advertising, professional consultancy relating to marketing, business risk management and strategic business all in relation to hospitality industry.
2703015  21/03/2014

MOHIT AGARWAL

trading as ;JAI BABA TRADERS

LOHAR PATTY ROAD (BAZAR), ISLAMPUR, UTTAR DINAJPUR, PIN 733202, W.B.

SERVICE, MERCHAT, TRADERS

Used Since : 26/12/2011

KOLKATA

Retailing ONLINE AND DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND ORDERING SERVICES INCLUDING.
BROOKS BROTHERS THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN BRAND

2710224 01/04/2014
BROOKS BROTHERS GROUP, INC.
100 PHOENIX AVENUE, ENFIELD CONNECTICUT 06082, U.S.A.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MAIL ORDER SERVICES FEATURING FRAGRANCES, BODY LOTIONS, HOUSEWARES, EYEWEAR, JEWELRY, WATCHES, LEATHER GOODS, PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, BAGS, LUGGAGE, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HATS, FURNITURE, PILLOWS, TABLEWARE, GAMES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FRAGRANCES, BODY LOTIONS, HOUSEWARES, EYEWEAR, JEWELRY, WATCHES, LEATHER GOODS, PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, BAGS, LUGGAGE, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HATS, FURNITURE, PILLOWS, TABLEWARE, GAMES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT; RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING FRAGRANCES, BODY LOTIONS, HOUSEWARES, EYEWEAR, JEWELRY, WATCHES, LEATHER GOODS, PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, BAGS, LUGGAGE, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HATS, FURNITURE, PILLOWS, TABLEWARE, GAMES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT; THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS AND SERVICES FROM AN INTERNET WEB SITE PARTICULARLY SPECIALIZING IN THE MARKETING OF THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIPS FEATURING FRAGRANCES, BODY LOTIONS, HOUSEWARES, EYEWEAR, JEWELRY, WATCHES, LEATHER GOODS, PERSONAL ACCESSORIES, BAGS, LUGGAGE, CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HATS, FURNITURE, PILLOWS, TABLEWARE, GAMES, SPORTING EQUIPMENT.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1402450,2160234. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "THE ORIGINAL AMERICAN BRAND". MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
TAK TECHNOLOGIES

2710863  02/04/2014
TAK TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
302/303, PAL HOUSE 87, CCI BUILDING NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :13/02/2012

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
ARENA FLOWERS
2742831  23/05/2014
PULKIT GOGNA
trading as ;ARENA FLOWERS
VPO DADAHU, DISTT SIRMOUR NEAR POLICE STATION, HIMACHAL PRADESH-133001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS ;TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
5673, DUPLEX MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U.T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :30/03/2013
DELHI
"ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATING TO FLOWERS INCLUDING ONLINE SALES OF FLOWERS
RUFFITALY

2780251   24/07/2014
SHARWAN KUMAR CHAWLA
trading as ;PACIFIC BLUE
KHASERA NO. 174, GALI NO. 6 WAZIRABAD, VILLAGE, DELHI-110084
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ONLINE MARKETING, EXPORT & IMPORT,
ACTIVITIES INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE AND
RETAILS SHOWROOMS OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
BENNETT, COLEMAN & COMPANY LIMITED
7, Bahadurshah Zafar Marg, New Delhi- 110103

an Indian company existing under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, promotional activities and services in various sectors including fashion world, cultural activities like singing and dancing, education and academic, media both print and electronic, spiritual networking; dissemination of advertising and publicity material, on-line advertising on a computer network, creation and arrangement of signage/displays for business purposes; presentation of goods on communication media, compilation and systemization of information into computer databases, publicity columns preparation; radio advertising / radio commercials; television advertising / television commercials; updation of advertising material, organization of programs for advertising purposes, writing and publication of publicity texts, telephone answering for unavailable subscribers.
2792574   19/08/2014
SHIVRAM FOODS PVT LTD.
B-91, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA PHASE II, NEW DELHI-110 020
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :30/09/2008
To be associated with:
2792570
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDING TRADING AND MARKETING,
IMPORT AND EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND RETAIL SERVICES, WHOLESALE, MAIL ORDERING, TELEPHONE, INTERNET
AND OTHER COMPUTERIZED ON LINE ORDERING WITH RESPECT TO FOODS AND DRINKS FOR HUMAN
CONSUMPTION INCLUDING ICE CREAMS, FROZEN DESERT, CAKES, BEVERAGES AND SHAKE"
2795647 22/08/2014
KAKA OVERSEAS LIMITED
339, UDYOG VIHAR, PHASE II, GURGAON 122016, HARYANA
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOBAL LAW CONSULTANTS (INDIA)
G-3 QUTAB VIEW APARTMENTS, KATWARIA SARAI NEW DELHI 16
Used Since :01/07/2014
To be associated with:
2795646
DELHI
ONLINE TRADING SERVICES, NAMELY, OPERATING ONLINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS AND BUYERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; ONLINE TRADING SERVICES IN WHICH SELLERS POST PRODUCTS OR SERVICES TO BE OFFERED FOR SALE, AND PURCHASING OR BIDDING IS DONE VIA THE INTERNET IN ORDER TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES BY OTHERS VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS, AND OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE IN CONNECTION THERE WITH.
ONUS

2795825    22/08/2014

ANANT PRECESSIONS PVT LTD.
206, INDUSTRIAL AREA A, LUDHIANA-141003, PB
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since: 17/01/2014

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF STAPLING MACHINES, PUNCHING MACHINES & CURRENCY COUNTING MACHINES; STAPLERS, WIRE STAPLES, STAPLER PINS, PAPER PINS, DRAWING PINS, GEM CLIPS, FILE CLIPS, LEVER CLIPS, BALL PENS, PENCILS, PAPER PINCHES, SINGLE PUNCH INK BLOTTERS, BOARD CLIPS, FILE CLIPS, TABLE CALENDAR PLATE, OIL CHALKS, ADVERTISING MATERIAL & SAFETY PINS.
2798302  27/08/2014
MR. NARENDER KASANA
A-839, DABUA COLONY, NIT FARIDABAD HARYANA
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, ART & DESIGN SERVICES
Mark shall be used as shown..
2804222    04/09/2014
PRASHANTH KUNDER
trading as ;JANATHA FISHMEAL AND OIL PRODUCTS
NO.MANOOR FISHERIES ROAD, KOTA, UDUPI DIST-576221 KARNATAKA,
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :28/04/2008
CHENNAI
Wholesale, retailing, distributing, import and export of organic fertilizer, pet foods, fish oil
JANIYA
2812857  19/09/2014
SH. VIVEK MAGON
trading as ;VIVEK KNITWEARS
B-XXIV-1155 NEW HARCHARAN NAGAR NEAR SHRI BALAJI PETROL PUMP LUDHIANA 141008PB
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :10/06/2011
DELHI
ONLINE BUSINESS OVER INTERNET RELATING TO SALE OF HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS, HOSTING & MAINTENANCE OF WEBSITE FOR ONLINE SALE OF GOODS.
2814977  23/09/2014
SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
trading as ;SCM SILKS PVT LTD.,
NO.74, NEW MARKET STREET, TIRUPUR-641604, TAMILNADU
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
advertising/publicity, advertising agencies/publicity agencies, advertising by mail order, rental of advertising time on communication media, production of advertising films, bill posting/outdoor advertising, marketing, radio advertising/radio commercials, television advertising/television commercials

The mark as a label should be viewed as whole as a composite mark depicting the distinctive lettering style, colour combination and artwork and there is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
2829667 17/10/2014
SPEEDWAYS RUBBER CO.
S. Pritpal Singh
S. Randeep Singh
S. Hardeep Singh
S. Mandeep Singh
trading as; SPEEDWAYS RUBBER CO.
Suchi Pind, Bye Pass, G.T. Road, P.O. Chugitti, Jalandhar
Service Provider
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since: 15/10/2014
DELHI
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; retail or wholesale services for tyres & tubes
2836834  05/11/2014
HARPRIT SINGH
GAGANPREET SINGH
trading as ;VEER SPORTS GAMES & TOYS.
G-3, MUKHRAM GARDEN, P.O. TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KALRA ASSOCIATES.
A-99, PANKHA ROAD, OPP. BUS TRML. UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.
Used Since :01/04/2000
To be associated with:
2836833
DELHI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TRADING AND MARKETING, EXPORT IMPORT OF SPORTS GOODS, SPORTS WEAR, SPORTS SHOES, FOOTWEAR & TOYS.
MOTILAL HIRJI GADA trading as ;SONY PLASTICS
311, ABDUL REHMAN STREET, MUMBAI-400003.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/1982
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO GIFT ARTICLES, HOUSE HOLD, STATIONARY, BAGS, DECORATIVE PRODUCTS, STATUES, UTENCILS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS EXPO

2846071  20/11/2014
MEX EXHIBITIONS PVT. LTD
9, SANT NAGAR, L.G.F., EAST OF KAILASH, NEW DELHI 110065
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :11/11/2014
DELHI
ORGANISING & HOLDING OF TRADE FAIR / EXHIBITIONS & CONFERENCES FOR COMMERCIAL & ADVERTISING PURPOSE / RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE & BUSINESS NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE INDUSTRIAL COMPONENTS AND PRODUCTS FOR VARIOUS INDUSTRIES.
SIRJAN
2847635 20/11/2014
GULTAR SINGH
trading as ;CHATHU AYURVEDIC
V.P.O. ALGON KALAN TEHSIL PATTI DISTT. TARN TARAN
Service Provider
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Retail, Wholesale, Trading, Distribution, Advertisement, Business Management Services relating to Medicines for Animal use
ANDAMEN

2849575    25/11/2014
SIDDHARTH SURI
S-23/18 & 19, D.L.F. QUTAB ENCLAVE, PHASE-III, GURGAON 122002, HR
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASON & ASSOCIATES
S-145, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH, PART-I NEW DELHI-110048

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PROVIDING RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR GOODS AND MERCHANDISE INCLUDING LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS, LUGGAGE, BAGS, WALLETS AND OTHER CARRIERS, CLOTHING, HEADGEAR, FOOTWEAR; ONLINE RETAIL SERVICE.
JOFW
2851786  28/11/2014
JADE ESERVICES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO 103 UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-I GURGAON 122016 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :24/07/2014
DELHI
"ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF FASHION SHOWS"
MR. SURENDER NATH KHANNA
trading as ;ESKAY IMPEX
A-2/132, SHOP NO 3, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI 110027
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
RETAIL OUTLETS FOR SELLING READYMADE GARMENTS FOR MENS, WOMEN AND KIDS INCLUDING FOOTWEAR AND HOSIERY ITEMS, FASHION ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 35.
2864692  18/12/2014
IMAGES MULTIMEDIA PVT. LTD.
S-21, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA,PHASE-II, NEW DELHI-110020.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
**Proposed to be Used**
**DELHI**
ADVERTISING, EXHIBITION FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION, CONFERENCES FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION, ORGANIZING EVENTS FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION AU IN CLASS 35
2865704  19/12/2014  
TJS BEAUTY SECRETS INDIA PVT. LTD.  
245, GURU GOBIND SING IND. EST., JAY COACH, OFF. WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400 063  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY  
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.  
Used Since :01/03/2014

To be associated with:
2865703

MUMBAI
RETAILING OF COSMETICS, TOILET PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1885532, 2865703.
2865742    19/12/2014

ASIA TODAY LTD.
2ND FLOOR, EBENE HOUSE, 23 CYBERCITY, EBENE MAURITIUS
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since : 01/10/2014

To be associated with:

2865736

DELFII
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PROVISIONING OF SERVICES WHICH ENABLES THE CUSTOMER TO VIEW AND PURCHASE GOODS INCLUDING BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, IMPORT & EXPORT; MARKETING & DISTRIBUTIONS.
BHARTI CARE

2870998   26/12/2014
BHARTI ENTERPRISES (HOLDING) PRIVATE LIMITED
BHARTI CRESCENT, 1 NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ -II NEW DELHI 110070
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company organised and existing under the laws of India

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE,
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE SAINIK FARMS, N. DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions; services with the object of help in the working or management of a commercial undertaking and management of the business affairs or commercial functions of an industrial or commercial enterprise; facility management; building management; asset operations; asset management
BODYCARE CREATIONS LIMITED
D-30, SECTOR 63, NOIDA, UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2014

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDER GARMENTS, INNERWEAR AND FOOTWEAR INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2841963,2760020..
2884816   19/01/2015
MR. SURESH PRASAD
trading as : CHINGARI BIRI FACTORY
ROAD NO.2,WARD NO.31,SITALA PARA,PO,SILIGURI BAZAR,SILIGURI,PIN-734005
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since : 01/08/2014

KOLKATA
THE BRINGING TOGETHER TO THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS OF A BIRI ENABLING CUSTOMERS CONVENDNTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THIS GOODS INCLUDING DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS AND DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES
ASHISH SETHI
C-BLOCK, 163, PREET VIHAR, NEW DELHI- 110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/07/2014

DELHI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, IMPORT, EXPORT, TRADING, MARKETING OF AUDIO VIDEO PRODUCTS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS, NETWORKING EQUIPMENTS, MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES, ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, KITCHEN APPLIANCES, LIGHTING PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2892770 30/01/2015
MR. ANISH KAPOOR
MR. UMESH KHANNA
MR. SANJEEV PAHWA
trading as; SKY TELESHPPING LLP.
SHOP NO-30, 1ST FLOOR, POCKET-5, BLOCK-P, CSC PITAM PURA, DELHI-1110034
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/01/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, ON-LINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM & SHOPS SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL MEDICINES, AYURVEDIC & HERBAL MEDICINES, BLEACHING PREPARATION & PERFUMERY ITEMS, JUICER, MIXER, GRINDER, SEWING MACHINE & WASHING MACHINE, CCTV, SAFETY EQUIPMENTS, LCD & LED T.V, HOME THEATRE, DVD, MOBILE PHONE & ACCESSORIES FANS, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, REFRIGERATOR, GEYSERS, LED LIGHT & BULBS, LIGHTING ACCESSORIES, GOLD, SILVER, DIAMOND & ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, WATCHES, HOSIERY & READYMADE GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR.
2894702  06/02/2015
S. GURJEET SINGH
S. JASKARAN SINGH
SMT. MANJEET KAUR
trading as ;G.S.M. GLOBAL
C-234, VIVEK VIHAR, DELHI 110095
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/1994
To be associated with:
2894705
DELHI
ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING & MARKETING OF SAREES, LUNGHIES, TEXTILE FABRICS, BLANKETS, TOWELS, BEDSPREADS, TABLE COVERS, CAR SEAT COVER, HANDKERCHIEF & TISSUES, CUT PIECE PRINTED CLOTHES, MOTOR PARTS, AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES, OIL SEALS, GASKETS, RUBBER PARTS & RUBBER SHEET, AUTO STRIPS, GUM, ASBESTOS, PVCPIPES, HOSEPIPES, HDPEPIPES, LAMINATED SHEETS, PVC CASING & GAPING, MUDGUARD, VISOR, SIDE PANEL, SIDE BOX FOR TWO WHEELER. SEAT COVER & PLASTICS PARTS.
MAXZIMAA

2894707  06/02/2015
MAXZIMAA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
403, AMBER TOWER, AZADPUR COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZAD PUR, DELHI 110033

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO
DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, NUTRITIONAL
SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTARY, COSMETIC PRODUCTS, MEDICAL, SURGICAL,
DENTAL & VETERINARY INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS.
LOCALLY CONNECTED GLOBALLY TRUSTED

2902826   16/02/2015
A.M.S. INFORM RESEARCH SERVICES PVT. LTD
301-302 ADITYA KAUSHAMBHI PLAZA SEC 14 KAUSHAMBHI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX GHAZIABAD UP 201010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :24/02/2011

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION SERVICES INCLUDING COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, DATA SEARCH IN COMPUTER FILES FOR OTHERS, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASE, COMPILATION OF ADVERTISEMENTS FOR USE AS WEB PAGES ON THE INTERNET, PROVISION OF SPACE ON WEB SITES FOR ADVERTISING SERVICES.
HIMGIRI BACHAT STORE

2903193  17/02/2015
JINDAL VEGETABLE PRODUCTS LTD.
NARAIN NAGAR, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAZPUR ROAD, KASHIPUR-244713, UTTARAKHAND
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1989

DELHI

RETAIL STORES, SHOPPING MALLS, SHOPPING CENTRE, SUPER MARKETS, DEPARTMENTAL STORE, ON-LINE
MARKETING AND PROVIDING OF SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD PRODUCTS, DRINKING PRODUCTS, FROZEN FOOD,
FRUIT AND VEGETABLES.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
2910338  26/02/2015
JADE E SERVICES PVT. LTD
PLOT NO 103 UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-I GURGAON 122016 HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
ONLINE MARKETING, ADVERTISING, SALE, TRADE, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE MEDIA, INTERNET WEBSITE, TELE-COMMUNICATIONS, MAIL ORDER, DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS SERVICES, IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES OF CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, SPORTS CLOTHING, FOOTWEAR, HEADGEAR, JEWELLERY AND THEIR ACCESSORIES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2387152.
APOLLO SCALES

2911122    26/02/2015
YOGESH AGARWAL
trading as ;M/S APOLO SCALES WORKS
3, KRISHNA COMPLEX, DARESI NO. 2, AGRA (U.P.).
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :28/05/2007

DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, official functions, distribution, marketing, wholesale and retail services relating to measuring and Weighing instruments.
2914106  02/03/2015
A.D. PLYWOOD INDIA (P) LTD.
X-10, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA-II, NEW DELHI-110020
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :04/01/1996

DELHI
WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT, EXPORT, RETAIL OF ALL KINDS OF PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARD, FLUSH DOORS, MDF, LAMINATES, WOOD VENEER, PARTICLE BOARDS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35

This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use all descriptive matter appearing in the label..
KALSI WOOD WORKING MACHINES

2915736  04/03/2015

S. MANJIT SINGH KALSI

trading as ;NARANKAR MECHANICAL WORKS

PHAGWARA GATE, JALANDHAR PB.

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.

43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/1980

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOMS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF WOOD WORKING MACHINES INCLUDING WOOD PLANER MACHINE.
2917235  09/03/2015
MR. PRERIT GUPTA
trading as ;IMPULSA
1511 SHIV ASHRAM, S.P. MUKHERJEE MARG, DELHI-110006.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1990

DELHI
ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS & SHOPS, SHOWROOM SERVICES RELATING TO LUCER, MIXER, GRINDERS, MACHINE COUPLINGS, SEWING MACHINES, WASHING MACHINES, WIRE & CABLES, DVD, VCD, TV, LCD, LED, PLASMA TV, FM PLAYER, MUSIC SYSTEM, HOME THEATRE, SPEAKER, WOOFER, P.A., AMPLIFIER, FANS, EXHAUST FAN, COOLERS, AIR CONDITIONERS, REFRIGERATOR, TOASTER, GEYSERS, ELECTRIC OVEN, HEAT CONVECTORS, HEATERS, HEATING ELEMENT, ELECTRIC IRON, IMMERSION ROD, WATER BOILER, LED LIGHT & BULBS, CFL, ELECTRIC & LPG GAS STOVE AND THEIR PARTS.
2920499   12/03/2015
VIKASH KUMAR
trading as ;AVSGROUP

J-19, 4TH FLOOR, PANDAV NAGAR, GANESH NAGAR COMPLEX. 110092, NEW DELHI

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.

32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Used Since :01/02/2011

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS PROVIDE SERVICES FOR PLANT ERECTION, PLANT FABRICATION, PLANT OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE, PROVIDE MAN POWER
LEO

2920884  12/03/2015
TARUN RATHI
trading as ;LEO
253/L-2, Munirka Village, Near Anupam Restaurant, New Delhi - 110067, Delhi Ncr.

Service Provider
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
ADVERTISING; MARKETING ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES
PPPL

2921614   13/03/2015
PAHWA PLASTICS PVT. LTD.
C-344, SARASWATI VIHAR, DELHI-110034.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/01/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS & SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING & MARKETING OF LAMINATED SHEET, SUNMICA, WATER-PROOF, PLYWOOD, WATER-PROOF BOARDS, PLY BOARD, BLOCK BOARDS, TEAK-PLY, SIM MICA, DOOR & WINDOWS, FLUSH DOORS, DOORS & WINDOW FRAMES, PANEL, PANELING & PANEL BOARDS, PLANKS, TIMBER VENEERS, WALL BOARDS, WOOD WORKS FOR DECORATIVE PLY BOARD & OTHER PLYWOOD PRODUCTS & NATURAL.
2932540  27/03/2015
KABIR JOLLY
119, ANUPAM GARDEN, LANE NO.-3, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI-110068
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/12/2011
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “BODY ” APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN..
2935090  02/04/2015
ABHISHEK GOYAL
trading as ;M/S MY HABIT
KALAKUNJ, MARUTI ESTATE ROAD, BODLA, AGRA (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :02/02/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO READY-MADE GARMENTS AND FOOTWEAR.
2935296 03/04/2015
T. USHARANI trading as ;LEO MARSHELL AGENCY
174/2, 26TH EAST STREET, KAMARAJ NAGAR, THIRUVANMIYUR, CHENNAI-600 041, TAMIL NADU.
MERCHANT AND SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/04/1993
CHENNAI
PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT; EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
2950011  23/04/2015
SHABNAM OBEROI
R/O. B-142, DLF PHASE- V, GURGAON, HARYANA, PIN CODE- 122001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :21/04/2015
DELHI
retail or wholesale services for clothing, online retail services relating to clothing, export and import agencies
Mark shall be used as a device as represented with no right over the word capri.
KOOVS DESIGNED IN LONDON

2953123  21/04/2015
KOOVS MARKETING CONSULTING PVT. LTD.
75D, Gate No-1, Sector-18, Gurgaon, Haryana -122015
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/09/2012

To be associated with:
2362682, 2362683, 2567199, 2676736, 2953121, 2953122

DELHI

Advertising; advertising material, exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing research; new paper subscription; on-line advertising on a computer network; outdoor advertising; public relations; publicity; radio advertising; relocation services for businesses; retail purposes; sales promotion for others; sponsorship search; television advertising and commercials; trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; writing of publicity texts; office functions

This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word DESIGNED IN LONDON..

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2362682, 2362683, 2567199. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
WOOL MANTRA
2960893   12/05/2015
SHRI VINAY JAIN
SHRI VIKAS JAIN
trading as ;VINOD KNITWEARS
934, PURANA BAGAR, NEAR SONIA MANDIR, LUHIANA-141 008 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2003
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO
TRADING, MARKETING, FRANCHISEES, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS, BLANKETS,
BABY BLANKETS, SHAWLS, LOHIS, BED SHEETS, SUITING, SHIRTING, DRESS MATERIAL AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (WOOL).
SEALDEAL
2964377  14/05/2015
ARVINDER SINGH
trading as ;SEALDEAL
D-214, Saket, New Delhi- 110017.
Merchant
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; demonstration of goods, on-line advertising on a computer network, organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes.
2969134    20/05/2015
CURLEYSTREET MEDIA PVT LTD
G2, Regal Manor, 2/1 Bride Street, Richmond Town, Bangalore 560025
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATARAGHAVAN
DBS House, 26, Cunningham Road, Bangalore 560 052
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration
2977028  03/06/2015
SURINDER KAUR
trading as ;NITEO ENTERPRISES
K-62/29, MAIN ROAD, GOPAL NAGAR, AZADPUR, DELHI-110033
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :10/06/2013
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADVERTISING SERVICES, TRADING OF PHOTO FRAMES, T-SHIRTS, GARMENTS, BAGS & GOD FIGURES
2981136  10/06/2015
EVOLUTION PROPBUILD PRIVATE LIMITED.
trading as ;EVOLUTION PROPBUILD PRIVATE LIMITED.
C-19, OLD KANTI NAGAR, KRISHNA NAGAR, DELHI-51.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE GHAZIABAD TRADE MARK CO.
DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD
Used Since :28/08/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
EXOTIC GOODIES

2983903    12/06/2015
ANKIT AGRAWAL
6/6, AGRAWAL NAGAR, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, MATUNGA (EAST), MUMBAI-400019
TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SERVICES RELATING TO EXPORT AND IMPORT AGENCIES; WHOLESALE ORDERING SERVICES; RETAIL SERVICES
PROVIDED BY ON-LINE DEPARTMENT STORES; RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES;
ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; ON-LINE MARKETING; ON-LINE ORDERING SERVICES;
PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; PROVIDING A SEARCHABLE
ONLINE ADVERTISING GUIDE FEATURING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER VENDORS ON THE INTERNET;
BUSINESS INFORMATION SERVICES PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR THE INTERNET;
INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2999758  03/07/2015

CHANCHAL KUMAR
trading as ;SEVEN ZONE NUTRITION
WZ -36A/3, KRISHNA PARK EXTENSION, SEVEN ZONE, GYM, NEW DELHI -110018.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :20/05/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as shown..
LAPIZ

3000138  03/07/2015

LAPIZ PROJECTS PRIVATE LIMITED
D-56, FIRST FLOOR, PRASHANT VIHAR, DELHI-110085.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VERMA REGISTRATION SERVICE
E-133, KAMLA NAGAR, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :12/08/2010

DELHI

SERVICES OF SALE-PURCHASE, TRADING, RETAILING, MANUFACTURING, MARKETING, PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING, EXHIBITIONS, DISPLAYING, IMPORT-EXPORT, RETAIL & WHOLESALE THROUGH SHOPS, STORES, SHOWROOM, V/EBITSITES, INTERNET PORTALS, MAIL ORDER, DIRECT MARKETING & ONLINE MARKETING, COMMERCIAL ACTIVITIES, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW & PURCHASE OF ELECTRONIC GOODS, LED BULBS, PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.
3020357  30/07/2015
RAKESH SEHGAL
trading as ; INSIGHT VISION
CS-66 4TH FLOOR, ANSAL PLAZA VAISHALI GHAZIABAD 201010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since : 05/05/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES, ONLINE ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES, PROVIDING SPACE FOR ADVERTISEMENT, ADVERTISING, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, BUSINESS APPRAISAL, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION, MODELING FOR ADVERTISING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, OUTSOURCING SERVICES, FALLING IN CLASS 35.
3020907  30/07/2015
MR. BIPINKUMAR HARJIVAN SHAH
trading as ;M/s. FALCON INTERNATIONAL
07 SWASTIK PLAZA, V.M.ROAD, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI-400049
Service Provider
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :27/07/2015

MUMBAI
Advertising, talent promotion and management, event and business management.
BRAINPAN

3022418  03/08/2015
BRAINPAN INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-51 MANDIR MARG, MAHANAGAR EXT, LUCKNOW, UP 226006
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TANIKELLA RASTOGI ASSOCIATES
C-6 GULMOHAR PARK, NEW DELHI 110049
Used Since : 15/04/2015
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONS
3025691  04/08/2015
ADIDAS AG
ADI-DASSLER-STRASSE 1, 91074 HERZOGNAURACH, GERMANY
Manufacturers, Merchants and Service Provider
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RANJAN NARULA ASSOCIATES.
VATIKA TOWERS, 10TH FLOOR, BLOCK-B, SECTOR-54, GURGAON 122002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, (HARYANA)
Used Since :27/10/2003
DELHI
Retailing of clothing, headgear, footwear; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods (excluding the transport thereof), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, through mail order catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television shopping programmes
3026295  07/08/2015
NITIN GOYAL
D-65, FLATTED FACTORY COMPLEX, JHANDEWALAN NEW DELHI-110055
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 28/02/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RESPECT OF ACCOUNTANCY ADVICE RELATING TO TAXATION
GEOSTAR

3043135 28/08/2015

S. SURAM SINGH
S. MULTAN SINGH

trading as ;GEOSTAR EXPORTS

274-275, STREET NO.-5, RAM NAGAR, BHAMIAN KALAN, LUDHIANA-141015 (PB.)

SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:

MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/07/2012

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF NUTS, BOLTS, SCREWS, WASHERS, RIVETS, STUDS, FASTENERS, STEEL BALLS, LOCKS & SPRINGS; BICYCLES & PARTS THEREOF INCLUDING TYRES & TUBES; ADHESIVE TAPES & PACKING MATERIAL; EDIBLE OILS & FATS; MILK & OTHER DAIRY PRODUCTS; FLOUR & PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, SWEETS, NAMKEEN, PULSES & SPICES, CONFECTIONERY & BAKERY PRODUCTS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD STAR.
3044859  31/08/2015
AUTO VOGUE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/s AUTO VOGUE PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE No. 64, SECTOR 28-A, CHANDIGARH
SERVICES
A Company incorporated under Companies Act-1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :03/05/2015
DELHI
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS FUNCTIONS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,
ADVERTISEMENT, PROMOTION, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALER, RETAILERS, DISTRIBUTORS, STOCKIST OF
AUTOMOTIVES AND THEIR SPARE PARTS
YODHA

3046753  03/09/2015
PREM CHAND MITTAL
NARESH KUMAR MITTAL
trading as ;SANITECH INDUSTRIES
B-25 COMMUNITY CENTRE, JANAKPURI DELHI 110058
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008.
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, RETAILING, EXPORT-IMPORT, ADVERTISING, ONLINE SELLING SERVICES.
SALES PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES OUTLET, EXHIBITION AND DISPLAY SERVICES IN RESPECT OF WATER STORAGE TANK.
SHINGURA
3046939  03/09/2015
VISHAL DUA
trading as ;SWASTIK PAINTS AND MARBEL HOUSE
BAREILLY ROAD, DARU CHAURAHA, NEAR NEW GALLA MANDI, KICHHU UDHAM SINGH NAGAR 263148, U.K
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BRAND MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, RETAILING SERVICES, WHOLESALE & RETAILS OUTLETS AND STORES, SHOPPING MALLS, SHOPPING CENTRE, DEPARTMENTAL STORES, SUPERMARKET, HYPERMARKET, MANAGEMENT OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3047230  03/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3047222
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
3048417  07/09/2015
RADIANCE SPACE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 001, PARK CENTRA, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :02/02/2015
To be associated with:
2931142
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATED TO INTERIOR
DESIGN, DECORATION, CONSULTATION, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR DESIGN SERVICES, MANAGEMENT SERVICES,
FURNITURE, FITTINGS AND FIXTURES AND HOUSE KEEPING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
TIJARA

3049368 07/09/2015

VIMAL KUMAR JAIN

trading as; M/S VIMAL SOAP MANUFACTURING COMPANY

332, ANANDPURI, NEAR GEETA MEDICAL STORE, KANPUR (U.P.).

SERVICES.

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. K. ARORA

TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since: 05/09/2015

DELHI

Advertising, business management administration, office function, distribution, marketing, wholesale and retail services relating to nirol oil soap, detergent powder & cake, transport soap, agarbatti, dhoop batti, oil soap, hand wash, bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use, cleaning polishing scouring and abrasive preparations, soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.
XSEED TAPP
3052605 10/09/2015

XSEED EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
SCO 57, Third Floor, Emerald Court, Sector 29 – Gurgaon, Haryana, India

Service Provider
a private limited company organized and existing under the Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office function; strategic planning and business advisory; managing, administering, branding for online universities, educational programs, mobile applications; business venture development and consulting services for universities, educational institutions seeking to establish online educational programs; turnkey project management; providing directory information; on-line ordering services featuring merchandise, consumer goods and services; customer service and relationship management services
A+PLUS ORGANIC HEALTH

3053417    11/09/2015
AJIT SINGH OM PARKASH LTD
OLD GRAIN MARKET, NAWAN SHAHR, DISTT. SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

Used Since :01/04/1987

To be associated with:
3053420, 3053426

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO
TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED & COOKED FRUITS & VEGETABLES,
JELLIES, JAMS & FRUIT SAUCES; EDIBLE OILS & FATS; COFFEE, TEA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, COFFEE
SUBSTITUTES, FLOUR & PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, BISCUITS, CAKES, PASTRY &
CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, TREACLE, SALT, MUSTARD, PEPPER, VINEGAR SAUCES, PULSES & SPICES; FRUIT
DRINKS, FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS & OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD ORGANIC
HEALTH.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 865764, 1328433, 1982714&
1253669.
BOHOCRAFT
3054598   14/09/2015
ASHOK KUMAR SINGH
402, TECHNOLOGY APARTMENTS, 24, I.P. EXTN., PATPARGANJ, DELHI-110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
TRADING, MARKETING, DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, SUPPLY, PROMOTION, RETAIL AND CONSULTING OF ALL TYPES OF ART, ART MATERIAL, CRAFTS, CRAFT MATERIAL, HANDICRAFTS, STATIONERY, ACCESSORIES, BRAND PROMOTION, IMPORT AND EXPORT, THROUGH ONLINE AND/OR OFFLINE MEANS, INCLUDING PROVIDING AN ONLINE AND/OR OFFLINE PLATFORM FOR MARKETING
REX

3054955  14/09/2015

JUGAL KISHORE

trading as ; J.K. REX BRUSH INDUSTRIES

78/26, LATOCHE ROAD, KANPUR.

SERVICES.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

P. K. ARORA

TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

Used Since : 01/01/1986

DELHI

Advertising, business management administration, office function, distribution, marketing, wholesale and retail services related to brushes.
PURELITE
3055750  15/09/2015
SH. SAMEER SEHGAL
trading as ;SAMIR POLYMERS
BASTI BAWA KHEL, KAPURTHALA ROAD, JALANDHAR -144021 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SLIPPERS, RUBBER CHAPPALS, SOLES & STRAPS.
ALUBUILD
3057417  17/09/2015
SANJAY SINGHAL
trading as ;SHREE INDUSTRIES.
E-4, MANSAROVER GARDEN, 2ND FLOOR, NEW DELHI.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING OF ALUMINIUM COMPOSITE PANEL, SHEET IRON, SHEET METAL, COMMON METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS, METAL BUILDING MATERIALS, COMPOSITE SHEETS, METALIC & NON METALIC PANELS FOR BUILDING DECORATORS, BUILDING MATERIALS, RIGID PIPES FOR BUILDING; ASPHALT, PLYWOOD, BLOCK BOARDS, ELECTRICALS & ELECTRONICS INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS, ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES, PLASTIC & PVC PIPES & FITTINGS, ALUMINIUM SHEETS.
3058050  17/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
3060036 21/09/2015
SUPREME AUDIOTEK (P) LTD.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/08/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF SECURITY, CAMERAS, CCTV CAMERAS, DVR, ELECTRONIC DOOR LOCK, METAL DETECTOR, ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, FIRE ALARAMS, FIRE DETECTORS ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR SECURITY SURVILLENCE, ANALOG CAMERAS, VIDEO DOOR PHONES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

3060477 21/09/2015
SURENDRRA KUMAR GUPTA
trading as M/S S.K. TRADERS
SHOP NO. 48, 1ST FLOOR, 29/115 ROSHAN LAL PLAZA, NAMAK KI MANDI, AGRA (U.P.), INDIA.
SERVICES.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/1999

DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, official functions, distribution, marketing, wholesale and retail services relating to chains, payals and other jewellery ornaments.
No right over the word Payal.
WINCOURSE DIAGNOSTICS

3060511   21/09/2015
DCS CERTIFICATIONS PVT LTD
trading as ;DCS CERTIFICATIONS PVT LTD
105, PRAKASH HOUSE, 4379/4B ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002.
THE SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :27/08/2015

To be associated with:
3060507

DELHI

PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, ARRANGING SUBSCRIPTIONS TO BOOKS AND REVIEWS, RETAIL SERVICES FOR COMPUTER SOFTWARE, PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT ADVICE RELATING TO SOFTWARE, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS, PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, COLLECTION, SYSTEMATIZATION, COMPILATION AND ANALYSIS OF BUSINESS DATA AND INFORMATION STORED IN COMPUTER DATABASES.

No exclusive right over the word DIAGNOSTICS..

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3060507.
3064025  24/09/2015
ANKITA SAXENA
trading as ;M/S SAMYA INTERNATIONAL
S-333, YASHODA NAGAR, KANPUR (U.P).
SERVICES.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :07/04/2011
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, distribution, marketing, wholesale & retail services relating to Meat, fish, poultry, game, preserved, dried & cooked fruits & vegetables, jellies, jams, fruit sauces, eggs, milk & products, edible oils & fats, coffee, tea & substitutes, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, flour & preparations made from cereals, bakery & confectionery, ices, honey, salt, sauces, spices, ice, beers, mineral & aerated waters, fruit drinks & juices, syrups & other preparations for making beverages.
AMAN CHICKEN

3066438  29/09/2015
S. GURJINDER SINGH
trading as ;AMAN CHICKEN
JAGJIT NAGAR, NEAR SHASTRI NAGAR RAILWAY CROSSING, LUDHIANA (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/1993
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE MANAGEMENT RELATING TO TAKE AWAY OUTLETS FOR VEGETARIAN & NON VEGETARIAN FOOD ARTICLES FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTIONS.
3069928 03/10/2015
BALJOR SINGH
trading as ;M/S BRIJWASI AGRICULTURE IMPLEMENTS
VILLAGE NAGLA CHATTHI, POST. BISAWAR, HATHRAS (U.P.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :12/09/2001
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO THRESHER PATTI (GANASA).
3070449 06/10/2015

SH. NAVAL KUMAR
SMT. RISHU AGGARWAL
SH. MUNISH AGGARWAL

trading as ;SEEMA FOUNDRY & WORKSHOP
DHIR ROAD, BATALA 143505, PB
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)
Used Since :13/09/1998

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, RETAIL, EXHIBITION FOR BUSINESS PROMOTION SERVICES RELATING TO LATHE MACHINE, SHAPER MACHINE, PLANNER, HACKSAW MACHINE, SHEARING MACHINE, WOOD WORKING MACHINES.
ZOLAMIC PHARMA

3071414  06/10/2015
MR. NARINDER KUMAR BATRA
trading as ;ZOLAMIC PHARMA
DSS-9 1ST FLOOR, HUDA MARKET, SEC-08, KARNAL HARYANA
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS & TESTING KITS; LABORATORY & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING & LIFE SAVING APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS USE IN HEALTHCARE & WELLNESS CLINICS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., PHARMA.
BLUE BUG LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO.-810, 8TH FLOOR, TOWER-C, UNITECH BUSINESS ZONE, NIRVANA COUNTRY-SOUTH CITY-2, SECTOR-50, GURGAON-122017, HARYANA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, COSMETICS, DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, SURGICAL, MEDICAL, DENTAL AND VETERINARY APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, DIAGNOSTIC APPARATUS & TESTING KITS; LABORATORY & SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, WEIGHING, MEASURING, SIGNALING, CHECKING & LIFE SAVING APPARATUS, INSTRUMENTS & APPARATUS USE IN HEALTHCARE & WELLNESS CLINICS.
3072175  07/10/2015
TRIFECTA ENTERTAINMENT PVT. LTD.
B-4, 2ND FLOOR, PAMPOSH ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI-110048.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ARRANGING AND
CONDUCTING SPECIAL EVENTS FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL, BUSINESS AND ADVERTISING PURPOSES;
ORGANIZATION OF EVENTS, EXHIBITIONS, FAIRS AND SHOWS FOR COMMERCIAL, PROMOTIONAL AND ADVERTISING
PURPOSES; EVENT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT FOR MARKETING, BRANDING, PROMOTING OR ADVERTISING THE
GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS; PROVIDING ON-LINE REGISTRATION SERVICES FOR EVENT OR FUNCTION [NOT
DOMAIN NAMES]; PROMOTING SPORTS COMPETITIONS AND EVENTS OF OTHERS.
3074466  09/10/2015
APINDER SINGH BHARTI
trading as : HOME SOLUTIONS
A-154 ANAND VIHAR DELHI 110092
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KULDIP & ASSOCIATES.
945/3 ( F.F ), NAIWALA, FAIZ ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI- 110 005.
Used Since :18/09/2008
To be associated with:
3074465
DELHI
SERVICES TOWARDS ONLINE MARKETING, RETAILING, WHOLESALING, ASSEMBLING OF GOODS, MANUFACTURING, TRADING, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, FRANCHISING IN RESPECT OF HOME FURNISHING, FURNITURE, CARPETS, RUGS, MATS, MATTING, FABRICS, LINEN PRODUCTS, READYMADE GARMENTS ALL BEING SERVICES
ANKUR JAIN
trading as; ANKUR ELECTRONICS
GROUND FLOOR, SHOP NO-14, CROSS RIVER MALL, DELHI 110032
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/09/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-UNE MARKETING, EXPORTER
& IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION,
TRADING AND MARKETING OF MOBILE PHONE AND MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES INCLUDING MOBILE PHONE
CHARGER, ADAPTOR AND TRAVEL CHARGER, BATTERY, POWER-BANK, MOBILE COYER, MEMORY CARD, CARD
READER, HANDSFREE, BLUETOOTH DEVICES AND SCREEN PROTECTOR.
RPM RETAIL PVT. LTD
B-307, FLAT NO-02, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, CHHATTARPUR EXTN., NEW DELHI 110074
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS, UNDER GARMENTS, NECKWEAR, HEADGEAR, UNIFORM, DRESSES, MEN, WOMEN AND CHILD CLOTHING AND FOOTWEAR, FASHION ACCESSORIES, BELT, WALLET, LADIES & GENTS BAGS AND PURSES, GOOGLES.
WE CARE HOSPITALITY SERVICES (P) LTD.
7466, GALI NO. -5, JWALA NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032.
SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019  Class 35

3078105  14/10/2015
BHANU AGARWAL
trading as ; MAGNETO CORPORATION
9/22, BASEMENT, NEHRU ENCLAVE, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2014

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND
MARKETING OF LIGHTING, HEATING, REFRIGERATING COOKING, COOLING, VENTILATING, DRYING, STEAM
GENERATING APPARATUS, PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, INDOOR & OUTDOOR COOLING SYSTEMS, AIR CONDITIONERS &
THEIR PARTS, FANS, COOLERS, DISINFECTANT APPARATUS, AIR PURIFYING, DEODORIZING & FILTERING
APPARATUS, WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS.
Priority claimed from 15/06/2015; Application No. : 303442310 ;Hong Kong
3079320  15/10/2015
BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD.
Room B186, Building 2, No. 99, Kechuang 14 Street, Beijing Economic and Technological Development Zone, Beijing, China.
Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of China.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising time on communication media; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; business management assistance; commercial information and advice for consumers[consumer advice shop]; price comparison services; business information; import-export agencies; auctioneering; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; online shopping services; shopping center; online retail services; retail shops; promotion services in relation to retail and wholesale; sponsorship search; compilation of information into computer databases; administrative processing of purchase orders; personnel management consultancy; rental of sales stands; outsourcing services [business assistance]; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; demonstration of goods; business agency services; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; rental of vending machines.

NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “Global” APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN..
3080326  16/10/2015

ETECHACES MARKETING AND CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 119, Sector-44, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing information about insurance; advertising; business management; business, Business process out sourcing; Business management analysis or business consultancy; economic information; marketing research; economic research or analysis; consultancy and advisory services including related to insurance and finance; providing business information relating to insurance and finance; employment agencies; Internet advertising; advertising by other media; providing information relating to employment recruitment.
MOSAICHOUSE

3081111  19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MANSIONCASTLE

3081113  19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MANSION
3081115  19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY , RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT
MANSIONLODGE

3081116    19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3081118 19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015
DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MINISTRYHOUSE

3081119 19/10/2015
JIL TRADING PRIVATE LTD.
4TH FLOOR, BHANDARI HOUSE-91, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019.
MANUFACTURE AND TRADER
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
ONLINE DISPLAY, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF SALE OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND ADVERTISEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MR. SUKRIT SINGLA
trading as ;DIZON INDIA
S-239, PANCHSHEEL PARK, NEW DELHI 110017
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, OFFICE FUNCTION, WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATED TO BUILDING MATERIALS, CUTLERY; APPARATUS FOR LIGHTING, PRINTED MATTER, PHOTOGRAPHS & PAINTINGS, LEATHER & UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS, CARPETS, RUGS, MATS, MATTING & OTHER MATERIALS FOR COVERING EXISTING FLOORS; FABRIC WINDOW BLINDS, BLINDS & INTERIOR TEXTILE WINDOW BLINDS, CURTAIL RODS, NOBS, ALL TYPE FURNITURES, ROPES, NETS, AWNINGS; FABRIC, TEXTILES & TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, BED & TABLE COVERS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3081403 16/10/2015
SEEED TECHNOLOGY INC
4-5th Floor, 8th Building Shiling Industrial Park, XiLi Town, NanShan Dist., Shenzhen CHINA 518055
Service Provider
A company incorporated under the laws of China
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDHANI ASSOCIATES
11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-8
Used Since: 11/07/2010
DELHI
Advertising; Presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; Assistance (Business management —); providing business information via a web site; Sales promotion for others; Procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; Word processing; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; computer entering service; organization of technology exhibitions
3081472  19/10/2015
AYUSH HERBS PVT. LTD.
25 INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NAGROTA BHAGWAN KANGRA H.P.
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/11/1994
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD AYURVEDA-WEALTH OF HEALTH & AYUSH HERBS.
AJANTA POLYMERS

3082740 21/10/2015

VIDYA DEVI trading as ; AJANTA POLYMERS
1-2255 NARELA INDUSTRIAL AREA DSIDC COMPLEX NARELA DELHI 40

MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/1995

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS & SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING & MARKETING OF METALLIC PIPES & OTHER PIPES FOR THE MANUFACTURING OF BATHROOM HANGING FITTINGS, SANITARY INSTALLATIONS & BATHROOM FITTINGS, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS & ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WATER TANK, CISTERN TANKS, SINK, FLUSHING CISTERN, TOILET SEAT COVERS & PARTS THEREOF TAPS & COCKS, SHOWERS & SHOWER INSTALLATIONS; FAUCETS;, KITCHEN SINK, BUILDING MATERIAL.
ARPAN AGGARWAL
trading as ;KANTA ENTERPRISES
X/ 3950, GALI NO.13, SHANTI MOHALLA, GANDHI NAGAR, DELHI-110031.

SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2000

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM ARID SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF SUITING & SHIRTING, SUIT LENGTHS, DRESS MATERIAL, FABRICS, NARROW WOVEN FABRICS, FURNISHING, BLENDED & COATED FABRICS, SHAWL, BLANKET, MINK BLANKETS, SHOWER CURTAIN; ACRYLIC CLOTHES, SAREES, BLOUSE PIECE, LUNGI, SILKS, QUILT, LINEN, WOOLEN CLOTH WOVEN, READYM ade GARMENTS, HOSIERY, UNDER GARMENTS, MEN, WOMEN AND CHILD CLOTHING, FOOTWEARS INCLUDING UNIFORMS, DRESSES, JEANS, JACKETS, SHIRTS, T-SHIRTS, TROUSERS, SUITS, VESTS, COATS, SHERWANIS, SUIT, SAREE, KURTA, PYJAMAS, CHILDRENS CLOTHING, DUPPATTA, LEGGINGS, CAPS, HATS, HEADWEAR, NECKWEAR, TOPS, SKIRTS, NIGHT-SUITS, INNERWEAR, SWIMWEAR, BRASSIERES; BLAZERS, GLOVES, SOCKS, TIES, WOOLEN GARMENTS, BOOTS, SHOES AND SLIPPERS.
3083102    21/10/2015
A.AMRITJOT SINGH
S.INDERJOT SINGH
trading as ;PETS PARADISE
12, NEW COLONY, MODEL TOWN, VASANT VIHAR ROAD, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF RESALE OF ORNAMENTAL FISH, FISH AQUARIUMS, PETS, WATER FALLS, FOUNTAINS AND ALL TYPE OF NOVELTIES ITEMS AND ACCESSORIES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (PETS).
3083659  20/10/2015
JAYESH B. THAKAR
trading as ;THAKAR THAL
YADUNANADAN PARK 9, OPP NEW BUS STAND, SANALA ROAD, MORBI, RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DIPALI R. SHINGALA
B/12, AAVAS CO.OP, SOOC.HSOC.LTD., NR. NAND BUNGLOWS, NR. WATER TANK, NR. AKAR SURBHI FLATS,
JANTANAGAR CROSS ROAD., GHATLODIA, AHMEDABAD 380061
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
FRANCHISEE SERVICE CONNECTED TO MANAGEMENT AND ESTABLISHMENT OF RESTAURANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3085713  26/10/2015
NARESH KUMAR
trading as ; AMBA ELECTRONICS
MANOKAMNA BHAWAN, 8-SHIV PURI, DELHI -110051.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since : 01/05/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL GOODS, MOBILE PHONE
AND MOBILE PHONE ACCESSORIES, HOME APPLIANCE, KITCHEN ACCESSORIES, FASHION ACCESSORIES, CAR
STEREO AND CAR ACCESSORIES.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE

3085992  27/10/2015
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
179/5, NAI SARAK, SHASTRI NAGAR, MEERUT (U.P)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :02/10/1991
DELHI
SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AMERICAN.
3087049  27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, business management, business administration; office functions; retailing, wholesaling, marketing and marketing research and analysis.
3087305  28/10/2015
MR. SARABJIT SINGH
trading as ;NOBLE INDUSTRIES
GB-8 SHIVAJI ENCLAVE NEW DELHI 110027
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHARTI REGISTRATION SERVICE.
EC-54, SFS MAYA ENCLAVE, MAYA PURI, OPP. JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110 064.
Used Since :01/10/2007
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDING STORES, GARMENTS SHOWROOM AND RETAIL GARMENTS SALE HOUSE
3087544    28/10/2015
MILLION SWITCH GEARS PVT. LTD.
3/27 A, FIRST FLOOR, SAHDEV GALLI, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI - 110 032.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
A PVT. LTD. COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/07/2000

DELI
DEPARTMENTAL STORE; WHOLESALER; RETAIL OUTLET; SHOWROOM; SHOPPING MALL; IMPORTS & EXPORTS; E-COMMERCE SERVICES VIA ON-LINE SHOPPING, RETAIL WEB SITES, HANDLING ORDERS VIA INTERNET AND OTHER ONLINE SERVICES, SALE SERVICES RELATING TO WIRE & CABLES, SWITCH GEARS, MCB, MACHINES AND MACHINE TOOLS CRUSHING MACHINE, APPARATUS, APPLIANCES FOR LIGHTING, PLASTIC POLYMERS, PLASTIC SUBSTANCES, HOUSEHOLD, KITCHEN UTENSILS & CONTAINERS
3087649  28/10/2015
SH. ATUL JAIN
trading as ;RAVINDRA & CO.
B-1831 2ND FLOOR, SHAStRI NAGAR DELHI 110052
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAGA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
F - 28, MILAP NAGAR, NEAR JAIN MANDIR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3089133  30/10/2015
MR. VINOD SHARMA
MRS. PROMILA KHURANA
trading as ;KITCHEN KREATIONS
G-36 IIND FLOOR PALAM EXTN (HARIJAN BASTI) NEAR RAMPHAL CHOWK SEC-07 DWARKA NEW DELHI 110078
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :16/01/2015
DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL AGENCY SERVICES RETAIL OUTLET CHAIN STORE, PROMOTION, ONLINE MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF MODULAR KITCHEN & ACCESSORIES, AS PER CLASS 35
This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use KITCHEN KREATIONS..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
Proposed to be Used

DELHI

COST PRICE ANALYSIS, PRICE COMPARISON SERVICES, PRICE ANALYSIS SERVICES, ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND COMPARE THE GOODS OR SERVICES OF OTHER VENDORS, ON-LINE MARKETPLACES FOR SELLERS TO ADVERTISE THEIR NEW AND USED CAR, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; MARKETING CONSULTATION-MARKET RESEARCH; FINANCIAL AUDITING; PROVIDING COMMERCIAL AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION RELATING TO AUTOMOBILES, DATA SEARCH IN COMPUTER FILES FOR OTHERS; RADIO, TELEVISION AND ON-LINE ADVERTISEMENT RELATING TO BUYING AND SELLING OF NEW AND USED CARS, ALL BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3092287  04/11/2015
HARSHITA CHHABRA
416, TOWER NO 4, 16TH FLOOR THE MAGNOLIAS, DLF CITY, PHASE V, GURGAON, HARYANA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110013.
Used Since :15/07/2013

DELHI

COMPILED OF ONLINE DIRECTORIES, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, ADVERTISING, ADVICE TO THE CONSUMERS, EFFICIENCY REPORTS AND INFORMATION, ANSWERING ENQUIRIES, CONSULTANCY THROUGH NETWORK AND INTERNET, BUSINESS ENQUIRIES INVESTIGATION AND REPORTING, BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, COMPUTER AND INTERNET CONSULTANCY INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
M/S. SAISHA E-COMMERCE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;MR. SAISHAZ.COM
AT: C-144, MANSAROVAR GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110015.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :27/01/2015
DELHI
ONLINE & RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, APPAREL, JEWELLERY, HOME DECOR,
ART AND GENERAL CONSUMER MERCHANDISE; SALES, MARKETING; SERVICES CONSISTING EVALUATION OF
SERVICES PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER AND SELLERS OF PRODUCTS VIA ONLINE AND OFFLINE
TRADING CHANNELS.
HERO AVENUE RAPID
3095452 07/11/2015
HERO CYCLES LTD
HERO NAGAR G.T. ROAD LUDHIANA- 141003 PB
Manufacturer, Merchant & Service Provider
AN INDIAN COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2925726
DELHI
Import, Export, Marketing, Distribution, Advertising, Retail, wholesale services, promoting the goods and services viz Bicycles, tricycles, parts, fittings and accessories thereof, tyres, tubes, flaps for bicycles and tricycles.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2925726. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “RAPID” APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
3095454  07/11/2015

UT BIKES LIMITED
HERO NAGAR, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003, PUNJAB.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Service Provider
Body Incorporated

Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE SERVICES, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES VIZ. BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, MOTORLAND VEHICLES, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS, TYRES AND ACCESSORIES.
3095458  07/11/2015  
UT BIKES LIMITED
HERO NAGAR, G.T. ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003, PUNJAB.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Service Provider
Body Incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3095456

DELHI
IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE SERVICES, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES VIZ. BICYCLES, TRICYCLES, MOTORLAND VEHICLES, THEIR PARTS, FITTINGS, TYRES AND ACCESSORIES
MILANO HOME
3095555 07/11/2015
MILANO INTERNATIONAL
C-4, COMMUNITY CENTER, NARAINA VIHAR, NEW DELHI- 110028
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :12/05/1977
To be associated with:
747612, 747613
DELHI
trading; wholesaling; retailing (including online); import; export of garments and home furnishing products
3095712  09/11/2015
GHANSHYAM DAS GUPTA
trading as ;UNIQUE COLLECTION
2802/20, FF, BEADON PURA, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/10/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOME FURNISHINGS, FURNITURE/TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, TEXTILE FABRICS INCLUDING BEDSHEETS & PILLOW COVERS; PILLOWS, BLANKETS AND QUILTS; TABLE COVERS; TOWELS AND HANDKERCHIEFS, HORIZONTAL VENETIAN BLINDS, VERTICAL BLINDS, CURTAINS AND DRAPERIES, WINDOW COVERINGS AND WALL HANGINGS, CARPETS, RUG, MATS AND MATTING, LINOLEUM AND FLOOR COVERINGS.
KIDZ NATION

3098289    16/11/2015
TOY ZONE IMPEX PVT. LTD.
D-1 TAGORE GARDEN EXTN., NEW DELHI 110027
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/10/2015

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF GAMES AND PLAYTHING, GYMNASIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES, TOYS, BALLOONS, GLOVES GUARDS, DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES, ALL KINDS OF EQUIPMENT USED IN HOCKEY, FOOTBALL, CRICKET, BOXING, TENNIS, SQUASH, BADMINTON, CYCLING, SHOOTING AND RIDING

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS OVER THE WORD NATION.
YOGESH KOHLI 
trading as ;XCEL MARKETING
124-B, RANJIT AVENUE, AMRITSAR -143001 (PUNJAB) 
MERCHANTS / SUPPLIERS 
SOLE PROP 
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANNA & CO. 
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB) 
Used Since :01/04/2015 
To be associated with: 
3099105 
DELHI 
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RESPECT OF 
MARKETING OF CCTV, BURGLAR/FIRE ALARM SYSTEM, VIDEO/AUDIO DOOR PHONES, REMOTE ACCESS CONTROL, 
time Attendance System, PA System, Electronic Clock & Watches, LCD, LED, TFT, TV, Computers & its 
peripherals, Cables, power Supplies, Connectors, Junction Boxes, Software, EPBX Watches All 
being goods included in calss 35.
3099253  17/11/2015
DR. KULDEEP KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ANUPAM AYURVEDA
253, FIRST FLOOR, D.S. BLOCK-70, GALI NO. -5, BHOLANATH NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :07/10/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, UNANI, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3101518  20/11/2015
KUNWAR JEET SINGH
trading as :GOURMET FRESCO
48, DEFENCE COLONY MARKET, NEW DELHI-110024.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, GROCERIES STORE, DEPARTMENTAL STORES AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF EDIBLE OILS; FATS; FRESH, PRESERVED, DRIED &
COOKED FRUITS AND VEGETABLES; MILK & DAIRY PRODUCTS; PICKLES, COFFEE, TEA, SUGAR, RICE, ATTA, MAIDA,
SUJJI, PULSES, WHEAT, CONFECTIONERY, HONEY, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, SPICES,
GRAINS , FLOWERS, MINERAL WATER, FRUIT JUICES & NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS & FLAVOURED HOOKAS.
3101520  20/11/2015
RAJEEV JAIN
trading as :SHRI SHANTI NATH JEWELLERS
C/O 502, PATAKA BIRI, MANGLAM MISSION ROAD, SONEPAT, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
JEWELLERY SHOWROOMS AND JEWELLERY MARTS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., JEWELLERS.
3101529   20/11/2015
MR. PRAMOD GOYAL
trading as ;U LIKE FABRICS
M-217 STREET NO 13 BEHIND INDERLOK METRO STATION, SHASTRI NAGAR DELHI 110052
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1980
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ONLINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOME FURNISHINGS, FURNITURE,TEXTILE AND TEXTILE PIECE GOODS, TEXTILE FABRICS INCLUDING BEDSHEETS & PILLOW COVERS; Pillows, Blankets and Quilts; Table Covers; Towels and Handkerchiefs, Horizontal Venetian Blinds, Vertical Blinds, Curtains and Draperies, Window Coverings and Wall Hangings, Carpets, Rug, Mats and Matting, Linoleum and Floor Coverings.
3102104    20/11/2015
MOHD. TAU SEEF
trading as ;T.R. PRODUCTS
7A-216, 1ST FLOOR, SHAHEEN BAGH , ABDUL FAZAL, PART-2, JAMIA NAGAR, OKHLA, NEW DELHI-110025.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF SILVER FOIL USED IN SWEETS, KATHA POWDER, PAN
CHUTNI, SUPARI AND CHUNA, CHEWING TOBACCO, SMOKING TOBACCO, BIDI, CIGARETTE, ZARDA, KHAINI, PAN
MASALA, SNUFF, QIWA M, ZAFRANI PATTI, CIGAR AND MATCH BOX.
PATANJALI SWARN KANTI BEAUTY CREAM

3103090  23/11/2015

PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }

Used Since :01/11/2012

To be associated with:
1915259, 1933784, 1933789, 2289998, 2289999, 3039165, 3039174, 3103078, 3103081, 3103084, 3103087

DELHI

ADVERTISING IN RELATION TO CREAMS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3103123 23/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, {OPP.MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }
Used Since :01/11/2012
To be associated with:
1915259, 2254625, 3039158, 3103108, 3103111, 3103120
DELHI
ADVERTISING IN RELATION TO HAIR CLEANSER; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SWARN KANTI SHIKAKAI HAIR CLEANSER.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3103108,3103111,3103120.
PATANJALI SHISHU CARE

3103132  23/11/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }

Used Since :01/11/2012

To be associated with:
3039165, 3039174

DELHI
ADVERTISING IN RELATION TO KIDS COSMETICS AND PREPARATIONS; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD SHISHU CARE.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2254678,2254646,2254665 & 3039174.
3106065  26/11/2015
PERCOS INDIA PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.-5, 2ND FLOOR, NEELKANTH CHAMBER NO.-1, LSC, SAINI ENCLAVE, DELHI-110092.
SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 25/03/1996
To be associated with:
3106064
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ONLINE MARKETING & TRADING, EXPORT & IMPORT ACTIVITIES; DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS OF COSMETICS; SHAMPOO, SOAPS, TOOTHPASTE, GELS AND FACE WASH; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND PROTEIN FOODS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS AND FLOUR; SPICES, CONFECTIONERY AND BAKERY PRODUCTS.
Associated with application no 31060634.
3106066  26/11/2015

PERCOS INDIA PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.-5, 2ND FLOOR, NEELKANTH CHAMBER NO.-1, LSC, SAINI ENCLAVE, DELHI-110092.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since: 25/03/1996

To be associated with:
3106059, 3106060, 3106063, 3106064, 3106065

DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ONLINE MARKETING & TRADING, EXPORT & IMPORT ACTIVITIES; DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND TRADING SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS OF COSMETICS; SHAMPOO, SOAPS, TOOTHPASTE, GELS AND FACE WASH; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND PROTEIN FOODS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION; PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS AND FLOUR; SPICES, CONFECTIONERY AND BAKERY PRODUCTS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3106064..
BATHLA

3108186  27/11/2015
SAPNA BATHLA
trading as ;NIRMAL TRADERS
118, GROUND FLOOR, TAGORE PARK, DELHI-110009.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING,
EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES
RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF FOOTWEAR.
3109103  27/11/2015
DORCO CO., LTD.
(Golim-Dong,) 350 Kyungahnchoen-Ro, Cheoin-Gu, Yongin-Si, Kyunggi-Do, Republic of Korea
Service Provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since : 30/09/2015

To be associated with:
3016792, 3016793, 3109102

DELHI
Online wholesale and retail agency services in relation to non-electric razors, safety razors, razors, razor blades, shaving cases, razor cases; online advertisement; advertising.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3016792,3109102,3016793.
PACE

3109106  27/11/2015
DORCO CO., LTD.
(Golim-Dong,) 350 Kyungahnchoen-Ro, Cheoin-Gu, Yongin-Si, Kyunggi-Do, Republic of Korea
Service Provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the Republic of Korea
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :30/09/2015
DELHI
Online wholesale and retail agency services in relation to non-electric razors, safety razors, razors, razor blades, shaving cases, razor cases; online advertisement; advertising.
ARCHNA
3110948  30/11/2015
SMT. ANISHA RANI
trading as ;GLB ENTERPRISES
SIRSA ROAD, MANSA-151505, (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING, MARKETING, IMPORT & EXPORT OF CATTLE FEED.
FILEX
3111317  01/12/2015
FILEX SYSTEMS PVT. LTD.
4379/4, 1st FLOOR, OPP. SARVODAYA KANYA VIDYALAYA, ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002
MERCHANDS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Used Since :28/05/1996
DELHI
COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE DEALING IN PAPER & PAPER PRODUCTS INCLUDING NOTE BOOKS, DRAWING BOOKS, PRINTED PUBLICATIONS, STATIONERY INCLUDING OFFICE STATIONERY, STATIONERY FOR HOUSEHOLD PURPOSES, FILES, FOLDERS, FILE COVERS, ADHESIVES, PLASTIC MATERIAL FOR PACKAGING, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING MATERIALS.
3111800  01/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAza, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. {INDIA }
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING RELATED TO AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
PARIDHI

3113320    02/12/2015
SH. AMIT KUMAR GUPTA
SH. JAGJIWAN GOYAL
trading as ;PARIDHI INDUSTRIES
WZ-5A, 1ST FLOOR, PUNJABI GARDEN, EAST PUNJABI BAGH, NEW DELHI 110026
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092.
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
WHITE DIAMONDS INTERNATIONAL
3113647  02/12/2015
GAGAN MALHOTRA
trading as ;WHITE DIAMONDS INTERNATIONAL
A.M.I, DILKHUSH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI-110033, INDIA
Service Provider
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
OFFERING FOR SALE AND SALE OF GOODS, SERVICES OF IMPORT, EXPORT, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISING, PROMOTING, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SERVICES IN RELATION TO COSMETICS, HAIR LOTIONS, PERFUMERY, DEODRANTS, ESSENTIAL OILS, DENTIFRICES, TOOTHPASTES, SOAPS, BLEACHING PREPARATION.
MAYAMADHU

3113940  03/12/2015

MRS. DIVYA ARORA

trading as ; MRS. DIVYA ARORA

B-2/103 SATYAM APARTMENTS VASUNDHRA ENCLAVE DELHI-110 096.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Used Since : 01/12/2015

DELHI

THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS, OF A VARIETY OF GOODS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION (EXCLUDING THE TRANSPORT THEREOF), ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS; SUCH SERVICES MAY BE PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS, THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, FOR EXAMPLE, THROUGH WEB SITES OR TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES.
SANJIV VERMA  
trading as ANAND ORTHOPAEDICS  
SHOP NO. 50, AJAY MARKET, CANTT ROAD, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
LALJI ADVOCATES  
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.  
Used Since: 01/04/2005  
DELHI  
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, ON-LINE MARKETING, EXPORTER & IMPORTER, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF ORTHOPAEDIC IMPLANTS & INSTRUMENTS & BONE & JOINT IMPLANTS AND SURGICAL GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
RAJINDER CHUGH
KUSHAL CHUGH
trading as; KUSHAL RUBBER INDUSTRIES
BASTI BAWA KHEL, KAPURTHALA ROAD, JALANDHAR-144021 (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS PROMOTION, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS IN RESPECT OF
MARKETING, WHOLESELLING, EXPORTING, ONLINE MARKETING OF GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, SPORTS GOODS,
PROTECTIVE SPORTING ARTICLES, FITNESS EQUIPMENTS, SPORTS WEARS, SPORTS SHOES.
योग गुरु बाबा रामदेवजी महाराज

3115550 04/12/2015
PANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agenen address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.

Used Since: 31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108485, 3108538, 3108597, 3108642, 3111800, 3111845, 3112412, 3112457, 3112524, 3112569, 3115505, 3112412

DELHI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ADVERTISING RELATED TO AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3112412. MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
3130195  17/12/2015
AMRUTVA FINE FOODS LLP
trading as :AMRUTVA FINE FOODS LLP
Plot No 3312/18, Pahse IV, G.I.D.C. Chhatral, Taluka Kalol, Dist. Gandhinagar PIN – 382729,GUJARAT,INDIA
services provider
Limited Liability Partnership(LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :15/10/2015

AHMEDABAD
PROCESSOR - EXPORTER - IMPORTER OF OIL SEEDS,SPICES,DRIED FRUITS,NUTS & KERNELS,DEHY,PULSES,TAHINI,
HALVA, SESAME OIL, EDIBLE OILS, CONFECTIONERIES, ADVERTISING,BUSINESS MANAGEMENT,BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION,OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3163998  20/01/2016
FB FASHION INTERNATIONAL PVT. LTD.
104, 105, Panchratana building, No. 10, 1st Floor, Parel Shivsmruti Co-op. Hsg. Soc. Ltd., Manjarekar Lane, Gandhi Nagar, Worli, Mumbai-400018
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, import, export, business administration, sales promotion, services of enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods provided by a retail store and wholesale outlets related to bags
CRESCENT
3195222  25/02/2016
SAVITHA NISAR
trading as ;CRESCENT TIMBER
KANDANTHARA, ALLAPRA P.O., PERUMBAVOOR - 683556, ERNAKULAM DIST., KERALA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR FORM
Used Since :01/01/2013

CHENNAI
TRADING, SALES AND BUSINESS ACTIVITIES RELATED TO ALL TYPES OF PLYWOODS, BLOCK BOARDS, FLUSH DOOR, VENEERS, PANEL BOARD AND INCLUDING ITS MARKETING DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT, EXPORT, IMPORT, FRANCHISING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
anujarusiya
3202467    03/03/2016
ANUJA RUSIYA
B111, Corporate Leisure Euphoria, Iblur Village, Behind Sun City Apartments, Sarjapur Junction, Bangalore 560103, Karnataka, India
Service Provider
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORMULATEIP TECHNOLEGAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#758, 3rd floor, 19th main, Dollar Scheme layout, HSR Layout 2nd Sector, Bangalore, India-560102

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
administrative processing of purchase orders, advertising / publicity, providing business information via a web site, shop window dressing, sales promotion for others, procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], price comparison services, provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; search engine optimization for sales promotion / search engine optimization for sales promotion; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes
3209540  14/03/2016
LIJO M.V.
trading as ;DELVER WATER PURIFICATION AND SOLAR SYSTEMS
MAKKITHARA HOUSE, MAMBRA, KARUKUTTY (PO), KRNAKULAM DIST. KERALA - 683 576.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR FORM
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DISPLAY, WHOLESALE, RETAIL SALE, DISTRIBUTION OF SOLAR LANTERNS, SOLAR WATER HEATERS, AIR
CONDITIONERS, REFRIGERATORS, HOME AND KITCHEN APPLIANCES, WATER PURIFICATION SYSTEMS, BUILDING
CONSTRUCTION AND INTERIOR DECORATION ITEMS, HARDWARES, ETC; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; OFFICE
FUNCTIONS
3216449    22/03/2016
SONAL HOLLAND
G-W HARIBHAVAN, 64 PEDDAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEHTA & PADAMSEY
Fort Chambers, C Block, 65 Tamarind Street, Fort, Mumbai-400001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADMINISTRATION OF CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS, ADVERTISING / PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING BY MAIL ORDER,
DEMOnSTRATION OF GOODS, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, MARKET STUDIES, MARKETING RESEARCH, MARKETING.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
nose

3217123   22/03/2016
YEE CHEE KEONG
NO: 17, JALAN TR 9/8, TROPICANA GOLF AND COUNTRY RESORT, 47410 PETALING JAYA, SELANGOR DARUL EHSAN, MALAYSIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail sale of handbags, wallets, sling bag, traveling bags, pouches made from leather, shoes and articles of clothing.
3220022  28/03/2016
KALPESH KUMAR.S
NO.103, NARAYANA MUDALI STREET, SOWCARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATED TO RETAILING OF INTERIOR FURNITURE FOR OFFICES, APARTMENTS, FLATS, SHOP LOUSES, BUILDING AND INTERIOR RELATED TO ALL TYPES OF SHOWROOMS FOR ALL BUSINESS AND COMMERCIAL PURPOSES
3227369 05/04/2016
NAJAM MAHEEN
trading as 6TH GEAR CAR ACCESSORIES
TC-14/999(4), EDAMALA PLAZA, VAZHUTHACAUD P O, TRIVANDRUM - 695 014, KERALA,
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
COLLEGEUM KUNSULTANTS
T-10, EMPIRE BUILDINGS, OPP CENTRAL POLICE STATION, ERNAKULAM, KOCHI 18
Used Since: 22/02/2014
To be associated with:
2637055

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF ALL KINDS OF AUTOMOBILE SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3243627  26/04/2016
BACKWARD CLASSES WELFARE DEPARTMENT
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING, DJ-4, SECTOR-II, SALT LAKE, KOLKATA 700 091.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
A DEPARTMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF WEST BENGAL.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA
Used Since :01/11/2015
KOLKATA
Charitable services, namely, coordination of the procurement and distribution of gift-in-kind product donations from manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and government agencies to organizations providing free products to needy people.
MR. G. PHANI CHANDER REDDY
trading as ;Mr. G. Phani Chander Reddy
#6-3-657, Kapadia Lane, Somajiguda, Hyderabad-500 082 (Telangana)
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Display, Distribution & Supply in the respect of Orthopedic Apparatus & Instruments, Rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes, retail chain stores, wholesale & retail outlets
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
a-IDEA

3252743  05/05/2016
ASSOCIATION FOR INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN AGRICULTURE
Teaching Block, ICAR-National Academy of Agricultural Research Management (NAARM), Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad- 500 030
Investment & Advisory Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUPATHIRAJU V.S.S.R.K.RAJU
501, Sri Sai Style, Plot No.F3, CMC Layout, Kondapur, Hyderabad-500084.
Used Since :01/07/2014

CHENNAI
Business Advisory and Support Services
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3252744   05/05/2016
ASSOCIATION FOR INNOVATION DEVELOPMENT OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN AGRICULTURE
Teaching Block, ICAR-National Academy of Agricultural Research Management (NAARM), Rajendra Nagar, Hyderabad-500 030
Investment and Advisory Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BHUPATHIRAJU V.S.S.R.K.RAJU
501, Sri Sai Style, Plot No.F3, CMC Layout, Kondapur, Hyderabad-500084.
Used Since :02/05/2015
To be associated with:
3252743
CHENNAI
Business Advisory and Support Services
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3256335  11/05/2016

CHIRAG KALANI R.

trading as ;THE FASHION STREET

Shop NO.-2, Paras Society, near paras chowki ,Katargam Main Road, Surat 395004

SERVICE PROVIDER

Used Since :12/01/2016

AHMEDABAD

MARKETING, ADVERTISING, PROMOTION, WHOLESALER AND RETAILER OF GARMENTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3256998   12/05/2016
TWBC MARKETING COMMUNICATION PVT.LTD
trading as ;TWBC MARKETING COMMUNICATION PVT.LTD
CC 30/1610 B, NARAYANAN ASAN ROAD, PONNURUNNI, VYTTILA, KOCHI — 682019, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :14/04/2007
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING ESTABLISHMENTS PRIMARILY UNDERTAKING COMMUNICATIONS TO THE PUBLIC BY WAY OF
HOARDING BOARDS, BANNERS AND ALL KINDS OF PUBLICITY AND ADVERTISING AGENCIES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
3262277  18/05/2016

M.S.SHARMA
trading as ;AMRUTHAM BAKERY
MENATH HOUSE, THANISSERY P.O. IRINJALAKKUDA, THRISSUR KERALA - 680701
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since :16/04/2016

CHENNAI
TRADING OF BAKERY PRODUCTS, CAKES, SNACKS, CHIPS, SWEETS, CHOCOLATES, PASTRY AND JUICE INCLUDED
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3265581  21/05/2016
M/S. FERON HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
trading as ;M/s. FERON HEALTH CARE PVT LTD
# 6-1-159/301, Shriven Ascot Apartments, Padmarao Nagar, Secunderabad- 500025, Telangana state,
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A Private limited company incorporated under the companies act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
A.Naveen Kumar C/o Protect Legal, 7-1-307/A/4, Jamunaji Residency, Subash Nagar, Sanathnagar, Hyderabad 500018, Telangana
Used Since :22/05/2008
CHENNAI
Marketing, business management, wholesale, retail services of pharmaceutical & medicines
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
3284913   14/06/2016
ANURAG SHARMA
16 VIJAYA VILAS, OOMER PARK 95, WARDEN ROAD MUMBAI 400036
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT; NEW BUSINESS START-UPS & ENTREPRENEURS; ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS; BUSINESS ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT CONSULTING SERVICE; TO FACILITATE ENTRY INTO NEW MARKETS, INCLUDING MARKET RESEARCH & OPPORTUNITIES IDENTIFICATION; CORPORATE STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION; OPERATIONAL & FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS; HUMAN RESOURCES RECRUITING; CONSULTING, ADMINISTRATION & MANAGEMENT; ACCOUNTING SERVICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3288177  20/06/2016
MUMBAI ACCESSORIES PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 15, BHATIA CHAWL, 1. B. KADAM MARG, KALACHOWKI ROAD, MUMBAI-400033
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSİ FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2016

MUMBAI
ONLINE TRADING OF READYMADE GARMENTS, SCARVES, STOLE, BEACHWEAR, HOME FURNISHING AND ACCESSORIES, E-COMMERCE SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3288609   20/06/2016

SONY MATHEW

trading as ;THE PARTY STORE

STORE NO,69,DD OCEANO MALL, MARINE DRIVE, ERNAKULAM DIST, PIN-682011 KERALA

SERVICE PROVIDER

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

PRG ASSOCIATES

4TH FLOOR, D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA

Used Since :03/07/2012

CHENNAI

DISPLAY, EXHIBITION WHOLE SALE, RETAIL MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION OF BIRTHDAY PARTY PRODUCTS, FOIL BALOONS, BIRTHDAY BANNERS, COSTUMES, BALOON BONQUET, PINATA, PARTY FAVOURS, BABY TOYS AND PLAYTHINGS, PARTY ACCESSORIES, CARDLES, AND GIFT ARTICLES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS The Party Store SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
3308827  14/07/2016
MS. PEARL VASANTLAL SAVLA
DAKSH HASMUKHLAL SAVLA
DARSHIL RAMNIKLAL SAVLA
301 - RADHA KRISHNA KUNJ CHS LTD, PLOT NO - 377/A, 9TH CROSS ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400071
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAGWATI AND CO
4 G 2 Court Chambers ,new marine Lines , Mumbai - 20
Used Since :13/07/2016
To be associated with:
3296467
MUMBAI
SERVICE OF ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
NARASU’S SAARATHY ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
16-A, COURT ROAD, JOHNSONPET, SALEM-636 007, TAMIL NADU.
MERCHAND AND SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Angents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3315482

CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF COOKIES, BREADS, BUNS,
CAKES, BISCUITS, WAFERS, PASTA, SPAGETTI, MACRONI, SEMIA, PUFFS, PAROTAS, CHAPATHIS, UPMAS, DOSAIS,
PIZZAS, IDLIS, SWEETS, CHOCOLATES, NOODLES, RUSKS, PUDDINGS, SAUCES, ICE CREAMS, DOUGH NUTS, PIES,
TARTS, PASTRIES, WAFFLES, CREPES, PANCAKES, SAVORIES, CEREALS, DESSERTS, CUTLETS, SAUSAGES,
SHAKES, JUICES, DRIED FOODS, SANDWICHES, CONFECTIONERY AND ROLLS
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3320634  27/07/2016
M/S. MILLENIUM SURFACE DECOR
MR. HITESH PATEL
MR. HARESH PATEL
SURVEY NO. 293/1, KUNDIPHATAK NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO 8, VILLAGE KUNDI, VALSAD - 396375, GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RETAIL SERVICES & WHOLESALE SERVICES, E-COMMERCE SERVICES RELATED TO SALE OF HOUSEHOLD & KITCHEN UTENSILS, FURNITURE, PLYWOODS & VINEERS
3324442  01/08/2016
AUTO 360 PVT LTD.
A 104, ASMITA GARDEN 2, NEXT TO POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX , MIRA ROAD (E), 401107.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Used Since: 30/03/2016

MUMBAI
PROVISION OF AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS, SALE OF SPARES AND ACCESSORIES; ONLINE ADVERTISING FOR SALE OF VEHICLES ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATED TO VEHICLES VIA A WEBSITE, PRICE COMPARISON OF VEHICLES, INSURANCE, COMPILATION OF STATISTICS IN RELATION OF SALE AND PURCHASE OF VEHICLES AND ADVICE TO CONSUMERS BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION ASSISTANCE FOR VALUATION OF VEHICLES; MARKETING RESEARCH AND STUDIES IN RELATION TO VEHICLES.
3328620  05/08/2016

CHINTAN SHAH.
trading as ;C. SHARAT ASSOCIATES

BLOCK NO.13A/7, NEW SION CO-OPERATIVE HOUSING SOCIETY, OPPOSITE SIES COLLEGE, S. VALLABH DAS MARG, SION (WEST), MUMBAI-400022, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Used Since :28/05/2007

MUMBAI

ALL KINDS OF SERVICES RELATED TO ACCOUNTANCY INCLUDING COMPUTERISED ACCOUNTING; CONSULTATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES IN ACCOUNTANCY; AUDITING OF ACCOUNTS; COST MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING; BEING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3336063  11/08/2016
MOUSHUMI MITRA
9 ROOPKALA, 128 WEST AVENUE, SANTACRUZ (WEST) Mumbai 400054
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; SHOPPING CENTER; SHOP WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP AND ORDERING SERVICES; RETAIL DEPARTMENTAL STORE; RETAIL VARIETY STORES FEATURING CLOTHING FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN, INCLUDING WOVEN GARMENTS, SPORTING CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES; FOOTWEAR; HEADGER; SOCKS AND STOCKINGS; HANDBAGS AND SHOULDER BAGS; PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHER; ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES; ORGANISATION OF FASHION SHOW EXHIBITION. IMPORT AND EXPORT ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3342362 23/08/2016
JAM JOOM SUPER MARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;JAM JOOM SUPER MARKET PRIVATE LIMITED
15/477E, KUNNUMMAL, MALAPPURAM -676 505, KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE BUSINESS CYTALYST.
CATALYST VILLA KANIYAPURAM POST TRIVANDRUM, KERALA - 695301
Used Since :03/01/2013

CHENNAI
MARGIN FREE SUPER MARKET, DEPARTMENTAL STORES, HYPER MARKET, IMPORT AND EXPORT, RE-BRANDING SHOP.


THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2673316.
3343562  23/08/2016
M.GOVINADARAJAN
trading as ;SRI RADIO WAREHOUSE
NO.P 40, ANNA NAGAR, 6TH AVENUE, (NEAR K-4 POLICE STATION), TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. RAMESH KUMAR M. VEERANTHIRAN
NO.72, JERMAH ROAD, VEPERY CHENNAI-600 007.
Used Since :15/04/2016

CHENNAI
RETAIL DISTRIBUTION AND ONLINE SALE OF AMPLIFIERS, BUMPER GUARD, CAR BODY COVER, CAR FLOOR MATS, CAR HORNS, CAR MONITOR, CAR PERFUMES, CONNECTION KIT, DAY LIGHT LED, GPS NAVIGATORS, HEADLIGHTS, OEM HEAD UNITS, RECEIVERS, REMOTE LOCKS, REVERSE CAMERA, REVERSE SENSOR, ROOF CARRIER, SEAT COVERS, SPEAKERS, SUB-WOOFERS, SUN CONTROL FILM, TOUCH SCREEN CAR CARE PRODUCTS AND OTHER CAR ACCESSORIES

ANSIKA TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ANSIKA TRADING PRIVATE LIMITED
NO:13/102,B1, NEAR CSI CHURCH, SOOSAI PURAM, MULANKUZHI & POST, KANYAKUMARI DIST, TAMIL NADU, INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARMENIAN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS, CHENNAI - 600001.

Used Since :09/09/2015

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, MARKETING, ONLINE SELLING, CASHEW NUTS, PEANUTS, RICE, PULSES, CORN, PEARL MILLET, GREEN CARDAMOM, BLACK PEPPER, RED CHILI, TURMERIC FINGERS, VEGETABLES, FRUITS, COCONUT COIR, COPPER SCARP, ALUMINUM SCARP, READYMADE WEAR, GENTS, WOMENS, KIDS, WEAR, TOYS AND PAPERS
Ekart Quick

3367327  20/09/2016

INSTAKART SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Brigade Maaanee Court, First Floor, No.111, Industrial Layout, Kormangala - 560095
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI
Used Since :31/10/2012

To be associated with:
3210785, 3367309, 3367315, 3367321

CHENNAI
ARRANGING FOR DELIVERY, STORAGE AND TRANSPORTATION OF PARTS AND GOODS BY GROUND AND AIR,
COMPUTERIZED TRACKING AND TRACING OF PACKAGES IN TRANSIT; ADVERTISING AND BUSINESS SERVICES

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
DAWAA MEDICALS
3368989   21/09/2016
J. ZAHIR HUSSAIN
trading as ;DAWAA MEDICALS
NO:27/1-245 A2/1,K.P. ROAD, NAGERCOIL, KANYAKUMARI DIST, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
ACT1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADHI LEGAL SOLUTIONS
ALPHA TOWERS, OLD NO.96, ARMENIAN STREET, 1ST FLOOR, SHREE KALIKAMBAL TEMPLE BACKSIDE, PARRYS,
CHENNAI - 600001.
Used Since :10/09/2016
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING
OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, FOOD
SUPPLEMENTS AND HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, AND AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE..
3373131  26/09/2016
O&O SALON & SPA
trading as :O&O SALON & SPA
Shop no.1, Jay Shivshankar Co-op Housing Society, Shivaji Park Road No.5, Mahim, Mumbai 400016
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
RETAIL OUTLETS/SHOPS, FRANCHISING, SYSTEMATIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS & TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES IN THE FIELD OF SPA, SALON AND BEAUTY CARE
3378276  30/09/2016
ASM INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
trading as : ASM INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
5, B/285, Sanjay Bldg, Mittal Ind. Estate, A.K. Road, Andheri (E), Mumbai - 400059
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Registered Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :01/04/2011
MUMBAI
MARKETING, ADVERTISING, ON-LINE TRADING SERVICES TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS BY OTHERS VIA A
COMPUTER NETWORK, RETAIL OUTLET OR STORES, RETAILING, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTING, IMPORT EXPORT
SERVICES, RETAIL SERVICES CONNECTED WITH TEXTILES AND TEXTILE GOODS, CLOTHING, LACE AND
EMBROIDERY
3387134  14/10/2016
SUSHIL GUPTA
trading as ;ME
221, SHIVNAGAR SOC, B/H HARINAGAR-2, UDHNA, SURAT-394210, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :01/10/2016
AHMEDABAD
ONLINE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATION TO MOBILE PHONES.
ASHOKBHAI B. PATEL
ASHOKBHAI B. PATEL
RUPESHBHAI A. VILPARA
KETAN A. VILPARA
PRAKASH A. VILPARA
SANJAY L. CHADMIYA
trading as ;GLARE CERAMIC
LAKHDHIRPUR ROAD, BEHIND ANTIQUE GRANITO, AT:- GHUNTU, MORBI-363642, DIS:- RAJKOT, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/09/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR, MARKETING OF TILES, SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS, WATER SUPPLY, CERAMIC PRODUCTS AND BATHROOM ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3387881  14/10/2016
RAJESHBHAI B. SANGANI
RAJESHBHAI B. SANGANI
SHILPA R. SANGANI
trading as ;PMP PACK PLAST
SAMRAT INDUSTRIAL AREA MAIN ROAD, B/H. S.T.WORK SHOP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360004. GUJARAT-INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since :01/04/2005
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR,
MARKETING OF DISPOSABLE ITEM AND PACKING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3387885  14/10/2016
MRS. PUSHPA SHARMA W/O. DR. G. L. SHARMA
trading as ; PANACEA RESEARCH FOUNDATION
81, VISHVESARIYA VISTAR, TRIVENI NAGAR, GOPALPURA, JAIPUR- RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :06/10/2011

AHMEDABAD
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, Career information and advisory services (other than educational and training advice) in class 35.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3388108   15/10/2016
GARIMA MADAAN D/O. SH. HARISH MADAAN
C-41-B, RAM GALI No. 06, RAJA PARK, JAIPUR- RAJASTHAN  
Service provider as
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)  
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
3388210  14/10/2016
NEHIL CHANDRAKANT MEHTA
trading as ;DREAMS CORPORATION
"SHREE SHUKTAM" ,STREET NO. 4,PARIJAT SOCIETY,OPP. RUDA - 2,KALAWAD ROAD,RAJKOT,GUJARAT,INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/05/2016
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, PLANNING, ARRANGING OF CONTRACTS, FOR THE GOODS/PROVIDING OF SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PROVIDING FOOD & DRINK; BROADCASTING INFORMATION CONCERNING OFFERS FOR GOODS & SERVICES, WITH INTERACTIVE ACCESS & IMMEDIATE ORDER PLACEMENT; RETAIL & WHOLESALE/RELATING TO FOOD, DRINK & AGRICULTURAL PRODUCT, LISTING RESTAURANT PARTICULARS & MENUS ON THE INTERNET; RESTAURANT DIRECTORY & SEARCH SERVICES; RESTAURANT OPINION POLLING; RESTAURANT; INTERNET ADVERTISING FOR RESTAURANTS; REVIEWS FOR THE PURPOSES OF CONSUMER RESEARCH; ORDER PROCUREMENT FOR RESTAURANTS
3389238 18/10/2016
GAURAV THAKRAR
trading as ;GLOBAL VISA
202- Maruti Sharnam, Opp. Nandbhoomi Party Plot, Anand Vidyanagar Road, Anand 388 001 (Gujarat) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PROVIDING HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTANCY, RECRUITMENT OF PERSONNEL, RESUME REGISTRATION, RESUME BUILDING, RESUME SEARCH, CORPORATE RECRUITMENT, CAMPUS RECRUITMENT, JOB POSTING, HUMAN RESOURCE CELL, ONLINE ADVERTISING, DIRECT ADVERTISING AND UPDATING ADVERTISING MATERIAL, PROVIDING EMPLOYMENT SERVICES TO PROFESSIONALS, EXECUTIVE, PERMANENT STAFF, TEMPORARY STAFF AND ADVERTISING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD "GLOBAL VISA".
KRIZEL
3390392 18/10/2016
ASSANDASBHAI R. MANEKMOTI
ASSANDASBHAI R. MANEKMOTI
THAKARSHIBHAI R. MANEKMOTI
SURESHBHAI R. MANEKMOTI
trading as; PRAKASH CERAMICS
VAGADIA ROAD, THANGADH-363530, DIS:-SURENDRANAGAR, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat
Used Since: 01/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO SHOWROOM OF WHOLESALER, RETAILER, IMPORTER, EXPORTER, DISTRIBUTOR,
MARKETING OF SANITARYWARE PRODUCTS, TILES, WATER SUPPLY, CERAMIC PRODUCTS AND BATHROOM
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3391964    19/10/2016
GAUTAM CHAND JAIN S/O. LATE SH. KANWAR LAL JI JAIN
trading as ;ANIL TRADING COMPANY
N-11, MANDORE MANDI, JODHPUR (RAJ.)
Service provider as
Singal firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE & RETAIL SHOWROOM, DEPARTMENTAL STORE, IMPORT – EXPORT, ONLINE MARKETING, E-COMMERCE, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTION IN CLASS 35.
3392295  19/10/2016
HEMRAJBHAI MANJIBHAI GANGANI
trading as ;SANSKAR FAB
5039-40, RADHA RAMAN TEXTILE MARKET, NEAR RKLP MARKET, B/H BHARAT CENTRE HOSPITAL, SAROLI, SURAT 395010
TRADING & SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ONLINE TRADING, MARKETING AND SHOWROOM OF TEXTILE GOODS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS & READYMADE GARMENTS
3392296  19/10/2016
HITESH DHANJIBHAI GANANI
trading as ;SANSKAR TEX TRADE
5008, RADHA RAMAN TEXTILE MARKET, NR. BHARAT CANCER HOSPITAL, PUNA KUMBHARIA ROAD, SAROLI, SURAT -395010
TRADING & SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank,Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002
Used Since :21/03/2015
To be associated with:
2970699

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE TRADING, MARKETING AND SHOWROOM OF TEXTILE GOODS, SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS & READYMADE GARMENTS
3395035  22/10/2016
SUMI INCORPORATION
trading as ;SUMI INCORPORATION
E-702, SATYADEEP HEIGHTS, NR ORCHID WHITE FIELD, OFF S.G. HIGH WAY, MAKARBA- AHMEDABAD 380015.
Service Provider
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
C/O LEGAL WIZ.IN PVT.LTD FIRST FLOOR PIPARA CORPORATE HOUSE, OPP. URVASHI APARTMENT, MITHAKALI, AHMEDABAD 380006
Used Since :03/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions
3396466  25/10/2016
NEETA H. BHUTAK
trading as ;M/S. SIMPLE SOLUTIONS
D-101, SAHIJANAND HOMES, CHENPUR ROAD, NEW RANIP, AHMEDABAD - 382 470, GUJARAT. INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
RETAILING, WHOLESALLING, ONLINE TRADING, ECOMMERCE SERVICES, IMPORTING AND EXPORTING SERVICES, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
SANTOKI SANJAY ODHAVJIBHAI
trading as ;SANTOKI SANJAY ODHAVJIBHAI

VRUNDAVAN, 275, RAM MANDIR VISTAR, GITA MANDIR VISTAR, SCHOO VISTA, BADANPUR, JODIYA ROAD, TA: JODIYA, DIST: JAMNAGAR - 361 250, GUJARAT, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since : 19/10/2016

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES OF ADVERTISING, EXPORTING, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, TRADING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS, BLEACHING PREPARATIONS, FOOD PREPARATIONS AND PRINTING MATERIALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3398559    28/10/2016
QUICK DEAL RETAILS PVT. LTD. (OPC)
SHOP NO. 311, RAJ WORLD, OPP. NILKANTH RESIDENCY, PALANPUR, ADAJAN, SURAT - 395009, GUJARAT
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :12/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ONLINE MARKET PLACE
AND STORE SERVICES FEATURING ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, FASHION CLOTHING, APPAREL, JEWELLERY, HOME
DECOR, ART AND GENERAL CONSUMER MERCHANDISE; SALES, MARKETING, MARKETING RESEARCH AND STUDIES;
SERVICES CONSISTING OF THE REGISTRATION, RATING, COMPOSITION, COMPILATION, EVALUATION OF SERVICES
PROVIDED BY DIFFERENT SERVICE PROVIDER AND SELLERS OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES VIA ONLINE AND
OFFLINE TRADING CHANNELS.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3402115    03/11/2016
LAKSH PABUWAL S/O. SH. RAJEEV PABUWAL
trading as ;IRIS
B-24, KESHAV PATH, SURAJ NAGAR WEST, CIVIL LINES, JAIPUR- 302006 RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :20/04/2015

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT-EXPORT RELATING TO COMMON METALS & MARBLE HANDICRAFTS, RETAIL SHOP WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT SERVICES IN CLASS 35.
PATEL SPARE PARTS

3404526   07/11/2016
MANJU CHAUDHARY
trading as ;PATEL SPARE PARTS
D.NO.4-4-312, GUJARATHI LANE, KOTI, HYDERABAD -500 095 (T.S) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2014

CHENNAI
SALE OF MOBILE PHONES, SPARE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
LOKVET HEALTHCARE

3407624    10/11/2016
GAURAV SAROJ S/O. SH. RAJENDER SAROJ
trading as ;LOKVET HEALTHCARE
48 VIKAS NAGAR -B BADRI DHAN, MURLUPURA SCHEME, JAIPUR (Raj.)
Service provider as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :08/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTION, WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORT-IMPORT RELATING TO MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS & VETERINARY PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 35.
3409016  11/11/2016
M/S. WHITE CANVAS TECHNOLOGY
MAHESH PUKHRAJBHAI PRAJAPATI
PRAVIN DUNGAJI PRAJAPATI
trading as ;M/S. WHITE CANVAS TECHNOLOGY
108, RAJKAMAL PLAZA -A, OPP. SAKAR - 3, NR. C.U. SHAH COLLEGE, INCOME TAX - 380 014, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :22/07/2015
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3409022  11/11/2016
M/S. RUDRRAAXX ASSAYING AND HALLMARKING INDIA
VEENA KANTILAL MANDALIYA
MAMTA DAXESH SONI
trading as; M/S. RUDRRAAXX ASSAYING AND HALLMARKING INDIA
302, ISCON ARCADE, SWAGAT CROSS ROAD, C.G. ROAD, ELLISEBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD - 380 006, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :22/10/2015

AHMEDABAD
CALCULATING/ANALYSIS/ADVISING FOR PRECIOUS METAL like SILVER, GOLD, PLANETARIUM, ASSAYING AND HALLMARKING, PROVIDING ASSURANCE FOR PAYBACK, BUYBACK FOR PRECIOUS METAL like SILVER, GOLD, PLANETARIUM, CONSULTING AND ADVISING OF THE SAME AND CATER BETWEEN SELLER, CONSUMER AND HALLMARKING/ SERVICE PROVIDER OTHER AGENCIES (LIKE INSURANCE AGENCIES) GUARANTEE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD (s) Triple Covered Guaranty Card.
IMEDIDESK

3409229  11/11/2016
AN IMEDIDESK TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD
2ND FLOOR, 33 SEJ PLAZA, MARVE ROAD, MALAD WEST, NEAR NUTAN VIDYA MANDIR SCHOOL, MUMBAI – 400064.
INDIA
Manufacturer, Merchants, Traders and Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Used Since :03/05/2016

MUMBAI

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OF PHARMACY REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAMMES AND SERVICES; RETAIL OR
WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICAL
SUPPLIES; ONLINE SERVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICAL
SUPPLIES; ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES; ONLINE
MEDICAL SERVICE AND DEVICES SUPPORT PROVIDER, MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTION CENTERS, ELECTRONIC HEALTH
RECORD SERVICE PROVIDER, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3410760  16/11/2016
STEPHEN CHELLADURAI NADAR AND JAYA PRABHU CHELLADURAI NADAR
Rajam, Building No. 905, Plot No. 1/3 Dhamtan Khoni Village, Kattai Ambernath Pipe Line Road, Kalyan (E) – 421306
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
Both Indian Nationals and Joint Applicants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware’s Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :15/04/1998

MUMBAI
RETAIL SERVICES, WHOLESALE, DISTRIBUTORSHIP, IMPORT, EXPORT AND ORDERING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH PRESERVED AND PACKAGED FOOD PRODUCTS, GROCERY, DAIRY PRODUCTS, FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES, BEVERAGES, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER; DEPARTMENTAL STORES; SHOW ROOMS; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS; DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES; ADVERTISING; TRADE FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE; PROMOTION OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH VARIOUS MEDIA; DOOR-TO-DOOR SHOPPING SERVICES; MARKETING RESEARCH AND STUDIES.
AMBAR YASHWANT KARVE
trading as : PUNE FOOD FEST
G. 42, GHARKUL SOCIETY, GANESH MALA, SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE-411030.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :07/11/2016
MUMBAI
ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITION FOR ADVERTISING OR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES (FOOD AND RELATED SERVICES) INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Pune..
3411997   17/11/2016
JIVRAJBHAI D. KUKADIYA
JIVRAJBHAI D. KUKADIYA
SANJAYKUMAR J. KUKADIYA
BHAVIKABEN S. KUKADIYA
NISHABEN H. KUKADIYA
UJIBEN J. KUKADIYA

trading as ;M/S. SUPREME INC

3014, 3RD FLOOR, CENTRAL BAZAR, OPP. VARACHHA POLICE STATION, VARACHHA, SURAT. GUJARAT-INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Used Since :23/10/2015

AHMEDABAD

WHOLESALE AND RETAILS OF TEXTILE MACHINERY & TOLLS, MACHINE COUPLING AND TRANSMISSION, DIAMOND
MACHINERY & TOOLS, LASER MACHINERY & TOOLS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3414618    21/11/2016
OM ANAND DWIVEDI S/O. SH. RATAN LAL DWIVEDI
trading as ;MANOHAR PUSTAK BHANDAR
GULAB SAGAR, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Single firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :01/04/1957
To be associated with:
3414617
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, EXPORT-IMPORT RELATING TO STATIONERY MATERIAL, BOOKS & BOOKS PUBLICATION MATERIAL AND ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, OFFICE FUNCTION IN CLASS 35.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3415002  22/11/2016
ASIAN STAR COMPANY LTD
114, MITTAL COURT-C, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI-400021
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :20/11/1971
MUMBAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION THROUGH SALE AND OR PURCHASE OF DIAMONDS, GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM PRECIOUS AND SEMI-PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS STUDDED LIFESTYLE PRODUCTS INCLUDING MOBILE PHONES AND WATCHES THROUGH A RETAIL OUTLET, DEPARTMENTAL STORE OUR SHOPPING MALL INCLUDING PROVIDING OF IMPORTS AD EXPORT SERVICES OF THE SAID PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.S except as substantial on label..
RADHAV

3419064  24/11/2016
ALPESHKUMAR RAMANBHAI PATEL
VIPULKUMAR DINESHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;M/S. RADHAV NATURAL SPICES & MASALA
11, CHANAKYA ESTATE, GAROD ROAD, VILLAGE- KAPADWANJ, TAL- KAPADWANJ, DIST- KHEDA. GUJARAT. INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3420047    26/11/2016
HNNY ASHOK KUMAR BHATIA
trading as ;VIHAN COMMUNICATION
13-14, GOPAL NAGAR, NEAR SARDA VIDHYALAY, PIYUSH POINT, BAMROLI ROAD, SURAT - 394 210, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.
TRADING
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLET OF MOBILE PHONES, MOBILE ACCESSORIES & TV, REFRIGERATOR ELECTRONIC ITEMS FOR HOUSE HOLD
subject to restriction of services in the state of GUJARAT only.
3421338 28/11/2016
MAMTA ASHOK PRIYADARSHI
trading as ;ASTRO INTERNATIONAL
SHOP NO:5,BLDG NO:5,F-WING, GREEN MEADOWS CHS,LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX AKURLI ROAD,KANDIVALI EAST,MUMBAI 400101
Manufacturer, Merchants, Traders and Service provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Used Since :03/02/2016
MUMBAI
ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES; RETAIL SERVICE; WHOLESALE SERVICE; TRADING, IMPORT, EXPORT SERVICE; ON-LINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES, FEATURING MEDICAL INSTRUMENTS, MEDICAL APPARATUS, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES; RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND MEDICAL SUPPLIES; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3421824   30/11/2016
KARAN SINGH S/O MAHENDRA SINGH RAJAWAT
trading as ;YASH ENTERPRISES
5-D-187, KURI BHAGTASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASSOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES RETAILING TO TELEPHONE INSTRUMENTS AND DEVICES, MOBILE HANDSETS, RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES, BATTERY CHARGERS, POWER BANK, LEATHER CASES FOR MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES AND TABLET COMPUTERS, FLIP COVERS FOR MOBILE PHONES, SMART PHONES AND TABLET COMPUTERS PORTABLE COMMUNICATION GAZETTES AND DEVICES, COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND TELECOMMUNICATION APPARATUS TO ENABLE ACCESS TO DATABASES AND INTERNET, SERVERS, WI-FI ROUTERS, MOBILE INTERNET DEVICES, CELL PHONE PARTS, ACCESSORIES AND EQUIPMENT, SMART PHONES, MICROPHONES, HEADSETS, BATTERIES, SPEAKERS, PHONE CHARGERS, CHIPS FOR MOBILES, MOBILE DEVICE INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3421842    30/11/2016
RAGHUNATH CHODHARY
trading as ;CHODHARY PAPAD UDHYOG
GHARISAR ROAD, SHIVA BASTI, GANGA SAHAR, BIKANER.
MANUFACTURE AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASSOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2001

AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES
RETAILING TO PAPAD, BADI, MINI PAPAD INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
MY VOICE

3422186   29/11/2016
AGRIZIP PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AGRIZIP PRIVATE LIMITED
315, ARISTA, OPP.HOF SHOWROOM, NR. ARMIEDA SINDHU BHAVAN ROAD, BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD -380059.
GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICES PROVIDER
NEW

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :15/11/2016

AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO ONLINE, IMPORT, WHOLESALE, TRADING AND RETAIL OUTLET OF AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, BIO ORGANIC, AGRO CHEMICAL, BIO – FERTILIZERS, AND BIO ADDITIVES INCLUDED IN CLASS - 35.
3427745 06/12/2016
M/S. NAVABHARAT LIMITED
trading as : NAVABHARAT LIMITED
17-474, ASWARAOPETA ROAD, UPPALAMETTA JANGAREDDY GUDEM, WEST GODAVARI DISTRICT-534 447, ANDHRA PRADESH.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,
Used Since : 03/12/1992
CHENNAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
MFD MY FOOT DOCTOR

3428746 07/12/2016

Dr. V.B. Narayanamurthy
N.S. Krishnammaraja

Trading as: FOOT DOCTOR NETWORK

54/1, ALAGAI NAGAR, RAJAPALAYAM-626 177, VIRUDHUNAGAR DISTRICT. TAMIL NADU.

Merchant and Service Provider

An Indian Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. Swami Co.

No. 3 Playground View Street, Nandanam Ext., Chennai - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Wholesale, Retail and Marketing Services connected with the sale of orthopedic footwear, diabetic footwear, orthotic inserts for footwear and socks for diabetics; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.
3430208 12/12/2016
MAHammad UVEsh ASHrAFBHAI VAHORA
trading as ;ANAND GRUH UDHYOG
NR. SAMARKHA CROSSING , BHALEJ ROAD, ANAND -388001, TAL:DIST-ANAND, GUJARAT-INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDER
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :01/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES RELATED TO TRADING , WHOLESALE, MARKETING, IMPORT, EXPORT OF MATHIYA, PAPAD, CHOLAPHALI,
KHAKHRA & NAMKEEN, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA, SUGAR, RICE, TAPIOCA, SAGO, ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, FLOUR AND
PREPARATIONS, MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRY ANDCONFECTIONERY, ICES, HONEY, TREACLE, YEAST,
BAKING POWDER, SALT, MUSTARD, VINEGAR, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS ) SPICES, ICES INCLUDED IN CLASS – 35
SANJAY R. MISTRY
trading as ;M/S.MISTRY BROTHERS
NR. MANAN AUTO SHOWROOM, JASHODA NAGAR TO VATVA GIDC ROAD, AHMEDABAD-382445. GUJARAT - INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since :26/03/2014
AHMEDABAD
SERVICE RELATED TO TRADING, WHOLESALE, MARKETING & SHOWROOM OF MODULAR FURNITURE, SOLID WOOD FURNITURE, PANEL MODULAR FURNITURE, METAL FURNITURE AND CHAIRS INCLUDED IN CLASS- 35
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
PAPPU

3432620     13/12/2016
ANIL RAMNARESH KUSHWAHA
trading as ;Anil Ramnaresh KushwaHA
janta general stores,JS road, opp pooja enclave, kandivali west, Mumbai
service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail store services featuring Designer mobile cases and covers
HIMRISE
3434405 17/12/2016
RAJAN LADDHA
3/303, Vraj Bhoomi Apartment, Godadara Road, Parvat Patiya, Surat - 395010
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Wholesaling, Retailing and Distributing; Offering for Sales and Sales of Goods in the Retail and Wholesale Trade; Import and Export of Merchandise; Selling of Merchandise in the field of a wide variety of Products and Services like Textile Piece Goods, Clothing, Thread, Handicraft, Handbag, Cosmetic, Leather, Imitations, Metal, Gemstones products and goods made from these materials, Accessories and Parts there of; Franchises Services; as included in Class – 35.
3439695  22/12/2016
MAHINDRA AND MAHINDRA LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI-400001
MERCHANTS, TRADERS, SERVICE PROVIDER.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
Business Management, Business Administration, Advertising Sales Promotion Services, Customer Care Services
Including Offering Business Advice, Customers Loyalty Programmes For Promotion Of Sales, Generating Customized
Reports For Customers, Customer Database And Document Management Services, included in Class 35.
AALOKI

3440539  23/12/2016
C.H. JEWELLERS PVT. LTD.
15/16, PANORAMA COMPLEX, R.C. DUTT ROAD, ALKAPURI BARODA-390005 and also having business at 8, ALKAPURI,
CONCORDE LANE, RC DUTT ROAD, VADODARA-390005, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :25/10/2016

AHMEDABAD
DEPARTMENT STORE SERVICES OF KIND AND DESCRIPTION RELATING TO THE BRINGING TOGETHER, FOR THE
BENEFIT, OF VARIETY OF PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS JEWELLERY, ARTICLES MADE FROM PRECIOUS OR OTHER
METALS, GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM, STUDDED OR PLAIN WITH AND WITHOUT DIAMONDS, PRECIOUS STONES, GOLD
ORNAMENTS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS METALS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METAL OR COATED
THEREWITH, PRECIOUS STONES, CASES OF PRECIOUS METALS, COINS, WORKS OF ART OF PRECIOUS METALS,
ENABLING TO CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS, CONDUCTING WHOLE SALES
AND RETAIL SHOPS SHOW ROOMS, EXHIBITIONS AND STALLS FOR THE ABOVE GOODS & ADVERTISEMENT
SERVICES.
3441158  24/12/2016
SHREE SHAYM EXIM
Naimesh Jayvadan Jariwala
Manish Jayvadan Jariwala
Plot No.4, Survey No.99/1, Navadiwala Estate, Vadod, Pandesara, Surat, Gujarat - 394221
Service Providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :07/07/2007

AHMEDABAD
Retail services for clothing, Wholesale store services featuring clothing, On-line retail store services featuring clothing, Yarn, Textile fabric.

SUBJECT TO RESTRICTION OF SERVICE IN THE STATE OF GUJARAT ONLY.
3441898    26/12/2016
SHANTHILAL MISHRIMAL JEERAWALA
trading as ;Aditi Creation
D/129, Vivekanand Ind. Estate & Garment Market, Vivekanand Mill Compound, Rakhial, Ahemdabad - 380023
Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
Trading of Nightwear.
RAJESH MOTORS

3442092   23/12/2016
RAJESH MOTORS (AGENCIES) PVT. LTD.
trading as ;RAJESH MOTORS (AGENCIES) PVT. LTD.
A-1, TRANSPORT NAGAR, AGRA ROAD, JAIPUR-302003 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :08/01/1970

AHMEDABAD
TRADING, MARKETING AND FRANCHISEE BUSINESS OF CAR, BUS, VAN, BICYCLES, SCOOTERS, MOTORCYCLES, TWO, THREE, FOUR, MULTI WHEELER VEHICLES, HEAVEY, LIGHT COMMERCIAL VEHICLE, TRAILER, DUMPER, EXCAVATORS AND EARTH MOVING EQUIPMENTS, APPARATUS FOR LOCOMOTION BY LAND, AIR OR WATER AND PARTS AND ACCESSORIES THEREOF WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
MANGALAM

3445309  29/12/2016
MANGALAM PRINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Office No. A/801, Building No. - A, 8th Floor, International Commercial Centre, Ring Road, Surat – 395002.
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Used Since :22/06/2006
To be associated with:
1652090

AHMEDABAD
Wholesaling, Retailing and Distributing; Offering for Sales and Sales of Goods in the Retail and Wholesale Trade; Import and Export of Merchandise; Selling of Merchandise in the field of a wide variety of Products and Services like Yarn, Thread, Textile Piece Goods and goods made from these materials, Accessories and Parts there of; Franchises Services; as included in Class – 35.
3445971  29/12/2016
THE WEDDING TRUNK LLP
7/47 Vikas CHS, Garodia Nagar, Ghatkopar East, Mumbai - 400077
Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHUMI JOSHI
A wing, 404, Dheeraj Presidency, M.G Road, Kandivli (West), Mumbai- 400 067

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
3446074   31/12/2016
SHAILESH HASMUKHBHAI PITHADIA
trading as ;SHAILESH HASMUKHBHAI PITHADIA
A/18, SOMESHWAR BUNGLOWS PART-2, B/H.,BIDIWALA PARK, OPP STAR BAZAR, SATELLITE.AHMEDABAD.GUJARAT
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT
Used Since :03/05/2003
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS,IMPORTING EXPORTING; MARKET
RESEARCH; PRODUCT DEMOotrATION; SALES MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION SERVICES WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
SHOWROOM OF GIFITNG, KIDS FURNISHINGS,GLASS WARE,STATIONERY,HOME DECOR, PAINTINGS, WALL
STICKERS, POSTERS,GAMES AND PLAYTHINGS, GYMNASITIC AND SPORTING ARTICLES [EXCEPT CLOTHING],
ORNAMENTS AND DECORATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS TREES.
3446084  31/12/2016
ASMABEN S MAKDA
trading as ; RAJ MANUFACTURER
BEHIND CLOTH MARKET, PARA BAZAR, RAJKOT.GUJARAT.INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since : 01/04/1982
AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, SALES, MARKETING & DISTRIBUTION; IMPORTING EXPORTING; MARKET RESEARCH; PRODUCT DEMOSTRUCTION; SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION SERVICES OF JARA,JALI(DISC)AND KHAMANI, SNACKS MAKING EQUIPMENTS,(MACHINE WITHOUT MOTOR USED BY HAND FOR MAKING NAMKIN AND POTATO WAFERS)CHAFF CUTTER, CHAFF CUTTER BLADES, PLOUGHS, CANE CRUSHERS, CULTIVATORS THRESHING MACHINES, AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS OF LARGER KINDS, PARTS THEREOF AND FITTINGS.
ErgoDontia

3446428    30/12/2016

LISHA ANAND GANGWAL

trading as ;PrimeDent

Flat No. 202, Rugved Apartments, Model Colony, Next to DSK Toyota Showroom, Pune 411016 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India

Service Providers

A sole proprietary concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018

Used Since :22/12/2016

MUMBAI

consultancy in the field of advertising and promotions
3446621 30/12/2016
SHREE ANU MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
G - 1/48, BADARNA, V.K.I.A., JAIPUR - 302 013 (RAJ.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since : 18/07/2016
To be associated with:
3313057, 3314271

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, FRANCHISEE
DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES BY MEANS OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA
INCLUDING ONLINE TRADING RELATING TO MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS (DAIRY PRODUCTS), GHEE, BUTTER AND
EDIBLE OILS.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3446623  30/12/2016
SHREE ANU MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
G - 1/48, BADARNA, V.K.I.A., JAIPUR - 302 013 (RAJ.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :18/07/2016
To be associated with:
3313057, 3314271
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, FRANCHISEE DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES BY MEANS OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE TRADING RELATING TO MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS (DAIRY PRODUCTS), GHEE, BUTTER AND EDIBLE OILS.
3446625  30/12/2016
SHREE ANU MILK PRODUCTS LIMITED
G - 1/48, BADARNA, V.K.I.A., JAIPUR - 302 013 (RAJ.) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :18/07/2016

To be associated with:
3313057

AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, FRANCHISEE DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL ACTIVITIES BY MEANS OF PRINT AND ELECTRONIC MEDIA INCLUDING ONLINE TRADING RELATING TO MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS (DAIRY PRODUCTS), GHEE, BUTTER AND EDIBLE OILS.
JIGNESH PATEL
trading as ;RUDRA INFOTECH
716-RAGHUVIR TEXTILE MALL, BH. D.R WORLD, AAI MATA ROAD, SURAT - 395010, (GUJARAT)
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :23/05/2016
Ahmedabad
SERVICES ADVERTISING, PUBLICITY, MARKETING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES AND TRADING OF TEXTILE GOODS, CLOTHING, ELECTRONICS ITEMS, HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE ITEMS, FMCG GOODS, READYMADE GARMENTS, JEWELLERY, HOME APPLIANCES, SPORTING GOODS AND GIFT ITEMS, E - COMMERCE BUSINESS AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERNET WEBSITE FEATURING ONLINE TRADING SERVICES TO FACILITATE THE SALE OF GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS VIA COMPUTER NETWORK.
subject to restriction of services in the state of GUJARAT only.
3454638     11/01/2017
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT. LTD.
NO. 503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER COMPANIES ACT 2013
Used Since :03/08/2015

MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ADVERTISING RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY ADVERTISING/PUBLICITY RENTAL OF
ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING
FILMS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER
DATABASES, DESIGN OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, MODELLING FOR
ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, PAY PER
CLICK ADVERTISING TELEVISION ADVERTISING, PROVISION OF ONLINE MARKETPLACE, WRITING/PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICITY TEXTS, SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE, WEBSITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION, SYSTEMIZATION
OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, RADIO ADVERTISING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3459076   16/01/2017
EASY PAY PVT. LTD.
1, RANGIN PARK, PART 4, OPPOSITE RAJPATH CLUB, S.G. HIGHWAY, AHMEDABAD - 380 054, GUJARAT, INDIA
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :01/02/2015
To be associated with:
3378180
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS, ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PAY..
Ticketnshow

3460197    17/01/2017

DIAMOND INFOSYSTEMS LIMITED
trading as ;Diamond Infosystems Limited


SERVICE PROVIDERS
A company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Used Since :01/12/2016

AHMEDABAD

TICKET PROCUREMENT SERVICES; PURCHASING TICKETS TO ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS FOR OTHERS;
ENTERTAINMENT ADMISSION VENUE CONTROL SERVICES; CHARITABLE SERVICES, NAMELY, COORDINATION OF
NON-MONETARY CONTRIBUTIONS TO CHARITIES AND NON-PROFITS; PROMOTIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY,
PROMOTING THE CHARITIES OF OTHERS; ADVERTISING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND
PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES, INCLUDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, OF OTHERS USING KIOSKS,
MOBILE INSTRUMENTS AND INTERNET; DISTRIBUTION OF TICKETS.
3463303  23/01/2017
HEMANT MAHESHBHAI PRAJAPATI
trading as ;PLASTENCE EXIM
SERVICE, TRADING AND RETAILER
Used Since :01/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, IMPORT AND EXPORT RETAILS, TRADING OF PLASTIC AND RUBBER PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL, PETROCHEMICALS PRODUCTS INCL. IN CLASS 35.
3464837   24/01/2017
SMT. VIDHYA ROPIA W/O RAJA RAM JI ROPIA
SMT. SAROJ W/O KAMAL KISHORE GEHLOT
SMT. SEEMA UDAWAT W/O JAWALAPRASAD
trading as ;REDDY SONS ENTERPRISES
B-06, JAY AMBEY MARKET , OPP.BANGAR HOSPITAL, PALI, RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASSOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :28/11/2016
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES RELATING TO MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
3465796  25/01/2017
PANKAJ JAIN S/O LATE. SHRI RAMESH KUMAR JAIN
trading as ;ANJALI CREATION
343-B , RIDHI SIDHI COLONY , NAYA GAON,PALI RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :27/07/2010
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES RELATING TO ALL TYPES OF BANGLES AND ORNAMENTS, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES AND METALS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
restriction of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3465811  25/01/2017
KESHRI MAL CHHAJER S/O CHHAGAN LAL JI CHHAJER
trading as ;SHREE GAJ KESHRI FABRICS
A-7 & A-8 , NEXTGEN TEXTILE PARK PVT,LTD , SARDAR SAMAND ROAD, PALI RAJASTHAN
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHYAM ARHA, ADVOCATE
C/O. SHYAM & ASOCIATES, 52, BAPU NAGAR, PALI - MARWAR - 306401, RAJASTHAN
Used Since :21/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND ADVERTISING, SUPPLYING, IMPORT, EXPORT, SERVICES RELATING TO DYED POPLIN, SAREES, DYED RUBIA, DRESS MATERIAL, SUITING, SHIRTING, CAMBRIC, RUBIA BLOUSE PIECE, DYED CLOTH, SYNTHETIC CLOTH, TERRY RUBIA, GAMCHHA, Dhoties, BED SHEETS, TABLE COVERS AND ALL KINDS OF TEXTILE PIECE GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-35.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word SHRI.
restriction of services for providing in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3468719  28/01/2017
MANISH SONI
trading as ;BIKANER CREATION
2/257, MUKTA PRASAD ROAD, BIKANER (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :28/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
IMPORT, EXPORT, RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND FRANCHISEE BUSINESS OF PRECIOUS AND SEMI PRECIOUS STONES, DIAMOND & GOLD JEWELLERY, SILVER JEWELLERY AND STUDDED WITH PRECIOUS, SEMIPRECIOUS STONES, DIAMONDS AND BULLION GOLD AND SILVER WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
PALOMA

3470409  31/01/2017
AJITKUMAR AMARCHAND JAIN
trading as ;M/S. PALOMA
SHOP NO. 330, 3RD FLOOR, SHRI RAM TEXTILE MARKET, RING ROAD, SURAT 395 002, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :01/01/2017

AHMEDABAD
ONLINE RETAILING; WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORSHIP, BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE OTHERS OF A VARIETY OF GOODS & ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW & PURCHASE THESE GOODS; ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT/ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ONLINE FACILITATE VIA A COMPUTER NETWORK & PROVIDING EVALUATIVE FEEDBACK & RATINGS OF SELLERS’ GOODS/SERVICES, THE VALUE & PRICES OF SELLERS’ GOODS, BUYERS’, PERFORMANCE, DELIVERY, OVERALL TRADING EXPERIENCE; PHYSICAL/ONLINE, IMPORT/EXPORT, DRESS MATERIAL, SAREES,UNSTITCH & STITCH CLOTH, READY-MADE GARMENT.
KARTIK

3473119  02/02/2017
KARTIK DYEING & PRINTING MILLS PRIVATE LIMITED
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant
a company registered and incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :20/09/1995
To be associated with:
880535

AHMEDABAD
Wholesaling, Retailing and Distributing; Offering for Sales and Sales of Goods in the Retail and Wholesale Trade; Import and Export of Merchandise; Selling of Merchandise in the field of a wide variety of Products and Services like Textile Piece Goods, Clothing, Thread, Handicraft, Handbag, Cosmetic, Leather, Imitations, Metal, Gemstones products and goods made from these materials, Accessories and Parts there of; Franchises Services; as included in Class – 35.
3473659  03/02/2017
ADYA SMART METERING PRIVATE LIMITED
160/2, patny House, S.P Road, Begumpet, Hyderabad, india
Business relating to electric meters, Smart Energy Meters, Communication Boards, provide software solutions for the energy meters and part thereof.
Active
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. RAMAKRISHNA GUPTA
Used Since: 17/12/2016
CHENNAI
Business management, Business administration, Marketing, Distribution, Advertising and retail service relating to electric meters, electric device, electric component, Smart energy meters, Communication Boards manufactured by company and provide software solutions for the energy meters and part thereof.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3474229 06/02/2017
VISHAL JITENDRA PATEL
1504, GREEN RIDGE-2, LINK ROAD, SHIMPOLI, NEAR ICICI BANK, CHIKUWADI, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS CONSULTANCY
3494308  27/02/2017
DEEWANEE FASHION (P) LTD.
trading as ;DEEWANEE FASHION (P) LTD.
1/4C, Khagendra Chatterjee Road, Kolkata-700002, West Bengal, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :08/02/2017
KOLKATA
Bringing together for the benefit of others of a variety stitched and unstitched goods or service, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase of those goods or services, shopping Mall, Departmental Stores of variety goods or services being included in class-35
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
WYNN IMPEX LLP
trading as WYNN IMPEX LLP
GROUND FLOOR, PLOT 187 - A, KESARIA DHAM, VALLABH BAGH LANE, GHATKOPAR (E), MUM - 77.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :21/12/2016
MUMBAI
RETAILING, BUYING, SELLING, EXPORTING & IMPORTING OF FOOD & PRODUCTS, AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS, DRY
FRUITS, COFFEE & TEA PRODUCTS, EDIBLE OILS, DAIRY PRODUCTS, BAKED PRODUCTS, PASTRIES,
CONFECTIONERIES, MINERAL WATER, COLOURING AGENTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRIENTS, NATURAL OR
SYNTHETIC CHEMICALS USED FOR PROCESSING CONSUMER & INDUSTRIAL GOODS, COMPUTER PERIPHERALS,
MEDIA PRODUCTS, BUILDING MATERIALS, FURNITURE & FIXTURES & WOODEN ITEMS, GRANITES, GARMENTS &
TEXTILES, JEWELLERY, HANDCRAFT, CERAMICS, PERFUMES & FRAGRANCES, PAINTING, SCULPTURES
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Maharashtra..
PICCADILLY
3504770 04/03/2017
MS. ALISHA SANGHVI
trading as; PICCADILLY BAGS
B-34, SIDDHACHAL DARSHAN, 6TH FLOOR, SETH MOTISHA LANE (LOVE LANE), OPP. JAIN TEMPLE, BYCULLA (E), MUM - 27.
SERVICE PROVIDER / RETAIL SHOP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 01/01/2014

MUMBAI
RETAILING OF LADIES HAND BAGS, SCHOOL BAG, COLLEGE BAG, SHOPPING BAG, TRAVELLING BAG, LAPTOP BAG
3510206  18/03/2017
MR. ZIAD ZUBER MANDHAI
CHOWA CHANDAN CHS., FLAT NO. 104, KEVNI PADA, AMBOLI, S. V. ROAD, NEAR ARFA HOTEL, JOGESHWARI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 102
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTION, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING MARKETING OF ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, COSMETICS, GOGGLES, LADIES PURSE, CLOTHES, CLOTHING SILK & SAREES, LADIES SUITS, LADIES KURTI, DUPATTA, HOUSEHOLD UTENSILS, CALCULATING MACHINES, DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT & COMPUTERS, MOBILE & MOBILE ACCESSORIES LEATHER & IMITATIONS OF LEATHER & GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS & NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, HIDES, TRUNKS & TRAVELING BAGS, UMBRELLAS, PARASOLS & WALKING STICKS, WALLETS, READYMADGE GARMENTS, LACE & EMBROIDERY, HOME APPLIANCES
3514194  24/03/2017
JSKADS PVT. LTD.
D. No. 5-1-527, First Floor, Flat No 103-104, Jamuna Arcade, Near Old Navrang Theater, Jambagh, Nampally, Hyderabad-500 095,
Telangana
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :03/02/2017
CHENNAI
Advertising.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3517135  31/03/2017
HERITAGE FOODS LTD
trading as ;HERITAGE FOODS LTD
D.NO. 6-3-541/C, PUNJAGUTTA, HYDERABAD-500 082. TELANGANA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/01/1992
CHENNAI
MARKETING OF GROCERY ITEMS, FOOD COURTS, FOOD PRODUCTS, FRUITS, FRUIT JUICES, COOL DRINKS
VEGETABLES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS DAIRY PRODUCTS, GHEE, CONFECTIONERIES, SOFT DRINKS, AERATED
WATER, PACKAGED DRINKING WATER, ALL KINDS OF READYMADE GARMENTS, TEXTILE GOODS, BED SHEETS,
SAREES, DRESS MATERIALS, KIDS WEAR, TOYS HOSIERY GOODS, PILLOWS, PILLOW COVERS CURTAINS, DOOR
MATS, CUSHIONS, MATTRESSES, JEWELLERY, SILVER ARTICLES, GOLD, STONE ARTICLES AND FASHION
JEWELLERY, FOOT WEAR, SHOES, SOCKS, LEATHER GOODS, HAND BAGS, BELTS, PURSES, TRAVELLING GOODS,
ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, CELL PHONES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, FANS PRESSURE COOKERS, NON-
STICKS PANS, ELECTRIC COOKERS, ALL KINDS OF KITCHEN WARE ARTICLES GIFT ARTICLES, BOOKS, STATIONERY
ARTICLES, REFRIGERATORS, TV'S, VIDEOS, CAMERAS, DVD PLAYERS, CD PLAYERS TAPE RECORDERS, ALL KINDS
OF DECORATION ITEMS, PLASTIC GOODS CHAIRS, TABLE AND ALL KINDS OF HOUSE HOLD ARTICLES.
associated with the application no. 1835167 and subject to sale of product in the State of Andhra Pradesh and Telengana.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

3517307  30/03/2017
SARTHAK MUSIC (P) LTD.
Plot No. C/1123, CDA, Sector-6, Bidanasi, Cuttack-753014, Odisha, India
An Indian national Company incorporated Under the Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3506037

KOLKATA
Television Advertising, Television Commercial, Commercial information and advice for consumers, Communication Media, Modelling for Advertisement or Sales Promotion, Production of Advertising Films being included in Class-35

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..

Transliteration  :  SIDHARTH written in Oriya Script.
3534582  26/04/2017

DR. RAMESH CHANDRA BISWAL
At-Khuntubandha, Po-Badagotha, Dist-Nayagarh, Odisha-752094
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Retail services for foodstuffs, Retail services or wholesale services for vegetables and fruits, Retail services provided by grocery stores

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF ODISHA IN INDIA.
3550621   17/05/2017

LALJI B. PATEL

trading as ;RIGHTTIME ENTERPRISES

ROOM NO. 206, SAI APPT., SARSOLE GAON, NERUL (WEST), NAVI MUMBAI- 400 706. MAHARASHTRA INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, TRADING, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTOR AND EXPORT IN RESPECT OF PAPER PRODUCTS, TISSUE PAPER.

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3552842    19/05/2017
MD SHAMSH TABREZ
address. Village Bhikhrajpur Post office Baliapur Dist Dhanbad State Jharkhand . 828201
PROPERITOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEMANT SURESHRAO PAWAR
Shop No. B-2, KPCT Mall, Adjacent to Vishal Mega Mart, Fatimanagar, Wanwadi, Pune -411 040.
Used Since :01/03/2016

KOLKATA
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
3556007  24/05/2017
RAJESH JAYANTILAL PAREKH
trading as ;KALA NIKETAN RJPP GROUP
SHOP NO. 4, 5, 6, FLAT NO. 3 & 7 SHRI GANESH KUNJ C.H.S. VAIKUNTH LAL, MEHTA ROAD JUHU, VILLEPARLE (WEST) MUMBAI 400049
MANUFACTURER AND TRADING
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RELIABLE TRADEMARK CONSULTANT
matru ashish chs ltd, shop no.15,wing - A, rsc - 52, opp ajara bank, gorai - 2, borivali west,mumbai - 400092
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
ONLINE BUSINESS, MARKETING ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3572285   16/06/2017
VEG TREAT HOTELS PVT LTD
CTS No. 1824, Village Eksar, Next to Aura Hotel, Link Road, Borivali (W), Mumbai - 400092, Maharashtra
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business management, Business administration, Office functions related to restaurant services
HABIL SHAMOONBHAI ZAVERI
SHOP NO. 9, RIZVI PARK, S. V. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (W), MUMBAI - 400054, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :22/03/2004
MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; sales and marketing of Architectural hardware and Interior Fitting Products
3575525  20/06/2017
SUNIEL N. BAFANA TRADING AS JAI AMBE ENTERPRISE
402, MAHAVIR BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR, 87 T. G. ROAD, MUGBHAT LANE, THAKURDWAR, GIRGAON, MUMBAI – 400 004
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA,NEW TOWN,KOLKATA 700 157,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BRINGING TOGETHER VARIETY OF IMITATION JEWELLERIES & HAIR ACCESSORIES ENABLING CUSTOMERS TO
CONVENIENTLY VIEW AND PURCHASE THOSE GOODS PROVIDED BY RETAIL STORES, WHOLESALE OUTLETS,
THROUGH MAIL ORDER CATALOGUES OR BY MEANS OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA (I.E. THROUGH WEB SITES OR
TELEVISION SHOPPING PROGRAMMES); MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, ADVERTISEMENT & RETAILING SERVICES OF
IMITATION JEWELLERIES & HAIR ACCESSORIES FALLING IN CLASS 35
ORCO LIFESCIENCES

3579755  28/06/2017
RAHUL KUMAWAT PROP. OF ORCO LIFESCIENCES
20, KUMAVAT PURA, GALI NO.01, JUNI INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH-452001 (INDIA)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, WHOLESALE, MARKETING, EXPORT-IMPORT, TRADING RELATED TO MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL.
CELRICH PRODUCTS

3583310  03/07/2017
CELRICH PRODUCTS PVT LTD
Richa Industrial Estate No.1, Unit 1 To 7, Sativali Road, Valiv- Phata, Vasai East, Palghar - 401208, Maharashtra
Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, business management; business administration, retail and wholesale services related to pharmaceuticals
3583436  03/07/2017
MR. AMAR VILASRAO DESHMUKH (TRADING AS: - RADIUS TRADERS)
GAJANAN NAGAR, ARVI NAKA, WARDHA
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road indore

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF BLEACHING PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR LAUNDRY USE; CLEANING;
POLISHING; SCOURING AND ABRASIVE PREPARATIONS; SOAPS; PERFUMERY, ESSENTIAL OILS, COSMETICS, HAIR
LOTIONS, DENTIFRICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3586809   07/07/2017
SANTOSH KAMBALE
Priyanka Shrushti CHS, Shop No. 4, Plot No. 34, Sector-5, GES, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai- 400705
Indian National proprietor of S.K’s Selfie

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Business Consultancy (Professional), Business Information, Business Inquiries, Employment Agency, Personnel
Recruitment services included in class 35
3586921  07/07/2017
HEETA U PARIKH
7A/6, NAVJIVAN SOCIETY, LAMINGTON ROAD, MUMBAI-400008
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAYLEGAL & ASSOCIATES LLP
58/64 Hari Chambers, Office No 207, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai 23
Used Since : 20/09/2016
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3588134  10/07/2017
SUNEETA BADLE
402, E-WING, LAKE FLORENCE, LAKE HOMES, POWAI, MUMBAI - 400 076, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; business functions, marketing, online trading, export marketing, retailing of class 21 plates made of areca leaf, plates, commemorative plates, paper plates, biodegradable plates, compostable plates and bowls.
3594866  19/07/2017
MR. SURAJ KUNAL SINHA
3/1, Hazara Singh Compound Behind Bombay College of Pharmacy, Kalina, Santacruz (East), Mumbai – 400 098, India.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai–400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business Management, Business Administration; Office Functions: Business process outsourcing.
ColourMeGood

3597162  22/07/2017
MR.SATYADEV SINGH HANSPAL
301, ‘ARJAN HANS’, bldg . No.6, Unit No.7,Indra Darshan Cross Road, Swami Samartha CHS , Lokhandwala, Andheri (West) Mumbai 400053
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. VEDIC IP, E-212, 2nd Floor, Tower No.3, International Infotech park, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400703

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Import, Export, Wholesaling, Retailing, Marketing, Distribution Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions related to mobile accessories and decorative painting
3598241  24/07/2017
KGK DIAMONDS (I) PRIVATE LIMITED
DE-4011-4016, BHARAT DIAMOND BOURSE, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400 051
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :17/03/1988
MUMBAI
RETAILING, WHOLESELLING, ONLINE SHOPPING OF CUT AND POLISHED DIAMONDS, COLORED JEWELLERY, ROUGH DIAMONDS
3599046   25/07/2017
MR. AUDUTH S. RAIKAR
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Gold and Precious Jewellery Shop.
3599048  25/07/2017
M/S. TOM’S WINES & LIQUOR
Shop No.1 & 2, Orion Building, Near Municipal Market, Panjim, Goa – 403 001.
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Wholesale and retail wine mart.
3600522 27/07/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising services; business management; business administration; office functions and services related thereto.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3602066.
3600526  27/07/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising services; business management; business administration; office functions and services related thereto.
THE FESTIVAL OF MANUFACTURING by
The Times Of India Group

3600533    27/07/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Advertising services; business management; business administration; office functions and services related thereto.
3601620  28/07/2017
SACHIN BALCHANDRA CHOUDHRI
FLAT NO. A-804, FORTUNA SOCIETY, LANE NO. A-17, DHAYARI, SINHAGAD ROAD, PUNE- 411041
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Online Ordering services

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE WORDS.
ACTIFF PHARMACEUTICALS

3602111 29/07/2017
ANURAG DUBEY
OM PLAZA, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, OFFICE NO. 9, NEAR S.T. DEPOT, NALASOPARA WEST, THANE – 401203, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND MEDICINES
3603254  31/07/2017
SAI AUTOMOBILES AND MACHINERY
A/P Mirajgaon, Tal. Karjat, Dist: Ahmednagar - 414 402
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH,BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL,PUNE-411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing And Selling of Branded Agriculture Equipments and Implements namely Motor, PVC Pipe, Thresher, Plough, Seed Drill, Chaff Cutter
Kanya Mart

3603806  01/08/2017
PETER CLARET VARUVEL
1-287/2, CLPE’s, Vattam, Thiruvitham Code, Kanyakumari District, Tamil Nadu, India - 629174
Service Provider
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Acagents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLAKOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing consumer product information relating to food or drink products.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
AMOVIT
3604928  02/08/2017
MECARTUS HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
H. NO-121, VIVEKANAND NAGAR, AYODHYA NAGAR, BHOPAL-462041 (MP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MARKETING OF NUTRACEUTICALS and PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
AJMAL. P. A , PROPRIETOR OF LMNOP
27/701,PARIKUNNATHU HOUSE, KUTTANELLUR,P.O, THRISSUR-680014,KERALA
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1,PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM,TRIVANDRUM-695004,KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND SERVICES OF MARKETING AND TRADING; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATED TO CLOTHING ;FOOT WARE ;TOYS AND ACCESSORIES IN CLASS 35

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO KERALA ONLY.
3607895  07/08/2017
SUNIL RAMAKRISHNA PILLAI
trading as : ORKIDS
NIRMALYAM BUILDING, OPP: VSM HOSPITAL, MATTOKM SOUTH, THATTARAMBALAM, MAVELIKARA, ALAPPUZHA, 690 103, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. JAYACHANDRAN
SECURE AND SECURE, 54/3048, TEMPLE ROAD, KADAVANTHA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
LADIES AND KIDS STORE
Subject to restrict the area to South India only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019

3608316 08/08/2017

SAJISH CHULLIPPARAMBIL
CHULLIPPARAMBIL HOUSE, KIZHAKKUMPATTUKKARA, EAST FORT, THRISSUR, KERALA-680005
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SALES OF ALL KINDS OF TEXTILE GOODS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since: 12/05/2016

MUMBAI

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3609072.
STARCAST
3609784   09/08/2017
RAGHAV CHANANA TRADING AS STARCAST
603, RAINDROP SOCIETY, OFF JUHU CHURCH ROAD, MUMBAI 400049.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :08/10/2015
To be associated with:
3374361, 3374903
MUMBAI
BUSINESS MARKETING, ADVERTISING MARKETING AND PROMOTION SERVICES, PLACEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO PERFORMING ARTISTS; ONLINE BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES; HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTING SERVICES; BUSINESS RESEARCH AND SURVEY SERVICES; MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, NEGOTIATION OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR PERFORMING ARTISTS, SERVICES FOR DISCOVERING AND CONNECTING PERFORMING ARTISTS.
3610184 10/08/2017
MEGHNA JOBALIA
67- A-1, Dwarkesh Park, Sai Baba Nagar, Opposite Bhatia School, Borivali West, Mumbai - 400092
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since: 13/12/2010
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL SERVICES; PRODUCT DEMONSTRATIONS AND PRODUCT DISPLAY SERVICES; DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL including without limitation distribution of samples; ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANCY, ADVISORY AND ASSISTANCE SERVICES; BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES; HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES; CLERICAL SERVICES including without limitation payroll preparation; BUSINESS CONSULTANCY AND ADVISORY SERVICES
GSTSTAR
3610909  11/08/2017
CLONECT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
75, Ground Floor, 17th Main, 3rd Cross, Koramangala 2nd Block, Bengaluru 560034
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since : 17/06/2017

CHENNAI
Tax & Compliance Services, Outsourcing Services (Business Assistance), Outsourced Administrative Management for Companies, Bookkeeping/Accounting, Research and Advisory Services, Invoicing, Payroll Preparation, Tax Preparation and filing services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD GST SEPARATELY.
Life Orientation Instrument

3610921    11/08/2017

DR. J M SAMPATH
302, 2nd floor, Santoj Cottage 107 Surveyor Street, Basavanagudi, Bangalore – 560004

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since :12/09/2015

CHENNAI

Personnel recruitment, personnel management consultancy, psychological testing for the selection of personnel, business management assistance and business management and organization consultancy

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
DiscoverSelf

3610922  11/08/2017

DR. J M SAMPATH
302, 2nd floor, Santoj Cottage, 107 Surveyor Street, Basavanagudi, Bangalore – 560004

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPILIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070

Used Since : 08/02/2010

CHENNAI

Personnel recruitment, personnel management consultancy, psychological testing for the selection of personnel, business management assistance and business management and organization consultancy.
ApnaService

3612512  14/08/2017

VIRESH RATHOD
12/822, GRAMOM, PARASSALA, TRIVANDRUM 695 502, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ARAVIND K J
ARAVIND NIVAS, 12/822, GRAMOM, PARASSALA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 502, KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
AMIT KANSE
OFFICE NO 63, 11, PARIJAT CHS, SHIVDHAM, FILM CITY ROAD, MALAD – EAST, MUMBAI – 400097
AN INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, SPONSORSHIP SEARCH, PRODUCTION OF TELESHOPPING PROGRAMMES/PRODUCTION OF TELESHOPPING PROGRAMS, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, TRANSCRIPTION OF COMMUNICATIONS [OFFICE FUNCTIONS], UPDATING OF ADVERTISING MATERIAL, WEB SITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION/WEB SITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION, WEB INDEXING FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR PROMOTIONAL PURPOSES, PAY PER CLICK ADVERTISING, PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING FOR THE SELECTION OF PERSONNEL, PUBLIC RELATIONS, RADIO ADVERTISING, SALES PROMOTION FOR OTHERS, SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION FOR SALES PROMOTION / SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMISATION FOR SALES PROMOTION, DESIGN OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES, INVOICING, LAYOUT SERVICES FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, MARKET STUDIES, MARKETING RESEARCH, MARKETING, MODELLING FOR ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION, NEGOTIATION AND CONCLUSION OF COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS FOR THIRD PARTIES, NEGOTIATION OF BUSINESS CONTRACTS FOR OTHERS, NEWS CLIPPING SERVICES, OFFICE MACHINES AND EQUIPMENT RENTAL, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, OPINION POLLING, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, BUSINESS RESEARCH, ADVISORY SERVICES FOR BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS INFORMATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF SPORTS PEOPLE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT FOR FREELANCE SERVICE PROVIDERS, BUSINESS PROJECT MANAGEMENT SERVICES FOR CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE, CONSULTANCY REGARDING PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY, COST PRICE ANALYSIS, ADMINISTRATION OF FREQUENT FLYER PROGRAMS, ADMINISTRATION OF CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS, ADVERTISING / PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING AGENCY SERVICES / PUBLICITY AGENCY SERVICES, RENTAL OF
ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING FILMS, APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING SERVICES [OFFICE FUNCTIONS], BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
3617800 22/08/2017
FMC LABS PVT. LTD
3rd Floor, Arjun Chambers, Kalathiparambil Cross Road, Valanjambalam P.O,Kerala-682016
Libin Joseph K, Managing Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
business management and organization consultancy; business administration,business auditing,business organization consultancy,professional business consultancy,commercial intermediation services,outsourced administrative management for companies,outsourcing services [business assistance],payroll preparation,secretarial services.
NIL
Continental ROAST & GROUND

3618934  23/08/2017
CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
DUGGIRALA, GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH - 522 330 INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASEKHAR GOPALAJOSYULA
MURTY ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES, # 7-1-24/2/D, 1ST FLOOR, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016, TELANGANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3618937 23/08/2017
CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
DUGGIRALA, GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH - 522330, ANDHRA PRADESH, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASEKHAR GOPALAJOSYULA
MURTY ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES, # 7-1-24/2/D, 1ST FLOOR, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016,
TELANGANA, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3618939  23/08/2017

CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
trading as ;CCL PRODUCTS (INDIA) LIMITED
DUGGIRALA, GUNTUR, ANDHRA PRADESH - 522 330 INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASEKHAR GOPALAJOSYULA
MURTY ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES, # 7-1-24/2/D, 1ST FLOOR, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016,
TELANGANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, MARKETING AND SALES AND RENTAL IN THE CONTEXT F VENDING
MACHINES, EXHIBITIONS, EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIRS
CHESTER’S
16/A, KKMP BUILDING, MILLER TANK BUND ROAD, VASANTHNA
GAR, BANGALORE - 560 052, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since :03/04/2002
To be associated with:
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL, ONLINE SALE, EXPORT AND IMPORT OF FURNITURE, BATHROOM FITTINGS IN THE NATURE OF
FURNITURE, DOORS FOR FURNITURE, FITTED KITCHEN FURNITURE, STORAGE CABINETS, WALL MIRRORS AND
MIRROR STANDS
3619553 24/08/2017
MAROOF HUSAIN ABDUL RAHIM ATTAR
1/B-23, BUSTAAN APTS, BELLASIS ROAD, MUMBAI CENTRAL, OPP BEST BUS DEPOT, MUMBAI - 400008,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
TRADING OF HOME AND KITCHEN FURNITURE & DECOR, BABY PRODUCTS, BEAUTY PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES
ETC
3620107  24/08/2017
MR. MUHAMMED IRSHAD KK
SUMAYYAS, MATTOOL SOUTH, KANNUR, KERALA-670302
AYISHA APPARELS, PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004
Used Since :18/11/2015
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF SALWAR, CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS; KIDS WEAR, LADIES
WEAR AND GENTS WEAR SALWAR; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS, SERVICES OF ONLINE
TRADING AND E-COMMERCE.
3621637  28/08/2017

BHAVANI GEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
DC-3100, Bharat Diamond Bourse, "G" Block, Badra Kurla Complex, Bandra - East, Mumbai-400051 Maharashtra, India
A Company Incorporated Under the Indian Companies' Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank,Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002
Used Since :01/04/1996

To be associated with:
3621621

MUMBAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES FOR DIAMONDS; ROUGH DIAMOND; CUT DIAMONDS; DIAMOND JEWELRY
Master Your Startup Play

3622196    28/08/2017

EXCUBATOR CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Building No. 758, 3rd floor, 19th main road, Sector 3, HSR Layout, Bengaluru, Karnataka – 560102
SERVICE PROVIDER
Artificial Entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORMULATEIP TECHNOLEGAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#758, 3rd floor, 19th main, Dollar Scheme layout, HSR Layout 2nd Sector, Bangalore, India-560102
Used Since :28/12/2016

CHENNAI
Advertising, marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services, Sponsorship search consultancy services, Providing business management start-up support for other businesses, Personnel consultancy, Marketing consultancy.
ADWIT ALUMINIUM COMPANY
3623436   30/08/2017
U. SURESH
Door no - 430/4 (New - 1005) Kuvempu Road (Lawyer Road),K B Extension,Davangere ,KARNATAKA - 577004
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI , PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL SALES OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS
3623734  30/08/2017
PRAKASH CHANDRA SONI (Trading As : PARAMOUNT AGRITECHNOLOGIES)
MIG-67, BETWA APPARTMENT, ROSHANPURA CHAURAHA, BHOPAL 462003
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING AND MARKETING OF BIO FERTILIZERS AND MICRONEUTRANTS, FERTILIZERS AND PESTICIDES, AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
3624927   31/08/2017
NITESH THAKKAR
Shop no 1 sahyog marg vidhut nagar near sai mangalam durg – 491001, Chhattisgarh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/10/2016
MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions, advertising agency services / publicity agency services, marketing, on-line advertising on a computer network, provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services
IN USE.
QTHREE TRADING CO

3625039  31/08/2017

SALMANUL HARRIS P.P.
Trading as; QTHREE TRADING CO

Door No. III/105, Thiruvvalu Panchayath, Mallapuram District, Kerala - 676 123, India.

Service Providers
Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Used Since:04/04/2015

CHENNAI

Show-rooms distributing marketing import and export franchise factory outlet wholesale and retail outlets through online and offline supermarket bazaar of textiles readymade footwear head gear leather goods bags fancy and cosmetics gifts toys bags belts gold and imitation jewellery cradle table cover napkin musical instruments clocks umbrellas embroidery curtain carpet wall hanging sports.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Pick&Go
3625458  01/09/2017
NAFFA INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
217, second Floor, ‘The Arcade’ Brigade Metropolis, ITPL Main Road, Bengaluru, Karnataka 560048
Artificial Entity

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FORMULATEIP TECHNOLEGAL SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
#758,3rd floor, 19th main, Dollar Scheme layout, HSR Layout 2nd Sector, Bangalore, India-560102

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Customer relationship management
BOSE DEAD/ALIVE

3629390    07/09/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI- 400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
PAMMI AUNTY#MumbaiDaSiyapaa

3629391   07/09/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI- 400053,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3629822  07/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, office functions; online advertisements; dissemination of advertisements;
Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Preparation of advertisements for others; production of radio and television
advertisements; Online wholesale store services featuring horological instruments; Wholesale services for clothing;
Retail services for clothing; Retail services provided by apparel stores.
3630406 08/09/2017

UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC

trading as UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC

UAE EXCHANGE GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS, 5TH FLOOR, TAMOUH TOWER, (BUILDING NO.12), MARINA SQUARE, AI
REEM ISLAND, P.O.BOX 170, ABU DHABI, UAE

SERVICE PROVIDER

LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SYNIGOROS PARTNERS

B2, MAY FAIR, CHACKOLA COLONY ROAD, THEVARA, COCHIN-682 015

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; LOYALTY AND BONUS
PROGRAM SERVICES.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Crayon Data
3631022   09/09/2017
CRAYON DATA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
3rd Floor, Module 33- B, Elnet Software City, TS 140, Block 2 & 9, Rajiv Gandhi Road, Taramani, Chennai-600113, Tamil Nadu, India
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since :11/03/2013
CHENNAI
Provision of business information; management services; Organization of events, exhibitions, fairs and shows for commercial, promotional and advertising purposes; advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; Providing advice and information relating to commercial business management; business management consulting services; tax filing services; tax advice (accountancy); Compilation of online business directories; online ordering services; dissemination of advertising material; Arranging and conducting of exhibitions for business purposes; Arranging and conducting trade shows; promotional marketing provision of business data; database management; database management services
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SUMALATHA KONKA
#B/5/103, ASWANI AAEESHA, 1st MAIN, VEERABADRA SWAMY TEMPLE ROAD, ELECTRONIC CITY PHASE II, RAYASANDRA, DODDANAGAMANGALA, BANGALORE 560100
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTOMARK
#105, Sai Nandana Presidency, 11th cross, 5th main, Vijaya Bank layout, Bilekkahalli, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore, Karnataka-560076

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS INTERMEDIARY SERVICES FOR THE SALE AND PURCHASE OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE RETAIL DEPARTMENT STORES, COMPUTERIZED ON-LINE ORDERING FEATURING GENERAL MERCHANDISE AND GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING AND WHOLESALE SERVICES
3631446  09/09/2017
PARESH BHAVSAR
Line D-1 Nyati Chester Field Bh Corinthian Club, Undri Pune - 411060, Maharashtra.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/07/2016

MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
KRISHNA CREATION
3631609  10/09/2017
MR. MANISH BADLANI
113-114, AHILYA NAGAR MAIN, CHANAKYA PURI SQUARE, INDORE-452002(M.P.)INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTE
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAIL OF CLOTHING.
THOMAS COOK (INDIA) LIMITED.
UNIT NO. 1101 TO 1104 IN WING A, B & C, 11TH FLOOR, MARATHON FUTUREX, N.M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI 400 013.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since : 06/08/2017

MUMBAI

VISA ADMINISTRATION, FACILITATION AND ASSISTANCE SERVICES TO DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS IN INDIA, EMBASSIES, CONSULATES, AIRLINES, TRAVEL AGENTS, TRAVEL MANAGERS, ASSOCIATIONS, TRADE AND TRAVEL BODIES; COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL OR STATISTICAL DATA RELATING TO VISA AND TRAVEL; MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS, MOTELS, AND RESORTS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER...
3634745  13/09/2017
THOMAS COOK (INDIA) LIMITED.
UNIT NO. 1101 TO 1104 IN WING A, B & C, 11TH FLOOR, MARATHON FUTUREX, N.M. JOSHI MARG,LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI -400 013.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :06/08/2017

MUMBAI
VISA ADMINISTRATION, FACILITATION AND ASSISTANCE SERVICES TO DIPLOMATIC MISSIONS IN INDIA, EMBASSIES, CONSULATES, AIRLINES, TRAVEL AGENTS, TRAVEL MANAGERS, ASSOCIATIONS, TRADE AND TRAVEL BODIES; COMPILATION OF MATHEMATICAL OR STATISTICAL DATA RELATING TO VISA AND TRAVEL; MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS, MOTELS, AND RESORTS FOR OTHERS; CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
Hira

3636238  15/09/2017

ABDUL MAJEED P.T

Palliyalithodi House, Kadannamanna P.O, Mankada (via), Malappuram District, Pincode 679324, Kerala, India

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

REKHA DAS. P

Upright Legal Solutions, 27/1015, Kuthiravattom P.O, Kozhikode 673 016, Kerala, India

Used Since : 31/12/2009

CHENNAI

Import, Export, Retail & Wholesale outlets and shops including services relating to distribution, trading, marketing, sale and merchandise of all kinds of Jewellery including Gold, Diamonds and Watches.
3636815  16/09/2017
SAKARIA ENTERPRISES PRIVATE LIMITED
17, 2nd Floor, K Building D I Jain Chawl, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Chinchpokli, Mumbai – 400012, Maharashtra.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :09/07/2016
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK
3638125   19/09/2017
HARISH CHANDRA K. GUPTA
trading as :GUPTA TOOLS CENTER
SHOP NO.5/B, GAYATRI NAGAR, TALAV ROAD, B. P. CROSS ROAD NO. 4, BHAYANDER (EAST), DIST-THANE, PIN-401105, MAHARASHTRA
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAM MURTI PAL
SHOP NO. 2 & 3, SANSKRUTI 1 BLDG., POONAM VIHAR, NEAR P. G. VORA SCHOOL LANE, MIRA ROAD (EAST), DIST. THANE 401107, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRADING AND RETAIL STORES OF JEWELLERY TOOLS, AND ALL JEWELLERY CASTING MATERIAL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
ARISTA LIFE

3639398  20/09/2017

MOIDU A.M.
Ayyappankattil House, Vettikkattiri PO, Thrissur - 679531
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Retail services for foodstuffs, Retail services for toiletries, Retail services for teas, Retail services for fragrancing preparations, Retail services relating to food, Online retail store services featuring toiletries, Online retail store services featuring teas, Retail or wholesale services for cosmetics, Retail or wholesale services for tea, Retail or wholesale services for toiletries, Retail services in relation to teas, On-line retail store services featuring teas, On-line retail services relating to cosmetics, Retail or wholesale services for food and beverages, and Online retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products.
KOMAX

3640027  21/09/2017

SHAFI PARENGAL
S/o. Kunhamed, Parengal House, Parappur, Parappur P.O, Tirurangadi Taluk, Malappuram District, State of Kerala, Nationality Indian, trading as M/s. KOMAX.

Proprietor, represented by his trade mark attorney

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

OFFICE ADMINISTRATION BUSINESS MANAGEMENT BUSINESS FUNCTION DISTRIBUTING MARKETING IMPORT EXPORT SHOW-ROOMS FRANCHISE OUTLET WHOLESALE RETAIL THROUGH ONLINE AND OFFLINE VIA SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING MARKETING SALES, SALES PROMOTION OF ELECTRONIC GOODS, TUBE LIGHT, BULBS, CFL RAW MATERIALS, LED LIGHTS, LIGHT FITTINGS AND FIXTURES, CEILING LIGHTS, LED BULBS, SPOTLIGHT FOR USE ON VEHICLES, ELECTRIC TRACK LIGHTING UNIT, AUTOMOBILE LIGHTS, BOAT REFLECTORS, OUTDOOR LIGHT FITTINGS, OUTDOOR LAMPS, ELECTRIC DISCHARGE TUBES FOR LIGHTING, SECURITY LIGHTS, STRING LIGHTS FOR FESTIVE DECORATION, COLORED FLAMMING GARDEN TORCHES, CEILING FANS, CEILING LIGHTS, FLOOR LAMPS, TABLE LAMPS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

3640374 21/09/2017
SOLOMON.G.PAUL
ALUMMOOTTIL KARICHAL PAYIPAD POST, HARIPD - 690 514, ALLAPUZHA KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THE BUSINESS CATALYST
POST BOX NO.18 NANDANAM ERA-38 NAER MENAMKULAM GOVT. LPS KAZHAKUTTOM POST TRIVANDRUM-695582
KERALA, SOUTH INDIA
Used Since: 01/01/2015

CHENNAI
SHOWROOM PRODUCT EXPOSURE, EXHIBITION, WHOLESALE - RETAIL, IMPORT - EXPORT, MANUFACTURING
MARKETING, LADIES FANCY, FOOTWEAR, BAGS, TOYS, GIFT AND NOVELTIES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
3641552  22/09/2017
A.SELVAKUMARAN, PROPRIETOR
Service Providing as M/s. Ask Jewellery, address at No- 236, PR Complex, Kosakadai Street, Puducherry- 605 001, U.T. of Puducherry
Proprietor Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.ARTHI
SRI ANDAL ILLAM, NO.37-1, ARUMURUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 045.
Used Since :15/01/2015
CHENNAI
wholesale and Retail Showroom in respect of Gold, Silver, Diamond, Platinum, Ornaments Precious Metals including Gold, Silver, Diamond, Platinum, Brass or Coated therewith Jewellery of All kinds Precious Stones including Gem Stones and Diamond
No exclusive right over the descriptive matters appearing in the representation of the mark.
4CASA

3644189  26/09/2017

MUHAMMED SHAEEQUE
PALAKANDY UNNIKKULAM EKAROOL 673574
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DEEPA MANI
BizKiosk Consulting Inc., #7/450, Beechi's Building, Eranhimavu, Pannicode PO, Kozhikode - 673602, KERALA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; BUSINESS BRANDING, BUSINESS SETUP SERVICES; INTERIOR DESIGNING, ALUMINIUM FABRICATION, MODULAR KITCHEN; HOME DECOR SERVICES.
3644938  27/09/2017
SUNIL M.R
trading as ; ASHOK GOLD
BRAHMAMANGALAM, P.O THALAYOLAPARAMPU, VAIKOM, KOTTAYAM, 686 605 , KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. JAYACHANDRAN
SECURE AND SECURE, 54/3048, TEMPLE ROAD, KADAVANTHRA, KOCHI-682020, KERALA.
Used Since : 28/12/2014
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING OF GOLD, DIAMONDS, SILVER, STONE.
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3645625  28/09/2017  
AMIRTHA IMPORTS AND EXPORTS PRIVATE LIMITED (OPC)  
No 73, 1st Floor, Thirunagar, Srinivasapuram, Opp to Thirunagar Post Office, Thanjavur-613009, Tamilnadu  
Body Incorporate  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS  
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.  

Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Wholesale, Retail, online sale, Import and Export of Rice, Black Pepper, Red Chili Food products and Agricultural Equipments.
MYTHRI

3645673   28/09/2017

KSR HANDLOOMS PVT.LTD.,
D.No.2-102-3, Vivekananda Nagar Colony, Kothapet, Chirala - 523 157 (A.P) India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since :01/01/2011

CHENNAI

Marketing of readymade garments for men, women and children, school uniforms, belts, ties, stockings, footwear, shoes, socks, hosiery items, headgear, pants, accessories, textiles, sarees, bed-sheets, dress materials, bags, jewellery, stockings, electrical and electronic goods and household articles.
3646599  28/09/2017

MR. SHEREEF MOOZHIKKAL, S/O. ABDUL AZEEZ
residing at Thoppil House, Mundithodi, Pookkottur PO, Pookkottur, PIN 676 517, Malappuram District, Kerala, India, trading as
M/s. TOYMALL, K.P Tower, Thurakkal Bypass Junction, Calicut Road, Manjeri.
Proprietor, represented by his trade mark attorney

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Marketing import and export franchise outlet wholesale and retail outlets supermarket hypermarket office administration
business management of kids wear, accessories for kids, playthings, gift, electronics, textiles, ready made, footwear,
shoes, cycles, bicycles, tricycles, parts and fittings, feeding bottle, napkins, diaper, stationery, cosmetics, curtain, carpet,
mat, swimming accessories, sports goods.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
3647779  02/10/2017
GOVINDNARAYAN R. RATHI
129, 1st Floor, Raghavendra Market, Avenue Road, Bangalore-560002
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAY JHAWAR
PLOT NO. 21/22, SEVEN HILLS COLONY, AURANGABAD.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Commercial trading and Retail and wholesale services in relation to clothing; Advertising; Business management; Business administration and Office functions.

Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
3648451  03/10/2017
PILSONS PHARMACEUTICALS  
Plot.No.1 R.S No 235/1, Opp-Fire Figther Stations, Shastri Nagar Goaves Belgavi, Karnataka-590001  
Registered Partnership  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
LAW SOLUTIONS  
Flat No. 4, 2nd Floor, Parvati Darshan Building, Opp. Hero Showroom, Near Ingale Bridge, Shivane, Pune -411023  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
Display, Supply, Distribution Of Pharmaceuticals, Allopathic, Ayurvedic, Veterinary Medicines
3649590  05/10/2017
PRIYANKA COMMUNICATIONS INDIA PVT LTD
142-143, Oshiwara Industrial Estate, Nr Oshiwara bus Depot Link road Goregaon (W) Mumbai 400104
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM & CO. (TRADE MARKS ATTORNEYS)
103, Om CHSL, Opp. Saint Rock College, Eksar Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai-400 092, Maharashtra, India
Used Since :02/01/2017

MUMBAI
Advertising, office functions, business administration, sales, online sales, import export relating to Telephone terminal equipment; Mobile phones; Electronic tablets; Computer peripherals and accessories

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3650714  06/10/2017

MR LI TIAN PENG
Dasheng Industrial Zone, Huangmei Town, Huanggang City, Hubei Province, China.
Chinese National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN,S K PATIL LANE,DAFTARI ROAD,MALAD EAST,MUMBAI -97

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services of enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods provided by a retail store and business management related to work of art of plastic, works of art of common metal, beads for making jewellery, paste jewellery (costume jewellery)

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3650718, 3650713..
3652177 07/10/2017
MEDTECHA REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED
32, COZY HOMES BANGALURU, BANGALORE, KARNATAKA 562125, INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
3653670    10/10/2017
ZEAL MOTORSPORTS
18/523-1, INTUC Junction, Nettoor, Cochin
Partnership
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL KANDAMPULLY
ROOM NO. 9, 1ST FLOOR, INFANT JESUS BUILDING NO.3, OPP. HIGH COURT OF KERALA, ERNAKULAM - 682018, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL SALES OF ALL TYPES AND VARIETIES OF TYRES, CAR ACCESSORIES INCLUDING WHEEL ALLOYS, AUTOMOBILE DETAILING & CAR COSMETIC PRODUCTS & SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ADMINISTRATION
Nil
Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
TANZA

3654042  10/10/2017
TANZA OPTICALS AND EYE CLINIC
DOOR NO. SBP IX/707,A,B,C,D,OAKLAND ARCADE,KOTTAKUNNU,SULTHAN BATHERY,WAYANAD,KERALA-673592
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE SHOWROOMS AND OUTLETS; IMPORT, EXPORT, DISTRIBUTION AND
TRADING OF OPTICAL, EYE WEAR"S, LENSES, GLASSES, FRAMES, SUN GLASSES.
3654731  11/10/2017
CONTINENTAL COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CONTINENTAL COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
7-1-24/2/D, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD, TELANGANA - 500 016. INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJASEKHAR GOPALAJOSYULA
MURTY ASSOCIATES, ADVOCATES, # 7-1-24/2/D, 1ST FLOOR, GREENDALE, AMEERPET, HYDERABAD-500016, TELANGANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3656613 13/10/2017
SHAIKH MOHAMMAD SHARIF GULAM HUSEN
NEAR MOHAMADIYA MASJID MANSURI COLONY, GANGAPUR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMEET RATHI
OFFICE NO 7/8, J HARNAM PLAZA, OPP IDBI BANK, OSMANPURA, AURANGABAD 431005
Used Since: 17/03/2000
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING AND SUPPLY OF FRUITS & VEGETABLES
MUHAMMEED MUSTHAFA
12/306, MECHERI, NEDUVA PO, MALAPPURAM,KERALA-676303
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS; KIDSWEAR, TOYS AND BABYCARE PRODUCTS; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLET AND SHOWROOMS.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3657503  14/10/2017
PARAMJEET SINGH KOHLI
KULDEEP MOTOR STORE, KHANDESHWARI NAKA WADA , NAKA WADA - 421303
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration,Office Functions relating to building construction works.
SSS MANHOLE COVERS

3657559  14/10/2017

P. VASANTHA KUMAR, TRADING AS URP PERUMAL MUDALIAR SONS

Godown No. 3 CSI Shopping Complex, Fort Main Road, Salem 636001, Tamil Nadu, India.

Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SINDUJA.A.M

No28/22, menod street purasawalkam chennai 600007

Used Since: 02/05/2009

CHENNAI

Wholesale, Retail, Marketing and Export of all kinds of Manhole covers of metal and Manhole covers, not of metal;
Wholesale distribution and discount store services

subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matter.
3658214  16/10/2017
RETHEESH K NAIR
KOKKOORI HOUSE, ENKAKKAD VIA, MANALITHARA, THRISSUR - 680 589, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR P U
NAMLJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL, MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, IMPORT AND EXPORT OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC ITEMS, HOME APPLIANCES, AIR CONDITIONER.
3660724   21/10/2017
BOYEL PHARMA PVT LTD
13/171R Alfa tower mullampara road, bypass junction, Manjeri, Kerala - 676121
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI- 600 002
Used Since :06/02/2017
CHENNAI
RETAIL WHOLESALE OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
NIKI INFOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
1-7-289/A/2, 126, Jaya Mansion, Block-A, II Floor, S D Road, Secunderabad - 500 003

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Display, Distribution, supply in the respect of the Computer, Laptop, mobile phones, & their accessories, retail chain stores, wholesale & retail outlets

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DEVICE GLOBE.
3661924    24/10/2017
PARY MOHAMMED
trading as ;WATER STUDIO
PARY HOUSE HAJIYAR PALLY POST MALAPPURAM - 676 519, KERALA , SOUTH INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/01/2017

CHENNAI
WHOLE SALE AND RETAIL, IMPORT AND EXPORT, SHOWROOM, PRODUCT EXPOSURE, SHOW WINDOW CONTRACT
OF ALL VARIETIES OF SANITARY ITEMS, BATHROOM FITTINGS.
3662101    24/10/2017
CAKES AND CAKES BAKERS LLP
MANAPPURATHU BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, POST OFFICE JUNCTION PALLIMUKKU, VADAKKEVILA PO, KOLLAM, KERALA- 691010, INDIA
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL & WHOLESALE OUTLETS AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO DISTRIBUTION, TRADING AND MARKETING OF BAKERY, CONFECTIONERY, CAKES, BREAD, PASTRY, ICE CREAM, SWEETS & SAVOURIES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD CAKES AND CAKES SEPARATELY.
3662137  24/10/2017
CAPSICUM GLOBAL ADVISORY PRIVATE LIMITED
201 Pearl, Nirmal Lifestyles, Mulund (West), Mumbai - 400080
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :07/06/2017
MUMBAI
Business project management; Management consulting; Business management
3663358   26/10/2017
M/S. THE FLAG COMPANY
SHOP NO.-1, GARIB MAZDOOR SANGH, JUHU CIRCLE, OPPOSITE BHARAT PETROL PUMP, JUHU SCHEME, MUMBAI- 400049
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2006

MUMBAI
Trading, marketing, wholesaling, advertising, distribution, retailing, import-export and online business services in respect of banners and flags of textile, cloth flags, clothing, footwear, headgear, table, flag, sports flags, advertising flags, corporate flags, hand flags, car flags, country flags, muffler and scarves, exchange flags, pennants flags, outdoor flag poles, indoor flag poles, body flags, giant flags, ceiling hanging flags, cloth banner, tear drop flags, swooper feather flags, block flag-I shaped flag pole, sharkfin flag, foldable banner flags, bullet flags, telescopic big flag stand, tradeshow table cover, velcro fabric pop up display, wall screen banner stand, one/two sided street pole banner, backpack banner, wind dancer flags, fabric tension counter, promotional tent, star tent, canopy tent, t-shirt, jersey-sublimation printed, floor mounted, wall mounted, stadium branding, fence scrim-mesh fabric, outdoor mesh banner-hole fabric, sashes and ribbons
3665921    30/10/2017
P.M.SEBASTIAN
Poovakottu, Kuravilangadu .P.O.Kottayaam – 686141, Kerala
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS FOR GOODS RELATING TO ALUMINIUM AND GLASS
PROPOSED TO BE USED.
3666619 31/10/2017
EMMAY PROJECTS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
PUZHAKKAL, AYYANTHOLE P.O, THRISSUR, KERALA –680003
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNITHA A
NISSAN BUSINESS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED, FIRST FLOOR, VIMA PRESS BUILDING, ERAYIL KADAVU,
KOTTAYAM, KERALA – 686 001
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Shopping mall, Advertising, Business management, Business administration, Office functions
ANONA

3667972  01/11/2017
SHABEER .P.T, PEEDIKA THODIKAYIL, CHERUVATTA, PARAMBIL PO, PIN 673012, KOZHIKODE DT , KERALA,INDIA.
M/s. ANONA BAKES AND SUPERMARKET, 28/2466 A,A1,J,J1, NTV Arcade, Pottammal, Pin 673016, Kozhikode District, Kerala, India.
proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :01/04/2005

CHENNAI
Supermarket and Hypermarket
3668176    02/11/2017
D-TEC INTL AUTO PARTS
No- 31,32, NH-4, Opposite TCL, SIPCOT Industrial Estate, Ranipet, Vellore- 632 403, Tamilnadu
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B.ARTHI
SRI ANDAL ILLAM, NO.37-1, ARUMURUGAM NAGAR, RAMANATHAPURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 045.
Used Since :29/06/2017
CHENNAI
Wholesale and Retail Trading Style in respect of Automobile Spare Parts for sale in India & Export
BANGALORE TIMES FASHION WEEK

3669128  03/11/2017

BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since :27/09/2017

MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, office functions; online advertisements; dissemination of advertisements; Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Preparation of advertisements for others; production of radio and television advertisements; Online wholesale store services featuring horological instruments; Wholesale services for clothing; Retail services for clothing; Retail services provided by apparel stores.
3669238  03/11/2017
FASIL RAROOTH CHALIL
KUNNUMMAL HOUSE, PERIAMTHODE, KODUVALLY, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673572
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, CALCUT, KERALA-673004
Used Since: 27/07/2017

CHENNAI
SERVICES OF MARKETING, ADVERTISING, DISTRIBUTION, TRADING, RETAIL AND-wholesale of wallets, household items, services of E-COMMERCE; IMPORT AND EXPORT

OYSTER MARKETING
3669554   03/11/2017
LIFETRONS SOFTWARE PRIVATE LIMITED
Flat no 8, Vyankatesh Villa, Vishwakarma Nagar, Sus Road, Pashan-21
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners #302 The Capital “B” Wing Adjacent Regent Plaza, Baner Pashan Link Road Pune 411045, MH, India
Used Since :13/01/2011
MUMBAI
Providing an on-line database providing business intelligence in the fields of medical devices, pharmaceuticals, healthcare and life sciences, Promoting the exchange of information and resources within the scientific research and medical communities to achieve advances in the field of healthcare.
SREE RUDRAMMA
3669860  04/11/2017
S BANASHANKAR
SREE B SURI ARCADE, NO. 57/1, SIDDAANNA GALLI, NEAR JUMMA MASJID, BENGALURU-560 002, KARNATAKA
Service Provider
SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
S MURTHY
SREE B SURI ARCADE, NO. 57/1, SIDDAANNA GALLI, NEAR JUMMA MASJID, BENGALURU-560 002, KARNATAKA
Service Provider
SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINODKUMAR KOTABAGI
NO. 99, OLD NO. 615, FIRST FLOOR, 2ND MAIN, 2ND BLOCK, RAJAJINAGAR, BENGALURU- 560 010
Used Since :21/07/2010
CHENNAI
ONLINE RETAIL SERVICE RELATING TO CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FABRICS AND ACCESSORIES;
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FOR CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS, FABRICS AND ACCESSORIES
AND EXPORT THEREOF
Bonzer Pharmaceuticals
3670535  06/11/2017
BONZER PHARMACEUTICALS
SIDDHI CHHAYA CHS LTD, SHOP NO.2, PLOT NO.48,SECTOR 20,KAMOTHE,TALUKA-PANVEL,DISTRICT RAIGAD 410209
A Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, Office Functions, Business Management, Sales, Online Sales, Import Export of Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
3670725 06/11/2017
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LIMITED.
GATEWAY BUILDING, APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI 400001
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since: 01/05/2017
MUMBAI
Business Management, Business Administration, Advertising Sales Promotion Services, Customer Care Services Including Offering Business Advice, Customers Loyalty Programmes For Promotion Of Sales, Generating Customized Reports For Customers, Customer Database And Document Management Services including counselling services through website, digital platform and otherwise included in Class 35.
Peloton Sports
3671100  06/11/2017
PELOTON SPORTS LLP
17/786 C, C2, Sahara Building, Arayidathupalam, Mini Bypass Road, P.O. Puthiyara, Kozhikode District – 673 004, Kerala, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REKHA DAS. P
Upright Legal Solutions, 27/1015, Kuthiravattom P.O, Kozhikode 673 016, Kerala, India
Used Since : 12/06/2015

CHENNAI
Retail & Wholesale outlets and shops including services relating to distribution, trading, marketing, sale & merchandise of
Bags for sports, Sports shoes, Sports jerseys, Readymade garments and Clothing for Sports, Boots for sports, Football
shoes, Football boots, Studs for Football boots, Clothing for gymnastics, Cyclists’ clothing, Motorists’ clothing, Gloves
[clothing], Headgear for wear, Headbands [clothing], Caps [headwear], Hats, Gymnastic shoes, Half-boots, Lace boots,
Skull caps, Socks, Wristbands [clothing], Games and playthings, equipment for various sports and games, Bats, Balls,
Bladders of balls, Gloves, Apparatus Chessboards, Appliances for Gymnastics, Dumb-bells, Hockey sticks, Ice skates,
Men's athletic supporters, Nets for sports, Machines for Physical exercises, Playing balls, Elbow guards, Exercise
bicycles, Exercisers [expanders], Body-building apparatus, Bowling apparatus, Playing cards, Rackets, Roller skates,
Skating boots, Surf boards, belts, jackets, kick boards and Flippers for swimming, Cricket bags, Golf bags, Weight lifting
belts
3671172  06/11/2017
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING, APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI 400001
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Business management; business administration of real estate, industrial; commercial properties, offices, business centers, departmental stores, shopping centers, retail; wholesale outlets, temporary accommodation, hotels, motels, resorts, service apartments, buildings, condominiums, warehouses, factories; developments; organization of conventions, conferences and exhibitions; consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 1737452, 2332513...

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1737452, 2332513...
3671608 07/11/2017
DHARMESH DHANAK
A/121, SITA SADAN, OPPOSITE DEVNAGAR, SAI BABA NAGAR BORIVALI WEST MUMBAI 400092
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; DISTRIBUTION; MARKETING; WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA FOR RETAIL PURPOSE; ONLINE RETAIL AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES IN RELATION TO PENS, READYMADE AND DESIGNER GARMENTS, CLOTHING, ACCESSORIES, WATCHES, JEWELLERY, FOOTWEAR, HEADGER, SOCKS AND STOCKINGS, HANDBAGS AND SHOULDER BAGS; ORGANISATION OF FASHION SHOW EXHIBITION; IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES; SHOPPING CENTER; SHOP WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT; TRADING SERVICE; RETAIL DEPARTMENTAL STORE; RETAIL VARIETY STORES FEATURING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
THE ONLY PANDA

3671730   07/11/2017

ARJUN B REDDY

BREN CORPORATION, #61, BALAVANA, 5TH 'A' BLOCK, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE - 560 095, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHENDRA BHANSALI

FLAT NO.2A, SIDDHART SIYAJEE APTS, NO.72, CHOOLAI HIGH ROAD, CHOOLAI, CHENNAI 600 112.

Used Since: 01/07/2017

CHENNAI

Advertising, business promotions, wholesale and retail services, presentation of goods for the purpose of sale, including sale through online medium, e-commerce, with respect to textiles and ready made garments.
A. ZAHIRHUSSAIN

trading as ;ZAK DECOR MART

NO.5, THOOTHUKUDI MAIN ROAD, K.T.C NAGAR, TIRUNELVELI - 627 011. TAMIL NAU , INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K.P.PADMANABHAN,BA,BL.

NO:90, J.J.COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040.

Used Since :29/05/2014

CHENNAI

Retail trading of Interior Decoration materials such as Acrylic mdf panels, Laminates, Edge band, UV mdf panels, Synthetic wooden panels, 3D decorative wall panel, Doors, Floor tiles, mdf board, Integral Handles.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO SOUTH INDIA ONLY.
3674697  10/11/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
3674698  10/11/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
Ather Grid

3678072  14/11/2017
ATHER ENERGY PVT LTD
3rd Floor, Tower-D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghetta Main Road, Bengaluru-560029, Karnataka, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANSHANKARI III STAGE, BANGALORE - 560085.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Recruitment services; employment recruitment; market campaigns; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; recruitment consultancy, advertising; business management; business administration; office functions included in class 35
3680041    16/11/2017
TULIP GLOBAL
Plot No.77/11, Park Street, Near Madhurisa Heights Phase-II, Maitri Kunj, Risali, Bhilai, District-Durg-490006, Chhattisgarh,
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :02/05/2017
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK,
MARKETING,PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
SHEIKHA
3680598    17/11/2017
MUHAMMED NISHAR.K
KOLAMBIL HOUSE, PATTAMBI, MELEPATTAMBI, OTTAPPALAM, PALAKKAD-679306
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, CALCUT, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OF PARDHA, SALWAR, CLOTHING, READYMADE GARMENTS; KIDS WEAR, LADIES WEAR AND GENTS WEAR; RETAIL AND WHOLESALE OUTLETS AND SHOWROOMS
MR. SUBHASH NARAYAN BRAHMANKAR TRADING AS M/S SUBHASH STORES
Soygaon Market, Soygaon, Malegaon – 423 203
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.

Used Since: 02/02/1993

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING & SUPPLY OF DRY FRUITS & SPICES
3681420  18/11/2017
RANJEET GUPTA
CGV-081, DLF CAPITAL GREEN, MOTI NAGAR, DELHI- 110015.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/01/2014
DELHI
Business management of wholesale and retail outlets; Retail Stores, Departmental Store, Online advertisement, Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF MAX AND / OR BAZAAR, JOINTLY OR SEPARATELY.
3681527 18/11/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, office functions; online advertisements; dissemination of advertisements;
Advertisement via mobile phone networks; Preparation of advertisements for others; production of radio and television
advertisements; Online wholesale store services featuring horological instruments; Wholesale services for clothing;
Retail services for clothing; Retail services provided by apparel stores.
3682281  20/11/2017
GREENLEAF CORPORATE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GREENLEAF CORPORATE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.58, RB ENCLAVE, S1 2ND FLOOR, 4TH AVENUE, ASHOK NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 083. TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :23/03/2015
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT , BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
MEDIBOX

3683124 21/11/2017
MEDIBOX DIGITAL SOLUTIONS (P) LTD
Surasa Enclave, No. 65, Puttanna Road, Basavangudi, Bangalore 560004, Karnataka, India
A company incorporated under the provisions of Companies Act of 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNA P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKV Post Bangalore 560065
Used Since :20/11/2014

CHENNAI
Advertising and distributorship of pharmaceutical goods (for others), professional business consultancy for pharmaceutical companies, compilation and sale of statistical information and data relevant to the pharmaceutical industry, compilation of information into computer databases relating to the pharmaceutical industry, business research on pharmaceutical goods, advertising and business management, business administration and office functions.
3683964  21/11/2017

VIGOUR CONTINGENT PRIVATE LIMITED

B3-104, Sri Ram Spandhana Partments, Challaghatta,Banglaore-560037

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ASHOK

NO 2/496,2ND FLOOR, NAKKERAR SALAI, MOGAPP AIR EAST, CHENNAI - 600037

Used Since :01/01/2016

CHENNAI

Providing business information via a web site; business management for freelance service providers; business information; business management consultancy; commercial intermediation services

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
T & T ELECTRICALS

3684281  22/11/2017
SURESHT T
SURESH VILLA, GANAPATHYVILAKAM, KULATHUPUZHA P.O, KOLLAM - 691 310, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARAVIND K J
ARAVIND NIVAS, 12/822, GRAMOM, PARASSALA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 502, KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION, DEALERSHIP AND SALES OF ELECTRICAL WIRING AND LIGHTING ITEMS, SANITARY AND PLUMBING ITEMS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
SURESH T T
SURESH VILLA, GANAPATHYVILAKAM, KULATHUPUZHA P.O, KOLLAM - 691 310, KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARAVIND K J
ARAVIND NIVAS, 12/822, GRAMOM, PARASSALA, TRIVANDRUM - 695 502, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION, DEALERSHIP AND SALES OF ELECTRICAL WIRING AND LIGHTING ITEMS, SANITARY AND PLUMBING ITEMS, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
3684515  22/11/2017
MOHAMMED HASHIM
trading as ;AN EMERALD PRODUCT
MALIKAVEEDU, ERUMELI P.O, KOTTAYAM DISTRICT - 686 509 , KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V.L.MONY AND BHUVANESWARY
TC 40/468, TPSRA-29, 3RD PUTHEN STREET, MANACAUD POST, THIRUVANANTHAPURAM-695009, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUSINESS ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT.
HABITOS
3685927   23/11/2017
IDL DABBA PRIVATE LIMITED
#550/15, Fourth Floor, White's, D.B.Road, R.S.Puram, Coimbatore 641002
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
business management, office functions, business administration, market research and analysis in the field of healthcare and nutrition
RICARDO FERNANDEZ
trading as ;WILDFIRE BIKING AND ADVENTURE GEAR
R.D.F ENTERPRISES, SHOP NO. 4, SHIVAM CHS, LINK ROAD, NEXT TO KTM SHOWROOM, SHASTRI NAGAR, GORGAON WEST, MUMBAI - 400104
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RELIABLE TRADEMARK CONSULTANT
matru ashish chs ltd, shop no.15,wing - A, rsc - 52, opp ajara bank, gorai - 2, borivali west,mumbai - 400092
Used Since:01/12/2016
MUMBAI
ONLINE AND OFFLINE SELLING OF MOTORBIKING GEARS, TREKKING ACCESSORIES
3687105  24/11/2017
ATHER ENERGY PVT LTD
3rd Floor, Tower-D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghetta Main Road, Bengaluru- 560029, Karnataka, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANSHANKARI III STAGE, BANGALORE - 560085.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Recruitment services; employment recruitment; market campaigns; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; recruitment consultancy, advertising; business management; business administration; office functions included in class 35
3687110   24/11/2017
ATHER ENERGY PVT LTD
3rd Floor, Tower-D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghetta Main Road, Bengaluru-560029, Karnataka, India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
2801 HEMAVATHY, NANDI ENCLAVE, BANSHANKARI III STAGE, BANGALORE - 560085.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Recruitment services; employment recruitment; market campaigns; staff recruitment; recruitment advertising; recruitment consultancy, advertising; business management; business administration; office functions included in class 35
ICREA8E
3687208    24/11/2017
HINDUSTAN THOMPSON ASSOCIATES PRIVATE LIMITED
Peninsula Chambers, Ganpatrao Kadam Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai, Maharashtra– 400013
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
1221/1/2, 5th Floor, Arjun Residency, Rajaram Road, Kolhapur - 416008, Maharashtra, India
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Market Research Services
3688148  27/11/2017
INTHEGAME ANALYTICS PVT. LTD.
92 Defence Colony, 2nd Cross, 3rd Main, Off 100 Feet Road, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560038
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since :04/03/2017

CHENNAI
Compilation and analysis of sports performance metrics and scores including but not limited to goals, passes, wickets, ball possession rates, run rates, averages and other such data and statistics

3689221    28/11/2017
DHANYANTARI NANO AYUSHADI PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 8/34, NEELAKANTA MEHTA STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600017
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3488365

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS;
ADVERTISING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHARMACEUTICALS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BROWN LABEL COFFEE

3689747    28/11/2017
BROWN LABEL COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
#55/A, 2nd Main Road, N.S.Palya, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore – 560 076.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N SATISH REDDY
#22, 4th Cross, Rajiv Gandhi Road, Naidu Layout, J.P Nagar 6th Phase, Bangalore - 560 078, Karnataka, India.

Used Since :16/10/2002

CHENNAI

Advertising, Business Administration, Wholesale & Retail Outlets, Showrooms including Services relating to Trading, Marketing, Import & Export of Coffee.

This mark may be Associated with Application No. 662368 and 2370567.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
EMAX DIGITAL

3692190   01/12/2017

MUHAMMED ALI TT
THEKKUMTHOTTATHIL(H),NADAMMELPOYIL,PUTHUR P.O,KOZHIKODE-673582
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, CALCUT, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION, SALE, SUPPLY, PROMOTION, RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF ALL KINDS OF ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC APPLIANCES, HOUSE HOLD ITEMS AND COMPUTERS

RESTRICT THE AREA TO KERALA ONLY.
SUNIVERA HEALTHCARE

3692346  01/12/2017
SATYEN P SHASTRI
B- 6/1, Vithal Apartment, Borivali, Mumbai- 400103
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infinti Mall, Andheri(West) , Mumbai 400 053

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Export, Import, Market Distribution of Medicinal Products.
mark restricted to services as applied for.
3692393  01/12/2017
MANOJ ENTERPRISES
Plot No. 20, 14/1 Vikas Nagar Neemuch (M. P.) Pin – 458 441
Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Marketing, Advertising, Retail and wholesale, import and export services relating to poppy seeds.
3694589  04/12/2017
MR. ABDUL SALAM. E M, ELAVAKKATTU(H),KUTTY SAHIB LAY OUT,NEAR M E C,THRIKKAKARA PO,ERNAKULAM, 682021
M/s. CHAITHANYA GRANITE & MARBLE, BYE-PASS, EDAPPALLY, COCHIN, PIN 682024, ERANAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :29/04/1986

CHENNAI
Business management, business administration, office functions; wholesale, retail, showroom sale and exhibition sale of natural stones, granites, marbles, tiles, sanitaryware, CP fittings, bathroom fittings, kitchen fittings, glass, plywood, artificial turf, architecture hardware, locks and security system, consumer and specialty chemicals
subject to provide services in the State of Kerala Only.
3697464  07/12/2017
MEMG INTERNATIONAL INDIA (P) LTD.
#24/1, 15th Floor, J W Marriott, Vittal Mallya Road, Ashok Nagar, Bangalore 560001, Karnataka
An Indian company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since :05/11/2017
CHENNAI
Providing consumer information relating to goods and services, business information services, Advertising, marketing and promotional services, office functions, business management, Retail services relating to fruit, Retail services relating to food.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1297003.
3699107  09/12/2017

M/S. BRASS LAND
Door No. PP 10/345, P.O. Kakkad, Kannur District, Kerala, India.
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since :04/10/2017

CHENNAI
Business management, business administration and office functions; trading of all types of hardware items, locks, hardware accessories and allied goods; marketing, distribution and show room sale of above said goods

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
3700727   12/12/2017
SHREE JEWELLERS EXIMP PVT.LTD.,
D.No.8-2-293/82/A/485, Road No.36, Near Pedamma Temple, Jubilee Hill, Hyderabad – 500 039 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2012

CHENNAI
Marketing of Gold, silver, platinum, diamond, rubies, crystal, emeralds, precious stones and pearls jewellery, ankle chains, bangles, charms for bracelets, crystal jewelry, cultured pearls, earrings, ear ornaments in the nature of jewellery, gold earrings, gold necklaces, gold rings, jewel pendants, jewellery made of crystal, lockets [jewellery], necklaces [jewellery], precious and semi-precious gems, gold and silver bracelets, presentation boxes for jewelry.
OneThingCloud
3700994  12/12/2017
SHENZHEN ONETHING TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD
Rm.201, Bldg.A,NO.1, First Qianwan RD., Qianhai Shenzhen & HK Cooperation Zones, Shenzhen City, Guangdong, China
SERVICE PROVIDER
Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA. 
F-46, HIMALYA HOUSE, 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3662860

CHENNAI
Marketing; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing business information via a web site; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business management assistance; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; compilation of information into computer databases; sponsorship search; personnel management consultancy; organizing fashion show for commercial purposes, particularly, for advertisement or selling; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop window dressing; on-line advertising on a computer network; television advertising; market studies; commercial or industrial management assistance.
3704553   16/12/2017
IAB SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
SUNDARAJANPATTY, ALAGARKOIL MAIN ROAD, MADURAI-625 104, TAMIL NADU.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; OUTSOURCING SERVICES [BUSINESS ASSISTANCE]; DATA PROCESSING; OPERATION OF TELEPHONE CALL CENTRES FOR OTHERS; TELEMARKETING SERVICES
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
NOOR MOTORS

3711080   25/12/2017
JAVID H, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS NOOR MOTORS
OLD NO. 59, NEW NO. 23, SECOND FLOOR, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI-600 002, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :01/04/2012

CHENNAI

RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF TWO WHEELER AND AUTOMOBILE SPARES AND FITTINGS
NOVASTAR
3711368  26/12/2017
NOVASTAR COMMUNICATION PVT. LTD.
NO. 13, THOMAS NAGAR, LITTLE MOUNT, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015, TAMIL NADU.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since : 30/11/2004

CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE, MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDING SET TOP BOXES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, CAMERAS, BROADBAND AND BROADCASTING EQUIPMENTS, TELEVISIONS, LAPTOPS, TRANSMISSION APPARATUS, SMART CARDS, VIEWING CARDS, COSMETICS, HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, CELL PHONES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, GIFT ARTICLES, BOOKS, STATIONERY, TOYS, FASHION JEWELLERY, SILVER AND STONE ARTICLES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SOCKS, LEATHER GOODS, HAND BAGS, BELTS, PURSES, TRAVELLING GOODS, PLASTIC GOODS, BABY PRODUCTS, BABY FOODS, DECORATION ITEMS, KITCHENWARE AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..830273.
3711369    26/12/2017
NOVASTAR COMMUNICATION PVT. LTD.
NO. 13, THOMAS NAGAR, LITTLE MOUNT, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600 015, TAMIL NADU.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :30/11/2004

CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE, MARKETING, IMPORT AND EXPORT SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF ELECTRIC AND ELECTRONIC GOODS INCLUDING SET TOP BOXES, TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENTS, CAMERAS, BROADBAND AND BROADCASTING EQUIPMENTS, TELEVISIONS, LAPTOPS, TRANSMISSION APPARATUS, SMART CARDS, VIEWING CARDS, COSMETICS, HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS, CELL PHONES AND THEIR ACCESSORIES, GIFT ARTICLES, BOOKS, STATIONERY, TOYS, FASHION JEWELLERY, SILVER AND STONE ARTICLES, FOOTWEAR, SHOES, SOCKS, LEATHER GOODS, HAND BAGS, BELTS, PURSES, TRAVELLING GOODS, PLASTIC GOODS, BABY PRODUCTS, BABY FOODS, DECORATION ITEMS, KITCHENWARE AND HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES
3711861   26/12/2017
JOCKEY INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2300 60th Street, P.O. Box 1417, Kenosha, Wisconsin 53141, USA
SERVICE PROVIDER
a company organized, registered and existing under the laws of Wisconsin

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since: 10/08/2017

CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD THERE"S ONLY ONE SEPARATELY.
RIGHT RESUME

3711936   26/12/2017
MONSTER.COM INDIA PVT. LTD.
8-2-293/82/A/ 1024 & 1024/1, Road no. 45, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad-500 033, Telangana, India
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Used Since :01/01/2002

CHENNAI
Business promotional activities conducted through online software networking and website enabled services.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3714047  28/12/2017
MURALAMMA YEDUTI, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS S LIKITHASAI AGENCIES
19-12-642, Biragipatteda, Tirupathi-517501, Chittoor Dist. (A.P)
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since :02/04/2017

CHENNAI
Marketing of all kinds of ice creams, preparations made out of cereals, bakery items which include bread and pastry
3715878 30/12/2017
LIFESTYLE INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE LIMITED
77 Town Centre, Building No. 3, 5th Floor, West Wing, Off Old Airport Road, Yemlur P.O., Bangalore - 560 037, State of Karnataka, India
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since: 22/05/1998

CHENNAI
ORGANIZING EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; DISTRIBUTION AND DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS [LEAFLETS, PROSPECTUSES, PRINTED MATERIAL, SAMPLES]; PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY DISTRIBUTING ADVERTISING MATERIALS THROUGH A VARIETY OF METHODS; DISTRIBUTION OF ADVERTISEMENTS AND COMMERCIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FOODSTUFFS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO COOKWARE AND KITCHEN NEEDS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO CUTLERY; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DAIRY PRODUCTS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO DISPOSABLE PAPER PRODUCTS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD COOKING EQUIPMENT; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FOOD PREPARATION IMPLEMENTS; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO BEAUTY IMPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS; RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS SPECIFICALLY RELATING TO KITCHEN NEEDS; RETAIL SHOP WINDOW DISPLAY ARRANGEMENT SERVICES; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS; PUBLICITY AND SALES PROMOTION SERVICES; ORGANIZATION, OPERATION AND SUPERVISION OF SALES AND PROMOTIONAL INCENTIVE SCHEME
Kids Fun Foods India Private Limited

3732004  19/01/2018

KIDS FUN FOODS INDIA PVT. LTD.,
D.No.17-1-391/T/250, Saraswati Nagar Colony, Road No.5, Saidabad, Hyderabad-500 059 (T.S) India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 26/02/2016

CHENNAI

Sale of Confectionery, chocolate based products, coffee based products, lolly pops, candy, soft and hard candy, toffee, chocolates, sugar candies, ready to eat foods, snacks, coffee, tea, spices, preparations made from cereal and flour, biscuits, pastry, namkeen, bakery products, health foods, chocolate based products, coffee based products, baking powder; salt, mustard; vinegar, sauces; papad, cardamons, asafoetida, fast foods, coconuts sweets, corn puffs and frozen confections.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Critic Roshan
3733615  22/01/2018
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PRIVATE. LTD.
503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI – 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :12/04/2017
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ADVERTISING RELATED SERVICE MORE SPECIFICALLY ADVERTISING/PUBLICITY RENTAL OF ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING FILMS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, DESIGN OR ADVERTISING MATERIALS DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER MODELLING FOR ADVERTISING OR SALE PROMOTION, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, PAY PER DID ADVERTISING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, PROVISION OF ONLINE MARKETPLACE, WRITING/PUBLICATION OF PUBLICITY TEXTS, SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE, WEBSITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION, SYSTEMIZATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, RADIO ADVERTISING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
TVF's Humorously Yours

3733625   22/01/2018
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PRIVATE LTD.
NO. 503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :11/12/2016
To be associated with:
3153008
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ADVERTISING RELATED SERVICE MORE SPECIFICALLY ADVERTISING / PUBLICITY RENTAL OF
ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING
FILMS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER
DATABASES, DESIGN OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER MODELLING FOR
ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTE NETWORK, MARKETING, PAY PER CLICK
ADVERTISING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, PROVISION OF ONLINE MARKETPLACE, WRITING/PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICITY TEXTS, SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE, WEBSITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION, SYSTEMIZATION
OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, RADIO ADVERTISING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2550798, 3153008..
3740723    31/01/2018
MR. D.R.SWAMY
100 feet Road, Karnataka Bar Circle, Mandya – 571401
Proprietor of : Sri Sai Trade Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retailer , whole seller and distributor of Furniture’s, Electronic and Electrical goods.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019

L & F

3741045  31/01/2018

KSR Handlooms Pvt. Ltd.,

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Marketing of readymade garments for men, women and children, dress materials, school uniforms, belts, ties, stockings, footwear, shoes, socks, hosiery items, headgear, pants, accessories, textiles, sarees, threads for textile use, textiles and textile goods, ladies dress material, handkerchiefs, towels, curtains, table and bed covers, bed-sheets, bags, buttons, hooks, pins, needles, sewing needles, hosiery loom needles, embroidery needles, lacing needles, binding needles, sewing machine needles, needles of precious metal, needles for wool combing machines, sewing needles with an oval eye and boxes, not of precious metal, for needles, jewellery, stockings, electrical and electronic goods and household articles.
3742562  01/02/2018
NITHISH SANNAREDDY
NO 22/7, GRN APARTMENTS, NATHAMUNI STREET, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF EDIBLE OILS.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
R. RADESH, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS KRISHNA BHAVAN FOODS & SWEETS
402, BIG BAZAAR, TRICHY-620 008, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/10/1989

CHENNAI

RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO FOODSTUFFS; RETAIL OR WHOLESALE SERVICES FOR FOOD AND BEVERAGES;
COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR
RETAIL SERVICES; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF HOTELS
SIRA SEEDS

3744343  03/02/2018

SIRA SEEDS (P) LTD.
3RD FLOOR, #1-98/K/19/T, KRITHIKA LAYOUT, OPP.RD.IMAGE GARDENS, MADHAPUR, HITECH CITY, HYDERABAD-500 081, TELANGANA
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :30/11/2017

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF SEEDS
3744345    03/02/2018
SIRA SEEDS (P) LTD.
3RD FLOOR, #1-98/K/19/T, KRITHIKA LAYOUT, OPP.RD.IMAGE GARDENS, MADHAPUR, HITECH CITY, HYDERABAD-500081, TELANGANA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :30/11/2017

CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF SEEDS
No exclusive right over the word SEEDS separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
3744378  03/02/2018
MCR TEXTILES PVT.LTD.,
Kathirampatti Road, Nasiyanoor, ERODE - 638 107, Tamilnadu, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail & Wholesale outlets / Online Trading / Business Administration / Office Functions relating to Yarns & Threads, Textile & Textile Piece Goods, Readymade Garments, Sarees and Hosiery
color combination as in the label, subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Swap Pharma

3747050  07/02/2018

SUDHARANI ADAPALA, PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS SWAP PHARMA
7-17-269, 1st Line, Malikharjunapet, Guntur-522 022 (A.P)

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.)

Used Since :13/08/2009

CHENNAI
Marketing of Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
3747590  07/02/2018
A ONE MILK PRODUCTS (P) LTD.
ERAVICHIRA WEST, SOORANADU SOUTH, PATHARAM P.O, KOLLAM-690522, KERALA
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :06/11/1998

CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, MILK BEVERAGES, COFFEE, TEA, COFFEE-BASED BEVERAGES, TEA-BASED BEVERAGES AND ICE CREAM

No exclusive right over the word A1 MILK separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
VSP THANGA MAALIGAI
3749368   09/02/2018
S. GEETHA,
trading as ;VSP THANGA MAALIGAI
2611-12, SOUTH MAIN STREET, PUDUKKOTTAI-622 001, TAMIL NADU
Service Provider
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/06/2006
CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY; ADVERTISING SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY; ON-LINE WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING JEWELRY
3749369   09/02/2018  
S. GEETHA, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS VSP THANGA MAALIGAI  
2611-12, SOUTH MAIN STREET, PUDUKKOTTAI-622 001, TAMIL NADU  
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
L.R. SWAMI CO.  
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.  
Used Since :01/04/2012  
CHENNAI  
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF PRECIOUS METALS AND THEIR  
ALLOYS AND GOODS IN PRECIOUS METALS OR COATED THEREWITH, JEWELLERY, PRECIOUS STONES,  
HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS; ON-LINE RETAIL SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY;  
ADVERTISING SERVICES RELATING TO JEWELLERY; ON-LINE WHOLESALE STORE SERVICES FEATURING JEWELRY  
Subject to restrict the area to Tamil Nadu only.
3752026  13/02/2018
RAJESH JAIN, SOLELY TRADING AS MARC O VINI
No: 59/1, Nakoda Arcade, DVG Road, Basavangudi, Bengaluru - 560 004, Karnataka, India
SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail / Wholesale Outlet / Online Trading of Readymade Garments, Hosiery and Footwear
3753448  14/02/2018
M/S.CHALLANI JEWELLERY MART,
No.19/1, Raghavaiah Road, T.Nagar, Chennai - 600 017.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.
Used Since :05/02/2013
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail and Online Trading of Gold, Silver, Platinum, Diamonds and Pearls, Bullion, Gold Jewellery, Silver Jewellery, Semi Precious Stones and Precious Stones including Exports and Imports.
3754381  15/02/2018
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions
ROYAL PAAN MAHAL
3763655    25/02/2018
RUKHIYA KULSOOM M
37/1, GROUND FLOOR, KHAZI STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE - 560 004, KARNATAKA.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF SUPARI (BETEL NUTS),
PROCESSED BETEL NUTS, FRESH BETEL NUTS, RAW AND UNPROCESSED SEEDS, FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES,
NATURAL PLANTS AND FLOWERS, FRESH HERBS, RAW AND UNPROCESSED AGRICULTURAL, AQUACULTURAL,
HORTICULTURAL AND FORESTRY PRODUCTS, PRESERVED, FROZEN, DRIED AND COOKED FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES, JELLIES, JAMS, COMPOTES, MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL
COFFEE, PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, BREAD, PASTRIES AND CONFECTIONERY, SAUCES (CONDIMENTS);
SPICES, MINERAL AND AERATED WATERS AND OTHER NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES, FRUIT BEVERAGES AND
FRUIT JUICES, SYRUPS AND OTHER PREPARATIONS FOR MAKING BEVERAGES; DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS;
PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY
SERVICES RELATING TO IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCIES; MARKETING; ADVERTISING; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A
COMPUTER NETWORK; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The mark should be used as a whole.
3764477    26/02/2018
P. TEJARAM, SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. GOWTHAM PLASTICS,
No.14A, Perumal Koil Street, Pachipalayam, Manali, Chennai - 600 068.
Individual.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail and Online Trading of Plastic Household Items, Hardware, Electrical and Electronic Goods and manufacturing.
RAJESH METALS
MY BEENS SQUARE, BUILDING NO. 1/150F, NEELANDAPPADY, PARAMPUZHA P.O., THIRUVANCHOOR, KOTTAYAM - 686004, KERALA STATE
A partnership firm registered under the Partnership Act, 1932

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.M GEORGEKUTTY
PMG ASSOCIATES EF7-10, VASANTH NAGAR PALARIVATTOM COCHIN - 682025

Used Since :01/04/2010

CHENNAI

Wholesale and retail store services relating to iron and steel, power tools, hardware and roofing materials.

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application within the state of Kerala.
3770890  06/03/2018
ABDUL RAHIMAN.A.K
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.P. BIMALDAS, ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.2, HOTEL WHITE LINES, KALLAI ROAD, CALICUT
Used Since: 30/11/1996
CHENNAI
HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT AND RECRUITMENT SERVICES; HUMAN RESOURCES CONSULTANCY; RECRUITMENT SERVICES; STAFF RECRUITMENT SERVICES.
EPEOPLE BESPOKE CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
263/43, 5th Main, 4th Block, Jayanagar, Bengaluru - 560011
an Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
consultancy services in the field of human resource management, business management and administration; business process management and outsourcing; development and implementation of policies and strategies related to the aforesaid
3775142  12/03/2018
GAJANAND TEXTILES
D.No.21-3-511, Moosa Bowli, Hyderabad-500 002 (T.S) India
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :22/01/1985

CHENNAI
Marketing of readymade garments for men, women and children, school uniforms, belts, ties, stockings, footwear, shoes, socks, hosiery items, headgear, pants, accessories, textiles, ladies purses, suiting, shirting, dress materials, suits, sarees, textiles and textile goods, table cloth, linen cloth, cushion covers, towels, curtains, bed-sheets, blankets, quilts, table runners of textiles, upholstery fabrics, bags, jewellery, electrical and electronic goods and household articles.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3788183  24/03/2018  
ESSEMM CORPORATION  
270 GKS NAGAR, SARAVANAMPATTI, SATHY ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 035, TAMIL NADU.  
PARTNERSHIP FIRM  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
L.R. SWAMI CO.  
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS; PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES; COMPUTERIZED ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES; ADVERTISING; ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK; IMPORT-EXPORT AGENCY SERVICES; PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE; RETAIL, WHOLESALE AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF FOOD PROCESSORS, FOOD PREPARATION MACHINES, ELECTRIC FOOD MIXERS, FOOD SLICERS, FOOD BLENDERS, FOOD CHOPPERS, ELECTRIC FOOD GRINDERS, MACHINES FOR PACKAGING FOOD, DISHWASHING MACHINES, PEELING MACHINES, VEGETABLE PEELERS, VEGETABLE GRATING MACHINES, MACHINES FOR PROCESSING FOODSTUFFS, COOKING APPARATUS AND INSTALLATIONS, COOKING STOVES, COOKING UTENSILS, COOKING OVENS, FOOD WARMERS AND FOOD STEAMERS.  
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3788177.
3790251  27/03/2018
A.K. SURENDRAN, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS M.V. ELECTRICALS
16A, THILLAI NAGAR EXTENSION, KORATTUR, THIRUVALLUR DISTRICT, CHENNAI-600 080, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/07/1994
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE, RETAIL AND MARKETING SERVICES CONNECTED WITH THE SALE OF RECTIFIERS, TRANSFORMERS, ELECTROPLATING RECTIFIERS, AUTO TRANSFORMERS, ISOLATION TRANSFORMERS AND VARIAC TRANSFORMERS.
3791271   29/03/2018
THE WATERBASE LTD
NO.37, MONTIETH ROAD, THAPAR HOUSE, 2ND FLOOR, EGMORE, CHENNAI - 600 008
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHTANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
CORINA
3799333  07/04/2018
CREATIVE CORPORATION
Survey No.50P, Plot No.187, 188, 188/A & 200, Silpa Summit, 3rd Floor, Above Max show ROOM, Gachibowli, Seri Lingampally Mandal, R R District - 500032
Creative corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansio, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
Maharani Wedding Collections

3799386   07/04/2018
RIYAS V A
Vaniyapurayil House, Kumbamkallu P.O, PIN -685585
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GEORGLY KURIAN
KUNNATHUSseril (H), MANAKKAD P.O., THODUPUZHA, IDUKKI (DIST) KERALA
Used Since :06/02/2017

CHENNAI
Textile Showrooms, display, exhibition, wholesale, retail, marketing of all kinds of textile goods, clothing and readymades
Subject to association with 3490819.
Immature-Life Mein Pehli Baar

3816861    26/04/2018

CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PVT. LTD.
NO. 503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD., YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI (WEST) MUMBAI-400061,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PROVISION OF ADVERTISING RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY ADVERTISING/PUBLICITY, RENTAL OF
ADVERTISING SPACE, RENTAL OF ADVERTISING TIME ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, PRODUCTION OF ADVERTISING
FILMS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT OF PERFORMING ARTISTS, COMPILATION OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER
DATABASES, DESIGN OF ADVERTISING MATERIALS, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, MODELLING FOR
ADVERTISING OR SALES PROMOTION, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON COMPUTER NETWORK, MARKETING, PAY PER
CLICK ADVERTISING, TELEVISION ADVERTISING, PROVISION OF ONLINE MARKETPLACE, WRITING/PUBLICATION OF
PUBLICITY TEXTS, SCRIPTWRITING FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSE, WEBSITE TRAFFIC OPTIMIZATION, SYSTEMIZATION
OF INFORMATION INTO COMPUTER DATABASES, RADIO ADVERTISING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
3817996     27/04/2018
PRAVIN S BHIMANI
trading as ; UMA ENTERPRISE
GALANO.32/33, SHREEJI IND. ESTATE, SUBHASH ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 060 (MAHARASHTRA) (INDIA)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since : 01/04/2012

MUMBAI
SHOP AND SHOPS, SHOWROOM, ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, RETAILING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES, T-SHIRTS, SHIRTS, JEANS, TROUSERS, JACKETS, ALL TYPE CAPS, DENIM PANTS, SHOCKS, HEADGEAR, SWEAT SHIRTS, READYMADE GARMENTS, ONLINE MARKETING, SHOPPING MALLS, CHILDREN GARMENTS, FOOTWEAR, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, OFFICE FUNCTIONS SERVICES, READYMADE GARMENTS BEING GOODS SERVICES INCLUDED INCLASS-35
3866315  21/06/2018
PARAS PETROPLAST INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
C-1, IInd Floor, Shivaji Park, Punjabi Bagh, New Delhi-110026

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADAN LAL & TRADEMARK CO
CHAMBER NO-22A, CIVIL WINGS, TIS HAZARI COURTS, DELHI 110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE SELLING, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL OF COSMETICS AND CLEANING SUBSTANCES UNDER CLASS-35
SHRAVYA MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as SHRAVYA MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
57/12/3 VIVEKANANDA NAGAR HUKKERI BELGAUM KA 591309
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT.1956
Used Since :12/10/2018
CHENNAI
MEDIA MANAGEMENT AND EVENT MANAGEMENT, TELEVISION CHANNEL, CULTURAL AND MUSIC
4013441  30/11/2018

NETWAY INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
C-5/6 LGF, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi - 110070
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AKANKSHA SINGH
415, Vardhman Chambers, 17 Cawasji Patel Street, Fort, Bombay- 400 001
Used Since :15/02/2018

DELHI

provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; commercial information services, including dissemination of commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of services; provision of commercial and business contact information; advertising and marketing; compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; providing business information via a web site, appointment scheduling services, appointment reminder services; commercial intermediation services; price comparison services
ONESTO LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
31, GROUND FLOOR, PANCKUIAN ROAD, NEW DELHI-110001
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHU GUPTA.
Used Since: 17/10/2018
DELHI
Marketing, Branding, Distribution of different products related to personal care, cosmetics, dermatology; body cleaning and beauty care preparations, sun protection, perfumery and fragrances, skin care, eye, makeup, and nail etc.
4027711  15/12/2018
SEAPORT CARGO LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No.8-2-293/82/A/379 & 379/A 1st Floor, Plot No. 379, Road No.10, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana-500033, India
Private Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL JAIN
FLAT NO.404, 4TH FLOOR, SAI SANDHYA APARTMENT, STREET NO.9, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-29, TELANGANA
Used Since :19/03/2016
CHENNAI
TRANSPORTATION FLEET, VEHICLE FLEET, RECRUITMENT SERVICES, MARKETING, ADVERTISEMENT, PROMOTIONAL AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATING TO CARGO HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION, WAREHOUSING SERVICES AND FREIGHT FORWARDING
4034301 21/12/2018
RAJENDRA NARAYAN SARDESHPANDE
PLOT NO. 74, AMEYA BUNGLOW, SANE GURUJI VASAHAT, RADHANAGRI ROAD, KOLHAPUR-416012
SINGLE FIRM (AMEY COMPUTERS)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
1221/1/2, 5th Floor, Arjun Residency, Rajaram Road, Kolhapur - 416008, Maharashtra, India
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PROVIDING ACCOUNTING & BOOK KEEPING SERVICES; TAX PREPARATION, TAX PLANNING AND TAX ASSESSMENT
MANOJ SHARMA
A-117, Sudhrashan Park, Ramesh Nagar, Rajouri Garden, West Delhi - 110015.
An Indian Inhabitant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE MRS. PARVEEN ARYA
ASIA TAXZONE PVT. LTD., A-105, 4th Floor, Chaudhry Complex, Chander Vihar, I.P Ext., Delhi - 110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
E commerce Business, Retail sales of misc items via online as service provider on commission bases and trader, Wholesale ordering services, Provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, Providing online marketplaces for sellers of goods and or services, , Online means website and mobile application Included in Class - 35
4036919  25/12/2018
FORTEASIA REALTY PRIVATE LIMITED
J-221, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi-110074
Real Estate Developer

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAM MOHAN
Chamber 47, Western Wing, Tis Hazari Court, New Delhi 110054
Used Since :01/06/2016

DELHI
ADVERTISING MATERIAL OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING CALENDARS, DIARIES, PAMPHLETS, PRINTED INSTRUCTIONS IN RESPECT OF OPERATION ACROSS THE COMMERCIAL TRANSACTIONS AND ALL OTHER ACTIVITIES WHICH INCLUDED IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
RAVINDER
120, NEAR CHOPAL, BARAULI, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRAN KUMARI
8, FIRST FLOOR, BATRA PLAZA, GEETA BHAWAN CHOWK, SONIPAT, HARYANA-131001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
POLITICAL CAMPAIGNS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019  Class 35

4040589  28/12/2018
M/S TOWN ESSENTIALS PRIVATE LIMITED
M/s TOWN ESSENTIALS PRIVATE LIMITED, No:- 54/1, INDUSTRIAL SUBURB, YESHWANTPUR, BANGALORE – 560022
KARNATKA
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Used Since :03/01/2016

CHENNAI

Providing retail services for bringing together for the benefit of others a variety of consumer goods via electronic media, such as, web platform or mobile or other wireless device application, in order to enable customers to conveniently view & purchase such goods.
4049659  08/01/2019
M/S. PRS NEUROSCIENCES & MECHATRONICS RESEARCH INSTITUTE PVT LTD
No. 5th Main Road, Hanumantapura, Sevashrama, Bengaluru-560021 Karnataka, India.
tm-01

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Billing Services in the field of healthcare, Data Processing in Healthcare
4055637  14/01/2019
INDMESSE TRADE FAIRS PRIVATE LIMITED
FIRST FLOOR SHOP NO-215 DLF SOUTH COURT SAKET NEW DELHI-110017
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDEEP AGRAWAL & ASSOCIATES
78/3, SECOND FLOOR, JANPATH, NEW DELHI-110001
Used Since :19/07/2018
DELHI
ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCTING OF TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS, SPECIAL SHOWS AND SELLING EVENTS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; MANAGEMENT CONSTANCY, PARTICULARLY IN RESPECT OF ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING TRADE FAIRS, EXHIBITIONS, SPECIAL SHOWS AND SELLING EVENTS; COMPILATION AND SERVICING OF INFORMATION IN COMPUTER DATABASES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD "INDIA".
MULTIFIT WELLNESS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 1, BARONS COURT, NEELANJALI SOCIETY, KALYANI NAGAR, PUNE- 411006
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHIT SAXENA
Office No. 2.1, 3.1, &3.2, 11.1, Dr. Herekar Park, Rajyog, 2nd Floor, C wing, Near Kamla Nehru park, Pune, Maharashtra 411004

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUSINESS SERVICES AND CONSULTING
4087715 14/02/2019
RAJWINDER KAUR W/O BALWINDER SINGH
2618, SECTOR 37-C, CHANDIGARH, SECTOR 36, 160036, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD Dhan MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
advertising business management business administration, public relations office functions in class 35
4089170 15/02/2019
PINNAMANENI BHANU SATYENDRA NAGAN
Flot No. 304, Sri Nidhi Towers, Opp Srinivas Collage, Vuyyaru, Krishna Dist, Andhra Pradesh - 521165
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Business management consultancy
Matka Jhatka

4090794    18/02/2019
OAM INDUSTRIES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED THROUGH AVIN RAJENDRAKUMAR AGRAWAL
17/A, Khasra No. 104, 0, Mouza Chikhli Deo, Kalamna Road, Nagpur
Director
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDHYA THAKKAR
SHRI SAI KRUPA, 813 C DANDIGEY LAYOUT SHANKARNAGAR, NAGPUR
Used Since :01/01/2018
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business Management, Business Administration, Office Function
Optifocus
4095941 22/02/2019
PRIYANKA ABHIJEET KULKARNI
291, Heramb society, Sahakar nagar No. 2 Pune 411009
Services related to optical industry
Proprietor
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING MATERIAL, ADVERTISING MATTISON, DISSEMINATION OF INFORMATION, ADVERTISING SPACE, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT & ORGANISATION CONSULTANCY, DATA SEARCH IN COMPUTER FILES, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS, DOCUMENT REPRODUCTION, EFFICIENCY EXPERTS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES, DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLES, OFFICE MACHINES & EQUIPMENT RENTAL, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, OPINION POLLING, ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, ORGANISATION OF TRADE FAIRS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, OUTDOOR ADVERTISING, PROCUREMENT SERVICES FOR OTHERS (PURCHASING GOODS AND SERVICES FOR OTHER BUSINESSES), REPRODUCTION OF DOCUMENT, SALES PROMOTION.
MAHATIRTHA
4097501    23/02/2019
PROSANTA SHILPA PROTISTHAN PVT. LTD
1, GIRJATALA ROAD, NOWDAPARA, KOLKATA-700 057, WEST BENGAL.
POWER OF ATTORNEY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHUKLA TRADE MARK COMPANY.
71, CANNING STREET, ROOM NO. C - 518, 5TH FLOOR, BAGRI MARKET, KOLKATA- 700 001.
Used Since :14/04/1984
KOLKATA
Marketing, distribution, advertisement, import, export and retailing services related to the sale of Coloring preparations for cosmetic purposes such as vermilion (sindur), alta, kumkum, bindi; Laundry preparations such as detergent powders, soaps, blue; Cosmetics preparations such as talcum powder, hair oil, soap; Perfumery, fragrances and incense products such as agarbatties.
LXIR MEDILABS PRIVATE LIMITED
CABIN NO 2, SCO 22, FIRST FLOOR, SWASTIK VIHAR, MDC, SECTOR-5, PANCHKULA, HARYANA-134114
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSINESS ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, TRADING IN PHARMACEUTICALS, AND OTHER OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
4103873  01/03/2019
G. YASHODHA PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. BHARATH LINKS
NO. 139, VINAYAKA LAYOUT, KADABAGERE, MAGADI MAIN ROAD, BANGALORE – 562130, KARNATAKA, INDIA .
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/08/2018
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING AND PROMOTIONAL CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS ASSISTANCE, MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES, BRAND POSITIONING SERVICES, BRAND STRATEGY SERVICES, MARKETING STRATEGY PLANNING, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS BY PREPARING AND PLACING ADVERTISEMENTS IN ELECTRONIC MAGAZINES; BUSINESS ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE ESTABLISHMENT AND OPERATION OF FRANCHISES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO E-COMMERCE, ADVERTISING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF ONLINE VENDORS VIA A SEARCHABLE ONLINE GUIDE.
4108846  06/03/2019
PRABHAT VIJAY
S.NO-130/4,BHOOMKAR CHOWK,A-204,AROMATIC BREEZE,NEAR HP GODAWN, PUNE-411057
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Online ordering services, Online advertising services, Computerized online retail store services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019

ASHISH PRAKASH JYOTI TRADING AS JYOTI ELECTRONICS
267, Sakhar Peth, Solapur-413 005
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011
Used Since: 30/09/2017

MUMBAI
DISPLAY, RETAILING & SUPPLY OF LED TV
4110276  07/03/2019
ACTIVE PLUS KNIT FAB
G-IV-210, STREET NO. 9 1/2, GANESH PURI, SHIVPURI ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2007

DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing & Online Marketing relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
JASWINDEP PAL SINGH TRADING AS SARDAR JI TOYS
137, NEW MODEL TOWN, LUDHIANA-141001 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Used Since: 01/04/2015

DELHI

Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing; Import & Exports relating to Games & Playthings Gymnastic Apparatus, Sports Wears, Toys, Balloons, Children's Riding Vehicles (playthings), Decorations for Christmas Trees, Footballs, Cricket Bats & Balls, Boxing Rings, Tennis Equipment, Squash Equipment, Badminton Rackets & Badminton Shuttlecocks.
KOZHA HEALTH CARE

4111093  08/03/2019
MR. NAYAB SHYAMBALI CHAUHAN (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS KOZHA HEALTH CARE
302 Wing A, Madhukansh CHS, Alkapuri Road, Nallasopara East, Palghar, Maharashtra, 401209
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S A ASSOCIATES
Used Since :01/09/2018

MUMBAI
Advertising, Marketing, Traders, Distributors, Wholesalers, On-Line Trading Services Using Online Techniques Like Internet, Website, E-Mails, E Marketing, Import-Export of Pharmaceutical, Nutritional supplements and Medicinal Preparation including In Class 35.
4111288  08/03/2019
GAURAV PANDURANG YEOTKAR
ABHANG, POLICE COLONY, GOPAL NAGAR, SAI NAGAR, AMRAVATI, MAHARASHTRA- 444607.
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHIBU SYED MUHAMMED
KOODATHAI PARAMBIL HOUSE, KOODTHAI BAZAR POST, THAMARASSERY, CALICUT, PIN - 673 573, KERALA

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
4111436  08/03/2019
NORTH CONSTRUCTIONS
Unit No 702, 7th Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N.S. Phadake Road, Saiwadi, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400069, Maharashtra, India.
Proprietorship Firm (Proprietor - Mr. Rajan P. Shah)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059
Used Since :14/12/2016
MUMBAI
Business project management services for construction projects.
4111476  08/03/2019
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli – 620015
A society registered under National Institute of Technology Act, 2007
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :16/11/2018
CHENNAI
Administration of cultural and educational exchange programs; Advertising, marketing & promotional activities;
Development of promotional campaigns
4111479   08/03/2019
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli – 620015
A society registered under National Institute of Technology Act, 2007

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :16/11/2018

CHENNAI
Administration of cultural and educational exchange programs; Advertising, marketing & promotional activities; Development of promotional campaigns
MAHEK KALPESH SAVLA
1203, Sadguru Drishti, Walji Ladha Road, Near Hira Mongi Navneet Hospital, Mulund West, Mumbai - 400080
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retail services relating to chocolate, Retail services in relation to bakery products.
KRISHNA DREDGING COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
Room No.101, 1st Floor, NEC Building, Krishnapatnam Port Premises, Post Box No.1, Muthukur, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh 524344 India
Private Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL JAIN
FLAT NO.404, 4TH FLOOR, SAI SANDHYA APARTMENT, STREET NO.9, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-29, TELANGANA
Used Since: 05/05/2008

CHENNAI
ADVERTISEMENT, MARKETING, PROMOTIONAL AND OFFICE FUNCTIONS RELATING TO CARGO HANDLING, TRANSPORTATION, WAREHOUSING SERVICES AND FREIGHT FORWARDING, TRANSPORTATION FLEET
RAHUL VERMA
HOUSE NO 2812-C SECTOR 55 BALLABGARH, FARIDABAD - 121004
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LOVEJEET BEDI
HOUSE NO.2666, HOUSING BOARD COLONY,SECTOR 7,FARIDABAD, HARYANA-121006

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE TRADING OF TOYS
4112367  09/03/2019
MR. KETAN SHEKAR GAIKWAD
404, Madhali Ali, Near Kanyashala, Wai, Satara – 415 709
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
Dhumal Nivas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104, Mangalwar peth, Pune - 411 011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DISPLAY, DISTRIBUTION, RETAILING & SUPPLY OF MILK & MILK PRODUCTS, FOOD PRODUCTS
4112401 09/03/2019
M SWETHA
44/1, 10th Street, Mariyamman Kovil Street, Tiruvannamalai, Tamil Nadu-606601
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail services of Cosmetics, Potato-based snacks, Wheat-based snacks, Cereal-based snacks, Puffed corn snacks.
4112445  09/03/2019
APARNA GOYAL TRADING AS JAI MAA ENTERPRISES
B 7/248 A, BASEMENT, ARUSH TOWER, OPP. GURUDWARA SINGH SABHA, GUJARMAL ROAD, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2019
DELHI
AWAN MALHOTRA S/O SH. KRISHAN LAL MALHOTRA PROPRIETOR OF ABHI TRADING CO.
3882, St. No. 10, Shiva Ji Nagar, Ludhiana-141008 (Pb.)
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising, Marketing, Trading, Retail, Wholesale services relating to Hosiery & Readymade Garments
EZONOW

4113430   11/03/2019
CLUES NETWORK INC.
34916 SAUSALITO TERRACE FREMONT CA 9 4555- 3247 USA
A company organised and existing under the laws of United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VUTTS & ASSOCIATES
Used Since :29/01/2019

DELHI

service provider as offering a marketplace for sales of electronic items and electrical items, apparels, garments, watches; services of advertising, business management, business administration, office functions, online trading to facilitate the sale of goods & marketing platform by others via a computer network.
4113560    11/03/2019

MANJUSHA PRASANNA PARAB
SHOP NO. 8, SHRIKRISHNA APARTMENT, PLOT NO. 135, NEAR RAGHUNATH VIHAR, OPP. KAMDHENU, SECTOR 13,
KHARGHAR, NAVI MUMBAI - 410210

INDIVIDUAL OR SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SACHIN VIJAY TORASKAR
B/601, MILAP CHS LTD. NEW VERSOVA LINK ROAD, NEAR HDFC BANK, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053.

Used Since : 20/11/2017

MUMBAI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; ONLINE MARKETING, TRADING, IMPORT & EXPORTS.
THE WEST BENGAL STATE HANDICRAFTS CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LIMITED REPRESENTED BY THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, SRI SUBIR CHATTOPADHYAY

4D/23/1, DHARMATALA ROAD, P.O. – TILJALA, P.S.- KASBA NEW, KOLKATA – 700 039, WEST BENGAL, INDIA

(A society registered under the West Bengal Co-operative Societies Act)

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES

S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1, B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Used Since :06/03/1973

KOLKATA

Retail sale and Online sale of works of art made of bamboo, Furnitures of wood and Bamboo, Sculptures of wood, kegs made of wood, designed shells, picture frame of Copper foil, items made of straw plaits, model figures namely Horse, Durga made of Plastic (Thermocol), Bed Sheets, Bed Covers, Textile Towels, Pillow Covers, Curtains, Textile Handkerchief, Wall Hangings of Textiles, Table Mats of Jute fabric, Sarees, Women’s wear like Salwar Kurta, Scarfs, Dupatta, Kurta, Shirts, Pajamas, Dresses with Chikan design.

Transliteration : PASCHIMBANGA RAJYA KARUSHILPA SAMABAY SAMITY LIMITED
4113771  11/03/2019
HI-TECH WOOD PRODUCTS
KHAJURI ROAD, YAMUNANAGAR-135001 (HR.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2002
DELHI
of Advertising, Business Administration and Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Online Marketing; relating to Plywood, Plywood Boards, Block Boards, Wooden Doors, Wood Blocks, Particle Board, Plastic Floor Boards, Glue-Laminated Wood & Veneers.
4114184  12/03/2019
NILESH POPATLAL GADA
trading as ;NATIONAL STATIONERY
FLAT NO.503, KALPITA ENCLAVE BLDG, NO.M, CHSL. SWAMI NITYANAND MARG ANDHERI(EAST),MUMBAI-400069

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPORT EXPORT RETAIL WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTION MARKETING OF LADIES BAG SCHOOL BAG, PENCIL POUCH, TIFFIN POUCH/BAG, FILE POUCH, CHILDREN BAG, WALLETS BELTS, FOLDER, MADE UP OF LEATHER AND IMMITATION OF LEATHER DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS BY ELECTRONIC MEANS, ACCESSORIES MEANT FOR READY MADE GARMENTS, TOYS AND DECORATIVE GOODS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENT MEANT FOR KIDS WATCHES IMMITATION JEWELLRY, ELECTRONIC GOODS, PAPER AND PAPER ARTICLE, STATIONARY GOODS, KITCHENWARE, UTENSILS, MIRROR AND INTERIOR DECORATIVE GOODS, FURNITURE, LIGHTING EQUIPMENTS AND ACCESSORIES
4114201    12/03/2019
NILESH POPATLAL GADA
trading as ;NATIONAL STATIONERY
FLAT NO.503, KALPITA ENCLAVE BLDG, NO.M, CHSL. SWAMI NITYANAND MARG ANDHERI(EAST),MUMBAI-400069

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY SERVICES, MARKETING STRATEGY PLANNING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY RELATING TO STRATEGY, MARKETING, PRODUCTION, PERSONNEL AND RETAIL SALE MATTERS, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION IN THE FIELD OF EXECUTIVE AND LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT, EMPLOYMENT HIRING, RECRUITING, PLACEMENT, STAFFING AND CAREER NETWORKING SERVICES, PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT, HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT SERVICES.
THE GOOD BOWL

4114573   12/03/2019
REBEL FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED
3 & 4, First Floor, Aditi Commerce, S.No. 1, Baner Village, Pune-411045
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXPORT
R-1, NO. 401-402, PARK VIEW APARTMENTS HAUZ KHAS ENCLAVE, NEW DELHI 110016
Used Since :01/12/2018
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
QUAD

4114631  12/03/2019

QUAD/GRAphics, Inc.

N61 W23044 Harry's Way, Sussex, WI 53089-3995, USA

a company incorporated under the laws of the United States of America

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ARCHER & ANGEL

K-4, SOUTH EXTENSION- II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Outsourcing the manufacture of packaging materials to order and/or specification of others; outsourcing manufacturing services for others in the field of packaging materials, including folding cartons, labels, inserts, tags and envelopes; design of advertising and marketing materials, advertising and marketing services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019  Class 35

VIKRANT SHIRISH SHANBHAG, VINAYAK SHIRISH SHANBHAG
trading as; FIZDO INNOVATION LLP
FLAT NO. A-102, PLOT NO. 6, SHAH COMPLEX-1, SECTOR-13, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI -400705, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ONLINE BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
4114859   12/03/2019
NARENDRA NISHAR
No. 224, Ashish Industrial, Estate, Gokhle Road (South), Dadar (West), Mumbai- 400 025, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
4115123  12/03/2019
MAYUR MAHESHKUMAR KRIPLANI TRADING AS MAHADEV ELECTRONIC
Navjeevan Society, Sindhi Colony, Bhusawal - 425201
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :06/08/2017

MUMBAI
Retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatus.
4115125  12/03/2019

CHAITANYA ATUL PARASHAR TRADING AS PARASHAR AND SONS
Block Number 6, Arya Samaj Complex, Near Gandhi Chowk Post Office, Latur - 413512
Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions.
4115291   12/03/2019

MR. HABEEB THANGAL
6B1 - RDS Avenue one, Shihab Thangal Road, Opp:m Passport Office, Panampilly Nagar, Kochi -682036, Kerala
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARKS &RIGHTS
42/2421,THALIATH BUILDING , ST. BENEDICT ROAD, KACHERIPPADY KOCHI-682 018.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; purchasing and bringing together of a variety of paintings, artistic works, painting articles, art materials for the benefit of others; enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods; business negotiation and consultancy regarding the purchase and sale of art and works of art including via the Internet; auctioneering; commercial valuation of art and works of art; organization of exhibitions of art and works of art for commercial purposes

Transliteration : KALLUM KADALASUM
4115399  12/03/2019
SUSHIL KUMAR GUPTA
C-37-A,HARI NAGAR,CLOCK TOWER,NEW DELHI-110064
SOLE PROPREITOR IN THE NAME OF "TEJASVI SERVICES"
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ BATRA, (ADVOCATE)
96 , IST FLOOR, STREET NO. 7, JANAK PARK, HARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110064.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING
SUPPLES
4115699  13/03/2019
SWARA BABY PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
17, Crooked Lane, Kolkata - 700069, West Bengal.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARGI SEN
D.SEN&CO. 6,OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Wholesale, Retail Outlet and Departmental Store to enable The Customers to View and Purchase of Baby Pant, Infant and Baby Dresses, Sanitary Wipes, Wipes for medical use, Disposable baby diapers, Baby Diapers, Baby Diapers made of Paper and/or Cellulose, Baby wipes, Pant style Diapers, Pull ups diapers., Garments and Undergarments items including services relating to distribution, trading and marketing of Baby Pant, Infant and Baby Dresses, Sanitary Wipes, Wipes for medical use, Disposable baby diapers, Baby Diapers, Baby Diapers made of Paper and/or Cellulose, Baby wipes, Pant style Diapers, Pull ups diapers, Garments and Undergarments, Advertising, Radio and Television Advertising and Commercials, Creating Advertisement Films, Providing Online Shopping Services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

4116675 13/03/2019
INTERNATIONAL GARMENT FAIR ASSOCIATION
A-223, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110020
INTERNATIONAL GARMENT FAIR ASSOCIATION, REGISTERED UNDER SOCIETIES ACT 1860

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Organisation of trade fairs; Arranging and conducting business fairs; Promotion of fairs for trade purposes; Organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for business and promotional purposes
4116781  13/03/2019
PETMART SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
2/3, JUDGES COURT ROAD, DEVINE BLISS, KOLKATA-700027, WEST BENGAL INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Retail store services featuring animal grooming preparations; Wholesale services relating to animal grooming preparations; Retail services relating to animal grooming preparations; Retail services for beauty implements for animals; Retail services for hygienic implements for animals; Retail store services featuring beauty implements for animals; Retail store services featuring hygienic implements for animals; Online retail store services featuring animal grooming preparations; Online retail store services featuring beauty implements for animals; Online retail store services featuring hygienic implements for animals.
SUNEJA CARD EMPORIUM PVT. LTD.
A-44, FIRST FLOOR, PHASE-II, NARAYANA INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110028.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since: 08/11/1982

To be associated with:
4117050

DELHI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, ONLINE CUSTOMER-BASED SOCIAL MEDIA BRAND MARKETING SERVICES, DEMONSTRATION OF GOODS FOR RETAIL PURPOSE; PROVIDING BUSINESS AND PRODUCT INFORMATION ON WEB SITE; E-COMMERCE SERVICES, DISTRIBUTION SERVICES; RETAIL OUTLETS AND DEPARTMENTAL STORES; COMMERCIAL ADMINISTRATION OF THE LICENSING OF THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF PAPER, PAPER GOODS, CARDBOARD, CARDBOARD GOODS, PRINTED MATTER, BOOKBINDING MATERIAL, PHOTOGRAPHS, STATIONERY, FILMS, PAPER AND CARD BOARD BOXES AND BAGS FOR WRAPPING AND PACKAGING; PRINTERS, FIBREBOARD BOXES, PAPER BOXES, PAPER GIFT BOXES, CORRUGATED BOXES, WEDDING CARDS, INVITATION CARDS, ANNIVERSARY CARDS, BIRTHDAY CARDS, PAPERBOARD, OFFSET PAPER, BAGS AND ARTICLES FOR PACKAGING WRAPPING AND STORAGE OF PAPER, CARDBOARD OR PLASTICS; WORKS OF ART AND FIGURINES OF PAPER AND CARDBOARD, LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, LADIES AND GENTS PURSES, POCKET WALLETS, SADDLE BELTS, LEATHER BOXES, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; CAKE DECORATIONS MADE OF PLASTIC; DECORATIONS OF PLASTIC FOR FOODSTUFFS; PLASTER BUSTS; BOXES FOR STORAGE PURPOSES [PLASTIC]; BOXES FOR STORAGE PURPOSES [WOOD]; PRESERVED, FROZEN, DAIRY PRODUCTS, DAIRY PRODUCTS AND DAIRY SUBSTITUTES, CREAM, BEING DAIRY PRODUCTS, MILK, COFFEE, TEA, COCOA AND ARTIFICIAL COFFEE, RICE, TAPIOCA AND SAGO, FLOUR AND PREPARATIONS MADE FROM CEREALS, CONFECTIONERY.
4117056  14/03/2019
MAHISAN PRIVATE LIMITED
AROGYA CLINIC, PLOT NO. A/3, BALAJI PURAM, (JAGJEETPUR), HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
Emporiom Digital

4117135  14/03/2019
EMPORIO MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
F-123, Nar Vihar Part 2, Sector 34, Noida – 201307, Uttar Pradesh
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :25/02/2017

DELHI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ONLINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
IMAGING ENDPOINTS II, LLC
9700 N. 91st Street, Scottsdale, AZ Suite B200, 85258, USA
Arizona limited liability company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Used Since: 16/03/2017

DELHI
Assistance in management of business activities; association services, namely, promoting the interests of radiologists and the radiology business management; business advice; business information in the field of radiology business management; business management information on a wide variety of topics to service providing professionals; business networking; business organization advice; business research and surveys; conducting marketing studies; providing information in the field of radiology business management via a website; project management services for drug studies.
4117154  14/03/2019
IMAGING ENDPOINTS II, LLC
9700 N. 91st Street, Scottsdale, AZ Suite B200, 85258, USA
Arizona limited liability company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL.
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Used Since :16/03/2017

To be associated with:
4117150

DELHI
Assistance in management of business activities; association services, namely, promoting the interests of radiologists and the radiology business management; business advice; business information in the field of radiology business management; business management information on a wide variety of topics to service providing professionals; business networking; business organization advice; business research and surveys; conducting marketing studies; providing information in the field of radiology business management via a website; project management services for drug studies.
4117369  14/03/2019
SOCTAIL MEDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-569/2, Third Floor, Rockdale Somajiguda, Hyderabad 500082, Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:

PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since: 22/10/2018

CHENNAI

On-line customer-based social media brand marketing services; Digital advertising services; Online retail services for downloadable digital music; Brand creation; Brand testing; Brand testing services; Online customer-based social media brand marketing services; Advertising services to create corporate and brand identity; Brand creation services
COGMAC INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
B-35, Sector-67, Noida,
Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions Included.
4117403   13/03/2019
COGMAC INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
B-35, Sector-67, Noida,
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADASTRA IP PVT LTD
B2-1050, Spaze iTech Park, Sohna Road, 122002 Gurgaon Delhi NCR, India
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business management, Business administration, Office functions Included.
4117711  14/03/2019
ASHOK KUMAR
448, 4th Cross, C. K. Nagar, Hosa Road, Bangalore 560100, Karnataka
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/03/2019

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
4117716   14/03/2019
VISAK FINANCIAL SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-301, Titanium Square Near Thaltej Cross Road, SG Highway Ahmedabad GJ 380054 INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DIKSHA VAISH
551, JHA/183, KANPUR ROAD, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW-226005

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
4117732  14/03/2019
SACHIN SACHDEV
NAYASA HOUSE, PLOT NO 6/22, MAROL CO-OP INDUSTRIAL, ESTATE, M.V. ROAD, MAROL, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI-400059
Individual Person
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
517, Kirti Shikhar, District Centre, Janak Puri, New Delhi - 110058

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4084290

MUMBAI
Retail and whole-sales (including both offline and online sales) as well as advertisement and publicity of household or kitchen utensils and containers; kitchen utensils made of stainless steel, glass and plastic; non-stick cookware articles, thermoware articles; stainless steel utensils, stands, squeezer, cooking pan, salt pepper grinder, kitchen press, chopping board, egg beater, strainer, roll n store, caster sets, glass stand, potato masher, plastic wares, ice cube moulds, containers, buckets, jars, tub, mugs, jugs, glasses, trays, ice boxes, tiffin carriers, picnic sets, casseroles, containers, containers for microwave, lunch boxes, bottles; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and Spoons; hollowware articles; Glassware articles (except building glass); earthenware.
4117744  14/03/2019

JAYRAJ MANISH CHUDGAR PROPRIETOR OF CHUDGAR’S THERAPEUTIC
4, MADHUPURI RESIDENCY, NR. RAMJI MANDIR, BHATTRA, PALDI, AHMEDABAD-380007. GUJARAT-INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

SERVICES RELATING TO WHOLESALE, RETAIL, TRADING AND MARKETING OF MEDICINAL PRODUCTS,
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, DRUG PRODUCTS, SURGICAL PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
4117747    14/03/2019
LUXEVA LIMITED
71 Queen Victoria Street, London, EC4V 4BE, United Kingdom
Incorporated Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ESH AUNDHIYA
Flat No. 302, Nav Samaj Society, Near K.E.S. School, CST Road, Kalina, Sntacruz (East), Mumbai-400098
Used Since :11/01/2019
MUMBAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advisory, consultation, creation and edition of advertising content; hosting and distribution of advertising content on the Internet; management of websites, mobile applications, accounts in social networks for advertisers/brands. Advertising and marketing platform for brands and digital media influencers to connect and produce the most awesome campaigns.
4117821  14/03/2019
EMPROS VENTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
F-223 A GF, MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALIT KR.SHARMA
F-223 A GF, MANGAL BAZAR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Management consultants and advisors and to provide management services in all forms and aspects of trade and industry, including, without limitation, problem solving, team building, strategic and operational planning, corporate communications, information technology and knowledge management, corporate management, productivity, profitability, human resource development.
4117837    14/03/2019
ANOOP RAJAN MATTANKOT
7/323A, Anoop Nivas, Paduvilayi, Pathiriyad, Kannur, Kerala - 670741
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :08/02/2018

CHENNAI

ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
RSM AAYUR
4117878 14/03/2019
RSM AAYUR PRIVATE LIMITED
RACHIT COMPLEX, HIRAN MAGRI, SECTOR 4, MAIN ROAD UDAIPUR Udaipur RJ 313001 IN
COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANKIT JAIN
B3, TRADE CENTER, 11/12,NEAR LOTUS DAIRY, OPPOSITE J.P. UNDERPASS, SAHAKAR MARG, LALKOTHI, JAIPUR-302015.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, FRANCHISEE, TRADING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE, E-COMMERCE, ONLINE TRADING, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF SALES AND PROMOTION INCENTIVE SCHEMES THROUGH TRADING AND ONLINE PROMOTIONS UNDER CLASS 35
GLANCE BUSINESS

4117893  14/03/2019

GLANCE BUSINESS SUPPORT SYSTEM PRIVATE LIMITED
C/O HARPBOOHL MEHENDHIWALA KUON WARD NO-3 TIZARA TEHSIL ALWAR 301411

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANKIT JAIN
B3, TRADE CENTER, 11/12,NEAR LOTUS DAIRY, OPPOSITE J.P. UNDERPASS, S AHAKAR MARG, LALKOTHI, JAIPUR- 302015.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, FRANCHISEE, TRADING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE, E-COMMERCE, ONLINE TRADING, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF SALES AND PROMOTION INCENTIVE SCHEMES THROUGH TRADING AND ONLINE PROMOTIONS UNDER CLASS 35
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 35

4118020  15/03/2019
M/S. GSC GLASS LTD.
5 & 7, UDYOG VIHAR INDUSTRIAL AREA, GREATER NOIDA, U.P.
LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S.SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :02/03/1989
DELHI
Trading, marketing, wholesaling, advertising, distribution, retailing, import-export and online business services in respect of glass screens for vehicles, glass holders for automobiles, double glass screens for vehicles, glass panels for land vehicles and window glass for vehicle windows, glass (building -), window glass, glass walls, glass screens, glass building materials, glass for building, windows (stained-glass -), window glass, except glass for vehicle windows, glass panels for doors, glass used in building, doors made of glass for buildings and toughened glass for building, mirrors (silvered glass), doors made of glass for furniture, advertising display boards of glass [non-luminous], ladders made of glass fiber, looking glasses, glass doorknobs, glass furniture and glass cabinets
4118163    15/03/2019
PRINITI WORLD PRIVATE LIMITED (REPRESENTED BY ITS DIRECTOR, MRS. PRIYAL PRAKASH LOKHANWALA)
4 Shop, Priniti World Pvt Ltd, Kambleshwar Shopping, Ankleshwar, Bharuch, Gujarat - 393002
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDER NEGI
D1/25, Mansa Ram Park, Uttam Nagar, New Delhi-110059
Used Since :11/06/2018
AHMEDABAD
Advertisement, promotion, trading of or related to electric irons, mixer grinders and roti makers under Class 35
4118329 15/03/2019
TAXZEAL CONSULTANT PRIVATE LIMITED
G-22, GROUND FLOOR CROWN PLAZA, VAISHALI NAGAR Jaipur RJ 302021 IN
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJA GUPTA
Legal Brother’S Associates B 332, MOHAN GARDEN, NEAR DWARKA MOR METRO STATION, NEW DELHI-110059.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SECRETARIAL SERVICES, BUSINESS ORGANIZATION CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE, ACCOUNTING, AUDITING, BOOK-KEEPING, TAX PREPARATION, STATEMENTS OF ACCOUNTS, TRADE FAIRS, ADVERTISING, DIRECT MAIL ADVERTISING, OFFICIAL FUNCTIONS, DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING, SALES PROMOTION, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK
QUEEN OF MASHUPS

4118497  15/03/2019
CHAND YUSUF SETH (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS SOS NITELIFE
Office No- 213, 2nd Floor, Mohid Heights, 4 Bungalows RTO Signal Junction, Lokhandwala Road, Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra
A Proprietorship Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, Business management, business administration, business promotion related to events, exhibition
CHAI SUTTA BAR PVT. LTD.
Flat No. 201, 253, Alok Nagar, Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since: 23/03/2018

MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, business promotion, business administration, office functions related to services of providing food and drinks, temporary accommodation
MEDAGG
4118549  15/03/2019
M/S MEDAGG VENTURES LLP
NO 1, EVR NAGAR, NEAR ANNA NAGAR, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE 641004
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDUJA.A.M
NO 12 SECOND MAIN ROAD, KOTTUR GARDENS, CHENNAI 600085

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Administrative management of hospitals; Business management of hospitals; Business administration services in the
field of healthcare; Administrative management of health care clinics; Customer relationship management; Financial
records management; Business records management; Electronic stock management services; Consultancy relating to the
cost management of health care; Health care cost management services; Human resources management; Consultancy
relating to personnel management and employment consultancy; Business consulting, management, planning and
supervision; Business management and enterprise organization consultancy; Marketing and promotional activities
relating to business administration and management; Advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial
transactions; Brand consultancy; Brand management; Brand management services; Advertising services to create
corporate and brand identity; Advertising and business management consultancy; Recruitment and personnel
management services
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

4118550 15/03/2019
M/S MEDAGG VENTURES LLP
NO 1, EVR NAGAR, NEAR ANNA NAGAR, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE 641004
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDUJA.A.M
NO 12 SECOND MAIN ROAD, KOTTUR GARDENS, CHENNAI 600085

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Administrative management of hospitals; Business management of hospitals; Business administration services in the field of healthcare; Administrative management of health care clinics; Customer relationship management; Financial records management; Business records management; Electronic stock management services; Consultancy relating to the cost management of health care; Health care cost management services; Human resources management; Consultancy relating to personnel management and employment consultancy; Business consulting, management, planning and supervision; Business management and enterprise organization consultancy; Marketing and promotional activities relating to business administration and management; Advisory services for preparing and carrying out commercial transactions; Brand consultancy; Brand management; Brand management services; Advertising services to create corporate and brand identity; Advertising and business management consultancy; Recruitment and personnel management services
4118560  15/03/2019
UJJAWAL PUGALIA
A-147, 3RD FLOOR, SARASWATI VIHAR, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
4118906   15/03/2019
KASPEROB ROBOTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
Narayanamangalam, Thrukothamangalam P.O., Kottayam- 686011, Kerala
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :04/05/2017

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING, MARKETING, ON-LINE ADVERTISING ON A COMPUTER NETWORK, PRESENTATION OF GOODS ON
COMMUNICATION MEDIA, FOR RETAIL PURPOSES, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND
SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES
4118973  15/03/2019
DEEPAK SHARMA TRADING AS DAYS TRADING CO.
A 94 (Basement), Freedom Fighter Enclave, Neb Sarai, New Delhi 110068
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Retail services for clothing, footwear, headgear, cosmetics and toiletry preparations.
4119000    15/03/2019
MANDEVILLE DISTRIBUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
22 / 1 / 1 / 11, Monohor Pukur Road, Kolkata -700029, West Bengal
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Marketing services, Retail or wholesale services for cosmetics.
MOHAMMED YASEEN
13-5-814/1/2, SULTAN ALI BAGH, TAPPACHA BUTRA, ASIFNAGAR, HYDERABAD - 500006

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Online advertising, Online marketing services, Online ordering services, Computerized online retail store services, provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services, Wholesale ordering services, Goods import-export agency services.
ECHO INPUT
Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88125067 ;United States of America
4119029 15/03/2019
Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North Seattle, Washington USA
A corporation organized under the laws of Nevada.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Online retail store services featuring music recordings, comedy recordings, spoken word recordings, video recordings, and music related products; Providing advertising space for others on the Internet; subscription-based services featuring downloadable prerecorded music and video; online retail store services featuring downloadable prerecorded music and video; online ordering services featuring prerecorded music and video; online retail store services featuring microphones, speakers, smart speakers, audio speakers, amplifiers, loudspeakers, remote controls for audio and video products, headphones, earphones, headsets, home entertainment systems, audio and home theater equipment, and parts and accessories therefor.
BRIDGEi2I ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Umiya Business Bay, Tower 1, Cessna B Park, Kadubeesanahalli Village, ORR, Varthur, Bangalore East Taluk, Bangalore 560037
Active Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekananda Road, HBR Layout ,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Used Since :14/07/2018

CHENNAI
Providing business management and organization consultancy services, business efficiency expert services, business organization consultancy services, advisory services for business management, competitive intelligence services
4119177    15/03/2019
UJJAWAL PUGALIA
A-147, 3RD FLOOR, SARASWATI VIHAR, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
MALANK
4119299  15/03/2019
VEDANT FASHIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
PARIDHAN GARMENT PARK, 19, CANAL SOUTH ROAD SDF-1, 4TH FLOOR, A 501-502, KOLKATA-700015 WEST BENGAL.
An Indian company.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Services of retail and wholesale, including online retail and wholesale; electronic commerce services; retail store outlets; bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods including readymade garments of all kinds, headgear, boots, shoes and slippers and accessories thereof.
SHUBHYOG

4119322  15/03/2019

MR. MANISH AHUJA.
F-61, BLOCK-F, THIRD FLOOR, MOTI NAGAR, DELHI-110015.

INDIVIDUAL NAME

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORT & IMPORT, ON-LINE MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO TRADING AND MARKETING OF HOSIERY AND READYMADE GARMENTS INCLUDING KURTA, PAYJAMA, TROUSER, WESTERN DRESSES, SHERWANI, SUITS, SHIRTS, TURBANS(PAGRI), CHUNNI AND JUTTI FOOTWEAR.
4119397 15/03/2019
AKIVA HOSPITALITY PRIVATE LIMITED
B-73, POLICE COLONY, ANISHABAD, PHULWARI, PATNA- 800002, BIHAR, INDIA
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GLOW WELL
201,2ND FLOOR MOHINI MARKET,EXHIBITION ROAD,PATNA 800 001,Bihar,India.
Used Since :28/03/2018
KOLKATA
CONSULTANCY AND BUSINESS SUPPORT SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TRAVEL & TOUR, MEDICAL SERVICES, SECURITY SERVICES, EVENT AND ENTERTAINMENT MANAGEMENT, HOTEL SERVICES
4119408  15/03/2019
GOLDENTOES PRIVATE LIMITED
148/2B, RANI JHANSI ROAD, LUDHIANA-141001
A Company Duly incorporated under the Indian Company Law

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Marketing, Trading, Retail, wholesale, Online Retail & Online Marketing services related to Footwears; Clothing; Headgears; Leather straps; Pocket wallets; Purses; Travelling bags; Travelling trunks; Umbrellas; Walking sticks ;Leather Belts; Leather Bags; Travelling Bags; Canvas Bags; Umbrellas
SHREEYA’S

4119525  16/03/2019

PUSHPANJALI SHARMA
B-9, ROOP VIHAR, SWEJ FARM, NEW SANGANER ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJASTHAN) INDIA

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN

Used Since :01/03/2019

AHMEDABAD

TRADING AND MARKETING OF BAGS MADE BY LEATHER, CANVAS AND FABRIC INCLUDING SCHOOL BAGS, TRAVELLING BAGS, LAPTOP BAGS, BACK PACKS, TREKKING BAGS, EXECUTIVE BAGS, SPORT BAGS, LUGGAGE BAGS, SUITCASES, UMBRELLAS, POUCHES, BANDS, BELTS, WALKING STICKS, WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY WHICH ARE MADE BY LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, ANIMAL SKINS AND HIDES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
4119804  16/03/2019
MR. SANJAY V. GALA TRADING AS EASY APPARELS
28 ASHISH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GROUND FLOOR, GOKHLE ROAD (S), DADAR, MUMBAI- 400 025
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSIFIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING, WHOLESELLING, ONLINE TRADING OF SHIRTS, T-SHIRT, TROUSER, JEANS, PANT, SHORTS, JACKETS,
WESTERN OUT FITS, ETHNIC WEAR
4119847  16/03/2019
SIMON CARTER LIMITED
146 New London Road, Chelmsford CM2 0AW United Kingdom
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising both printed and via the internet, clothing, accessories, toiletries; business management/administration in assisting franchisee/licenses in clothing and accessories industry; electronic data storage; organisation; operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; accountancy; trade fairs; market research; provision of business information; retail services connected with the sale of clothing and accessories of all descriptions including jewellery; cufflinks; watches and chronometric instruments; toiletries and cosmetics; leather and imitation leather goods, including but not limited to bags, briefcases, luggage and wallets.
4120170  16/03/2019
ENOZON ONLINE SHOPPING PRIVATE LIMITED
313B, 3RD FLOOR, OK PLUS SQUARE MADHYAM MARG, MANSAROVAR JAIPUR JAIPUR 302020 RAJASTHAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ONLINE RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS OF OTHERS; PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY; PROVIDING CONSUMER PRODUCT INFORMATION VIA THE INTERNET OR OTHER COMPUTER OR COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS; PROVIDING AN ONLINE SEARCHABLE DATABASE IN THE FIELD OF CONSUMER GOODS.
4120379    16/03/2019

AKUL CHOPRA
House No. 1295, First Floor, Sector 18C, Chandigarh
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing, advertising, business research and marketing research relating to financial products and services;
Compilation, collection, retrieval and analysis of market research data
4120493  17/03/2019
MR. UMESH KUMAR AGGARWAL TRADING AS ART OF INDIA.
B-234, PRIYADARSHANI VIHAR, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION & BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES, EXPORT & IMPORT, ON-LINE
MARKETING, WHOLESALE & RETAIL OUTLETS, SHOWROOM AND SHOPS INCLUDING SERVICES RELATING TO
TRADING AND MARKETING OF HARDWARE GOODS, DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS INCLUDING LOCK OF METAL, NUT,
BOLTS, SCREW, WASHER OF METAL, SPRINGS(METAL), CLIPS(METAL), CHAINS (METAL), HOOK (METAL), HINGES
(METAL), BRASS, HOSE CLAMPS (METAL), METAL HANDLES, GATE HOOKS (METAL), DOOR LOCKS, DOOR STOPPER,
DOOR SAFETY (METAL), FASTENERS OF COMMON METAL, METAL FRAME FOR DOOR AND WINDOW, METAL PIPES
AND TUBES, STEEL PIPES AND TUBES, HOROLOGICAL AND CHRONOMETRIC INSTRUMENTS, GOLD JEWELLERY,
SILVER JEWELLERY, ARTIFICIAL JEWELLERY, DIAMOND JEWELLERY, BRACELETS, JEWELLERY CHAINS, EAR RINGS,
BANGLES, PENDANTS, WATCHES, CLOCKS, TIE CLIPS, TIE PINS, PRECIOUS METALS, GEMS, STONE AND THEIR
ALLOYS AND GOODS, FURNITURE, MIRRORS, PICTURE FRAMES; UNWORKED OR SEMI-WORKED BONE, HORN,
WHALEBONE OR MOTHER-OF-PEARL; SHELLS; MEERSCHAUM; YELLOW AMBER; CONTAINERS, NOT OF METAL, FOR
STORAGE OR TRANSPORT.
4120541  17/03/2019
PRAKASH RAMKRISHNA JOSHI S/O RAM KRISHNA VISHNU JOSHI (TRADING AS SNEHANKUR FOUNDATION)
F-2, SHAH PRESTIGE HSG, SOCIETY, VITHAL PETROL PUMP SHEJARI, BHEKARI NAGAR, PHURUSUNGI
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

advertising business management business administration office functions in class 35
ISMOS

4120715  18/03/2019

CHOICE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Choice House, Shree Shakambhari Corporate Park, Plot No. 156-158, J.B.Nagar, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400099.
A company incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, Business management, Business administration, office functions, business advisory services, business evaluation, business auditing, business consultancy, marketing consultancy; business consultancy in the field of mergers & acquisitions; tax management, consultation, business advisory and information services; Human resources management services, selection, personnel management, outsourcing services;
ASMANII
4120880  18/03/2019
ASMANII INC
289, BRIJ VIHAR, JAGATPURA, JAIPUR-302017
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Online ordering services, Computerized online ordering services.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019, Class 35

4121158 18/03/2019
M/S. INSTINCTS BIZWARE LLP
B Wing 704, Samvedna Heights, Survey No. 65 Vajdivad, Opp. Balaji Waffers, Kalawad Road, Rajkot GJ 360021 India.
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KETANA BABARIA
B/137, Harisiddha Park, Nr. Navsarjan School Ranip Ahmedabad-382480

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

"To carry on the business for providing consultancy or advisory services in the field of taxation, tax planning and management, preparation techno economic feasibility reports and projects reports, project appraisal, marketing, licensing, business operation, risk management strategy, placement and human resource, corporate governance, advertising, accounting and financial system integration, import, export, administration and organization management, mergers and acquisitions, strategic, proprietary and efficiency audit, management audit, internal audit, social audit commencement and expansion of trade, advisory and liaisoning services, secretarial services, general accounting matters, procurement of materials, machinery or any other items or things required in industry, event management, MIS, recruitment, manpower search and human resource management services, disaster recovery and management services and preparation of budgets, corporate strategic planning to Indian and multinational corporate, whether in India or abroad"
ABHISRI

4121380  18/03/2019

B V DINESH
Vishwanugraha, Sunkamaru, Bola, Udupi, Karnataka - 574110
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail services of Soap, Dishwasher detergents in powder form.
BPAEXCEL
4121602 18/03/2019
EXCEL PACKAGING
PLOT NO. 6, SIDCO INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, KATHUA-184101 (J&K)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :19/12/2014
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Trading Marketing relating to Stools, Step Stools (Not of Metal), High Stools (Furniture), Mobile Stools (Furniture), Bathroom Stools, Plastic Bins (Other than Dustbins), Chairs, Plastic Closures for Containers, Furniture made of Plastics, Holders of Plastic for Signboards, Containers not of metal, Storage Furniture, Transport Containers (Non-metallic), Floating Containers not of metal, Packaging Containers of plastic, Baskets not of metal, Bread baskets (Bakers), Fishing baskets, Bottle caps not of metal, Clothes Hangers and Clothes Hooks, Crates made of Plastic, Pallets not of metal; Planters, Planters of Plastics, Basins, Plastic Bowls, Bins, Dust Bins, Pedal Bins (Dustbins), Dust Pans, Mugs, Mug Racks, Mug Trees, Plastic Mugs, Soap Dishes, Wall Soap Dishes, Dishes for Soap, Wall Mounted Soap Dishes, Infants Bath Tubs, Tubs of Plastic, Plastic Mailing Tubes, Tubes of Plastic, Buckets made of Plastic, Buckets for Industrial and Household use Decanters, Drinking Glasses, Drinking Vassels, Drinking Flasks for Travelers, Flasks, Ice Buckets/Cooler, Jugs/Pitchers, Containers, Combs made of Plastic.
4121704  18/03/2019
TRADIBHA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 32, TOWN EXTENSION 4TH STREET, SHERIFF COLONY, TIRUPUR-641604
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
4121703
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail sale and Onlinesale of Textiles and substitutes for textiles, Household linen, Curtains of textile or plastic, Readymade Garments, Clothing, Footwear, Headwear
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019  Class 35

4121707  18/03/2019
TRADIBHA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 32, TOWN EXTENSION 4TH STREET, SHERIFF COLONY, TIRUPUR-641604
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retailsale and Onlinesale of Textiles and substitutes for textiles, Household linen, Curtains of textile or plastic, Readymade Garments, Clothing, Footwear, Headwear
KHERI INDUSTRIES

4121756   18/03/2019
NAVED AHMED TRADING AS: KHERI INDUSTRIES
KHERI TOWN, MOHALLA AWADHI TOLA, LAKHIMPUR-KHERI-262702 (U.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Used Since :15/01/2014

DELHI
WHOLESALE & RETAIL SHOPS, OUTLET, TRADING, MARKETING AND DISTRIBUTION IN RESPECT OF DETERGENTS, DITERGENT SOAP, POWDER LAUNDRY DETERGENTS, INCENSE STICKS, INCENSE CONES, DHOOP & AGARBATTI, MOUTH FRESHENER, MUKHWAS, SCENTED SUPARI, PAN MASALA, CHEWING TOBACCO, SPICES, RICE, FLOUR, MAIDA, SUJI, BESON, SUGAR, BREAD, BISCUITS AND NAMKEEN.
4121898   19/03/2019
HANGZHOU VISION INSIGHT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 1009, Zhejiang Middle And Small Enterprise Building, No.553, Wensan Road, Xihu Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
On-line advertising on a computer network; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; import-export agency services; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; marketing; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; search engine optimization for sales promotion; sponsorship search; rental of vending machines; Business appraisals; invoicing; web site traffic optimization; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; business information; business management assistance; arranging and conducting of commercial exhibitions.
MAUSAM JAIN
street no.6 ramgarh house adarsh nagar behind jail dungarpur rajasthan 314001
AN INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Used Since :05/10/2018
AHMEDABAD
Wholesale, retail, import, export and online selling of Jewellery, precious stones, Semi-precious stones, Furniture, Statues, figurines, works of art
4122091  19/03/2019
TULIKA SHARMA
1399, Park View Apartment, Near Brahmputra Market, Sector 29, Noida-201301
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS MITTAL
FLAT NO.302, PLOT NO.149, SECTOR 6, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD, UTTAR PRADEHS-201010

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
sale of designer ladies suits and other ready-made fabrics
SRINIVASAN D
NO 54B 5TH STREET VELAN NAGAR ALWARTHIRUNAGAR CHENNAI-600087
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
MEDWAY LIFE SCIENCES

4122204   19/03/2019

AADRIKA PHARMA
54, INDRA NAGAR, BAREILLY
marketing of medicine and allied products
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
4122293   19/03/2019
M/S. TVISHI.
# 196, 1st Floor, New BEL Road, RMV 2nd Stage, (above Flying Machine) Bangalore -94.
Registered Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Retail outlet, Online/Web based sales of Readymade Garments, Clothing, footwear, headgear, sarees, Gifting and home decorative articles.
GUNNO APPARELS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 91-91A, DLF INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE 1, FARIDABAD - 121003, HARYANA

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES; OUTDOOR ADVERTISING; WHOLESALE & RETAIL SERVICES; IMPORT & EXPORT OF CLOTHING
4122454  19/03/2019
V 2 S FARMS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No. 24, Konark, Old Badami Nagar, Keshwapur, Hubli, Karnataka-580023
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/02/2013

CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
4122554 19/03/2019
POSHAN INDIA MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
H NO 1522 BACK TO SHIVSHENA OFFICE SEC 22 TURBHEGAON THANE 400705 MAHARASHTRA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.D. SHARMA
1103, NAVYUG APARTMENTS, SECTOR 43, GURUGRAM, HARYANAN, INDIA 122002

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3862910
MUMBAI
MARKETING
4122567  19/03/2019
DROLIA ELECTROSTEELS PVT. LTD.
Village - Siltara, Dharsiva, Raipur - 493111, Chhattisgarh
A Private Limited Company Registered under The Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, marketing, sales promotion, services provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets related to common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable building of metal
4122571  19/03/2019
BIOMITRA PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
C 126, GF, Sushant Lok 1, Gurgaon, Haryana- 122002, India
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496,Nakeerar Street, Mogapair East,Chennai-600037
Used Since :06/02/2017
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
SHELTRONIC

4122577  19/03/2019
SH. RAHUL SAREEN S/O SH. INDER PARKASH SAREEN TRADING AS AIR TECH ENGINEERS
Shop No. 7, Gulati Market, Bhamian Road, Jamalpur, Ludhiana-141010 (Punjab)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE",54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/03/2019

DELHI
Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, outlets, shops, showroom, online selling, franchises, events, exhibitions, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Only air compressor, reciprocating air compressor, piston compressor, screw compressor, their parts, fittings & accessories included in class 35
4122582   19/03/2019
PRATAP TECHNOCRATS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-21, SHAKTI BHAWAN, SHIVAJI GODARA COLONY, JHOTWARA, JAIPUR. (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE CORE CERTIFICATIONS
F-6/236, VISHAN VILLA, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR. (RAJ.)
Used Since :01/03/2019
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS. WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
SANDEEP DROLIA, TRADING AS KIDS PLUS
237 G.T. Road, Belur Bazar (Paramhansha Appartment) Phase 1, 4th Floor, Room No. 404, Howrah, West Bengal Pin: 711202.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NIDHI SHARMA
IP NATION;D-177,SHYAM PARK EXT., SAHIBABAD,GHAZIABAD

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3863318

KOLKATA
Online Retail Business, Advertising, Marketing And Promotional Services, Commercial Trading And Consumer Information Services, Business Assistance, Management And Administrative Services.
4122766 19/03/2019
M/S. REEL-ON CHEMISTRY
C-521, KAILASH ESPLANADE, OPP. SHREYAS CINEMA, LBS MARG, GHATKOPAR (W), MUMBAI-400086, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since: 01/01/2018
MUMBAI
DIGITAL MARKETING, DEVELOPMENT OF MARKETING STRATEGIES, CONCEPTS AND TACTICS, NAMELY, AUDIENCE DEVELOPMENT, BRAND AWARENESS, ONLINE COMMUNITY BUILDING AND DIGITAL WORD OF MOUTH COMMUNICATIONS, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF INDIRECT METHODS OF MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS, NAMELY, SOCIAL MEDIA, SEARCH ENGINE MARKETING, INQUIRY MARKETING, INTERNET MARKETING, MOBILE MARKETING, BLOGGING AND OTHER FORMS OF PASSIVE, SHARABLE OR VIRAL COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS
RING NET
Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 75983 ;Jamaica
4122835 19/03/2019
A9.com, Inc.
101 Lytton Avenue Palo Alto, CA 94301, United States of America
A Delaware corporation
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3922116
DELHI
Online retail store services; data processing; data management; collection of data; database and file management;
services comprising the recording, transcription, compilation and analysis of video and audio; compilation and
systemization of data into computer databases; data searches in computerized files for others; subscriptions to
telecommunications database services; promoting consumer awareness of safety and crime prevention.; retail store
services in the fields of consumer electronics, general consumer merchandise, security and surveillance equipment, and
audiovisual equipment; retail store services featuring a wide variety of consumer goods of others.
DIAB 99.9

4122862  19/03/2019

RIVERLIFE RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
6/18, GROUND FLOOR, SARVAPRIYA VIHAR, SOUTH DELHI, DELHI -110016
PRIVATE LIMITED

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ONLINE MARKETING, ONLINE ORDERING SERVICES, ADVERTISING SERVICES, ADVERTISING SERVICES RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS
BHARAT BHUSHAN GUPTA, PROPRIETOR M/S BIG VALUE SHOP
LG-CS-04, ANSAL PLAZA, SECTOR-1, VAISHALI, GHAZIABAD 201010, UTTAR PRADESH

ADDRESS FOR SERVICE IN INDIA/AGENTS ADDRESS:
K.G. MAHESHWARI AND ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-133 001 (HARYANA)

PROPOSED TO BE USED
DELHI

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SERVICES RELATING TO ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, ON-LINE MARKETING, ON-LINE WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STORE SERVICES FEATURING SPORTS GOODS, READYMADE GARMENTS AND HANDLOOM GOODS
ROLSMED PHARMA
4122914  19/03/2019
ROLSMED PHARMA
1st FLOOR, SCO 56, SECTOR 12-A, PANCHKULA-134112 (HR.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/03/2019
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing relating to Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
GLUTENF
4122936  19/03/2019
HOSPITALITY REPRESENTATIONS GROUP
Shop No 14, Batra Plaza, Gurdwara Road, Geeta Bhawan Chowk, Sonipat- 131001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOVENEET HANDEL & ASSOCIATES
A-41, OFFICE NO 2, FIRST FLOOR, MAIN MARKET, MADHU VIHAR, I.P. EXTENSION DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
RETAIL TRADE (ONLINE AND OFFLINE) OF FOOD PRODUCTS
4123024    19/03/2019
INNOVX
24, Lords Avenue, Gandhinagar, Sundarapuram, Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu-641024
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/12/2018
CHENNAI
ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, EMPLOYMENT AGENCY SERVICES

NAMMA JOB
4123071  19/03/2019
YOGI KENNEL & PETS SUPER STORE
3,4 Vardan Tower, Shastri Nagar, Naranpura, Ahmedabad – 380013
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARPREETSINGH BANKER
‘SATGURU HOUSE’ Opp. VIKAS GRUH, Nr. SHANDILYA COMPLEX, PALDI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA. PIN:- 380007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Wholesale, Retail and Online services for animal grooming preparations; Maintaining a registry of animal breeds; Retail services relating to live animals; Wholesale, Retail and Online services for beauty implements for animals; Wholesale, Retail and Online store services featuring fodder for animals; Wholesale, Retail and online store services featuring litter for animals; Wholesale, Retail and online services for hygienic implements for animals; Wholesale, Retail and Online store services relating to bedding for animals;
4123126  19/03/2019
IJK MARKETING PVT. LTD.
Plot No. 203/A, Unkhana, Medical Square, Nagpur - 440009
A Company Registered Under The Indian Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL D. SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Retailing, Trading, Distribution, Multi Level Marketing, Advertising; Business Management; Business Administration; Office Functions.
4123159    19/03/2019
MR. RAHUL KAPOOR
M/s A V CORP, K-04, Shubhanjali Puram, Airport Road, Gwalior – 474 020 (M.P.)
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :10/09/2006
MUMBAI
Marketing of electrical fittings and equipment's; Marketing of work contract services; Marketing of industrial goods, industrial machinery, industrial equipment's & fittings
UTTARANAND
4123216    20/03/2019
UTTARANAND LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :08/02/2019
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
BAKED PIE
4123225  20/03/2019
BAKED PIE LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :01/08/2018
DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
RACKNSLL

4123231  20/03/2019
RACKNSELL ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
A 51, Sector 2, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh, India Pincode – 201301
Company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :06/04/2017

DELHI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising services provided via the
Internet television and radio; providing computerized online ordering services; business consultancy services relating to
operating an electronic marketplace for the buyers and sellers of goods and/or services on a global computer network;
business assistance relating to facilitating business transaction via local and global computer networks; corporate
management consultancy services; marketing and promotion services; publication of publicity materials; provision of
sales, business, advertising and promotional information through a global computer network and via the Internet;
presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; services enabling customers to conveniently view
and purchase goods from a general merchandise Internet web site and in a wholesale outlet; enabling customers to
conveniently view and purchase goods from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order or by means of
telecommunications; enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods from retail outlets; department store
retailing services; supermarket retailing services.
BUYDESK

4123233  20/03/2019

RACKNSELL ONLINE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED

A 51, Sector 2, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh, India Pincode – 201301

Company incorporated under the Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

INTELLECT JURIS

604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :06/04/2017

DELHI

Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; advertising services provided via the Internet television and radio; providing computerized online ordering services; business consultancy services relating to operating an electronic marketplace for the buyers and sellers of goods and/or services on a global computer network; business assistance relating to facilitating business transaction via local and global computer networks; corporate management consultancy services; marketing and promotion services; publication of publicity materials; provision of sales, business, advertising and promotional information through a global computer network and via the Internet; presentation of goods on communication media for retail purposes; services enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods from a general merchandise Internet web site and in a wholesale outlet; enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods from a general merchandise catalogue by mail order or by means of telecommunications; enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase goods from retail outlets; department store retailing services; supermarket retailing services.
NEEL POWER

4123238 20/03/2019
MANJEET SINGH, PROPRIETOR: RAJU ELECTRICALS
J-1, UDYOG NAGAR, PEERA GARHI, NEW DELHI-110041
PROPRIETOR - RAJU ELECTRICALS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEETI AGGARWAL
GLA Law Offices, C-129, Second Floor, Lajpat Nagar- I, New Delhi -110024

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ADVERTISEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION AND BUSINESS MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES INCLUDING DISTRIBUTION, MARKETING & TRADING SERVICES RELATED TO ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC APPRATUS; OFFICE FUNCTIONS
4123296  20/03/2019
AASHUTOSH RAJENDRA GHOSALKAR
A-702, Vasundhara, Gladys Alwares Road, Kanakia Spaces, Vasant Vihar, Thane, Apna Bazar 400610
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAVITA WAIKAR
B/106, Building no. 2, Rutu Riverside estate, Nr. K.M.Agrawal College, Gandhari kalyan West 421301

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Advertising, business management, business administration, office functions.
MANISH CHAURASIA
CHAURASIA PAINT STORE, RUHATTA, JAUNPUR-222002, UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROMESH CHADHA & CO.
A - 589, INDIRA NAGAR, A - BLOCK, LUCKNOW - 226016, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUSEINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE MANAGEMENT, DEALING IN RETAIL AND WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF PAINTS, TILES, SANITARY, MARBLE, PLYWOOD, HARDWARE, GLASS, PIPE FITTINGS AND ITS OFFICE FUNCTIONS
SHIFTPLUS
4123337  20/03/2019
SHIFTPLUS INFO WORLD PRIVATE LIMITED
Shop No. 321 3rd floor, the grand venice mall near Pari Chawk, greater noida, gautam buddha nagar, 201308 Uttar Pradesh
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIVAM RASTOGI
C-39, SECTOR 12, NOIDA-201301,U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising, Business Consulting
4123373  20/03/2019
ASHOK KUMAR TRADING AS N.K. GOEL KNITWEARS
3667/3, STREET NO. 6, NEW MADHOPURI, LUDHIANA (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/03/2019
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of wholesale & Retail outlets; Showrooms; Trading, Marketing,
Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Hosiery & Ready-made Clothing.
SOMRA

4123382    20/03/2019

SOMRA AUTOMOBILES
ROAD NO.03 JHUNJHUNU RAJASTHAN - 333001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

Retail store services featuring vehicles, Retail services or wholesale services for two-wheeled motor vehicles.
WEDGE CLAMP
4123423  20/03/2019
VAISHNAV ENGINEERING WORKS
PATHANKOT ROAD, BYE PASS, JALANDHAR (PB.)
PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2017
To be associated with:
4123422, 4123424
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration & Management of Wholesale & Retail Outlets; Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Export relating to Nuts, Bolts, Locks, Screws, Rivets, Washers, Nails, Steel Balls, Scaffolding & Door Fittings; Hand Operated Hand tools.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

BRUSHONN

4123697 20/03/2019
DINESH K. RAVARIYA
C-23/829, SECTOR-8, OM SAI DARSHAN, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400067

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDE FOR EXPORT AND IMPORT; WHOLESALE ORDERING; RETAIL SERVICES; ONLINE RETAILS SERVICES; RETAIL, WHOLESALE SERVICES OF ELECTRIC HAIR DRIER AND BRUSHES, COMBS, BRUSHES, COSMETICS INCLUDING IN CLASS - 35.
4123742   20/03/2019
SUDEEP KALADI PISHARAM
NO - 872, NAGARJUNA - LIG, BLOCK 14, 5TH PHASE, YELAHANKA NEWTOWN, BANGALORE - 560064.
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNAL KHANNA & CO.
45/11, EAST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110008

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions included in class 35.
HAROK
4123842    20/03/2019
YUEQING VORAX ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
LIUHUANG ROAD, LIUSHI TOWN, YUEQING CITY, ZHEJIANG PRO, CHINA-325604
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2014
To be associated with:
4123841
DELHI
Advertising, Business Administration Trading, Marketing, Online Marketing, Import & Exports relating to Residual Current Apparatus.
HOME NINJA
4123925 20/03/2019
GRAVITAS HOME SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 23/4SF, SECTOR-46, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA
THE PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PROVIDING RETAIL SERVICES FOR BRINGING TOGETHER FOR THE BENEFIT OF OTHERS A VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS VIA ELECTRONIC MEDIA, SUCH AS, WEB PLATFORM OR MOBILE OR OTHER WIRELESS DEVICE APPLICATION, IN ORDER TO ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO CONVENIENTLY VIEW & PURCHASE SUCH GOODS; UNDERTAKING PROMOTIONAL & ADVERTISING ACTIVITIES IN RELATION TO THE GOODS OFFERED BY OTHERS VIA ELECTRONIC MEDIA; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS, PROVIDING AN ONLINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ABOUT SKILLED PROFESSIONALS ON THE INTERNET, PROVIDING BUSINESS INFORMATION VIA A WEB SITE, COMMERCIAL INTERMEDIATION SERVICES, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; MARKETING, PROVISION OF AN ON-LINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF SERVICES, , PROVIDING AN ON-LINE COMMERCIAL INFORMATION DIRECTORY ON THE INTERNET, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION SERVICES, DISSEMINATION OF COMMERCIAL INFORMATION, COLLECTION OF COMMERCIAL INFORMATION, COMMERCIAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE FOR CONSUMERS IN THE CHOICE OF PRODUCTS AND SERVICES, APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING SERVICES [OFFICE FUNCTIONS], APPOINTMENT REMINDER SERVICES [OFFICE FUNCTIONS], ADVERTISING, ONLINE ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, ADMINISTRATION OF CONSUMER LOYALTY PROGRAMS, PROVISION OF COMMERCIAL AND BUSINESS CONTACT INFORMATION, COMPILING INDEXES OF INFORMATION FOR COMMERCIAL OR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, DISSEMINATION OF ADVERTISING MATTER, PRICE COMPARISON SERVICES.
4123970  20/03/2019
AJAY SINGH RATHORE
P. NO. A73, DR. RAJENDRA PRASAD NAGAR, 200 FT. BYPASS, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR RAJ-302020
PROP OF MS AJ INCORPORATION

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANKIT JAIN
B3, TRADE CENTER, 11/12,NEAR LOTUS DAIRY, OPPOSITE J.P. UNDERPASS, SAHAKAR MARG, LALKOTHI, JAIPUR-302015.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
ADVERTISING, BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE FUNCTIONS, MARKETING, FRANCHISEE, TRADING, RETAIL, WHOLESALE, E-COMMERCE, ONLINE TRADING, PROMOTING THE GOODS AND SERVICES OF OTHERS THROUGH THE ADMINISTRATION OF SALES AND PROMOTION INCENTIVE SCHEMES THROUGH TRADING AND ONLINE PROMOTIONS UNDER CLASS 35
4123984  20/03/2019
MR. PUNYABRATA BARMA
"RUPA APARTMENT", FLAT NO. 5, CANAL STREET, KOLKATA - 700048
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIMA DAS, ADVOCATE
81,MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD,KOLKATA 700 082,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/03/2013

KOLKATA
Rendering services of computerized online retail store services in the field of painting, picture, photos, enabling
customers to conveniently view and purchase of goods; and retailing services related to picture, painting, photos,
including such services provided online and via a computer network.
4124059  20/03/2019

SHASHANK THAKUR
Flat No.-A21, Manju Niketan Society, Near Topiwala Mall, S.V Road, Goregaon West, Mumbai - 400062
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since :04/12/2016

MUMBAI
Promotional services, Advertising, marketing and promotional services.
DAILYSO
4124181  20/03/2019
VINOD MOHANLAL JAIN
303, A WING, GIRNAR TOWER, KALACHOWKI, LALBAUG, MUMBAI 400 012
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
RETAILING OF FASHION ACCESSORIES
4124297    21/03/2019

H M TECHNOSYS
104/105, BHIDHANJAN SOCIETY V-2, NANA VARACHHA, SURAT CITY SURAT GUJARAT- 395006
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Online ordering services, Retail or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatus, Goods import-export agency services, Electronic data processing, Electronic billboard advertising, Electronic billboard advertising, Electronic stock management services, Provision of advertising space on electronic media
RANE AUTOMOTIVE PARTS

4124387    21/03/2019
RANE HOLDINGS LIMITED
Maithri, 132 Cathedral Road, Chennai 600 086.
A body incorporate registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
612517, 612521, 641819

CHENNAI

ONLINE, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES FEATURING POWER STEERING FLUID, AUTOMOBILE LUBRICANTS; AUTOMOTIVE LUBRICANTS; DRILLING LUBRICANTS; OIL WELL DRILLING LUBRICANTS, LUBRICATING OILS FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES, LUBRICATING OILS [INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS], LUBRICATING OILS, LUBRICANTS FOR INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY, LUBRICANTS FOR MACHINES, LUBRICATING OILS AND GREASES, LUBRICATING GREASE, LUBRICATING OIL FOR MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES, MOTOR OIL, MOTOR VEHICLE LUBRICANTS, INDUSTRIAL GREASE, INDUSTRIAL OILS AND GREASES, INDUSTRIAL WAX, COAL TAR OIL, COMBUSTIBLE OIL, FUEL OIL, GAS OIL, INDUSTRIAL LUBRICANTS, LUBRICATING GREASE FOR VEHICLES, FUEL PUMPS FOR ENGINES, FUEL PUMPS FOR LAND VEHICLE ENGINES, PUMPS [MACHINES], PUMPS [PARTS OF MACHINES, ENGINES OR MOTORS], DYNAMOS, MACHINE COUPLINGS, BELTS FOR MACHINES, TRANSMISSION GEARS FOR MACHINES, TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, TRANSMISSION SHAFTS, OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, JACKS [MACHINES], POSITIVE CRANKCASE VENTILATION [PCV] VALVES FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES, EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION [EGR] VALVES FOR MOTORS AND ENGINES, FITTINGS FOR ENGINE BOILERS, VALVES [PARTS OF MACHINES], VALVES AS MACHINE COMPONENT, DISC BRAKES FOR MACHINES, DISC BRAKES BEING PARTS OF MACHINES, CLUTCHES FOR MACHINES; CLUTCHES, OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES; CLUTCHES AND APPARATUS FOR POWER TRANSMISSION, OTHER THAN FOR LAND VEHICLES, MOTORS, NOT FOR LAND VEHICLES, STARTER MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES, UNIVERSAL JOINTS, UNIVERSAL JOINTS [CARDAN JOINTS], GASKETS FOR INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES, NON-METAL ENGINE GASKETS FOR VEHICLES, ENGINE GASKETS, NOT OF METAL, FOR VEHICLES, GASKETS, NOT OF METAL, FOR VEHICLE ENGINES, ELECTRICAL WATER PUMPS, ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS, WATER PUMPS FOR MOTORS, WATER PUMPS FOR ENGINES, OIL PUMPS FOR LAND VEHICLE ENGINES, OIL DRAIN PUMPS, HAND-OPERATED SHARPENING TOOLS AND INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC CONTROL APPARATUS AND INSTRUMENTS, ELECTRIC CONDUCTORS, ELECTRONIC CABLES, ELECTRIC CABLES, ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, METERS, LIGHTING INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES, HEATING INSTALLATIONS, VENTILATION [AIR-CONDITIONING] INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES, VENTILATION INSTALLATIONS, REFRIGERATING INSTALLATIONS, AIR-CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS FOR VEHICLES, AIR-CONDITIONING INSTALLATIONS, BRAKE LININGS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKE LININGS FOR MACHINES, BRAKES FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKES FOR VEHICLES, ANTI-LOCK BRAKING SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BAND BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES, BLOCK BRAKES FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE BLOCKS FOR VEHICLES, CLUTCH CABLES FOR MOTORCYCLES, BRAKE CABLES FOR MOTORCYCLES, BRAKE CALIPERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE CYLINDERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE DISCS FOR VEHICLES, BRAKE DRUMS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE LEVERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE LININGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE PADS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKE PADS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE PEDALS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE ROTORS FOR VEHICLES, BRAKE SEGMENTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE SEGMENTS FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKE SHOES FOR AUTOMOBILES, BRAKE SHOES FOR LAND VEHICLES, BRAKE CYLINDERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, MOTORS FOR LAND VEHICLES, AUTOMOBILES, MOTORCYCLES, MOTORIZED BICYCLES, STEERING LINKAGES FOR VEHICLES, TRANSMISSION MECHANISMS FOR LAND VEHICLES, TRANSMISSION SHAFTS FOR LAND VEHICLES, CLUTCHES FOR LAND VEHICLES, CLUTCH LININGS FOR LAND VEHICLES, CLUTCH MECHANISMS FOR LAND VEHICLES, SUSPENSION STRUTS FOR VEHICLES, BRAKE DISCS FOR MOTORCYCLES, BRAKE DISCS FOR VEHICLES, SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR VEHICLES, SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, SUSPENSION SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR AUTOMOBILES, SUSPENSION SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR VEHICLES, SUSPENSION SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR MOTOR VEHICLES, SUSPENSION SHOCK ABSORBERS FOR LAND VEHICLES, PROPPELLERS FOR VEHICLES.
4124517   21/03/2019
PRABHAKARAN KARUNAKARAN
D NO : 305, THATRAALI, KRISHNAGIRI, TAMIL NADU-635123
THE TRADEMARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
ISHAN Doshi
1902, Building no 6, Vasant Lawns complex, Pokharan road no 2, Next to Jupiter Hospital, Eastern Express Highway, Thane West, Maharashtra, India. 400601
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
Advertising, Business Management, Sales, Online Sales, Import Export of Luxury Watches and Luxury Goods
GUANGZHOU YUEQIANKAI LEATHER CO., LTD.
Floor 2 of hongdi Corporation,No.18 Changhong Second Industrial Zone,Jiahe Sub-district,Baiyun District,Guangzhou
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N.R.SRINATH
NO.38, ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI-600 002

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
outdoor advertising television advertising systemization of information into computer databases sales promotion for others resentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes import-export agency services shop window dressing commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services outsourcing services {business assistance}
4124605   22/03/2019
P. MATHESWARAN
40 A , NEW TRICHY BRANCH ROAD NO 1, ANNATHANAPATTY, SALEM 636006
Single Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Wholesale, Retail sale, Onlinesale and Marketing of Pharmaceuticals Product
4124742  22/03/2019
BIOMECH INVENT PVT LTD
A-3041, MARVEL FEUGO, MAGARPATTA CITY ROAD, ABOVE NEXA SHOWROOM, HADAPSAR, PUNE-411028, (INDIA)
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DEPARTMENTAL STORE OF FOOTWEAR INCLUDING CLASSES 35
4124812  22/03/2019

ADARSH PRASAD J V
B-603, B-Block, Vaishnavi Splendour Apartments, Poojari Layout, RMV 2nd Stage, Bangalore - 560094
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LABDHI KOCHAR & ASSOCIATES
701, Kaivanna towers, Near Central Mall, Ambawadi 380006

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions
CALCI
4124924  22/03/2019
SANJAY SIKKA
# 3-6-527, FLAT NO. 505, HIGHNESS RESIDENCY, STREET NO. 7, HIMAYATH NAGAR - 500029, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121
Used Since :26/08/2015
CHENNAI
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATED TO BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS, NOT OF METAL, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARD, PLYWOOD SHEETS, WOOD CORE PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD FOR BUILDING, PLYWOOD BOARD, WOOD BOARDS, WOODEN DOORS, NON -METAL DOORS, SHUTTER DOORS (NON METALLIC), DOORS, NOT OF METAL, WINDOWS, NOT OF METAL, SHUTTERS (NON METALLIC) FOR WINDOWS
VINUSHA GOLD

4124927   22/03/2019

SANJAY SIKKA
# 3-6-527, FLAT NO. 505, HIGHNESS RESIDENCY, STREET NO. 7, HIMAYATH NAGAR - 500029, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN KUMAR ANUMULA
16-8-746, New MAlakpet, Hyderabad, Telangana-500024, India, Ph:9052012121

Used Since :22/08/2015

CHENNAI

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL SERVICES RELATED TO BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS AND ELEMENTS, NOT OF METAL, BUILDING MATERIALS (NON-METALLIC), PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD BOARD, PLYWOOD SHEETS, WOOD CORE PLYWOOD, PLYWOOD FOR BUILDING, PLYWOOD BOARD, WOOD BOARDS, WOODEN DOORS, NON -METAL DOORS, SHUTTER DOORS (NON METALLIC), DOORS, NOT OF METAL, WINDOWS, NOT OF METAL, SHUTTERS (NON METALLIC) FOR WINDOWS
4124970  22/03/2019
PAWAN KUMAR GOEL
SCO 76, 1ST FLOOR, MDC SWASTIK VIHAR, PANCHKULA-134114, HARYANA, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETER OF CHEMICAL RESOURCES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOMPAL BANSAL
# 5568, SECTOR 38-WEST, CHANDIGARH-160036
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Retail and wholesale of pharmaceutical and healthcare products
4125165   22/03/2019
WESEO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;WESEO TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO.459-III,8-2-293/82/JIII/459, WARD NO.8, BLOCK NO.2, ROAD NO.86, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500096,
TELANGANA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PS SANDEEP
166/IV, PARAYICHIRAYIL, PERUMPALAM PO, ALAPPUZHA DIST, KERALA INDIA-688570
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ONLINE ADVERTISING AND PROMOTION, DIRECT ADVERTISING, ADVERTISING SERVICES, ADVERTISING FOR OTHERS, ONLINE ADVERTISING, SERVICES, ADVERTISING PLANNING SERVICES, ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY, ADVERTISING AND MARKETING, DIGITAL MARKETING, MARKETING CONSULTANCY PROMOTIONAL MARKETING, MARKETING RESEARCH, MARKETING SERVICES, INFORMATION, ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO BUSINESS MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION PROVIDED ONLINE OR VIA INTERNET SERVICES.
4125323   22/03/2019
SHREE VALLABH METALS
17/21, DR. ATMARAM MERCHANT ROAD, BHONABHAI CHAWL, BHULESHWAR,MUMBAI- 400 002 ,
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H.R.GUPTA & COMPANY
OPP.THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFF. NO.790, S.M.ROAD , ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI - 400037
Used Since :01/04/2010
MUMBAI
ONLINE OFFLINE MARKETING, DISTRIBUTION,ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL & MEADIA OF STAINLESS STEEL UTENSILS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 35

DECOSIL
4125419 22/03/2019
M/S. DECCAN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
B58 - 60 APIE, Balanagar, Hyderabad – 500037, Telangana, India.
tm-01
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :14/11/2006

CHENNAI
Retail Services, Retail Stores Services, Merchandising Services For Inducing The Purchasing Public To Buy The Goods Of Others, Import And Export Services, Advertising , Online ordering Services, Computerized Online Ordering Services, Computerized Online Retail Store Services, Marketing Services Provided By Means Of Digital Networks
4125444   22/03/2019
N K SHIHABUDHEEN
NATTUKALLINGAL HOUSE, ANDIKKAD, ALATHURPADI, MELMURI POST, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA-676517
Trading As: COOL CHECK
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :07/05/2008
CHENNAI
Whole Sale, Retail, Distribution, Marketing, Advertising, office administration, Conducting Whole Sale and Retail Shops and Outlets.
4125456  22/03/2019
HAZRA BEGUM PROP. OF PARIZAAT
C 83 A, G/FLOOR RAJU PARK, MASJID WALI GALI, KHANPUR DELHI-110062
PROP.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HPM TRADEMARK
SHOP No.9, G/52, ROYAL COPLEX,VIKAS MARG,LAXMI NAGAR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
NUSUGAR

4125538  22/03/2019

BIZNEST MULTITRADE PRIVATE LIMITED
Jalan House, 60, Hemanta Basu Sarani, Bbd Bag East, 1st Floor, Room No 11, Kolkata - 700001, West Bengal

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Marketing.
4125860    22/03/2019
GAELTECH MARKETING PRIVATE LIMITED
705 B/7 G/F SHOP NO 1 MEHRAULLI WARD NO 6 JATAV PANCHAYAT GHAR NEW DELHI 110030
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRIYANKA
RZ 18E/2, STREET NO.3, MAIN SAGAR PUR, NEW DELHI-110046

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Marketing, Product marketing, Advertising and marketing, Sales promotion, Sales promotion services, Sales promotion for others, Marketing by telephone, Marketing services, Advertising, marketing and promotional services, Retail services in relation to domestic electronic equipment, Retail services in relation to mobile phones, Retail services in relation to cooling equipment, Retail services in relation to heaters, Retail services in relation to lighting, Retail services in relation to freezing equipment, Retail services in relation to refrigerating equipment, Retail services in relation to computer hardware, Advising industrial enterprises in the conduct of their business
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 35

4125912 23/03/2019
REBI PAUL
AVITTATHUKARAN HOUSE, PO KALLUR, ATHOOR, THRISSUR- 680317
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAKSHMI KRISHNADAS
ROOM.NO.29.1ND FLOOR, CITY CASTLE BUILDING, EAST FORT, THRISSUR-680 005

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.
4125979  23/03/2019
RAMA RAO ADABALA TRADING AS M/S KML FASHIONS
2-4-81/15,CINEMA ROAD,AMALAPURAM,EAST GODAVARI-533201,ANDHRA PRADESH,INDIA.
REGISTERED PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALI HYDER IMAM
403, 4TH FLOOR, MAH MANOR,BESIDE CRYSTAL BANJARA, MASAB TANK, BANJARA HILLS ROAD, HYDERABAD -500028
Used Since :20/09/2018
CHENNAI
SHOPPING MALL FOR THE SALE OF ALL KINDS OF READYMADED GARMENTS,TEXTILE GOODS,SAREES,DRESS MATERIAL,KIDS WEAR,HOSIERY.INCLUDED IN CLASS-35
MOGA AUTO INDUSTRIES
4125982   23/03/2019
S. KULJEET SINGH S/O S. MANJIT SINGH TRADING AS MOGA AUTO INDUSTRIES
B-XXI, Plot No. 1601/1-A, Street No. 18, Near Golden Park, Janta Nagar, Ludhiana-141003 (Punjab)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
"BRAND HOUSE", 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003 (PUNJAB).

Used Since : 01/04/1968

DELHI

Trading, wholesale, retail, export, import, marketing, distribution, online selling, advertisement, business administration & business management services relating to Bearings including Ball bearings, roller bearings, engine bearings, bearing for machine, machine tools & parts, Complete bicycles, tricycles, rickshaws, parts, fitting & accessories (including tyre & tubes), parts & bearings for use in motorland vehicles including wheel bearings, bearing for use as machine elements for land vehicles, parts & fittings of bearing (for land vehicles) included in class 35
4126135  23/03/2019
ARIHANT BATH COLLECTION PVT. LTD.
108, NEW AATISH MARKET, MANSAROVER, JAIPUR (RAJ). 302020
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADE CORE CERTIFICATIONS
F-6/236, VISHAN VILLA, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR. (RAJ.)

Used Since :01/02/2019

AHMEDABAD

RETAIL, WHOLESALE BUSINESS OF TILES, SANITARY WEAR, BATH FITTINGS, ELECTRIC & ELECTRONICS, HOUSE HOLD GOODS, AND ONLINE BUSINESS NETWORKING SERVICES, WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 35.
EnVoque

4126144  23/03/2019
RAJESH KUMAR PRASAD
B-102, Karnavati Enclave, New Maninagar, Ahmedabad-380026, Gujarat
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PROVISION OF AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE FOR BUYERS AND SELLERS OF GOODS AND SERVICES, ADVERTISING; BUSINESS MANAGEMENT; BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION; OFFICE FUNCTIONS.
4126207   23/03/2019
MRS. MANORAMA AGARWAL
P/O KINEAGES THERAPEUTICS, 510, FF, SECTOR-15 PART-I, GURUGRAM, HARYANA-122001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGALESE LAW FIRM
PLOT NO. 285, SECTOR-14, GURGAON, HARYANA - 122 001, INDIA
Used Since :19/03/2019
DELHI
ONLINE AND OFFLINE MARKETING, SELLING AND RETAILING OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
4126527    23/03/2019
M/S.TANISHA JEWELS
UNIT NO.340, VARDHAMAN IND. ESTATE, S.V. ROAD, DAHISAR (EAST), MUMBAI-400068,
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
services as online retail services, retail Services relating to jewelry, Import and Export of articles, Gold medals, Gold alloys, Gold ingots, Gold chains, Gold rings, Gold necklaces, Gold bullion, Gold bullion coins, Gold plated bracelets, Gold-plated rings, Gold plated chains, Gold base alloys, Square gold chain, Gold-plated earrings, Jewellery containing gold, Gold thread jewelry, Gold alloy ingots, Gold-plated necklaces, Gold thread [jewellery], Gold thread [jewelry], Jewellery made from gold, Gold plated brooches [jewellery], Figurines made from gold, Gold and its alloys, Watches made of gold, Gold, unwrought or beaten, Watches made of plated gold, Horological instruments made of gold, Artificial jewellery, Cuff links made of gold, Gold thread [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)], Figurines made of imitation gold, Gold, unworked or semi-worked, Objet d'art of enamelled gold, Objet d'art of enamelled gold
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019           Class 35

**goochar**

4127720  25/03/2019

HARSHIT TANDON
D -42,SECTOR 61,NOIDA,UTTAR PRADESH-201301

THE TRADEMARKS ACT,1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Advertising; Business management; Business administration; Office functions
4133575  30/03/2019
AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONICS POWER PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 1, 2, 3 AND 9 AT BLOCK NO. 334 AND 335 HANSALPUR, NEAR VILLAGE BECHARAJI, MANDAL, HANSALPUR, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT - 382130 INDIA
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIKHA NILESH DHANUKA
B-702,DOMAIN HEIGHTS, NR. BAKERI SONNET, SHYAMAL CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD-380015, GUJARAT.
Used Since :18/01/2019
AHMEDABAD
RETAIL SERVICES AND WHOLESALE SERVICES OF AUTOMOBILE PARTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 35
2477829  13/02/2013
ALPHA G:CORP MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as :ALPHA G:CORP MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
WING A, GOLF VIEW CORPORATE TOWERS, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR - 42, GURGAON - 122002, HARYANA
PROVIDING SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT-1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :15/10/2012
To be associated with:
1348947
DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT, BROKERAGE, INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS,
MONETARY AFFAIRS, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, FINANCIAL EVALUATION INSURANCE, BANKING, REAL ESTATE, FUND
RAISING CHARITABLE, HOUSING AGENTS, LEASE/RENTAL, PURCHASE FINANCING, LEASING OF FARMS, LEASING OF
REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, REAL ESTATE BROKERS, REAL ESTATE
MANAGEMENT, RENT COLLECTION, SALE, PURCHASE, LEASE AND RENTING OF APARTMENTS, OFFICES AND
COMMERCIAL COMPLEXES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALPHA.
2513436 15/04/2013
UTTAM INFRA CARE PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 1 5TH FLOOR RAMAN TOWER SANJAY PLACE AGRA U.P
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since: 05/12/2012
DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 36.
no exclusive right to the use of the word “UTTAM”. Mark shall be used as whole.
CROWN RESORTS

2592990   06/09/2013
CROWN MELBOURNE LIMITED
8, Whiteman Street, Southbank Victoria 3006, Australia

Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of Australia

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Renting of apartments; apartment house management; leasing of real estate; real estate management; sponsorship services; sponsorship of entertainment services including art exhibitions, sport, music, cultural and recreational events and competitions.

Mark shall be used as a whole..
2837092  05/11/2014

DR. C. H. ASRANI
5, RAJKAMAL APARTMENTS, OPP. VIDYANAGARI, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI-400098
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIVIDUAL AN INDIAN RESIDENT
Used Since :29/05/2009
MUMBAI
SERVICES RENDERED IN RELATION TO INSURANCE
2841692  13/11/2014
ACME HOUSING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Building No.10, 5th Floor, Solitaire Corporate Park, Guru Hargovindji Road, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400093
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAHIL B VORA (ADV)
A-2D, Haridwar, Behind Maru Book Center, Mathuradas Road, Kandivli (West), Mumbai 400067
Used Since: 01/01/1976
MUMBAI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
2870925    29/12/2014
STAR UNION DAI-ICHI LIFE INSURANCE CO. LTD
11TH FLOOR, RAGHULEELA ARCADE, SECTOR 30A, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI 400703
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
38, PODAR CHAMERS, S.A. BRELI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/09/2007
MUMBAI
INSURANCE SERVICES
LOCALLY CONNECTED GLOBALLY TRUSTED

2902827   16/02/2015
A.M.S. INFORM RESEARCH SERVICES PVT. LTD
301-302 ADITYA KAUSHAMBHI PLAZA SEC 14 KAUSHAMBHI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX GHAZIABAD UP 201010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :24/02/2011
DELHI
FINANCIAL INVESTIGATION SERVICES, INSURANCE INVESTIGATIONS, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO BANKING, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO FINANCE, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO INVESTMENT, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO REAL ESTATE ACQUISITION, RESEARCH SERVICES RELATING TO REAL ESTATE SELECTION
2918370  09/03/2015
DINESH ROOPCHANDJI BALAR
NO.204, 2nd FLOOR, SURAJ GANGLA ARCADE, NO.332/7 14TH CROSS, 2ND BLOCK, JAYANAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 011, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :01/01/2005
CHENNAI
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
ACE INFRACITY DEVELOPERS PVT. LTD
B-47, SURYA NAGAR, SAHIBABAD 201010, UP
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD’S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI, {INDIA}

Used Since: 30/04/2013

DELHI
REAL ESTATE.
SURESH JUMANI
401, Supreme Square, D P Road, Aundh, Pune - 411007
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIJA DESHPANDE
Flat No 408, Runwal Seagull Housing Society, Handewadi Road, Hadapsar, Pune-28
Used Since : 06/05/2015

MUMBAI
Real estate consultants, real estate brokers, real estate management, real estate developers, real estate agencies, leasing and management of commercial property, offices and office space, Real property reappraisal services, Housing services, namely, real estate property acquisition included in class 36.
PCS

3008731 13/07/2015

PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as ; PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
101-102, SHERATON HOUSE, POLYTECHNIC, AMBAVADI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA

Applicant is an Indian Private Limited Company and is a Service Provider.
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD,
BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT

Used Since : 23/02/2006

AHMEDABAD

Financial and Fiscal Evaluations, Mortgage Processing, Real Estate Management, Financial Analysis, Financial Due
Diligence, Financial Business Liquidation Services, Financial Clearing, Financial Appraisal, Services of Credit Institutions,
Financial Management, Financial Sponsorship and Financing Services, Recoveries, Financial Portfolio Management,
Insurance Claims Processing.

restriction of services for providing in the state of GUJARAT only.
3008733  13/07/2015
PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
trading as : PROGRESSIVE CORPORATE SERVICES PVT. LTD.
101-102, SHERATON HOUSE, POLYTECHNIC, AMBAVADI, AHMEDABAD, GUJARAT, INDIA
Applicant is an Indian Private Limited Company and is a Service Provider.
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NANAVATI & NANAVATI ADVOCATES
7th FLOOR, CORPORATE HOUSE, SARKHEJ - GANDHINAGAR HIGHWAY, JUDGES BUNGLOWS CROSS ROAD,
BODAKDEV, AHMEDABAD - 380054, GUJARAT
Used Since : 23/02/2006
To be associated with:
3008731
AHMEDABAD
Financial and Fiscal Evaluations, Mortgage Processing, Real Estate Management, Financial Analysis, Financial Due
Diligence, Financial Business Liquidation Services, Financial Clearing, Financial Appraisal, Services of Credit Institutions,
Financial Management, Financial Sponsorship and Financing Services, Recoveries, Financial Portfolio Management,
Insurance Claims Processing.
restriction of services for providing in the state of GUJARAT only.
3046761 03/09/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
2531514, 2531520
DELHI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
Priority claimed from 16/06/2015; Application No. : 303443715 ;Hong Kong
3079321  15/10/2015
BEIJING JINGDONG 360 DU E-COMMERCE LTD.
Room B186, Building 2, No. 99, Kechuang 14 Street, Beijing Economic and Technological Development Zone, Beijing, China.
Service Providers
A company organised and existing under the laws of China.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance information; financing services; financial information; deposits of valuables; loans [financing]; organization of collections; electronic funds transfer; online banking; art appraisal; real estate agencies; brokerage; guarantees;charitable fund raising; fiduciary; lending against security.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE “Global “.
3080327  16/10/2015
ETECHACES MARKETING AND CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 119, Sector-44, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance, financial affairs; monetary affairs; real-estate affairs; issuance of encoded electronic chip cards and magnet cards and other computer-aided insurance and financial evidence, namely, credit cards and debit cards; financial consulting; financial consultation in the field of insurance; insurance consultation; insurance consultation via the Internet.
Priority claimed from 22/05/2015; Application No.: 14109102; European Union
3086770 26/10/2015

FIL LIMITED
Pembroke Hall, 42 Crow Lane, Pembroke HM 19, P.O. Box HM 670, Hamilton HMCX, Bermuda

Service providers
An Bermuda Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

Used Since: 30/08/2015

DELHI
Financial services; insurance services; investment services; international and domestic fund investment; discretionary investment management services; investment advisory services; mutual funds and services related thereto; pensions and services related thereto; securities brokerage and services related thereto; banking and services related thereto; trusteeship and services related thereto; portfolio, mutual fund, pension and trust administration services; financial management and planning; financial advice; credit services; investment banking, corporate finance and venture capital services; private equity services; real estate services; real estate investment services; securities underwriting; derivative and currency exchange services; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to securities, finance and investments; interactive database information services relating to securities, finance and investments; credit and debit card services; money payment services; provision of secured and unsecured loans; exchanging money; antique appraisal; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; lending against security; installment loans; mortgage banking; business liquidation services; stock exchange quotations; rent collection; financial analysis services for business; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to all the foregoing.
3087040  27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance, financial services including customer’s financing and bill discounting relating to automobiles and warranty programme services.

MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3087044  27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance, financial services including customer’s financing, channel financing and bill discounting relating to
automobiles falling in class 36.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “RIDE SAFE”
APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.
3087050  27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance,financial services including customer’s financing, channel financing and bill discounting relating to automobiles.
3087055   27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance, financial services including customer & quotes financing, channel financing and bill discounting.
Priority claimed from 22/05/2015; Application No. : 14111173 ;European Union
3092828 03/11/2015
FIL Limited
Pembroke Hall, 42 Crow Lane, Pembroke HM 19, P.O. Box HM 670, Hamilton HMCX, Bermuda
Service Providers
A Bermuda company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Used Since :30/08/2015
To be associated with:
3086770
DELHI
Financial services; insurance services; investment services; international and domestic fund investment; discretionary investment management services; investment advisory services; mutual funds and services related thereto; pensions and services related thereto; securities brokerage and services related thereto; banking and services related thereto; trusteeship and services related thereto; portfolio, mutual fund, pension and trust administration services; financial management and planning; financial advice; credit services; investment banking, corporate finance and venture capital services; private equity services; real estate services; real estate investment services; securities underwriting; derivative and currency exchange services; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to securities, finance and investments; interactive database information services relating to securities, finance and investments; credit and debit card services; money payment services; provision of secured and unsecured loans; exchanging money; antique appraisal; brokerage; surety services; charitable fund raising; lending against security; instalment loans; mortgage banking; business liquidation services; stock exchange quotations; rent collection; financial analysis services for businesses; provision of information, advice and consultancy relating to all the foregoing.

Colour claimed: Orange (Pantone 716 C) & White.
POLICYRAJ

3104460  24/11/2015
SACHIN KATHURIA.
Q-377, SOUTH CITY-1, GURGAON, HARYANA.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, INSURANCE ADVISORY, FINANCIAL
PLANNING, INVESTMENT ADVISORY AND PROPERTY CONSULTANT INCLUDED IN CLASS 36.
3180541  09/02/2016
EDELWEISS FINANCIAL SERVICES LIMITED
EDELWEISS HOUSE, OFF. CST ROAD, KALINA, MUMBAI-400098, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THAKORE JARIWALA AND ASSOCIATE
303/304, Natwar Chambers, 3rd Floor, 94, Nagindas Master Road, Fort, mumbai - 400 023
Used Since :23/03/2013

MUMBAI
Financial Affairs - Alternative Investment Opportunities; Asset Under Management; Funds Management; Alternative Asset Management.
3216924  22/03/2016
SVK - FUTURE MIRROR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; SVK - FUTURE MIRROR PRIVATE LIMITED
6A, Bright Street, Kolkata 700 019, West Bengal
SERVICE PROVIDER(S)
An Indian Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78, N.S.C. BOSE ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 040, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 20/01/2016
KOLKATA
Valuation of gemstones; Valuation of diamonds, precious stones & precious metals; Appraisal of gemstones; Appraisal of diamonds, precious stones & precious metals; Jewellery appraisal; Financial management of collective investment schemes; Financial advice; Financial forecasting; Monetary exchange; Lending against security; Financing services; Business Valuation Services; Loans; Investment services; Deposits of valuables; Mortgage lending; Financial & monetary affairs; Financial sponsorship.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN STATE OF INDIA.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABEL SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
HANU

3270288   26/05/2016

PRADEEP P. AGARWAL

trading as ;RADHA RANI CREATION

204, Hi - Tech Crest, Near Golden Point Market, Ring Road, Surat - 395002.

Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KARNI TRADE MARKS.

4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Used Since :05/02/2009

AHMEDABAD

Brokerage Services; Brokerage including Fabric As Included In Class – 36.
MUMBAI INCUBATOR

3284912  14/06/2016
ANURAG SHARMA
16 VIJAYA VILAS, OOMER PARK 95, WARDEN ROAD MUMBAI 400036
Merchants, Trader and Service provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

FINANCING SERVICES PROVIDED TO BUSINESSES, NEW BUSINESS START-UPS AND ENTREPRENEURS; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS AND MONETARY AFFAIRS; CONSULTANCY SERVICES FOR START UPS INCLUDING ON MANAGING THEIR FINANCE AND ACCOUNTS; CORPORATE STRUCTURE AND DOCUMENTATION SERVICES; EVALUATION SERVICES ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
trading as ;AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
VILLA 188, ADARSH PALM RETREAT, OUTER RING ROAD DEVARABISANAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560103, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TATVA LEGAL
UNIT F, 2ND FLOOR, SUN PLAZA, NO.19/39, G N CHETTY ROAD, CHENNAI-600006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Used Since :09/06/2014
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF INVESTMENT TRUSTS; OF HOLDING COMPANIES; SERVICES CONNECTED WITH MONETARY AFFAIRS VOUCHED FOR BY TRUSTEES; SERVICES IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, CAPITAL INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY
3315026  21/07/2016

AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
trading as; AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
VILLA 188, ADARSH PALM RETREAT, OUTER RING ROAD DEVARABISANAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560103, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TATVA LEGAL
UNIT F, 2ND FLOOR, SUN PLAZA, NO.19/39, G N CHETTY ROAD, CHENNAI-600006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Used Since : 09/06/2014
To be associated with:
3315021, 3315023
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF INVESTMENT TRUSTS; OF HOLDING COMPANIES; SERVICES CONNECTED WITH MONETARY AFFAIRS
VOUCHED FOR BY TRUSTEES; SERVICES IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, CAPITAL
INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY
3315027  21/07/2016
AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
trading as ;AMICUS INDIA CAPITAL PARTNERS LLP
VILLA 188, ADARSH PALM RETREAT, OUTER RING ROAD DEVARABISANAHALLI, BANGALORE - 560103, KARNATAKA
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TATVA LEGAL
UNIT F, 2ND FLOOR, SUN PLAZA, NO.19/39, G N CHETTY ROAD, CHENNAI-600006, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
Used Since :09/06/2014
To be associated with:
3315021, 3315023
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF INVESTMENT TRUSTS; OF HOLDING COMPANIES; SERVICES CONNECTED WITH MONETARY AFFAIRS
VOUCHED FOR BY TRUSTEES; SERVICES IN RELATION TO FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, CAPITAL
INVESTMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL ANALYSIS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY
1view

3319805  26/07/2016
SIMPLIFIED FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Simplified Financial Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
511, Maker Bhavan No. 3, 21, New Marine Lines, Mumbai-400020
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
407, GLOBAL FOYER, 4TH FLOOR, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR 43, GURGAON-122002, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, FINANCIAL AND MONETARY SERVICES, AND BANKING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT OF REIMBURSEMENT PAYMENTS FOR OTHERS, LOAN AND CREDIT, AND LEASE-FINANCE SERVICES, FINANCIAL TRANSFERS AND TRANSACTIONS, AND PAYMENT SERVICES, FINANCIAL INFORMATION, DATA, ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019  Class 36

MAHENDRA SHANKAR ZURALE
trading as ;CREDITSEARCH CORPORATE FINANCE
A/P KHAIRINIMGAON, TAL-SHRIRAMPUR, DIST-AHMEDNAGAR-413 709 (M.S.)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVINDRA SURESH DARANDALE
04, Shri Dattakrupa Apt., Plot No.11, Gat No.500/1, Rajya Karmachari Soc., Next to Savarkarnagar, Ashoknagar, Satpur, Nasik-422 012(M.S.)
Used Since :02/08/2016

MUMBAI
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, PROVIDING REAL ESTATE SERVICES, REAL ESTATE MONITORING, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, BROKERAGE OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, REAL ESTATE BROKERS
3366445  19/09/2016
SOMAIYA VIDYAVIHAR THROUGH ITS PRESIDENT MR. SAMIR SOMAIYA
Somaiya Bhavan, 45/47, Mahatma Gandhi Road, Fort, Mumbai 400 001 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Service Providers
A Public Charitable Trust, registered under Maharashtra Public Trust Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :01/04/2001
MUMBAI
charitable services namely providing scholarships for education
Alpha Charitable Trust

3396412  25/10/2016
ALPHA CHARITABLE TRUST
trading as : ALPHA CHARITABLE TRUST
P. O. Edamuttam, Thrissur, Kerala 670 598, India
service providers

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O. I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Used Since: 02/04/2016

CHENNAI
Charitable fund raising – class 36
3435064  15/12/2016
RAGHULEELA RESORTS LLP
101, First Floor, Shilp - 3, Near Mann Party Plot, Bodakdev to Sindhubhavan Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad 380054, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :05/09/2016

AHMEDABAD
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
Color is claimed..
3456532  12/01/2017
AVINASH TRADELINKS L.L.P.
trading as ;AVINASH TRADELINKS L.L.P.
2110 TO 2114, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, AMBAJI MARKET, KAMELA DARWAJA, RING ROAD, SURAT - 395002 (GUJARAT)
Service Provider
Limited Liability Partnership(LLP)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2
Used Since :01/04/2016
AHMEDABAD
Commission Agent for Textile Business
STOCK BOOK

3468217   28/01/2017
STOCK BOOK LLP
TANMAY U SHAH
RUCHIRA T SHAH
2ND FLOOR, AGRAWAL ARCADE, AMBAWADI CIRCLE, OPP. CENTRAL MALL, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD – 380006,
GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVEDI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Used Since :06/11/2015
To be associated with:
3106203, 3122333, 3381349
AHMEDABAD
FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS, FINANCIAL AND COST PRICE ANALYSIS; FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY,
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, EXCHANGING MONEY, ELECTRONIC FUND TRANSFER; STOCK BROKERAGE SERVICES
3468878 28/01/2017
VERTICAL CREW PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;VERTICAL CREW PRIVATE LIMITED
T-14, FELICITY TOWER, ABOVE HARLEY DAVIDSON SHOWROOM, SAHAKAR MARG, JAIPUR-302015 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :06/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, DEAL IN LAND AND BUILDING WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
Equitymaster's Smart Money Score

3560551  31/05/2017
EQUITYMASTER AGORA RESEARCH PRIVATE LIMITED
103, REGENT CHAMBERS, NARIMAN POINT, MUMBAI 400 021
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1272095, 1272096

MUMBAI
Financial Services

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1272095 & 1272096.
3575243  20/06/2017
GO DIGIT INFOWORKS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GO DIGIT INFOWORKS SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Smartworks Business Centre, 1st Floor Nyati Unitree, West Wing, First Floor, Samrat Ashok Road, Yerawada, Pune – 411006
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052
Used Since :18/06/2017
MUMBAI
Providing insurance services including but not limited to life, health, motor, accident; insurance consultation; insurance information; Real-estate affairs; Real estate administration; Monetary affairs; Financial and monetary transactions; Providing information relating to financial and monetary affairs; Financial affairs, monetary affairs and real estate affairs; Insurance claims processing
JETPAY
3610105  10/08/2017
JANATA SAHAKARI BANK LTD., PUNE
1444, SHUK~AWARPETH, THORALE BAJRAO ROAD, PUNE - 411 002, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYADHAR KULKARNI AND ASSOCIATES
I-5, Shri Shankar Nagari Apartment, Near Vanaz company,
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FINANCIAL SERVICES, BANKING SERVICES, INSURANCE
3610106  10/08/2017
JANATA SAHAKARI BANK LTD., PUNE
1444, SHUK~AWARPETH, THORALE BAJIRAO ROAD, PUNE - 411 002, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOCIETY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIDYADHAR KULKARNI AND ASSOCIATES
1-5, Shri Shankar Nagari Apartment, Near Vanaz company,

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3610105
MUMBAI
FINANCIAL SERVICES, BANKING SERVICES, INSURANCE
3610916  11/08/2017
CLONECT SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
75, Ground Floor, 17th Main, 3rd Cross, Koramangala 2nd Block, Bengaluru 560034
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, G1 (Ground Floor), Building No. 1542/A, 28th Cross, 28th Main, Banashankari 2nd Stage Bangalore 560070
Used Since :17/06/2017
CHENNAI
Finance Related Services, - Insurance services; banking and home banking; financial and monetary affairs; financial analysis for GST; financial and capital investment intermediary or facilitation services; financial consultancy and information for GST; asset management; risk management in financial and capital investment; real estate affairs; lease purchase financing; lending against security; capital and financial investments, fund investments; surety services; electronic fund transfer; providing information and consultancy relating to GST.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD GST SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3616400  19/08/2017
KARTIK GAGGAR
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :15/05/2017

MUMBAI
INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS
3621442  28/08/2017
K.MANNJU
EG- 02, GROUND FLOOR, SUNRISE CHAMBERS, ULSOOR ROAD, BANGALORE – 560 042.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNA P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKV K Post Bangalore 560065
Used Since :03/01/2017
CHENNAI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs all included in Class 36
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
REAL ESTATE AND CONSTRUCTION.
3626145    02/09/2017
M/S TRUEFIN ADVISORY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Kanthy Arcade, Vennala-Kottenkavu Road, Vennala P.O. Ernakulam-682028
Mr. Satish Kumar C, Director

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking, brokerage, capital investment deposits of valuables, exchanging money, Financial management, Financial consultancy, Financing services, Insurance brokerage, Loans mutual funds securities brokerage, Stock brokerage services, Stocks and bonds brokerage

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
3629285 07/09/2017
SIMVID FINANCIAL SERVICES LLP
3A/903, Whispering Palms, Lokhandwala Township, Kandivli (E), Mumbai - 400101
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Financial consultancy; Debt recovery services; Equity financing; Equity capital investment; Stock broking services; Real estate consultancy; Real estate broking; Advisory services relating to tax planning; Wealth management; Mutual fund distribution; Life insurance consultancy; Life insurance agency services; Insurance consultancy; Insurance services; Aviation insurance;
3637275   18/09/2017
S.L.N.COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;S.L.N.COFFEE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.47, KIADB INDUSTRIAL AREA, KUSHALNAGAR, KODAGU, KARNATAKA PIN , 571 234 , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GENICON & ASSOCIATES
NO.21-B, 1ST FLOOR, A.R.K. COLONY, ELDAMS ROAD, ALWARPET, CHENNAI -600 018
Used Since :01/10/2011
To be associated with:
3519769
CHENNAI
REAL ESTAE
3666424  31/10/2017
ARITHRA CONSULTING PVT LTD
No. 136, 10th A Main, 1st Block, Jayanagar, Bangalore 560011
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since : 09/09/2015
CHENNAI
Financial advisory and consultation services, Financial analysis services, Financial risk management, Strategic financial advisory services, Financial investment analysis and stock research, financial risk assessment services
LYNK
3667236  01/11/2017
THE STRAITS NETWORK PTE. LTD.
1 Raffles Place #24-00 One Raffles Place Singapore 048616.
A corporation incorporated under the laws of Singapore
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :19/11/2015
MUMBAI
Financial research information services for the investment management community, research services for the investment management community in the nature of providing a database of industry sector reports and surveys; Financial research information services for the business community, Financial research services for the business community in the nature of providing a database of industry sector financial reports and financial survey information; financial research for the business community, financial research information services for the business community in the nature of providing a database of industry sector financial reports and financial surveys; financial research consultation services for the business community in the nature of providing direct consultation to a network of expert advisors and industry professionals all for use in specialized industry sectors, namely, technology, media and telecom, healthcare and biomedical, energy and industrials, consumer goods and services, financial and business services, real estate, accounting and legal, economic and regulatory affairs.
3668683 02/11/2017
NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBakkAM VILLAGE, SRIperUMBUDUR,
SunguvARCHATIRAM, KancheePURAM - 602106, TamilNADu, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3668587
CHENNAI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING, APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI 400001
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Real estate affairs; real estate agency services; letting and leasing of real estate, industrial and commercial properties, offices, business centers, departmental stores, shopping centers, retail and wholesale outlets, service apartments, buildings, condominiums, warehouses, factories and developments; management, development advisory, valuation and project management and co-ordination, renting of offices, retail and commercial infrastructure, all relating to real estate in 'Industrial Parks / Zones'.
3680095   16/11/2017

SUBODH NAGWEKAR
E-535, Mahindra Colony, Sant Dyaneswar Marg, Shree Krishna Nagar, Borivali East, Mumbai – 400066, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/04/2015

MUMBAI

INSURANCE; FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS; REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, MUTUAL FUNDS, INSTALMENT LOANS, LOANS [FINANCING], FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive words.
G GROUP
3683995    21/11/2017
K MANNJU
EG-02, Ground Floor, Sunrise Chambers, Ulsoor Road, Bangalore 560042, Karnataka, India
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THIMMANNAP P P
ATV Legal, No. 1472, 2nd Cross, Judicial Layout, GKV Post Bangalore 560065
Used Since :03/01/2017
To be associated with:
3621442
CHENNAI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs all included in Class 36
RELIEANCE SMART MONEY
3692543   01/12/2017
RELIEANCE SECURITIES LIMITED.
11TH FLOOR, R-TECH IT PARK, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGOAN (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 063.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :01/04/2016
MUMBAI
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, BANKING, BROKERAGE, ELECTRONIC TRADING IN SHARES, STOCKS, SECURITIES, COMMODITIES, DEBENTURES, BONDS, FOREIGN EXCHANGE, OPTIONS AND DERIVATIVES, CAPITAL INVESTMENTS, CREDIT BUREAUS, DEBT COLLECTION, MONEY CHANGING, MONEY TRANSFER, FACTORING, FIDUCIARY, FINANCIAL CLEARING, FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, VALUATION, FISCAL ASSESSMENTS, INVESTMENTS, GUARANTEES LOANS, HIRE PURCHASE, INVESTMENT CAPITAL, ISSUE OF TRAVELERS CHEWIEST AND PER PAID FOREIGN EXCHANGE CARDS, LEASE PURCHASE FINANCING, LENDING, INSURANCE, INSURANCE UNDERWRITING, REINSURANCE, MORTGAGE FUNDING, MORTGAGE BROKERAGE, FUNDING AND LENDING MUTUAL FUNDS, SURETY SERVICES, DEPOSIT OF VALUABLES, SAFE DEPOSITS, CREDIT CARDS DEBIT CARDS, FUNDS TRANSFER, BILL PAYMENT SERVICES, ADVISORY, CONSULTANCY AND INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO INVESTMENT AND FINANCE, RISK MANAGEMENT, SAVING BANK, OFFLINE AND ONLINE ELECTRONIC TRANSACTION PLATFORMS, FINANCIAL PRODUCTS, MONETARY AFFAIRS, REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS.
3700496  12/12/2017
DEALFX INTERNATIONAL INC.
Reg. No. 78390 Trust Company Complex, Ajeltake Road, Ajeltake Island, Majuro, MH96960 Marshall Islands
a corporation duly organized under the laws of Marshall Islands

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEPENNING & DEPENNING
120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Acceptance of deposits [including substitute bond issuance] and acceptance of fixed interval installment deposits; Loans [financing] and discount of bills; Domestic exchange settlement; Liability guarantee and acceptance of bills; Securities lending; Agencies for bond subscriptions; Foreign exchange transactions; Buying and selling of securities; Trading of securities index futures; Trading of securities options; Trading of overseas market securities futures; Agencies for brokerage of securities, securities index futures, securities options, and overseas market securities futures; Agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with oncommission trading in domestic markets of securities, securities index futures and securities options; Agencies for brokerage of entrusting agents with oncommission trading in overseas markets of securities and securities index futures; Agencies for brokerage of forward agreement of securities, for forward agreement of securities index futures, for forward agreement of securities options, spot and forward transaction of securities index futures; Brokerage for Securities liquidation; Securities underwriting; Securities offering; Brokerage services relating to securities subscription or offering; Providing stock market information; Foreign exchange deposit dealings.

The mark may be restricted to the colours yellow and black.
3700728  12/12/2017
SHREE JEWELLERS EXIMP PVT.LTD.,
D.No.8-2-293/82/A/485, Road No.36, Near Pedamma Temple, Jubilee Hill, Hyderabad – 500 039 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :02/01/2012
CHENNAI
Gold trading.
LANDMARK SPACE FOR LIFE
3709069   22/12/2017
LANDMARK ONE SPACE DEVELOPMENTS PVT. LTD.
#70/8, MEKHRI BUILDING, LALBAGH ROAD, BANGALORE-560 027, KARNATAKA.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :16/09/2016
CHENNAI
REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; RENTAL OF OFFICES [REAL ESTATE]; RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE; RENTAL OF APARTMENTS; FINANCIAL EVALUATION [REAL ESTATE] FOR BANGALORE ONLY.
3725652    12/01/2018
VSOFT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
4th Floor, Block-1, My Home Hub, Madhapur, Hyderabad, Telangana-500082
VSOFT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,
Used Since : 01/01/2014

CHENNAI
Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs
DHANAM CONSTRUCTIONS

3747584   07/02/2018
ER. DHANASEKAR. M, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS DHANAM CONSTRUCTIONS
15/21, MAHALAKSHMI NAGAR, KUNIYAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE-641 008, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; RENTAL OF OFFICES [REAL ESTATE]; RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE; RENTAL OF APARTMENTS; FINANCIAL EVALUATION [REAL ESTATE]; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO REAL ESTATE; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO REAL ESTATE

No exclusive right over the word CONSTRUCTIONS separately except as substantially shown in the representation of the mark.
3747586  07/02/2018
ER. DHANASEKAR. M, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS DHANAM CONSTRUCTIONS
15/21, MAHALAKSHMI NAGAR, KUNIYAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE-641 008, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
REAL ESTATE AGENCY SERVICES; REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE; REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT; REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL; RENTAL OF OFFICES [REAL ESTATE]; RENTAL OF REAL ESTATE; RENTAL OF APARTMENTS; FINANCIAL EVALUATION [REAL ESTATE]; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO REAL ESTATE; PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO REAL ESTATE

subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label.
3770526    06/03/2018
M/S. PRESTIGE SOUTH CITY HOLDINGS
THE FALCON HOUSE, NO. 1, MAIN GUARD CROSS ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARI KRISHNA S HOLLA
193, KASHI BHAVAN, 6TH CROSS, GANDHINAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 009
Used Since: 13/05/2016
CHENNAI
Insurance, Financial affairs, Monetary affairs, Real Estate Affairs
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
Common Sense Living

3778984 15/03/2018
COMMON SENSE LIVING PRIVATE LIMITED
103, Regent Chambers, Above Status Restaurant, Nariman Point Mumbai 400021
Service Provider
Private Limited company
Used Since: 16/04/2014
To be associated with:
2738264, 3060629, 3182041
MUMBAI
Financial Services
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2738264,3182041..
RADIANT

3794684  02/04/2018

RADIANT CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 28, VIJAYARAGHAVAR ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI-600 017, TAMIL NADU.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :01/03/2005

CHENNAI

CASH MANAGEMENT SERVICES; CASH ADVANCE SERVICES FOR BUSINESSES; CASH CARD SERVICES; PROCESSING
OF CASH TRANSACTIONS; RENTAL OF CASH DISPENSERS; CONDUCTING CASHLESS PAYMENT TRANSACTIONS; ATM
BANKING SERVICES; ORGANIZATION OF COLLECTIONS; PAYMENT COLLECTION AGENCY SERVICES; INSURANCE;
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS; MONETARY AFFAIRS
3874951  30/06/2018
AMIT KOTECHA, KULDEEP KOTECHA
81, GYAN VIHAR COLONY, NIRMAN NAGAR, JAIPUR- RAJASTHAN
Individuals
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :17/07/2011
AHMEDABAD
Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs in class 36.
ANVIKA
3948051  18/09/2018
VISHWAS KADAM
373/6, E WARD, AMBAI DEFENCE COLONY, RAJARAMPURI, KOLHAPUR 416008
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3948014
MUMBAI
REAL ESTATE ACTIVITIES, LAND DEVELOPMENT AND PLOT DEVELOPMENT AND RELATED SERVICES TO LAND AND PLOT DEVELOPMENT. RESORTS AND HOTELS AND RELATED SERVICES.
TEAM VAGAD
4010872  29/11/2018
RIDDHI NAVIN CHHEDA (TRADING AS WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM BY SMART LADY)
19, B WING, TUMBADI PARK, SECTOR 3, SHREE NAGAR, WAGLE ESTATE, THANE – 400604, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole proprietor trading as "WOMEN EMPOWERMENT PROGRAM BY SMART LADY"
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARAG MORE
Pin code 410206.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Services of charitable fund raising; Services of credit institutions other than banks such as co-operative credit associations, individual financial companies, lenders
PREPLADDER

4106855 04/03/2019
PREPLADDER PRIVATE LIMITED
SCO 36, Sector 11 Panchkula (Hr)
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 36

4111439 08/03/2019
NORTH CONSTRUCTIONS
Unit No 702, 7th Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N.S. Phadake Road, Saiwadi, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400069, Maharashtra, India.
Proprietorship Firm (Proprietor - Mr. Rajan P. Shah)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059
Used Since: 14/12/2016
To be associated with:
4111437
MUMBAI
Real estate management.
AVINASH KUMAR SETIA  
C-142, Ground Floor, Sarvodaya Enclave, New Delhi-110017  
The Applicant is an individual  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
RB LAW  
B-5, Lower Ground Floor, Kailash Colony

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Brokerage, Real Estate Brokerage, Real Estate Management
4117839  14/03/2019
PEDAPATI VIJAY KUMAR
# 26-16-1/1, Opp. ESEVA Kendra, RK Hospital Road, China Gantyada Village, Ward-61, Visakhapatnam (U) Mandal, Visakhapatnam-530026
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.GANAPATHI S Naidu
Door Number: X-MIG-73, Near Venkateswara Swamy Temple, Ex-Servicemen Colony, Gajuwaka Post, Visakhapatnam - 530026
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Real estate affairs
MEDAGG

4118551  15/03/2019
M/S MEDAGG VENTURES LLP
NO 1, EVR NAGAR, NEAR ANNA NAGAR, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE 641004
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDUJA.A.M
NO 12 SECOND MAIN ROAD, KOTUR GARDENS, CHENNAI 600085

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Arranging financial transactions; Processing of insurance transactions; Processing of cash transactions; Investment fund transfer and transaction services; Providing information relating to foreign exchange transactions
4118552  15/03/2019
M/S MEDAGG VENTURES LLP
NO 1, EVR NAGAR, NEAR ANNA NAGAR, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE 641004
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINDUJA.A.M
NO 12 SECOND MAIN ROAD, KOTTUR GARDENS, CHENNAI 600085
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Arranging financial transactions; Processing of insurance transactions; Processing of cash transactions; Investment fund transfer and transaction services; Providing information relating to foreign exchange transactions
4118955  15/03/2019
AMIT KUMAR MODI
25 BALLYGUNJ CIRCULAR ROAD, PARAMOUNT BUILDING, KOLKATA-700019
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/03/2016
KOLKATA
Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs, Real estate agency; Real estate broking; Real estate management, Business Valuation Services
BRIDGEI2I ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Umiya Business Bay, Tower 1, Cessna B Park, Kadubeesanahalli Village, ORR, Varthur, Bangalore East Taluk, Bangalore 560037
Active Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDA BALAJI
437D, Opposite BDA Complex, 5th Cross, Swamy Vivekandanda Road, HBR Layout ,1 Stage, 2nd Block, Bangalore, 560043

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Providing financial services to banking and financial institutions to take monetary decisions, the offering of financial products, financial analysis, financial consultancy, financial information, providing financial information via a web site.
UNIBRAIN CONSULTANCY SERVICE PRIVATE LIMITED
A-41, 4TH FLOOR, HIMALAYA HOUSE 23 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG NEW DELHI -110001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K3 CERTIFICATION
S-557, 3RD FLOOR, OFFICE NO. 08, HEERA COMPLEX, OPP. BABA BANQUET HALL, SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
4120378  16/03/2019
AKUL CHOPRA
House No. 1295, First Floor, Sector 18C, Chandigarh
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Financial services, insurance brokerage and consultancy, brokerage of stocks, bonds, commodities and futures, wealth management services, portfolio management and investment services, mutual fund advisory services; Providing financial, stock exchange and insurance information on-line from a computer database or a global communication network
4120397  17/03/2019
MUHURAT NIDHI LIMITED
SHOP No. 13, KAMLA ARCADE, AJMER ROAD, BHILWARA-311001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :18/01/2019

AHMEDABAD
FINANCIAL AFFAIRS, BANKING WITH MEMBERS, FINANCIAL CONSULTANCY, STOCK COMMODITIES INVESTMENTS
FINANCIAL MANagements, INSURANCE SERVICES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
ISMOS

4120722  18/03/2019

CHOICE INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
Choice House, Shree Shakambhari Corporate Park, Plot No. 156-158, J.B.Nagar, Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400099.
A company incorporated

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Insurance, Financial affairs, Monetary affairs, Real estate affairs, Evaluation, Consultancy, Management; Financial Services in the field Of Investment, Mutual Fund; Financial Clearing House, Conducting of Capital Market transactions, Debt Advisory, Venture Capital, Mergers & Acquisition, Risk Management, E-Commerce, Banking and Financial Services, Bill Payment, Insurance, Real Estate; Finance, Money exchange services, Credit and Debit Control, Investment, Insurance, Grants and Financing of Loans, Brokerage of Shares & Securities, Income Tax Advice, Real Estate and Property;
BAJAJ FINSERV PRIME

4121373    18/03/2019

BAJAJ FINSERV LIMITED
Bajaj Auto Limited Complex, Mumbai – Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune – 411 035.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1827471, 3532780

MUMBAI

CREDIT CARD SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; FINANCIAL SERVICES RELATING TO CREDIT CARDS;
PROVIDING CASH AND OTHER REBATES FOR CREDIT CARD USE AS PART OF A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM;
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
BAJAJ FINSERV READY MONEY PRIME

Bajaj FINSERV LIMITED
Bajaj Auto Limited Complex, Mumbai – Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune – 411 035.

SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3532779, 4029193

Mumbai
CREDIT CARD SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; FINANCIAL SERVICES RELATING TO CREDIT CARDS;
PROVIDING CASH AND OTHER REBATES FOR CREDIT CARD USE AS PART OF A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM;
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
BFL PRIME
4121375  18/03/2019

BAJAJ FINSERV LIMITED
Bajaj Auto Limited Complex, Mumbai – Pune Road, Akurdi, Pune – 411 035.

SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CREDIT CARD SERVICES; ISSUANCE OF CREDIT CARDS; FINANCIAL SERVICES RELATING TO CREDIT CARDS;
PROVIDING CASH AND OTHER REBATES FOR CREDIT CARD USE AS PART OF A CUSTOMER LOYALTY PROGRAM;
INSURANCE, FINANCIAL AND MONETARY AFFAIRS
M/S. KEY VERMOGEN PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
# H.NO. 8-8/13/1, PLOT NO. 9/A, NSL COLONY, ASHOK NAGAR, RC PURAM, AMEENAPUR. PATANCHERU HYDERABAD,
MEDAK DISTRICT - 502032, TELANGANA STATE.,
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 2013

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
RENTAL OF OFFICE SPACE, LEASING OF OFFICE SPACE, LETTING OF OFFICE SPACE, RENTAL OF OFFICES FOR CO-
WORKING
BINDA DEVI GROUP

412207    19/03/2019
MR. RANBIR SINGH PROPRIETOR OF BINDA DEVI GROUP
34, OCEAN COMPLEX, KAPASHERA BORDER, DELHI-110037
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ULTIMATE SOLUTIONS
I-4/21, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
REAL ESTATE BROKERAGE, REAL ESTATE SERVICES, COMMODITIES FINANCIAL ADVICE FINANCIAL AFFAIRS IN PARTICULAR STOCK EXCHANGE AND ELECTRONIC STOCK EXCHANGE SERVICES.
4122270  19/03/2019
SAHAKAR GLOBAL LIMITED
B-906/ 907, 9TH FLOOR, BUILDING NUMBER 6, KANAKIA SPACE, WESTERN EDGE II, VILLAGE MAGATHANE, BORIVALI
EAST MUMBAI- 400066
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ELECTRONIC TOLL COLLECTION SERVICES
FPI

4122276  19/03/2019

GAUTAM CHAND

74 Somerset House, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai 400026

Individual

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Financial affairs in the nature of: a financial instrument or security, portfolio, index, trading or brokerage; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs; Insurance.
4122321  19/03/2019
TRANSMONI PAYMENTS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
102, FIRST FLOOR, 317/321, PROSPECT CHAMBERS, PLOT NO. 319, DADABHAI NAWROJI ROAD, HUTATMA (FORT), MUMBAI 400001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
A private limited company organized and existing under the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking; online banking; electronic banking; phone banking; mobile banking; financial transfers and transactions, and payment services; electronic funds transfer; electronic payment services provided via wireless telecommunications apparatus and devices; electronic payment and virtual payment services via a global computer network; conducting cashless payment transactions; processing of credit card payments; processing of debit card payments; payment gateway services; payment processing services; online bill payment services; electronic bill payment services; electronic wallet services (payment services); automated teller machine [ATM] banking services; financial information; providing financial information via a web site; issuance of tokens of value; issuance of prepaid cards of value; issuance of prepaid gift cards; issuance of gift certificates and gift vouchers which may then be redeemed for goods or services; financial consultancy relating to the execution of cashless payment transactions.
ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY PARKS - KERALA, REPRESENTED BY ITS SECRETARY- REGISTRAR, SREEVALSAN S
Park Centre, Technopark Phase I Campus, Karyavattom P.O, Thiruvananthapuram- 695 581, Kerala
A Charitable Society registered under the Travancore-Cochin Literary, Scientific and Charitable Societies Registration Act, 1955

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Used Since :27/10/2017

CHENNAI

letting, rental and leasing of office space; venture capital advisory services; venture capital services; venture capital funding services for companies, emerging and start-up companies, commercial entities; charitable fundraising; financial affairs; monetary affairs
DIVINE FINANCIAL SERVICES
2 ND, FLOOR 13, VIMAL PARAS COMPLEX, OPP. JALARAM TEMPLE, RANPUR ROAD, DEESA, BANASKANTHA- 385535
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
insurance financial affairs monetary affairs real estate affairs in class 36
4122963  19/03/2019
MANPREET SINGH
B-2/38, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
An Individual and Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

APARTMENT HOUSE MANAGEMENT, RENTING OF APARTMENTS, REAL ESTATE APPRAISAL, RENT COLLECTION, REAL ESTATE AGENCIES, REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT, FINANCIAL EVALUATION FOR INSURANCE, BANKING AND REAL ESTATE, HOUSING AGENTS, ESTATE AGENTS, LEASE - PURCHASE FINANCING, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, LEASING OF REAL ESTATE, REAL ESTATE BROKERS, RENTAL OF OFFICES (REAL ESTATE), RENTING OF APARTMENTS, RENTING OF FLATS INFORMATION AS PER CLASS-36
4123093  19/03/2019
AMIT ALMAL
Bungalow No.2, Cascade Society, S.No.258, Wakad, Wakad-Hinjewadi Road, Pune 411057
Individual
Address for service in India/Agehnts address:
KULDEEP DAYALDAS RUCHANDANI
1203-05, KUMAR SURABHI, NEXT TO LAXMINARAYAN
Used Since: 20/05/2013
MUMBAI
Providing services of Insurance, Financial affairs, Monetary affairs, Real estate affairs, etc.
4123124  19/03/2019
NSQUARE CONSULTANCY
2/A, Rajvansh Society, New City Light Road, Surat - 395007
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK KAMLESH PATEL, ADVOCATE
102-105, LALBHAI CONTRACTOR COMPLEX, OPPOSITE PARSI LIBRARY, NANPURA MAIN ROAD, NANPURA, SURAT - 395 001 - GUJARAT
Used Since: 02/11/2016
AHMEDABAD
PRIYA SAGAR HOMES & VENTURES

4123179 19/03/2019

PEDAPATI VIJAY KUMAR
# 26-16-1/1, Opp. ESEVA Kendra, RK Hospital Roud, China Gantyada Village, Ward-61, Visakhapatnam (U) Mandal, Visakhapatnam-530026

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.GANAPATHI S NAIDU
Door Number: X-MIG-73, Near Venkateswara Swamy Temple, Ex-Servicemen Colony, Gajuwaka Post, Visakhapatnam - 530026

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Real estate affairs
BAKED PIE

4123226   20/03/2019

BAKED PIE LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :01/08/2018

DELHI
Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs.
Freecharge Easy EMI
4123802    20/03/2019
ACCELYST SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Vaibhav Chambers, Unit No. 205/206, 2nd Floor, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400051
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2637376
MUMBAI
Providing of services in the fields/sectors of insurance, mutual funds, lending; financial affairs, monetary affairs and real estate affairs; financial consultancy, evaluation, management; electronic fund transfer, online monetary and financial services; fiscal valuation.
4124161  20/03/2019
BLACK COAT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1115, BASEMENT FLR. SECTOR 47, SOHNA ROAD, GURUGRAM - 122018
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since :27/06/2018

DELHI
COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING TEXT, IMAGES, FILES, AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT AND OTHER DATA FOR THE FACILITATION OF COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TWO OR MULTIPLE USERS VIA COMPUTER NETWORKS, COMMUNICATION NETWORKS AND THE GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORK; TEXT AND INSTANT MESSAGING SERVICES; VOICE OVER IP SERVICES; AUDIO AND VIDEO TELECONFERENCE; AUTOMATED SCREENING SERVICES FOR COMMUNICATIONS; PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO THIRD PARTY WEB SITES HOSTED ON COMPUTER SERVERS ACCESSIBLE VIA A GLOBAL INFORMATION NETWORK; TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING PREPAID MINUTES FOR USE ON CELL PHONES ABROAD; ALL THE FORESAID EXCLUDING AND NOT FOR HOME BROADBAND OR SIMILAR HOME INTERNET ACCESS SERVICES AND/OR TELEVISION SERVICES COMPRISING THE PROVISION OF MOVIES AND/OR TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, WHETHER AS PART OF A LINEAR TELEVISION CHANNEL OR ON DEMAND
4124516    21/03/2019
ECR PLOTS PRIVATE LIMITED
3/500, LAKSHMANAPERUMAL NAGAR, KOTTIVAKKAM, CHENNAI KANCHEEPURAM TN IN-600041
THE TRADEMARKS ACT,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Insurance; Financial affairs; Monetary affairs; Real estate affairs
PRANEETH GROUP
4125422 22/03/2019
VENKATA PRANEETH DEVELOPERS PVT LTD
Pranav Complex, Praneeth Nagr, Mallampet Village, Dundigul, Gandimaisamma Mandal, Malkajgiri District, Hyderabad-500090, Telangana, India
Body corporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/06/2007
To be associated with:
2357693
CHENNAI
Real Estate Services, Real Estate Management, Rental Of Apartments, Land Leasing Services, Houses, Commercial Premises And Offices, Leasing Of Farms, Finance Services.
4126611  23/03/2019
MOHAMMAD ANAS
TIRMASAHUN, TIRMA SAHUN, KUSHINAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH-274302
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL GOEL.
109, DHARAMSHALA BAZAR, GOEL HATA, GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH-273001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS, DEVELOPMENTS, CONSTRUCTION, COLONIZATION AND ALL OTHER SERVICES REGARDING
REAL ESTATE AFFAIRS INCLUDED IN CLASS 36
2011728  20/08/2010

AMARA RAJA BATTERIES LIMITED
trading as ;AMARA RAJA BATTERIES LIMITED
RENIGUNTA - CUDDAPAH ROAD, KARAKAMBADI - 517 520, TIRUPATI-517 520, A. P., INDIA.
SERVICE
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KING & PARTRIDGE
2ND FLOOR, CATHOLIC CENTRE, 108, ARMENIAN STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Used Since :05/02/2010

CHENNAI
SERVICE OF HOME UPS, INVERTERS, EMERGENCY LANTERNS, OFF-LINE, LINE INTERACTIVE, OFF-LINE UPS,
GSM/CDMA MOBILE HANDSETS, MOBILE ACCESSORIES, CONSUMER APPLIANCES AND DURABLES (TV, LCD TV, DVD,
WASHING MACHINES, REFRIGERATOR, AIR CONDITIONERS, MICROWARE OVEN ECT) MP3, MP4 AUDIO SYSTEMS.
2240438  28/11/2011
BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
trading as BRIGADE ENTERPRISES LIMITED
29th and 30th Floors, World Trade Center, Brigade Gateway Campus, 26/1, Dr. Rajkumar Road, MalleswaramRajajinagar, Bangalore-560055, Karnataka, India.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :28/10/2011

CHENNAI
Building construction, repair, installation services including real estate development and commercial retail property development services relating to malls.
2477830   13/02/2013
ALPHA G:CORP MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; ALPHA G:CORP MANAGEMENT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
WING A, GOLF VIEW CORPORATE TOWERS, GOLF COURSE ROAD, SECTOR - 42, GURGAON - 122002, HARYANA
PROVIDING SERVICES
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT-1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :15/10/2012
To be associated with:
1348949
DELHI
CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, SHOPPING MALL, MULTIPLEX & SERVICES RELATING REPAIR AND INSTALLATION
2513437    15/04/2013

UTTAM INFRA CARE PVT. LTD
SHOP NO 1 5TH FLOOR RAMAN TOWER SANJAY PLACE AGRA U.P
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :05/12/2012

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
no exclusive right to the use of the word “UTTAM”. Mark shall be used as whole.
2689987 03/03/2014
V A P REALTORS PVT LTD
trading as;V A P REALTORS PVT LTD
# 8-2-686/K1, 4TH FLOOR, KIMTEE SQUARE, ROAD NO.12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500034, AP
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAMMED JAVED RAZACK
3-6-259, SUITE B, 3RD FLOOR, SPAN CHAMBERS, HIMAYATNAGAR, HYDERABAD 500 029
Used Since: 16/06/2009
CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, INSTALLATION SERVICES AND ALL OTHER SERVICES
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2841695 13/11/2014
ACME HOUSING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Building No.10,5th Floor, Solitaire Corporate Park, Andheri (East), Mumbai- 400093.2
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAHIL B VORA (ADV)
A-2D, Haridwar, Behind Maru Book Center, Mathuradas Road, Kandivli (West), Mumbai 400067
Used Since : 01/01/1976
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
2846504  20/11/2014
VATIKA LIMITED
7TH FLOOR, VATIKA TRIANGLE, SUSHANT LOK, PHASE-I, GURGAON, HARYANA-122002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :30/04/2012

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2515421..
2870951   29/12/2014
MR. SAGAR DEDHIA
RAHUL DEDHIA
PLOT NO.92, SECTOR-23, OPP TURBHE JANATA MARKET, TURBHE, NAVI MUMBAI-400 705
SERVICE PROVIDER
JOINT APPLICANT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BALAJI R. BARGE
M/s. Vedic IP J-203, 2nd Floor, Tower No. #5 International Info-Tech Park Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400 703 Web; www.vedicip.com Mail: info@vedicip.com Phon
Used Since :01/01/2012

MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
2978868  05/06/2015
JAYPEE INFRATECH LIMITED
SECTOR - 128, NOIDA, U.P
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH CHAUDHARY & ASSOCIATES
20, BANK ENCLAVE, RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR & INSTALLATION SERVICES IN CLASS 37
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2988877   18/06/2015
DUGAR POLYMERS LTD.
Survey No. 351/1, Dadra Mahiyavancy, Road, Village-Dadra, Behind Dadra Garden, Silvassa - 396230, Dadra & Nagar Haveli
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :17/06/2015
AHMEDABAD
Building construction, repair, and installation services.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE device appearing on label.
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS
Aéroport International Marseille Provence, 13 725 Marignane Cedex, FRANCE
Service providers
Simplified joint-stock company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Used Since :03/03/2015
DELHI
Installation, upgrading, maintenance, repair and overhaul of vehicles, structural parts, fittings, dynamic components, and equipment thereof; customization [installation services] of vehicles; painting of vehicles; installation, upgrading, maintenance, repair, overhaul of flight simulators; Installation, upgrading, maintenance and repair of computers and computer hardware; information services relating to the maintenance, repair and overhaul of vehicles; rental of machines and tools for the maintenance, repair and overhaul of vehicles.
3047231  03/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3047223
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE "SACHA DOST SAHI SALAAH".
3048418  07/09/2015
RADIANCE SPACE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
UNIT NO. 001, PARK CENTRA, GURGAON-122001, HARYANA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :02/02/2015
To be associated with:
2931145
DELHI
FLOOR ENHANCEMENT AND POLISHING, REPAIR, HYGIENIC DEEP CLEANING & DISINFECTION SERVICES OF SPACES (OFFICES, RETAIL, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS, HOSPITALITY, RESIDENTIAL, MANUFACTURING), PROVIDING PERIODIC & ONE TIME CLEANING & MAINTENANCE SERVICES FOR SPACE ENHANCEMENT, RESTORATION, RENOVATION AND REFURBISHMENT, SCRUBBING, SANITISING, SHINING, DECONTAMINATION AND VISUAL ENHANCEMENT OF SPACES, CLEANING AND PAINTING OF FACILITIES, FURNITURE ENHANCEMENT & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING AND FABRIC CLEANING.
AKOI GROUP

3050613  09/09/2015
IMPERATIV ENTERPRISES (P) LTD.
90 BANGLA SAHIB ROAD NEW DELHI 110001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
3058051   17/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

**Address for service in India/Agents address:**
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

**Proposed to be Used**
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
3060037  21/09/2015
SUPREME AUDIOTEK (P) LTD.
A-62, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1, NEW DELHI-110027.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since: 01/08/2015
DELHI
INSTALLATIONS, REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF SECURITY, CAMERAS, CCTV CAMERAS, DVR, ELECTRONIC DOOR LOCK, METAL DETECTOR, ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, FIRE ALARMS, FIRE DETECTORS ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS, FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, PRODUCTS AND ACCESSORIES FOR SECURITY SURVILLENCE, ANALOG CAMERAS, VIDEO DOOR PHONES
3078121  14/10/2015
JAYPRAKRITI TOWNSHIPS PRIVATE LIMITED
217, SECTOR-10, CHIRANJIV VIHAR, GHAZIABAD-201001, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICE INCLUDING BUILDERS AND DEVELOPER, LAND
DEVELOPMENTS, PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT, CONSTRUCTION OF CIVIL INTERIOR, REPAIRS AND CIVIL WORKS FOR
USED IN UTTAR PRADESH ONLY.
3087041    27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
3087047    27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
*MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE. NO CLAIM IS MADE TO THE EXCLUSIVE RIGHT TO USE “RIDE SAFE” APART FROM THE MARK AS SHOWN.*
3089602  29/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Repair, maintenance, installation and servicing of vehicles.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2606685.
MEIZU TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
MEIZU TECHNOLOGY BUILDING, TECHNOLOGY & INNOVATION COAST, ZHUHAI CITY, GUANGDONG, P. R. CHINA

Service Provider
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the People's Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Information (Repair -); Construction; Upholstering; Heating equipment installation and repair; Installation and repair of electric appliance; Air conditioning apparatus installation and repair; Kitchen equipment installation; Installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; Lighting facility; Interference suppression in electrical apparatus; Motor vehicle maintenance and repair; Photographic apparatus repair; Clock and watch repair; Retreading of tires [tyres]; Strong-room maintenance and repair; Furniture maintenance; Cleaning (Dry -); Telephone installation and repair; Burglar alarm installation and repair; Entertainment physical training; Information (Construction -).
3138504   25/12/2015  
KAILASHDEV INFRASTRUCTURE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED  
No.257, 22nd Main, J.P. Nagar 5th Phase, Bangalore, 560078  
SERVICE  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.  
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.  
Used Since :05/09/2013  
CHENNAI  
Service rendered in the field of Building Construction, Repair and Installation  
*Colour combination as in the label.*
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

SERVICE RELATING TO BUILDING; BUILDING CONSULTANCY; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; BUILDING REPAIR; BUILDING SERVICES; BUILDING MAINTENANCE; PAINTING OF BUILDINGS; DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS; SUPERVISION OF BUILDING WORK; BUILDING INSULATING; BUILDING SEALING; CONSTRUCTION ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
3174371  29/01/2016
RACHANA VALUE HOMES PVT. LTD
205, Kalpnagri, Bal Rajeshwar Road, Mulund- West, Mumbai -400080
TRADER AND SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

CLASS 37 ADVISORY AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO THE MAINTENANCE, REPAIR AND RENOVATION OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES; CONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTING DECKS; CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION; ROAD CONSTRUCTION; STREET CONSTRUCTION; CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT [SUPERVISION]; CONSTRUCTION OF ROADS, SEWERS AND WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS; CONSTRUCTION LAND DEVELOPING; SALE AND PURCHASE OF PLOTS; SALE OF HOUSE OR SHOPS ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
3236208   14/04/2016
BORA HOUSING LIMITED
trading as ;REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AND CONSTRUCT RESIDENTIAL HOUSES.
S-38, SPENCERS PLAZA, PHASE-2, 2ND FLOOR, ANNA SALAI, CHENNAI-600002
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.GAURAV KUMAR
151/68, T.T.K. ROAD, ALWARPET, 1ST FLOOR, CHENNAI - 600 018

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY AND CONSTRUCT RESIDENTIAL HOUSES.
BHUVANA

3259674  13/05/2016
BHUVANA COMFORTS PVT LTD
trading as ;Bhuvana Comforts Pvt Ltd
No 503, Coral Block, Sairam Manor Apartments, Pragathi Nagar, Yusuf Guda, Hyderabad-500045
Service Provider
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062
Used Since :08/07/1996

CHENNAI
Real estate development; Providing information and commentary in the field of real estate development; Construction services, namely, planning, laying out and construction of residential and commercial communities; Real estate property cleaning, repair and maintenance services
3282736  10/06/2016
MAHAVIR MINERALS PVT. LTD
trading as nil
65, Sonawala Building, M.S. Marg, Fort, Mumbai 400 023
service provider
private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VENKATESH AMEYA NAYAK SALATRY
#401 Citi Center, Patto Plaza, Panaji, Goa
Used Since: 20/09/2015
MUMBAI
Building construction; repair; installation services.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
SRK DEVELOPERS & BUILDERS

3309795  14/07/2016
RAJEEV CHOPRA
trading as ;SRK DEVELOPERS & BUILDERS
101/102, Unique Industrial Estate, Bombay Dyeing Compound, Twin Tower Lane, Off Veer Savrkar Road, Prabhadevi, Mumbai - 400025, Maharashtra
SERVICE PROVIDER
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :16/04/2016

MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES, BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION, CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION, CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANCY, DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS, FACTORY CONSTRUCTION

IN USE

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
ARISTA LIFESPACES LLP

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT
Used Since :31/01/2011

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES.
ARISTA LIFESPACES LLP

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380014 - GUJARAT

Used Since : 31/01/2011

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTIONS, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES.
SHRI KRISHNA GROUP

3410923  16/11/2016
RAJESH CHOUDHARY
44, LADU KI DHANI, VILLAGE- DHOLAI, MANSAROVAR, JAIPUR-302020, RAJASTHAN.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Used Since :01/04/2016

AHMEDABAD
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.decriptive matters.
restriction of goods for sale in the state of RAJASTHAN only.
3435065  15/12/2016
RAGHULEELA RESORTS LLP
101, First Floor, Shilp - 3, Near Mann Party Plot, Bodakdev to Sindhubhavan Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad 380054, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :05/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
Providing services of Constructing, Developing, Improving, Altering, Extending Lands, Plots, Offices, Flats, Residential Houses and Plots, Factories, Ware Houses, Housing Complex, Commercial Estates, Bungalows, Farm Houses, Individuals Estates, I. T. Parks, SEZ, Roads, Bridges, Dams, Canals as a Developer, Builder, Contractor and Sub Contractors, Building constructions; repairs and installation.
Color is claimed.
3456477  13/01/2017
PARAS KISANRAO BORELE
OFFICE # 8, SUKHADA BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, NEAR R. T. O. HEAD QUARTERS, SIR POCHKHANWALA ROAD,
WORLI, MUMBAI - 400030
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR Parsi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2015
MUMBAI
BUILDER AND DEVELOPERS SERVICES, CONSTRUCTION, CONSTRUCTION OF COLONY AND BUILDING, IMMOVABLE
PROPERTIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 37
3457307  16/01/2017
ASHISHBHAI K. TANK
SANDEEPBHAI K. TANK
NEETABEN A. TANK
HEENABEN S. TANK
trading as ;ACCURATE BUILDCON
AT-3 KRISHNA COMPLEX, SHOP NO. 5, GROUND FLOOR, RAJNAGER CHOWK, NANA MAVA ROAD, RAJKOT-360004, DIST. RAJKOT, STAT. GUJARAT.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Used Since :01/05/2013
AHMEDABAD
CONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPERS, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 37.
3581219  29/06/2017
ANON SOLUTIONS
S.No.1/3/14, Vijay Building, Near IDBI Bank, Baner, Pune-411045
Sole Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA ASHOK SONI
B-3, PADMBAN CO-OP. HSG. SOC. NEAR HOTEL AMBASSADOR, MODEL COLONY, SHIVAJINAGAR, PUNE-411016
Used Since :01/01/2006
MUMBAI
Repair Services related with computer and computer's accessories
TEJAS INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.
6-1, 3rd FLOOR, PYCROFTS GARDEN ROAD, NUNGAMBANKAM, CHENNAI-600 006, TAMILNADU STATE, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANSALI & ASSOCIATES
410, 4TH FLOOR, SAKAR III, NEAR INCOME TAX CIRCLE, OPP. OLD HIGH COURT, OFF ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380 014, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION OF AUTO-FUNCTION OF ELECTRIC, ELECTRONIC AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT, CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRING SERVICES WITH INSTALLATION OF AUTOMATIC LIGHTING, HEATING, STEAM, DRYING AND REFRIGERATING OPERATIVE AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
3619430  24/08/2017

MAA INDIA PROJECTS
303, Patels Nest, 33/2, Maruti Layout, Dasarahalli, Hebbal, Bangalore – 560024, Karnataka, India
SERVICES PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

SUDESHNA BANERJEE
K&S PARTNERS, 4121/B, 6th Cross, 19 "A" Main, HAL II Stage (Ext.), Bangalore-560038, Karnataka, India

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR OF BUILDINGS, ROADS, CANALS, DRAINAGE SYSTEMS.
EXOTICO

3619587    24/08/2017
PAVAN DILIP PATIL
102 Abrigo Apartment (paranjpe Schemes), Near Aditya Corner, Tarabai Park, Kolhapur - 416003, Maharashtra, India
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
1221/1/2, 5th Floor, Arjun Residency, Rajaram Road, Kolhapur - 416008, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3619586

MUMBAI
Repairs & Cleaning of Cars; Car washing & Detailing services coming under Class 37
3627728    05/09/2017

M. VASUDEVAN

trading as ;INFANTRY PEST CONTROL SERVICE

R.V. BUILDING, PLOT NO. 117/A, NEAR FASHION SILKS, BYE PASS ROAD, AMBUR - 635 802. TAMIL NADU, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDER

SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

K.P.PADMANABHAN,BA,BL.
NO:90, J.J.COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PEST CONTROL SERVICES.

Restriction with in Tamil Nadu only.
CHEMICAL PROCESS PIPING PRIVATE LIMITED
B.S.D. MARG, GOVANDI, MUMBAI-400088, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
An Indian Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISH M BHAGNARI
BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3634321

MUMBAI

ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION AND LAYING OF GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION AND LAYING OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION AND LAYING OF THERMOPLASTIC LINED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPES AND FITTINGS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION AND LAYING OF GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPES AND FITTINGS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION AND LAYING OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPES AND FITTINGS; INSTALLATION AND LAYING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING AND FITTINGS; INSTALLATION AND LAYING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING AND FITTINGS; INSTALLATION AND LAYING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF THERMOPLASTIC LINED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING AND FITTINGS; INSTALLATION AND LAYING SERVICES IN RESPECT OF GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPING USED IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN RESPECT OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING USED IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN RESPECT OF THERMOPLASTIC LINED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING USED IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN RESPECT OF GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPING USED IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN RESPECT OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPING USED IN INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT; MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR IN RESPECT OF THE LINING OF GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING; SERVICES IN RESPECT OF THE LINING OF THERMOPLASTIC LINED GLASS REINFORCED PLASTIC PIPING; SERVICES IN RESPECT OF THE LINING OF GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPING; SERVICES IN RESPECT OF THE LINING OF INSULATED GLASS REINFORCED EPOXY PIPING.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3634321.
3634537  13/09/2017

M/S A.G. ASSOCIATES
AGA KANTILEVER, OPP. NAIRKERE, NEAR BRAHMAGIRI CIRCLE, UDPAI-576101(KARNATKA) (INDIA)
PARTNER SHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
P.C. TRADE MARK
OFFICE NO. 380- III, G.S.C. SECTOR-29, NOIDA, G.B. NAGAR, (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PROVIDING FULL ARCHITECTURAL, STRUCTURAL, CIVIL ENGINEERING, TOWN PLANNING CONSULTATION FOR
INDUSTRIAL, COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL, PUBLIC BUILDING AND LAND DEVELOPMENT

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION UNDER SECTION 17 OF
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999.
3638740  19/09/2017
SANTHOSH MATHEW
trading as ;MODERN ROOFING AND GLAZING
THRICKODITHANAM.P.O CHANGANACHERRY KOTTAYAM (DIST) 686 105 , KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRG ASSOCIATES
4TH FLOOR,D.D VYAPAR BHAVAN KADAVANTHRA - 682020, ERNAKULAM, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES RELATING TO INSTALLATION OF GLASS AND GLAZING PRODUCTS, ALUMINIUM FABRICATION SERVICES, ROOFING SERVICES, STRUCTURAL GLAZING AND CLADDING, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF GLASS USED FOR STRUCTURAL GLAZING AND CLADDING BEING SERVICES, REPAIR MAINTENANCE OF BUILDING, BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS MODERN ROOFING & GLAZING SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
3645593   28/09/2017
S.SUKUMAR
Door No - 57, Perumal Nagar, Kovaipudur, Coimbatore 641042
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Construction of steel fabrications
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3645602   28/09/2017

R VADIVEL
26 - A, Nanjapandaram Street, Ramachettipalayam, Coimbatore - 641010.
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building construction; repair; installation services
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
Niche Interiorz

3646657   29/09/2017

HHYS INFRAMART
Mukkavala PO, Kayamkulam
Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL KANDAMPULLY
ROOM NO.9, 1st FLOOR, INFANT JESUS BUILDING NO.3, OPP. HIGH COURT OF KERALA, ERNAKULAM - 682018, KERALA

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

REPAIRING, INSTALLATION, DEVELOPING, RENOVATION, DESIGNING, LAYOUT, PLOTHING, MAINTAINING OF HOUSES, FLATS, VILLAS, HUTS, MOBILE HUTS, MALLS AND SHOPPING COMPLEXES, COMMERCIAL PREMISES, RESIDENTIAL APARTMENTS, GUEST HOUSE, OFFICES, LAND AND TOWNSHIPS; MAINTENANCE, FIXING, INSTALLING AND PAVING OF INETRIOR & EXTERIOR, FURNITURE AND FIXTURE

NIL

Subject to restriction with in Kerala only.
UNIVERSAL WORLD

3650581  05/10/2017

MR. MANULLA M. KANCHWALA
7 D – 4, Basant Park, R. C. Marg, Chembur, Mumbai – 400 071.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building Construction, Repair, Installation Services.
UNIVERSAL CITY

3650582    05/10/2017

MR. MANULLA M. KANCHWALA
7 D – 4, Basant Park, R. C. Marg, Chembur, Mumbai – 400 071.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building Construction, Repair, Installation Services.
UNIVERSAL PARK
3650584  05/10/2017
MR. MANULLA M. KANCHWALA
7 D – 4, Basant Park, R. C. Marg, Chembur, Mumbai – 400 071.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV.PRAJAKTA P. KAREKAR
Office No 8, 1st Floor Lucky Mansion, Opposite Manthan Plaza, Santacruz East, Mumbai-400055.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building Construction, Repair, Installation Services.
3670411  06/11/2017
SANTOSH GULAB KALATE
MALAK VILLA SR. NO. 166/5, EDON ROAD, WAKAD PUNE- 411057, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRAMODKUMAR LADDA
2nd Floor, OM Apartment, SR. No. 496/B, Near KCC Classes, Opp Kasba Peth Post office, Kasba Peth, Pune 411011

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building construction; repair; installation services
3671174  06/11/2017
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LIMITED
GATEWAY BUILDING, APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI 400001
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Building and construction services; construction, renovation, refurbishment, maintenance and repair of real estate, industrial and commercial properties, offices, business centers, departmental stores, shopping centers, retail and wholesale outlets, temporary accommodation, hotels, motels, resorts, service apartments, buildings, condominiums, warehouses, factories and developments; property development; advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid in 'Industrial Parks / Zones'.
TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH 1737452, 2334130.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2495867, 1737452, 2334130..
3680998  17/11/2017
MOHAMED SAFEER M.C
MANGADANCHERI,OZHUR P.O,OZHUR , MALAPPURAM,KERALA-676307
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
LAPINTA, MINI-BYPASS ROAD, NEAR APCO HYUNDAI, PUTHIYARA, CALCUT, KERALA-673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICES OF INSTALLATION,CLEANING,AND REPAIR ;MAINTENANCE OF COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS;
RENOVATION,REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENTS.
3682128    20/11/2017
M/S. ASCENTEN CONSULTING & INFRASTRUCTURE GLOBAL PVT. LTD.
Flat No. 44/1465 A3, Kochaneth Towers, South Janatha Road, Cochin-682025
Wilson Varghese, Managing Director of Ms. Ascenent Consulting & Infrastructure Global Pvt. Ltd.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BONAFIDE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SOLUTIONS
43/353 B, ANASWARA, CITIZEN ROAD, AYYAPPANKAVU, KOCHI-18, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Building construction/supervision/contracting; repair; installation services, construction consultancy, repair information, NIL
Restriction with in Kerala only.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 37

PRISM ONLINE PVT. LTD.
B-802, WESTERN EDGE II, WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RELIABLE TRADEMARK CONSULTANT
matru ashish chs ltd, shop no.15,wing - A, rsc - 52, opp ajara bank, gorai - 2, borivali west,mumbai - 400092
Used Since :01/01/2006
MUMBAI
BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS
3688852  27/11/2017
PULLA REDDY P
MRM complex, #59 Velappanchavadi, Poonamallee High Road, Chennai -600077, Tamil Nadu
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/11/2017

CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES
IN USE

Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
3689864  29/11/2017
R. PRAMOD
HOLY TRINITY TRUST, HOLY TRINITY ANGLO-INDIAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, THEVALAKKARA (P. O.), KOLLAM (Dist.); KERALA. Pin 690 524
A legally constituted & registered Trust – named as HOLY TRINITY TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANAKYA
CHANAKYA, No. 1, NEHRU NAGAR, SUNDACKAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE, TAMILNADU. Pin: 641 010

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3747053  07/02/2018

VB-VIRAAJ BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS
1-817, A Narayanapuram, Anantapur (A.P)
Partnership Firm.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Construction of buildings for residential and commercial, development of land (construction), buildings repair and
instillation services

subject to provide services in the State of Andhara Pradesh and Telengana only.
3747587  07/02/2018
ER. DHANASEKAR. M, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS DHANAM CONSTRUCTIONS
15/21, MAHALAKSHMI NAGAR, KUNIYAMUTHUR, COIMBATORE-641 008, TAMIL NADU
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION; REPAIR; INSTALLATION SERVICES; BRICKLAYING; CONSTRUCTION CONSULTANCY;
CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION; BUILDING CONSTRUCTION SUPERVISION; BUILDING INSULATING; BUILDING
SEALING; DAMP-PROOFING [BUILDING]; DEMOLITION OF BUILDINGS; SCAFFOLDING; RENTAL OF CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT; CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF FLATS, STUDIOS, BUNGALOWS, VILLAS AND COTTAGES.

subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label.
3759377    21/02/2018
KCD HERITAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : KCD HERITAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
402, RUBY CRESCENT BUSINESS BOULEVARD, ASHOK CHAKRAVATI ROAD, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI 400101
Building Construction, repair, installation Services
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2017
MUMBAI
Building, Construction, Demolition, installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3759396  21/02/2018
KCD HERITAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;KCD HERITAGE PRIVATE LIMITED
402, RUBY CRESCENT BUSINESS BOULEVARD, ASHOK CHAKRAVATI ROAD, KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI 400101
Building Construction, repair, installation Services
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/04/2017
MUMBAI
Building, Construction, Demolition ,installation. cleaning, repair and maintenance
JILANI EARTH MOVERS PRIVATE LIMITED
33 Floor 1, D1, Shram Shanti Chs Wadala Truck Terminal Road, Nr Anik Depo Antop Hill, Mumbai Mumbai City MH- 400037.

Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMAR DATTATRAY PATIL
Babs Business Services, 24, Dayabhai Mansion, Gunbow Street, Fort, Mumbai-400001

Used Since :07/05/2018

MUMBAI

Building Construction, Repair, Installation Services, Land Excavation, included in class 37.
M/S KARVY STOCK BROKING LIMITED

“Karvy House”, 46 Avenue 4, Street No.1, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad – 500 034. Telangana.

A public Limited Company duly incorporated under the Indian Companies Act 1956 and existing under the Indian Companies Act 2013.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RANI NALWA
M/s IPR JUNCTION.COM, NO. 217, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, NEAR RAMAIAH HOSPITAL, BANGALORE - 560094. KARNATAKA.

Used Since: 21/04/2008

To be associated with:

4001751, 4001756

CHENNAI

Services relating to installation, construction, maintenance, and repair of computer hardware, office machines and equipment, heating equipment, telephones, satellites, power stations for generating and harnessing electricity from conventional sources such as thermal, hydel, oil, gas, diesel, nuclear, bio gases or from non – conventional sources such as tide, wind, solar, geo-thermal, all services falling in class 37.
Rhine Exports

4102692   28/02/2019

RHINE EXPORTS PVT. LTD
209, Devarata Building, Sec-17, Vashi, Navi Mumbai- 400705

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

KSHITIJ SANCHETI
Flat # 101, Tulsi Darshan, B Wing, Plot # 19B, Sector 11, KNF Naik Marg, Koparkhairne, Navi Mumbai - 400709

Used Since :01/04/2003

MUMBAI
Machinery installation, Machinery repair, Dismantling of machinery, Maintenance of industrial machinery, Shipbuilding and ship repair, maintenance, conversion and dismantling and other related services in class 37.
CONCOLOR

4104854  02/03/2019
CONCOLOR WORKS & DESIGNS
N.NO: M-81, D.NO: M-8A, 1ST FLOOR, 3RD AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI-600102
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
No.43, Medavakkam Tank Road, 1st Floor, Chennai - 600010
Used Since :01/01/2014
CHENNAI
Service, Maintenance, Repair and Installation of Furniture's, Interior and Exterior works
MR. NANJI DEVA PATEL
ROOM NO 1403, 14TH FLOOR, RAJYOG RESIDENCY, DR. R. P. ROAD, MULIND WEST, MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA-400080, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJIT CHANDRAKANT NIMBALKAR
SERVE NO.16, FLAT NO.A-502, 5TH FLOOR, KAPIL CAPITAL, AMBEGAON PATHAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411046.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR, INSTALLATION SERVICES.
4111441  08/03/2019
NORTH CONSTRUCTIONS
Unit No 702, 7th Floor, Hubtown Solaris, N.S. Phadake Road, Saiwadi, Andheri (East), Mumbai 400069, Maharashtra, India.
Proprietorship Firm (Proprietor - Mr. Rajan P. Shah)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADV. PAYAL JAIN
218, Second Floor, B Wing, Building No. 3, Mittal Industrial Estate, Marol, Andheri East, Mumbai - 400059
Used Since: 14/12/2016

MUMBAI
Construction as covered under class 37
4112395  09/03/2019
DESIGNARCH CONSULTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Dasnac Annexe I, ECE House, 28 A, Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi
private limited company incorporated under Indian Company laws
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAPIL WADHWA
DD 13 Kalkaji, LGF New Delhi 110019 India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Building construction; repair; installation services.
4116684  13/03/2019
AADHYA DIDACTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
No.491, Viswakarma, East End Main Road, Jayanagar 9th Block, Bangalore – 560069 Karnataka, India
A Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
TRUMARX, 1ST FLOOR, NO.2, 5TH CROSS, 80 FEET ROAD, INDIRA NAGAR, 1ST STAGE (NEXT CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL), MICHELPALYA, BANGALORE-560038.
Used Since :19/10/2012
CHENNAI
Building; repair and installation services; Installation, maintenance and repair of quality control apparatus.
4117354  14/03/2019
NEGAWATTXprt SENSORS PRIVATE LIMITED
#508, Block-25, Rain Tree Park, Kphb, Phase-14, Kukatpally, Hyderabad -500085, Telangana, India
A Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since :06/02/2019

CHENNAI
Installation of reactive power compensation apparatus; Installation of electric light and power systems; Construction of power plants; Construction of wind power plants; Providing information relating to the repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; Repair or maintenance of power distribution or control machines and apparatus; Maintenance and repair of uninterruptible power supplies; Repair, Installation and Maintenance of Stabilizers, Investors, Batteries and Electric Appliance Installation and Repair, Construction of wave energy power plants.
4120450  17/03/2019
SUNIL SOOD PROPRIETOR OF SOOD BUILDERS
Opposite BM Motors, Chander Nagar Road, Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Building Construction; Repair; Installation Services; General building contractor services
4120707  18/03/2019
BRACE FOX CONSULTANT PRIVATE LIMITED
MANISH THACKER, AT-COX COLONY, PO-INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, JHARSUGUDA, ORISSA - 768203
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building construction; Repair; Installation services
4121215  18/03/2019

TATA STEEL LIMITED
Tata Centre, 43 Jawaharlal Nehru Road, Kolkata 700 001.
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Building construction; repair; installation services.
4121899  19/03/2019
HANGZHOU VISION INSIGHT TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
Room 1009, Zhejiang Middle And Small Enterprise Building, No.553, Wensan Road, Xihu Dist., Hangzhou, Zhejiang, China
a limited liability company incorporated under the laws of the People’s Republic of China

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT,
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Construction information; building construction supervision; electric appliance installation and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; upholstering; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; painting services; disinfecting.
HMD

4122209  19/03/2019
HMD SEAL/LESS PUMPS LIMITED
Hampden Park Industrial Estate, Marshall Rd, Eastbourne, East Sussex, BN22 9AN, United Kingdom
A company existing under the Laws of the United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :23/08/2013

DELHI
Installation, assembly, repair and maintenance of pumps and compressors, and parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; technical diagnostic maintenance services.
4122268  19/03/2019
SAHAKAR GLOBAL LIMITED
B-906/ 907, 9TH FLOOR, BUILDING NUMBER 6, KANAKIA SPACE, WESTERN EDGE II, VILLAGE MAGATHANE, BORIVALI EAST MUMBAI- 400066
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSTRUCTION
4122633 19/03/2019
VAS INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED
trading as Vas
Jwala Estate, Ground Floor, Plot No. 757 and 758, Near Kora Kendra, Off S.V. Road, Borivali (West), Mumbai 400 092
Service Provider
Company Limited by Shares
Used Since :29/07/2006
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION, REPAIR AND INSTALLATION SERVICE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019

4122964 19/03/2019
MANPREET SINGH
B-2/38, PASCHIM VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110063
An Individual and Citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS, CLEANING OF INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR, BUILDING INSULATING, RENTAL OF CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, RENTAL OF BULLDOZERS AND CRANES, DRILLING OF WELL, SERVICES, MACHINERY INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, ELEVATORS INSTALLATION AND REPAIR, FACTORY CONSTRUCTION, PIPELINE CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE, FIRE ALARM INSTALLATION AND REPAIR, FURNITURE MAINTENANCE, CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIR INFORMATION AS PER CLASS-37
UTTARANAND

4123217  20/03/2019

UTTARANAND LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :08/02/2019

DELHI
Building construction; repair; installation services.
BAKED PIE
4123227  20/03/2019
BAKED PIE LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :01/08/2018
DELHI
Building construction; repair; installation services.
4123824   20/03/2019
PSP TECHNO ENGINEERS PVT LTD
201, Aggarwal Modern Bazar, C-33 Lawrence Road Indl.Area, Delhi -110035
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Repair; Installation services of Electrical Panel & AC Drive service providers & supplier, Complete Automation solution provider
4124049    20/03/2019
HANUMANT SHIVAJI PAWAR TRADING AS HARSHAL PAINTS
04, Sai Chaya Co-Op Society, Plot - 210, Sector - 23, Juinagar, Navi Mumbai - 400705
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :02/12/2001
MUMBAI
Painting services, Decorative painting services.
4124318  21/03/2019
UNDEROVER CIVIL TECHNOLOGY AND FIBER NETWORKING PRIVATE LIMITED
ROOM NO.06, G-SECTOR, L-1 LINE NEW JANTA COLONY CHEETACAMP, TROMBAY, MUMBAI- 400088
Body-incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Installation Service of Optical Fiber Networking
4124953    22/03/2019
MR. DURGAPPA NARSU WAGHMODE
Kul Sccapes (Velstand), Unit No.101 A, Survey No.8/3+9/1/1+9/1/19, Opp. Relaince Mart, Near Yes Bank, Tukaram Nagar, Kharadi, Pune 411014
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/10/2018

MUMBAI
Construction services
HETCON LLP
S-21, 2nd FLOOR, ZOOM PLAZA, MAXUS CINEMA BUILDING, NEAR GORAI BUS DEPOT, GORAI, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI – 400091.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHVED LEGAL SOLUTIONS
36, TRANSIT CAMP HOUSING BOARD, SHAIKH MISTRI ROAD, ANTOPHILL, WADALA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION AND REPAIRS
SIJU VARGHESE
trading as ;SPIN CONSTRUCTIONS
JYOTHIS KP 22/286, CHITTAZHA, KARAKULAM VILLAGE, VATTAPARA P O, TRIVANDRUM -695028
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION, PLUMBING INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION SERVICES, ELECTRICAL WIRING SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE OF COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF FIRE EXTINCTION SYSTEMS.
SIJU VARGHESE
trading as ;SPIN CONSTRUCTIONS
JYOTHSI KP 22/286, CHITTAZHA, KARAKULAM VILLAGE, VATTAPARA P O, TRIVANDRUM -695028
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
BUILDING, CONSTRUCTION AND DEMOLITION, PLUMBING INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR, ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION SERVICES, ELECTRICAL WIRING SERVICES AND MAINTENANCE OF COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INSTALLATION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR OF FIRE EXTINCTION SYSTEMS.
V-XEGA

4125338  22/03/2019
ELECTROSTEEL STEELS LIMITED
801, UMA SHANTI APARTMENTS, KANKE ROAD, RANCHI - 834008, JHARKHAND, INDIA
An Indian company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES
S.S. DATTA & ASSOCIATES, 288/1, B.B. CHATTERJEE ROAD, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA 700 042, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Construction, repair, and installation services.
PRANEETH GROUP

4125424  22/03/2019
VENKATA PRANEETH DEVELOPERS PVT LTD
Pranav Complex, Praneeth Nagr, Mallampet Village, Dundigul, Gandimaisamma Mandal, Malkajgiri District, Hyderabad-500090, Telangana, India
Body incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.BALAJANAKI
SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.
Used Since :19/06/2007

To be associated with:
2643742

CHENNAI
4125881  23/03/2019
ANKI SOLAR LLP
D.No.6-267-1, Gouthamnagar, Vepagunta, Visakhapatnam-530047
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.GANAPATHI S NAIDU
Door Number: X-MIG-73, Near Venkateswara Swamy Temple, Ex-Servicemen Colony, Gajuwaka Post, Visakhapatnam - 530026
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Installation and maintenance services, Installation of residential and Non-residential solar panel power systems,
2774904 16/07/2014
INDIRA TELEVISION LIMITED
trading as :INDIRA TELEVISION LIMITED
6-3-248/3, ROAD NO. 1, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 034
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956 ON 18.02.2005
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.MURALEEDHARA REDDY & K.APARNA DEVI
NO.21, VENkatraman STREET, THIYAGARAYA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :02/06/2014
To be associated with:
1771008, 1771009, 1771010, 2153370, 2153371, 2153372, 2153373, 2153374, 2446264, 2774901, 2774902, 2774903
CHENNAI
MEDIA SERVICES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATION BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, NEWS AGENCIES INCLUDED.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD TELANGANA SEPARATELY.
2774906  16/07/2014
INDIRA TELEVISION LIMITED
trading as ;INDIRA TELEVISION LIMITED
6-3-248/3, ROAD NO. 1, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500 034
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956 ON 18.02.2005
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.MURALEEDHARA REDDY & K.APARNA DEVI
NO.21, VENKATRAMAN STREET, THIYAGARAYA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017.
Used Since :02/06/2014
To be associated with:
1771008, 1771009, 1771010, 2153370, 2153371, 2153372, 2153373, 2153374, 2446264, 2774901, 2774902, 2774903, 2774904, 2774905
CHENNAI
MEDIA SERVICES, TELEVISION BROADCASTING, CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING, CELLULAR TELEPHONE COMMUNICATION, COMMUNICATIONS BY COMPUTER TERMINALS, NEWS AGENCIES INCLUDED.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2839401 07/11/2014
BHARTI AIRTEL LIMITED
BHARTI CRESCENT, 1, NELSON MANDELA ROAD, VASANT KUNJ, PHASE II, NEW DELHI - 110 070.
Service Providers
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE SAINIK FARMS, N. DELHI - 110 062.
Used Since: 04/11/2014
To be associated with:
2839398
DELHI
Providing internet services to access mobile app for learning about the internet for smartphone owners exclusively for Airtel customers.
This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use the word Internet.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2844578 THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2845639  19/11/2014
MR. HEMANT KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;VAN
D-6/16 DILSHAD COLONY DELHI 110095
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :19/01/2003
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS .
Registration of this Trade Mark shall give no right to the exclusive use of the other descriptive matter appearing on the label.
2865743    19/12/2014

ASIA TODAY LTD.
2ND FLOOR, EBENE HOUSE, 23 CYBERCITY, EBENE MAURITIUS
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :01/10/2014

To be associated with:
2865737

DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING BROADCASTING / DIFFUSION OF COMMUNICATION AND DATA SIGNALS
INCLUDING TELEVISION AND RADIO PROGRAMME SIGNALS.
2889323    27/01/2015
SANTOK LTD
trading as ;SANTOK LTD
SANTOK HOUSE, BRAINTREE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BRAINTREE ROAD, MIDDLESEX, HA4 0EJ, UK.
SERVICES PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ALMT LEGAL
2, LAVELLE ROAD, BANGALORE 560 001
Used Since :01/01/2012
To be associated with:
2724774
CHENNAI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
LOCALLY CONNECTED GLOBALLY TRUSTED

2902828  16/02/2015
A.M.S. INFORM RESEARCH SERVICES PVT. LTD
301-302 ADITYA KAUSHAMBHI PLAZA SEC 14 KAUSHAMBHI COMMERCIAL COMPLEX GHAZIABAD UP 201010
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :24/02/2011
DELHI
PROVIDING ACCESS TO DATABASES, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE SERVICES
Photon Whiz

2949741   24/04/2015
TATA TELESERVICES LIMITED
Jeevan Bharti, 10th Floor, 124, Connaught Circus, New Delhi 100 001 and A, D-26, TTC Industrial Area, MIDC Sanpada, P. O. Turbhe, Navi Mumbai - 400 703.
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under the Companies Actg, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :31/05/2007
To be associated with:
2949735, 2949738
DELHI
Telecommunications.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2949738..
THE DELHI PUBLIC SCHOOL GHAZIABAD SOCIETY
SITE NO # 03 MEERUT ROAD GHAZIABAD UP 201003
Service Provider
A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since :10/04/1981
To be associated with:
2536996, 2536997
DELHI
Educational broadcasting via cable television, DTH, satellite television, radio, cellular telephone communication, communications by computer terminals such as chatrooms, web TV, educational communications by telephone, electronic mail, message sending; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; satellite transmission, videoconferencing & teleconferencing services, voice mail services and telecommunications video mail.
2981477 09/06/2015
CJM CONSULTANCY SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;Service Provider
585, JAYPEE COMPLEX, BANK STREET, MUNIRKA, NEW DELHI-110067
SERVICE PROVIDER
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRTI SINGHAL
FK-31, SHASTRI NAGAR, DELHI - 110 052.
Used Since :01/06/2015
DELHI
TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, COMMUNICATION SERVICES, INTERNET SERVICES, TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION AND IMAGES THROUGH ELECTRONIC MEDIA, WEBSITE.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD AIRNET AND DEVICE OF GLOBE.. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2994088  26/06/2015
T. SARKAR PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;T. SARKAR PRIVATE LIMITED
COMMERCIAL POINT, 79, LENIN SARANI, ROOM NO. 409, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 013.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
AN INDIAN PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
TRADE MARK REGISTRATION BUREAU.
1, NETAJI SUBHAS ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 001, INDIA, P. BOX NO. 2391 GPO.
Used Since : 01/01/2015
KOLKATA
Services relating to Telecasting by means of Television, Satellite TV Channels, Telecommunication through Television Channels, Television News Channels.
HOTSPRING

3001812  04/07/2015
HEWLETT-PACKARD DEVELOPMENT COMPANY, L.P.
11445 Compaq Center Drive West, Houston, Texas 77070, U.S.A.

Service Providers
a Texas limited partnership

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Wireless broadband communication services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
3043922  31/08/2015  
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED  
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED  
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
DUA ASSOCIATES.  
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.  
Used Since :01/07/2015  
DELHI  
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043924 31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3043920, 3043922
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR& WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING,STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043926  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3043920, 3043922, 3043924
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043928  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ; TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
503-504 & 507 5TH FLOOR, MERCANTILE HOUSE, 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since : 01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3037839, 3037841, 3043920, 3043922, 3043924
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS SC MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE,
EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER
AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING
TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY &
SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043930 31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043932  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043934  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELHI
COMMUNICATION 8C BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS,
ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE,
EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER
AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING
INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING
TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY &
SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
3043936 31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES,
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FAXSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3043920,3037841,3037839,2531515,2531521..
3047232  03/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND,
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3047224
DELHI
Telecommunications.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE.
HAPPY EARTH
3058034  17/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Telecommunications.
Telecommunications..
NIIT.TV
3075812  09/10/2015
NIIT Limited
Regd. Office: 8, Balaji Estate, First Floor, Guru Ravi Das Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
MERCHANT & SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since: 29/09/2015
To be associated with:
1237193, 3073167
DELHI
Services relating to broadcasting by means of radio and television, radio and television programs, communication, telecommunication, delivery of correspondence by post or telegraph, compilation of information, courier services, press offices, news agencies, telephone services, teleprinting, wireless communication and telephony
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1237193,3073167..
3076767  13/10/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
DELI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR NEWS & CURRENT AFFAIRS, ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FACSIMILE, CELLULAR & WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED RECORDING, STORAGE & TRANSMISSION OF SOUND, MESSAGE, IMAGES, DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
ETECHACES MARKETING AND CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 119, Sector-44, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Telecommunications, providing access to telecommunication networks and internet websites in the field of insurance, real estate and finance; telephone services for call centers; transmission of information, provided via the Internet and electronic media; collection and transmission of news; e-mail; providing electronic bulletin boards, blog, and live interactive chat services, call center services, electronic exchange of data stored in databases, communications by computer terminals.
Pradesh18
3081243 19/10/2015
NETWORK18 MEDIA & INVESTMENTS LIMITED
503-504 & 507 5th Floor Mercantile House, 15 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi-110001
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since: 01/07/2015
DELHI
COMMUNICATION & BROADCASTING OF PROGRAMS & MOTION PICTURES FOR ENTERTAINMENT, INFORMATION & GENERAL INTEREST VIA TELEPHONE, TELEVISION & RADIO (CABLE, SATELLITE, EMAIL, INTERNET, FAX, DEVICES, CELLULAR 7 WIRELESS; COMPUTER TERMINAL, FIBER OPTIC DATA, DOCUMENTS; PROVIDING INFORMATION & RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION & TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS & SERVICES VIA GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS (MESSAGE DELIVERY & SENDING, NEWS AGENCIES, TELEX SERVICES)
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. PRADESH.
3318839   25/07/2016
ROUTE MOBILE LIMITED
401, 4th Floor, Evershine Mall, New Link Road, Malad (west), Mumbai 400 064
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS , TRADERS AND SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEMARK
2/A-1, KESLEY CHS, RAM NAGAR, BORIVALI WEST, MUMBAI- 400092
Used Since :15/03/2016
To be associated with:
3318837
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATION; ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES; ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA; TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRONIC ADVERTISEMENT; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & VOICE BY ELECTRONIC MEANS; VALUE-ADDED NETWORK TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; ELECTRONIC VOICE MESSAGING, TELEX, INTERNET COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES; SENDING OF BULK SHORT MESSAGE SERVICE & EMAIL SERVICE, ALL MEANS OF ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION; DATA TRANSMISSION OVER TELECOMMUNICATION AND NETWORK TRANSMISSION OF SHORT AND LONG MESSAGES & CODE SERVICES; ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 38
Ekart Courier

3367310  20/09/2016
INSTAKART SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
Brigade Manae Court, First Floor, No.111, Industrial Layout, Kormangala - 560095
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK MALHOTRA
C-2/39 SAFDARJUNG DEVELOPMENT AREA, NEW DELHI

Used Since :31/10/2012

CHENNAI
ELECTRONIC DATA AND MESSAGE TRANSMISSION; COMMUNICATION SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONIC MAIL SERVICES AND ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF DATA AND DOCUMENTS VIA COMPUTER TERMINALS; ELECTRONIC ORDER TRANSMISSION SERVICES; INFORMATION TRANSMISSION VIA ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
SUPER SINGH
3444342    29/12/2016
BALAJI MOTION PICTURES LIMITED
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELEVISION, CABLE TELEVISION, SATELLITE, INTERNET AND RADIO BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATION NETWORKS; ELECTRONIC, ELECTRIC, SATELLITE AND DIGITAL TRANSMISSION; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT
3448172  02/01/2017
KPOINT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
4th Floor –A, Pride Purple Accord, Baner Road , Pune 411045
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK SUBHASH SADHALE
Level 3, Sargam Tower, Neelkamal Society, Near Rajaram Bridge, Karvenagar, Pune - 411052
Used Since :30/09/2012
To be associated with:
3448169
MUMBAI
Providing services of Video broadcasting, conference, streaming, uploading and data streaming ; Electronic transmission and streaming of digital media content for others via global and local computer networks; Video broadcasting services via the Internet; Telecommunication services, namely, transmission of webcasts and services, Providing user access to computer programmes on data networks; Internet and digital transmission services for audio, video, or graphical data; Inter-active video text services
3448502  03/01/2017
SHREE GANGA SWEETS AND RESTAURANT
50, Amar Singh Marg, Freeganj, Near Tower Chowk, Ujjain - 456001, Madhya Pradesh
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Registered Partnership Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :09/08/2015
MUMBAI
Computer aided transmission of text and images, telecommunication
91.9 SARTHAK FM
3506762  04/03/2017
SARTHAK FILMS (P) LTD.
trading as ;SARTHAK FILMS (P) LTD.
Plot No. C/1123, CDA, Sector- 6, Bidanasi, Cuttack- 753014, Odisha, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
An Indian national Company incorporated Under the Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :01/02/2016
KOLKATA
Telecommunications, Television and radio broadcasting, in particular direct satellite radio broadcasting whose signal can be broadcast from television aerials via cable and tertiary radio and television transmitters or by means of online services via data transmission or computer networks, local cables and channel operating and broadcasting, programs operating and broadcasting being in class-38
AB KHUSHKHBABRI GHAR BAITHIE

3594895  19/07/2017

ALKEM LABORATORIES LTD
“ALKEM HOUSE”, DEVASHISH, ADJ. TO MATULYA CENTRE, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI – 400 013

BODY INCORPORATE - Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Used Since : 29/05/2017

MUMBAI

Telecommunications, satellite transmission, radio broadcasting, television broadcasting, communications by telegram, electronic mails, message sending, news agencies, paging services, telex services
3600519  27/07/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
3626338 02/09/2017
ENGAGE LEARNING PVT. LTD.
Anand Vihar, 2nd Floor, 69A Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai 400026
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANDITTA MALHOTRA HEGDE
56, World Trade Centre, 1st Floor, The Arcade, Cuffe Parade, Mumbai - 400 005

Used Since: 20/06/2017

MUMBAI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO TRANSMISSION OF IMAGES, SPEECH, SOUND, MUSIC, TEXT, COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVICES; E-MAIL; FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION; PROVIDING GLOBAL COMPUTER/INTERNET/COMMUNICATION & NETWORKS IN THE FIELD OF GENERAL INTEREST; PROVIDING LINKS TRANSFERING USER TO OTHER WEB PAGES; PROVIDING & ENABLING MULTIPLE-USERS TO TRANSFER & SHARE WIDE RANGE OF INFORMATION, FORUMS, BULLETIN BOARDS, BLOGS, MESSAGE, QUERIES, POLLS, SURVEY, NEWS, OPINIONS, REVIEWS, AUDIO, VIDEO, DOCUMENTS & EMAIL SERVICES BETWEEN & AMONG USERS VIA WEBSITE
3638005   19/09/2017
MURALI RAMAKRISHNAN
903, OBEROI EXQUISITE, TOWER B,GOREGAON EAST-400063
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Telecommunications
3658592    16/10/2017
MOLLI KAMAL KUMAR
Flat No. 49-6-14/15, Lakshmi Enclave, Lalitha Nagar, Besides Gnanikethan School, Akkayyapalem, Visakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh-530016, INDIA
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KARUNADHARA REDDY TIPPIREDDY
Flat No.C-3, 2nd Floor, Pavan Enclave, Opp:HDFC Bank, Dabagardens Main Road, Visakhapatnam - 530020, Andhra Pradesh, India
Used Since :14/03/2012
CHENNAI
The trademark being applied is for electronic media(electronic media includes web, satellite, local channel, and social media which would be broadcasted in all the languages
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3668684  02/11/2017
NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBAKKAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
SUNGUVARCHATIRAM, KANCHEEPURAM - 602106, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3668589
CHENNAI
Telecommunications.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3674701  10/11/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
3689224  28/11/2017
DHANYANTARI NANO AYUSHADI PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 8/34, NEELAKANTA MEHTA STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI – 600017
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3488368
CHENNAI
TRANSMISSION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINE AND HYGIENE
Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
OneThingCloud

3700996   12/12/2017
SHENZHEN ONETHING TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD
Rm.201, Bldg.A,NO.1. First Qianwan RD., Qianhai Shenzhen & HK Cooperation Zones, Shenzhen City, Guangdong, China
SERVICE PROVIDER
Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHADHA & CHADHA,
F-171, GHAFFAR MARKET, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI - 110 005.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3662862
CHENNAI
Streaming of data; providing online forums; providing access to databases; providing internet chatrooms; providing user access to global computer networks; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; computer aided transmission of messages and images; communications by computer terminals; transmission of digital files; voice mail services; video-on-demand transmission; transmission of telegrams; satellite transmission; telecommunications routing and junction services; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; communications by cellular phones; rental of message sending apparatus; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; television broadcasting; wireless broadcasting.
D5 news

3784281 21/03/2018

D DEVENDRA REDDY
1-8-215/16, 1ST FLOOR, JAINAM TOWERS, LAL BAHADUR NAGAR, PENDERGHAST ROAD, SECUNDERABAD, TELANGANA

D5 news

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O. I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Telecommunications
4082789  10/02/2019
SANJEEV ARORA
8/8, ASHOK NAGAR, WEST DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110018
BROADCASTING AND ADVERTISEMENT
PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
INTERNET AND TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICE, PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACCESS AND LINKS TO COMPUTER DATABASES AND THE INTERNET
4111102 08/03/2019
NANDAKUMAR LAKSHMIKANTHAN
6/23, THIRUVALLUVAR STREET, METHA NAGAR, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

BROADCASTING OF TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, NEWS AGENCY SERVICES, TRANSMISSION OF NEWS, MOTION PICTURE FILMS, AND OTHER AUDIO-VISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA CONTENT, TELEVISION TRANSMISSION AND STREAMING SERVICES, CABLE AND SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICES, RADIO AND TELEVISION TRANSMISSION, TELEVISION BROADCASTING SERVICES FOR MOBILE TELEPHONES, VIDEO, AUDIO AND TELEVISION STREAMING SERVICES, TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES, PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIONS TO THE INTERNET AND PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATION ACCESS TO VIDEO AND AUDIO CONTENT.
4111472  08/03/2019
BALAJI SINGH KSHATRIYA
16-5-212/2, 2nd LINE OLD GUNTUR, BALAJI NAGAR, GUNTUR, KOTHAPETA (GUNTUR)- 522001, ANDHRA PRADSH, INDIA
PROPRIETOR-BALAJI SINGH KSHATRIYA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
NEWS AGENCY, NEWS AGENCY SERVICES [TRANSMISSION OF NEWS], TRANSMISSION OF NEWS ITEMS TO NEWS REPORTING ORGANIZATIONS, PROVIDING ACCESS TO A WEB, MAIL AND NEWS PORTAL, SENDING [TRANSMISSION] OF NEWS, ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION OF NEWS.
4117358  14/03/2019
SAC ENTERTAINMENT
AT.MALIYASAN,OPP.MAHINDRA SHOW-ROOM,AHMADABAD HIGH-WAY,RAJKOT
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJAY K PANSURIYA
401,4th floor, sambhav complex,satyam party plot,

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TELEVISION BROADCASTING,SATELLITE TELEVISION BROADCASTING,TELEVISION PROGRAMME BROADCASTING,RADIO PROGRAMME BORADCASTING INCLUDED IN CLASS 38
4117998  15/03/2019  
ZEE ENTERTAINMENT ENTERPRISES LIMITED  
FC 19-20, FILMCITY, SECTOR 16A, NOIDA-201301,U.P.  
SERVICE PROVIDERS  
Used Since :10/03/2017  
DELHI  
TELECOMMUNICATION; CABLE TELEVISION BROADCASTING; COMMUNICATIONS BY FIBRE OPTIC NETWORKS; COMPUTER AIDED TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES, IMAGES & SOUNDS; COMPUTER TERMINALS (COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES); NEWS AGENCIES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CHANNELS FOR TEleshopping SERVICES; PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATIONS CONNECTIONS TO A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; TELEVision & RADIO BROADCASTING; RENTAL OF TELECOMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT; TELECOMMUNICATIONS ROUTING & JUNCTION SERVICES; TELEVision BROADCASTING; TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES & IMAGES.
OLE
4118538  15/03/2019
Great Wall Motor Company Limited
2266 Chaoyang South Street, Baoding, Hebei 071000, China
A Company duly organized and existing under the laws of China.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA
F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Message sending; Providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; Providing online forums; news agency services; Television broadcasting; Communications by computer terminals; Computer aided transmission of messages and images; Computer transmission of information accessed via a code or a terminal; providing user access to global computer networks; Satellite, cable, network and electronic transmission of sounds, images, signals and data.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 38

ECHO AUTO

Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88125044 ;United States of America

4119030 15/03/2019

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3951388

DELHI

Telecommunications; telecommunications, namely, communication via portable electronic devices, portable media players, portable digital devices, for transmitting, accessing, receiving, uploading, downloading, encoding, decoding, streaming, displaying, storing, caching, and transferring voice, audio, visual images, data, books, photos, videos, text, content, audiovisual works, multimedia works, literary works, files, and other electronic works; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual material via the internet or other computer or communications network; communications services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images via global communications networks; interactive broadcasting and webcasting services over the internet and telecommunications networks; telecommunication access services; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of streamed and downloadable audio files via computer and communications networks; web casting services; telecommunications services, namely, electronic transmission of streamed and downloaded audio, video and multimedia content files via computer and communications networks; audio broadcasting of spoken word, music, concerts, and radio programs; electronic transmission of information and data; providing access to databases; providing telecommunication connectivity services for the transfer of images, messages, audio, visual, audiovisual, data, media and content to in-vehicle media, communication, infotainment and navigation systems; telecommunications services, namely, transmission of podcasts; telecommunications services, namely, transmission of webcasts; transmission of vehicle diagnostic information via computer and communications networks; transmission of motor vehicle status information via computer and communications networks; communication services, namely, transmission of voice, audio, visual images and data by computers, digital transmission, satellites, telecommunications networks, wireless communication networks, the Internet, for providing the driver of a vehicle with information, namely, traffic and weather conditions, travel destination information and parking information, as well as safety and convenience services; Satellite transmission of messages and data for navigation by air; Transmission of data, sound and images by satellite; telematic sending of information in the field of in-vehicle communication service for wireless vehicle navigation and tracking; wireless communications services, namely, wireless electronic transmission of data regarding points of interest for vehicles; telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission of voice messages and data.
ABRAHAM MATHEW
ABAAM, STREET-B, 2ND CROSS ROAD, SOUTH AVENUE, PANAMPILLY NAGAR (OPP. PAILY BHAVAN), ERNAKULAM-682 015, KERALA STATE, INDIA

Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LAWYERS’ ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002, KERALA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

TELECOMMUNICATIONS: DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES DATA TRANSMISSION AND BROADCASTING ELECTRONIC DATA COMMUNICATIONS, TRANSMISSIONS, EXCHANGE, INTERCHANGE; DELIVERY OF DIGITAL AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO BY TELECOMMUNICATIONS, TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL INFORMATION; PROVISION OF ACCESS TO ALL ON-LINE NETWORK FOR INFORMATION RETRIEVAL, PROVIDING USER ACCESS TO GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS
FRUSTRATION FREE SETUP

Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88125703 ;United States of America

4121672  18/03/2019

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Telecommunication services; telecommunication services, namely, electronic transmission of data and network credentials; telecommunication services, namely, establishing and granting connections to computer networks or cloud environments; providing access to telecommunication networks especially through secured telecommunication networks by means of online authentication and verification of network credentials; providing secure and authenticated access to computer networks; communications services; electronic transmission of information and data; telecommunication services, namely, transmission of text, images, audio, and video, and data via telecommunications networks, wireless communications networks, and the internet; providing access to databases; telecommunication services for providing multiple-user access to a global computer network; delivery of messages by electronic transmission
4123782  20/03/2019
BRAHMASTRA
105, LSC, POCKET-KL, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110076
AN INDIAN TRUST REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN TRUSTS ACT, 1882
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MANGLA & ASSOCIATES.
1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, DELHI - 110 006.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI NEWS CHANNEL INCLUDING WEB NEWS CHANNEL.
PAIKEA TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
45/2/1A PRINCE GOLAM HOSSAIN SHAH ROAD, KOLKATA, WEST BENGAL - 700032
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Transmission of messages using electronic media, Delivery of messages by electronic media, Telecommunications.
ARYAAVART
4124722  22/03/2019
ARYAAVART LIFESTYLES PVT. LTD.
A-80, VIVEK VIHAR-I, DELHI-110095.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Telecommunications.
4124993  22/03/2019
STRATEGIC OUTSOURCING SERVICES PVT. LTD.
70/25, 80 Feet Circular Ring Road, 4th Block, Kormangala, Bangalore 560034
Private Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RIGHTS AND GRANTS
F4, MORNING ROASE, RC-VICTORIA GARDEN, NO. 1, AIR FORCE STATION ROAD, EAST TAMBARAM, CHENNAI - 600 059.
Used Since :01/01/2003
CHENNAI
VOIP Services, Voice Mail Services, Teleconference Services, Telex Services, Telephone Services, Voice on demand services, Communication by Telephones, Facsimile Transmission, Providing internet chatrooms, Call center solutions, Paging services and Streaming of data
Swiggy Stores
4125473    22/03/2019

BUNDL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Tower D, 9th Floor, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore – 560029
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Used Since: 12/02/2019

CHENNAI
Transmission of information on the periodical discounts, orders placed, and delivery of goods via wireless communication networks, the internet, etc.; Telecommunications services, namely electronic transmission of messages and data via computer terminals communication by cellular or other types of telephone, computer terminals, fiber optic networks and telephonic computer aided transmission of messages and images electronic mailing any type of message (including textual, graphic or video or any technology) receiving and sending all of the aforesaid services.
4125996  23/03/2019
SYED KASHIF AHMED JAFRI
H NO. 9-10-68/A/327, RESHAM BAGH, GOLCONDA, HYDERABAD – 500008, TELANGANA, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALI HYDER IMAM
403, imams.ca, MAH Manor, (besides masab tank bus stop), Banjara Hills road, Masab Tank, Hyderabad - 500028.
Used Since :01/03/2019
CHENNAI
COMMUNICATION AND TELECOMMUNICATION SERVICES; INTERNET AND WEB PORTAL SERVICES; PROVIDING
ACCESS TO E-COMMERCE PLATFORMS ON THE INTERNET; ELECTRONIC MAIL; ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS VIA
COMPUTERS, MOBILE TELEPHONES, SMARTPHONES, POINT-OF-SALE APPARATUS AND HANDHELD ELECTRONIC
DEVICES, COMPUTER NETWORKS AND THE INTERNET
2559449 04/07/2013
SIMPLYGO TRAVEL (INDIA) PVT.LTD
SHOP NO 21 DEFENCE COLONY MARKET NEW DELHI 110024
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKI WALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :10/06/2013
DELHI
TRANSPORT; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT AND SIGHTSEEING; ESCORTING OF TRAVELER; INTERMEDIARY SERVICES RELATED TO THE SALE OF TOURS; PROVIDING TRAVEL INFORMATION; RESERVATION OF TRANSPORT TICKETS, AND INTERMEDIARY SERVICES IN THIS FIELD, BEING SERVICES OF A TRAVEL AGENCY; TRANSPORT OF PERSONS; ORGANIZING BUSINESS TOURS, GROUP TRAVELS AND HOLIDAY TRIPS; RENTAL OF VEHICLES; NAMLY THE TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS AS PER CLASS-39
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. words separately. Mark shall be used as shown...
VARIETY SERVICES (SAKET) PRIVATE LIMITED
Avantika 13 Local Shopping Centre, Avenue 21, Saket, New Delhi- 110017, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Used Since :14/09/2004

DELHI
Arranging tours, travel and transport services, cruises, boat rental and transport, house boats, taxi, car transport and rental; visas and other travel documentation services; travel arrangements including inbound and outbound tour packages, holiday packages; ticketing, guide services, sightseeing information about journeys and transportation.

*Mark shall be used as shown..*
2914014  03/03/2015
RADIANT X-WAYS LOGISTIC PVT. LTD.
8/139, MEHRAM NAGAR, OPP. DOMESTIC AIRPORT, PALAM, NEW DELHI-110010
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :03/04/2013

DELHI
LOGISTICS AND CLEAR AND FORWARDING SERVICES
2949520  24/04/2015
NAVNEET AGGARWAL
496 SAINIK VIHAR, PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/01/2015
DELHI
TRANSPORT PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
2954579    01/05/2015
BABA ASSOCIATES & LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.
S-328 UPPAL SOUTH END SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON HARYANA 122001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :13/05/2013
DELHI
LOGISTICS SERVICES
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION. This is condition of registration that no exclusive right to use all descriptive matter appearing in the label...
2989773  22/06/2015
MS. JYOTI PARMAR
trading as ;APEX INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
A-117 BASMENT DDA SHED OKHLA PHASE -2, NEW DELHI -110020.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :07/06/2012
DELHI
PROVIDING SERVICES OF COURIER AND CARGO DOMESTIC OR INTERNATIONAL
3000041  03/07/2015
MR. ANIL GAUTAM
trading as ;SHIVAM CARGO PACKERS AND MOVERS
PLOT NO-18, BLOCK-K, GALI NO-5, QUTUB VIHAR, PHASE-1, NEAR SEC-19, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110071
SERVICE PROVIDER

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
TRANSPORT SERVICES, FREIGHT, CARGO AND COURIER SERVICES

Mark shall be used as shown..
OPCO

3061287  22/09/2015

KBM FOODS (P) LTD.
B-19, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI -110035.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
3066497   29/09/2015
JAI KUMAR GOYAL
trading as ;GOYAL TRADERS
27/40, STREET NO. 9, VISHWAS NAGAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI-110032.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :04/05/2009
DELHI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF BRUSHES, PAINT BRUSHES, PAINT ROLLER AND WRITING BRUSHES, HARDWARE GOODS, DOOR & WINDOW FITTINGS INCLUDING LOCK, NUT, BOLTS, SCREW, WASHER, SPRINGS, CLIPS, CHAINS, HOOK, HINGES, BRASS PARTS, HOSE CLAMPS, HANDLES, TOWER BOLTS, GATE HOOKS, WINDOW STAGS, DOOR LOCKS, DOOR STOPPER, ALDROPS, DOOR SAFETY, MAGNETIC CATCHER GATE HOOK, METAL FRAME FOR DOOR AND WINDOW
Mark shall be used as a device as represented and filed with no right over the word Goyal.
EAGLE'S EYE

3086538  27/10/2015
RAHUL ROHAN AGGARWAL
C - 156 EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI
SERVICES

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI
TRANSPORT; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT INCLUDING TRAVEL SERVICES; ORGANIZING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING
OF TOURS AND TRAVEL-CHARTER SERVICES; TOUR OPERATORS, TRAVEL RESERVATION AND INFORMATION
SERVICES; BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS IN VARIOUS KINDS OF TRANSPORT FOR TRAVEL PURPOSES NAMELY
AIRWAYS BOOKINGS, BOOKINGS FOR BUS AND OTHER SURFACE VEHICLES, BOOKINGS FOR AIRLINE AND CRUISE;
TO HIRE OR RENTAL OF AND/OR OWN CAR AND COACH, TAXIS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
GOLD FISH

3086542  27/10/2015
RAHUL ROHAN AGGARWAL
C - 156 EAST OF KAILASH NEW DELHI
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/09/2015
To be associated with:
3086536
DELHI
TRANSPORT; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT INCLUDING TRAVEL SERVICES; ORGANIZING, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF TOURS AND TRAVEL; CHARTER SERVICES; TOUR OPERATORS, TRAVEL RESERVATION AND INFORMATION SERVICES; BOOKINGS AND RESERVATIONS IN VARIOUS KINDS OF TRANSPORT FOR TRAVEL PURPOSES NAMELY AIRWAYS BOOKINGS, BOOKINGS, FOR BUS AND OTHER SURFACE VEHICLES, BOOKINGS FOR AIRLINE AND CRUISE; TO HIRE OR RENTAL OF AND/OR OWN CAR AND COACH, TAXIS, COMMERCIAL VEHICLES INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
YOG GURU SWAMI RAMDEV

3115605  04/12/2015
PATANJALI AYURVED LTD
D-38 INDUSTRIAL AREA HARIDWAR-249401, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, { OPP.MC DONALD"S} P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI {INDIA }

Used Since :31/12/1996

To be associated with:
3108489, 3108542, 3108601, 3108646, 3111804, 3111849, 3112416, 3112461, 3112528, 3112573, 3112623, 3112668, 3115509, 3115554

DELHI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
Leadking Air Services Pvt. Ltd.
3225452    31/03/2016
LEADKING AIR SERVICES PVT. LTD.,
NEW NO. 122, CORAL MERCHANT STREET, CHENNAI - 1.
Clearing and Forwarding agent, Logistics, IATA and cargo agent, Transportation, Cargo consolidation, Air and Sea cargo services, Warehousing, Travels and Customs Broker
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.
Used Since: 01/04/1993

CHENNAI
Clearing and Forwarding agent, Logistics, IATA and cargo agent, Transportation, Cargo consolidation, Air and Sea cargo services, Warehousing, Travels and Customs Broker
Word Mark along with Logo (enclosed)
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
ARUN VASU
NO.7, CATHEDRAL ROAD, CHENNAI - 600 086, STATE OF TAMIL NADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Used Since :01/01/2010
To be associated with:
3257746
CHENNAI
AVIATION SERVICES, LOGISTICS, TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, TRANSPORT BROKERAGE, TRANSPORT RESERVATION, TRAVEL RESERVATION, ESCORTING OF TRAVELLERS, COURIER SERVICES, COLLECTION AND DELIVERY OF GOODS
3341738  22/08/2016

PETIVA PTE LTD
trading as ;PETIVA PTE LTD
3, SHENTON WAY, # 07-09, SHENTON HOUSE, SINGAPORE – 068805
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRADEESH PL
NO.2, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, NEXT TO CV RAMAN GENERAL HOSPITAL, INDIRANAGAR 1ST STAGE, 80 FEET ROAD,
BANGALORE-560038, KARNATAKA, INDIA.
Used Since :12/11/2015

To be associated with:
3341737

CHENNAI
SUPPLY CHAIN, LOGISTICS AND REVERSE LOGISTICS SERVICE, NAMELY, STORAGE, WARE HOUSE
TRANSPORTATION AND DELIVERY OF DOCUMENTS, PACKAGES RAW MATERIALS AND OTHER FREIGHT FOR OTHERS
BY AIR, RAIL, SHIP OR TRUCK, PACKERS AND MOVERS, LOGISTICS SERVICES THROUGH ONLINE
Subject to use the mark substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3351161  31/08/2016
TAURUS LINES PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;TAURUS LINES PRIVATE LIMITED
415/416, CREATIVE INDUSTRIAL CENTRE, N.M.JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL (EAST), MUMBAI –400 011
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANALI BHANUSHALI
b 203 sai sagar complex, sec 13, plot no. 5, palm beach road, sanpada navi mumbai 400705
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FREIGHT FORWARDING & NVOCC
3389239  18/10/2016
GAURAV THAKRAR
trading as ;GLOBAL VISA
202- Maruti Sharnam, Opp. Nandbhoomi Party Plot, Anand Vidyanagar Road, Anand 388 001 (Gujarat) INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SERVICES FOR TOURS AND TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT SERVICES FOR INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS, BOOKING AIRLINE TICKETS, CRUISE TICKETS, ARRANGING OF TRAVEL BY AIR AND SEA FOR PACKAGE HOLIDAYS, ARRANGING OF DAY TRIPS, HOLIDAY TRAVEL AND SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS, ARRANGING FOR TRAVEL VISAS, IMMIGRATION, STUDENT VISA, VISITOR VISA, PASSPORTS AND TRAVEL DOCUMENTS FOR PERSONS TRAVELLING ABROAD INCLUDING IN CLASS-39.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE WORD “GLOBAL VISA”.

Global Visa
Study, Work & Settle

Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 ,  06/05/2019       Class 39
GHANSHYAM HOLIDAYS

3414232   21/11/2016
GHANSHYAM HOLIDAYS PVT. LTD.
201, 2ND FLOOR, AVDHESH HOUSE, NEAR SUDAMA RESORT, PRITAMNAGAR FIRST DHAL, ELLISBRIDGE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 006 (GUJARAT) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADESAFE
GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE,
AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

Used Since : 10/04/2008
AHMEDABAD

TRAVEL AGENT, TRAVEL AGENCY, FLIGHT BOOKING, HOTELS BOOKING, HOLIDAYS BOOKING, CRUISES BOOKING,
DOMESTIC TOUR OPERATOR, INTERNATIONAL TOUR OPERATOR, VISA SERVICES, BUS BOOKING, TRAIN BOOKING,
CAR RENTAL, FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND TRAVEL INSURANCE.
SAUMYA SAMPAT
trading as TRAVELISTIC AFFAIR
206/7, 2ND FLOOR, SWAGAT BUILDING, HINGWALA LANE, GHATKOPAR (EAST), MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJJI HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2016
MUMBAI
LUXURY TRAVEL SERVICES (PERSONALISED / CUSTOMISED) INCLUDED IN CLASS 39
AIR INDIA SATS

3564311  06/06/2017

AIR INDIA SATS AIRPORT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
B-1101 AND 1102, LOTUS CORPORATE PARK, OFF. WESTERN EXPRESS HIGHWAY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI 400063, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
3564310

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT, PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS, TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
3613244 16/08/2017
J. KANAGARAJAN
trading as ;SRI VENKATESWARA TRANSPORT
NO.7, JUBILEE MARKET, THIRUVARUR - 610 001. TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K.P.PADMANABHAN,BA,BL,
NO:90, J.J.COMPLEX, THIRUMANGALAM, ANNA NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600040.
Used Since :03/06/2006
CHENNAI
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES SUCH AS BUS TRANSPORT AND LORRY TRANSPORT.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
3614734  18/08/2017
MUMBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT PVT. LTD.
Chhatrapati Shivaji International Airport 1st Floor, Terminal 1B, Santacruz (East) Mumbai 400 099, India
PUBLIC LIMITED

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
3664774  27/10/2017
VINCENT A.C
T.M.Building - 2nd Floor, Near I M A Hall, Kunnummal, kanhangad, Kasargod (D T), Kerala (S T)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Used Since :06/03/2011

CHENNAI
Organization of travel tours, Arranging tours, Operating of tours
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3667293  01/11/2017
SEAPOL PORT PRIVATE LIMITED
No.85, Dheen Estate, First Floor, Moore Street, Parrys, Chennai 600001.
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MUBARAK JAN
No.4-C, 4th floor, Calve Chateau Building, New No. 322, Old No. 808, Poonamallee High road, Kilpauk, Chennai 600010

Used Since : 15/11/2010

CHENNAI
DRY BULK CARGO HANDLING, COMMISSIONING AND DEPLOYMENT OF MOBILE HARBOUR CRANE, LOADING AND UNLOADING OF CARGOES, RENTAL OF MOBILE HARBOUR CRANE

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3668685 02/11/2017
NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBakkAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
Sunguvarchatiram, kancheepuram - 602106, Tamilnadu, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3668590
CHENNAI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
3684056   22/11/2017
SANTOSH RAMBHAU PHADTARE
TRIMURTI AUTOMOTIVE, ASHOK LEYLAND AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTRE, NADGOAN, TARF, BIRWADI, MAHAD MIDC, MAHAD RAIGAD – 402309, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tanker Transport, Transport, Waste Transport, Transport Trailers, Transport Carriages including in class 39
WORLD WINDOW EXPLORATIONS

3685332    23/11/2017
KHALIL MOHAMMED TRADING AS WORLD WINDOW EXPLORATIONS
265, S.V.P. ROAD, KARIM MANSION SHOP NO.1, OPP. KHOJA KABRASTHAN, MUMBAI – 400009
PROPRITORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA 700 157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
TRANSPORT & TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT, ESCORTING & TRANSPORT OF TRAVELERS, ARRANGING OF PACKAGE TOURS; BOOKING OF AIR & TRAIN TICKET; ARRANGING OF CORPORATE TOUR INCLUDED IN CLASS 39
3685625    23/11/2017
K. NATARAJAN
trading as ;SRI GANESH TRANSPORTS
6/527, BODUPATTI ROAD, OPPOSITE TO SIDCO, PARAMATHI ROAD, NAMAKKAL - 637001, NAMAKKAL , TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
J. VIJAY RAGHAVAN
YAUGA CONSULTANTS, NO.326, GROUND FLOOR A, TT NAGAR, GUDUVANCHERI, CHENNAI-603202
Used Since :01/10/1993
CHENNAI
SPECIFICATION OF SERVICES: TRANSPORTATION AND LOGISTICS SERVICES INCLUDING HIRING OF FLEET, ROAD TRANSPORTATION BY TRUCKS, BULK CARRYING OF LPG BY CONTAINER TRUCKS, TRANSPORTATION BY OTHER MEANS, TRANSPORT CONTRACT SERVICES, STORING GOODS AND WAREHOUSING SERVICES.
3690210 29/11/2017
UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC
trading as ;UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC
UAE EXCHANGE GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS, 5TH FLOOR, TAMOUTH TOWER, (BUILDING NO.12), MARINA SQUARE , AL REEM ISLAND, P.O. BOX 170, ABU BHABI, UAE
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYNIGOROS PARTNERS
B2, MAY FAIR, CHACKOLA COLONY ROAD, THEVARA, COCHIN-682 015
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
TRAVZA - EXPLORE ALL AROUND

3690212  29/11/2017
UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC
trading as ; UAE EXCHANGE CENTRE LLC
UAE EXCHANGE GLOBAL HEADQUARTERS, 5TH FLOOR, TAMOUTH TOWER, (BUILDING NO.12), MARINA SQUARE, AL REEM ISLAND, P.O. BOX 170, ABU BHABI, UAE
SERVICE PROVIDER
LIMITED LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SYNIGOROS PARTNERS
B2, MAY FAIR, CHACKOLA COLONY ROAD, THEVARA, COCHIN-682 015

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3690210
CHENNAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT.
MEMG INTERNATIONAL INDIA (P) LTD.
#24/1, 15th Floor, J W Marriott, Vittal Mallya Road, Ashok Nagar, Bangalore 560001, Karnataka
An Indian company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.
Used Since: 05/11/2017

CHENNAI
Food delivery services.

SHREE GAJANANA MOTORS TRANSPORT

3711446  26/12/2017

MRS. LATHA B SHETTY.
No.73/2, 2nd Floor, Railway Parallel Road, Kumara Park West, Bangalore-560020.
Proprietor of Harshitha Enterprises.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRST FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.

Used Since :15/03/2016

CHENNAI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
subject to the mark should be use within the state of Karnataka.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 39

3726984 13/01/2018
S. MOHYADEEN ABDUL KADER, SOLE PROPRIETOR, TRADING AS ALL INDIA PACKAGES
39/16, FIRST PILLAYAR KOIL STREET, EKKADUTHANGAL, CHENNAI-600 032, TAMIL NADU.
AN INDIAN SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since: 01/04/2017

CHENNAI
ARRANGING OF EXCURSIONS, DAY TRIPS AND SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS; CONDUCTING OF TRAVEL TOURS;
CONSULTANCY RELATING TO TOURIST TRAVEL AND SIGHTSEEING TRAVEL TOURS; ONLINE INFORMATION AND
BOOKING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF TOURIST TRAVEL; PERSONAL TRAVEL TOUR GUIDE SERVICES; PROVIDING
TOURIST TRAVEL INFORMATION; ARRANGING OF TRAVEL TOURS; BOOKING OF SEATS FOR TRAVEL; TRANSPORT;
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT; CAR RENTAL; PASSENGER TRANSPORT; TAXI TRANSPORT; TRANSPORT OF TRAVELLERS;
TRANSPORT RESERVATION; VEHICLE RENTAL.

Subject to the mark is allowed as whole and no exclusive rights to the descriptive matters ALL INDIA PACKAGES except
substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3732795  20/01/2018
SMARTBIKE MOBILITY PRIVATE LIMITED
Corporate Floor, Hotel The Manohar, Airport Exist Road, Begumpet, Hyderabad-500 016 (T.S)
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO,
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :03/05/2017
CHENNAI
Rental of bicycles, rickshaws, tricycles Etc
3761610  22/02/2018
M/S. TRAVELSHORE TECHNOLOGIES PVT LTD, REPRESENTED BY ITS DIRECTOR MR. ALEX THACHIRAZHIKATU JACOB
1G Skyline, Pattom Square, Trivandrum, 695004, Kerala, India
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUNEER AND ASSOCIATES
ROOM NO. 3/480F, NEAR SB OF TRAVANCORE, AREEKKAD, NALLALAM POST, CALICUT 673 027, KERALA.
Used Since : 22/02/2012
CHENNAI
Arranging and conducting tours and travels; providing services related to tours, travels and transport; freight brokerage services; travel documentation services; providing tour and travel arrangement and related services through online
3781228 17/03/2018
LGW INDUSTRIES LIMITED.
PS SRIJAN CORPORATE PARK, PLOT NO.G-2, BLOCK-GP, UNIT-III, TOWER-1, 18TH. FLOOR, SECTOR-V, SALT LAKE
CITY, KOLKATA-700091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
AN INDIAN REGISTERED COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MITRA & ASSOCIATES
FIRST FLOOR,PARIVAR APPARTMENT,ABOVE AMUL SHOP,NEAR WEBEL,RAJARHAT,KOLKATA 700 135,WEST
BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2013
KOLKATA
CLEARING & FORWARDING,TRANSPORT, PACKAGING.
3930664    30/08/2018
CRYSTALGETAWAY ONLINE PRIVATE LIMITED
14/76-J CIVIL LINES KANPUR UP 208001 INDIA
Private limited company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Transport; Packaging, Storage of goods; Travel arrangements.
4088685  15/02/2019
HASMUKHBHAI MALAVIYA
trading as ;MANKI TOURS & TRAVELS
279, KSHAMA SOC, DHARAMNAGAR ROAD, A.K. ROAD, SURAT 395008
Used Since : 01/10/2017

AHMEDABAD
INBOUND AND OUTBOUND TOUR OPERATOR, INDIA AND WORLD ESCORTED TOUR, INDIVIDUAL PACKAGE, DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL AIR TICKET, HOTEL BOOKING, CRUISE HOLIDAY INCLUDED IN CLASS - 39.
POP UP HOLIDAYS

4096694    22/02/2019

ANJULA JAIN
B-363, Top Floor, Lok Vihar, Pitampura,Delhi-110034
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIGMA LEGAL SERVICES LIMITED
407-408, B-8, GD-ITL TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, NEW DELHI-110 034

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Transport and Travel arrangement
4112191  09/03/2019
JASPINDER SINGH
MCBZ2 09554, MAIN AJIT ROAD, OPP. STREET NO 9A, BATHINDA-151001
The Trade Marks Act, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Arranging for travel visas, passports and travel documents for persons traveling abroad, Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900   06/05/2019   Class 39

4112256   09/03/2019
EAST COAST LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
TTT Building, 2nd Floor, Room No 305, Krishnapatnam Port, Sri Potti Sriramulu, Nellore, Andhra Pradesh-524344
Private Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL JAIN
FLAT NO.404, 4TH FLOOR, SAI SANDHYA APARTMENT, STREET NO.9, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-29, TELANGANA
Used Since :12/03/2010
CHENNAI
SHIPPING AND MARINE SERVICES, CARGO SERVICES, CARGO HANDLING, FREIGHT FORWARDING, WAREHOUSING,
TRANSPORTATION SERVICES, INLAND TRANSPORT, CONTAINER HANDLING, CARGO TRANSPORTATION AND
TRANSPORTATION LOGISTICS, FREIGHT AND LOGISTICS SERVICES
4114474  12/03/2019
SURESH KUMAR SHARMA S/O BHURI LAL SHARMA
09, KAN NAGAR, SAVINA MAIN ROAD, udaipur, RAJASTHAN-313002
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHEKHAR PAREEK
F-17, shree nath tower, central spine, vidhyadhar nagar, jaipur-302039, RAJASTHAN

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
TOUR OPERATING AND TRAVELER SERVICE COVERED UNDER CLASS 39
4116782  13/03/2019
PETMART SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
2/3, JUDGES COURT ROAD, DEVINE BLISS, KOLKATA-700027, WEST BENGAL INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
pet rescue services; transportation of pets for others; transportation of pets; reservation and booking of transportation for pets
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 39

4117749 14/03/2019
VWV TOURISM PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No:-120, 1st Floor, Near Alok Bharati Tower, Saheed Nagar, Bubaneswar, Odisha, Pin- 751007 India
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496,Nakeerar Street, Mogapair East,Chennai-600037
Used Since :06/03/2019

KOLKATA
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
4118102  15/03/2019
VEDAVIT LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;VEDAVIT LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
Sant Kabir Nagar, C/O Rakesh Kumar, U D International School Campus, Jadhua Turning, Hajipur, Vaishali, Bihar-844101.
SERVICE PROVIDER.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
TRANSPORT.
ECHO AUTO

Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88125044 ;United States of America

4119032  15/03/2019

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North, Seattle, Washington 98109, United States of America
A Nevada Corporation.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3951389

DELHI

Travel arrangement; providing information, news, and commentary in the field of travel, available vehicle parking, current vehicle traffic, and transportation; providing traffic status information and responsive directional guidance information to vehicle operators; electronic storage of digital data, light files, sound, data, information and image signals, all in particular for navigation systems, route planners and the use of electronic maps; providing navigation and information services, namely, information regarding traffic and traffic congestion; provision of information regarding travel; provision of information to travelers regarding fares, time tables and means of public transport; services of a travel agency, namely, the booking of rental services of cars, boats and other vehicles; all of the aforesaid services also provided via a communications network or a mobile telephone or a wireless navigation device; services of a travel agency, namely, booking of rental cars, boats and other vehicles; all of the aforesaid services also provided via a communications network or a mobile telephone or a wireless navigation device; providing vehicle location and direction information; GPS navigation services, namely, transmitting points of interest to vehicles.
4119383  15/03/2019
RANESSA LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
F/F-69, VILLAGE- GOYLA KHURD, DELHI-110071
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Used Since :01/02/2019
DELHI
Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement including Logistics services consisting of the transport, packaging, and storage of goods.
4119691  16/03/2019

FLAWLESS LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
105 - B, 1st Floor, Commercial Manor, 68 / 70 Clive Road, Dana Bunder, Masjid Bunder (East), Mumbai - 400009
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/01/2019

MUMBAI
Transportation services.
UNTAP'D

4120617    15/03/2019
UNTAPPED TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Pravin Gurung, Roy Colony, Chayan Para, Silliguri, Jalpaiguri, , West Bengal- 734004, India
A Private Limited Company incorporated as per the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners Office 203 & 204, Supreme Headquarters, Mumbai-Pune Highway, Mohan Nagar, Baner, Pune - 411045,
Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Tracking, locating and monitoring of vehicles, maritime vessels and aircraft.
4120913  18/03/2019
D. SOLOMON MATHEW
NO.63, NEHRU HIGH ROAD, NEW PERUNGALATHUR, CHENNAI - 600063
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Ambulance transport services, Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement
BIG BLUE LOGISTICS ; YOUR PACKAGE OUR PASSION

4121133   18/03/2019
RAVISA SERVICES CONSORTIUM PVT LTD
OFFICE NO 505 B 5TH FLOOR MARK SURAT WALA PLAZO , NEAR INDIA OIL PETROL PUMP HINJEWADI PHASE 1 PUNE -411057

THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement
4121734  18/03/2019
INFRITECH SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
ANAJ MANDI, FORT ROAD, GWALIOR - 474003 (M.P.)
body incorporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANURADHA AGRAWAL
305, LABBAIK REGENCY, 4/2, OLD PALASIA, INDORE - 452018 (M.P.)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CAR RENTAL, CRUISE BOOKING, BOOKING OF FLIGHT, TRAIN, BUS TICKETS
4122146    19/03/2019
TAMANJOT SINGH CHAWLA
101 Race Course, Dehradun, Uttarakhand-248001
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RANJITHKUMAR D
2/496,Nakeerar Street, Mogapair East,Chennai-600037

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
4122178  19/03/2019
PREMSONS MOTOR UDYOG PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PREMSONS MOTOR UDYOG PVT. LTD.
502, KANKE ROAD, RANCHI, DIST:- RANCHI-834008, JHARKHAND.
TRADERS, RETAILER & SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GREAT TRADE MARK BUREAU
NEAR KUMAR TAKIES, DHANSAR, DHANBAD - 828 106, JHARKHAND.
Used Since :01/06/2005
To be associated with:
1423273
KOLKATA
TRANSPORTATION, SALES AND SERVICE OF MOTOR VEHICLES, REPAIRING OF MOTOR VEHICLES, WORKSHOP OF
THE MOTOR VEHICLES, WAREHOUSES, WAREHOUSING OF TRANSPORT BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 39.
V 2 S FARMS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.No. 24, Konark, Old Badami Nagar, Keshwapur, Hubli, Karnataka-580023
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :08/02/2013

CHENNAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
UTTARANAND

4123218  20/03/2019

UTTARANAND LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since :08/02/2019

DELHI
Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement.
T QUAD
4123270  20/03/2019
TQUAD
#10 / 58 / G2, Green Garden Road, Thadathil T V Center, Kakkanad - Kerala - 682037, India.
A Partnership Firm incorporated as per the laws of India.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYANK GUPTA
StratJuris Partners Office 203 & 204, Supreme Headquarters, Mumbai-Pune Highway, Mohan Nagar, Baner, Pune - 411045, Maharashtra, India

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Travel consultancy; Travel information; Travel arrangement; Travel organisation; Travel guide services; Reservation and booking of transportation for trekking tours
YASHVI TOURS AND TRAVELS PRIVATE LIMITED
104, SHAHKAR COLONY, SEVTOR - 25, GANDHINAGAR - 382024 GUJARAT INDIA

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT AND VISA SERVICES AS PROVIDED IN CLASS - 39
HOME NINJA

4123926  20/03/2019

GRAVITAS HOME SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
HOUSE NO. 23/USF, SECTOR-46, FARIDABAD-121001, HARYANA

THE PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PACKAGE PICK UP, DELIVERY, PACKING AND PACKAGING GOODS FOR SHIPMENT AND ARRANGEMENT OF TRANSPORTATION; TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRANSPORTATION OF GOODS IN REFRIGERATED CONDITIONS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT; EXPEDITED SHIPPING SERVICES, NAMELY, ARRANGING FOR FREIGHT TRANSPORTATION; DELIVERY OF GOODS BY CAR, TRUCK OR VAN; FREIGHTING, MESSAGE DELIVERY, PARCEL DELIVERY; PROVISION OF DELIVERY INFORMATION, NAMELY PROVIDING ONLINE SERVICES WHICH AFFORD CUSTOMERS THE ABILITY TO SELECT A DISTRIBUTION POINT FOR GOODS PURCHASED ON THE INTERNET, VIA A GLOBAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK; RENTAL OF LOCKERS; PRODUCT WAREHOUSING SERVICES; GENERAL WAREHOUSING SERVICES; GOODS WAREHOUSING; FREIGHT WAREHOUSING; STORAGE OF GOODS; PROVIDING STORAGE SERVICES, NAMELY, ELECTRONICALLY MONITORED, CLIMATE CONTROLLED AND NONCLIMATE CONTROLLED SPACES, LOCKER STORAGE SERVICES; PACKING SERVICES FOR OTHERS; LOCATING AND ARRANGING FOR RESERVATIONS FOR STORAGE SPACE FOR OTHERS; PACKAGING GOODS FOR SHIPMENT; GIFT DELIVERY; DELIVERY SERVICES, NAMELY, SHIPPING AND DELIVERY OF GENERAL CONSUMER GOODS; ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF DATA; DIGITAL MEDIA STORAGE, NAMELY, PHYSICAL STORAGE OF ELECTRONICALLY-STORED DATA OR DOCUMENTS; ELECTRONIC STORAGE OF TEXT, LITERARY WORKS, IMAGES, VISUAL WORKS, AUDIO WORKS, AUDIOVISUAL WORKS, DATA, FILES, DOCUMENTS AND ELECTRONIC WORKS; STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC MEDIA, NAMELY, IMAGES, TEXT, VIDEO, AND AUDIO DATA; RENTAL OF COMPUTING AND DATA STORAGE FACILITIES OF VARIABLE CAPACITY TO THIRD PARTIES, NAMELY, RENTAL OF STORAGE SERVICES FOR ARCHIVING DATA WITHIN A CLOUD INFRASTRUCTURE, STORAGE OF ELECTRONIC PHOTOS AND DOCUMENTS.
4124319   21/03/2019
AS SIRAATH HAJJ AND UMRAH PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 02, GROUND FLOOR, G-SECTOR, A-1 LINE, CHEETACAMP, TROMBAY, MUMBAI-400088
Body-incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tours (Arranging of travel)
4124328  21/03/2019
KEYEM PHARMA
Parappur Road, Kottakkal, Malappuram, Kerala, India-676503
Nil
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAZARUS WAY
LAZARUS WAY, 2nd FLOOR, ROMEL MAHAL, N. CHITTOOR ROAD, ERNAKULAM, KERALA, INDIA-682018
Used Since: 19/12/1983
CHENNAI
Distribution services and storage of pharmaceuticals.
4124371  21/03/2019
BHAGYASHREE BALAKRISHNA GHARAT
S4-102, Shruti Complex, Uran Taluka, Uran District, Raigad 400702
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AZHAR ASSIM SHAIKH
Ashiyana Building, Kalas, Jadhav Wasti, Pune-411 015.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Transport
4124465   21/03/2019
MUHAMMED HASHIM S
6/566 C, DARASALAM, SEENAS ROAD, PALLIMUKKU, KOLLAM, KERALA - 691010
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Arranging of transportation for travel tours, Transport; Packaging and storage of goods; Travel arrangement
4124503  21/03/2019

VIKAS DIWAN
A-1203, Swapnalok Towers, Pimpripada Road, Malad East, Mumbai-400097, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :11/01/2018

MUMBAI
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 39

4124733 22/03/2019
MAK LOGISTICS PRIVATE LIMITED
99.J.N.Road, 1st Floor,GATI Coast to Coast Building,,Delanipur, Port Blair –744102,Andaman and Nicobar Islands
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :18/02/2015

KOLKATA
TRANSPORT; PACKAGING AND STORAGE OF GOODS; TRAVEL ARRANGEMENT
Swiggy Stores

4125474    22/03/2019

BUNDL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
Tower D, 9th Floor, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore – 560029
An Indian Company incorporated under Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :12/02/2019

To be associated with:
3077443, 3078340

CHENNAI
Transportation and logistics services; Packaging and Storage of goods; Parcel delivery services; Food Delivery; Delivery of goods;
4126211   23/03/2019
FAISAL MUKHTAR
301-302, Al-Mehmood Apartments, 37/C, Perry Cross Road, Bandra West
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKAI JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Drop Shipping Services
LIBAS CLOTH EMPORIUM & TAILORS

3056634  16/09/2015

MRS. DEEPA KALRA
trading as; LIBAS CLOTH EMPORIUM & TAILORS.
WZ-1673, NANGAL RAYA, LAJWANTI GARDEN, JAIL ROAD, NEW DELHI-110046.

SERVICES
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI
TAILORING SERVICES, CLOTH CUTTING, CLOTH TREATING, DRESSMAKING, EMBROIDERY SERVICES, STITCHING SEWING WORKS, TAILORING WORKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 40

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., CLOTH EMPORIUM & TAILORS.
OPCO

3061288   22/09/2015

KBM FOODS (P) LTD.
B-19, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI-110035.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS
OTAYA
3090959 02/11/2015
SHRI KAPISH CHHABRA
trading as ;OTAYA INTERNATIONAL
MAHAVEER INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAWA COLONY, BAHADUR KE ROAD, LUDHIANA 141008, PB
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAHTTA & CO.
43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
TREATMENT OF TEXTILE & FABRIC MATERIAL; JOB WORK, EMBROIDERY, DESIGNING, DYEING, PRINTING, CUTTING, STITCHING, BLEACHING, EDGING, TAILORING, DRESSMAKING, DRAPPING & CUSTOM FASHIONING.
INSTANTPOST

3092959   03/11/2015
INSTANTPOST PRINTERS AND SCANNERS PRIVATE LIMITED
42/101, PURPUR SQUARE, BENARSI BAGH WING FIELD, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH 226001
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISWANATH VENKATESH
MANAS, PLOT NO.47 & 48, KRISHNAVENI NAGAR, NORTH STREET, MUGALIVAKKAM,CHENNAI-600125
Used Since :03/10/2015

DELHI

printing; 3D printing; digital printing; printing services
3125663 15/12/2015
RAM SINGH CHAUDHARY
trading as INDIAN SALES CORPORATION
233/2, BELILIOUS ROAD, HOWRAH-711 101, W.B.
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR BEING INDIAN CITIZEN.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :16/09/1981
KOLKATA
METAL TREATING; METAL PLATING; METAL CASTING; METAL TEMPERING; NICKEL PLATING; BLACKSMITHING;
GALVANIZATION; BURNISHING BY ABRASION; SOLDERING; WELDING SERVICES; TREATMENT OF MATERIALS;
MATERIAL TREATMENT INFORMATION; CUSTOM ASSEMBLING OF MATERIALS FOR OTHERS,
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD INDIAN AND
ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
3230517  08/04/2016
KAJAL FLOZEN TRENDZ LLP
1-A, SAGAR COMPOUND, VASTADEVDI ROAD, SURAT - 395004, GUJARAT, INDIA
Services Provider, Manufacturer, Merchant and Distributor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since : 01/07/2008

AHMEDABAD
Treatment of Materials; Embroidery; Tailoring, Cloth Making; Processing, Dyeing, Printing, Bleaching, Alteration, Cutting, Edging, pre-shrinking, Treating and Treatment of Textile Fabrics; Colour Separation Services; Fulling of Cloth; Colour Separation Services; Custom Fashioning and Assembling of Materials; Custom Fashioning of Fur; Engraving; Applying Finishes to Textiles; Warping; Lather Working; Work of Art; Handcrafting; as included in Class - 40.
3422677  29/11/2016
SHUBHLAXMI DIAMOND PRIVATE LIMITED
21/C, Plot No. 73, Satadhar Society Matawadi, L. H. Road, SURAT - 395006.
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant
a company registered and incorporated under the Indian Company Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :01/06/2016

AHMEDABAD
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS; Refining, Smelting and Casting Services in the field of Precious Metals and Precious Stone; Treatment on Diamond, Gold, Silver, Platinum, Precious Stones, Precious Metals and Ornaments made there of; as Included in Class - 40.
PICSY

3425179  03/12/2016

RADIX CIRCLE LLP
401, Shree Kashi Parekh Complex, Behind Bhagwati Chambers, Near Swastik Cross Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India.

Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since :10/08/2016

AHMEDABAD
Offset Printing, Digital Printing, Digital Asset Storage Services, Online Line Portal for Ordering personalized items, merchandise & gift items, import, export, Corporate Printing, Photobook Printing, T-Shirts, Mugs, Pens, School Bags, School label, Calendar.
3425180  03/12/2016
RADIX CIRCLE LLP
401, Shree Kashi Parekh Complex, Behind Bhagwati Chambers, Near Swastik Cross Road, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
A Limited Liability Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :10/08/2016
To be associated with:
3425179

AHMEDABAD
Offset Printing, Digital Printing, Digital Asset Storage Services, Online Line Portal for Ordering personalized items, merchandise & gift items, Import, export, Corporate Printing, Photobook Printing, T-Shirts, Mugs, Pens, School Bags, School label, Calendar.
Color is Claimed.
MANGALAM
3445310  29/12/2016
MANGALAM PRINTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Office No. A/801, Building No. - A, 8th Floor, International Commercial Centre, Ring Road, Surat – 395002.
Services Provider, Distributor, Manufacturer and Merchant
a company registered and incorporated under the Indian Company Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.
Used Since :22/06/2006

AHMEDABAD
Treatment of Materials; Embroidery; Tailoring, Cloth Making; Processing, Dyeing, Printing, Bleaching, Alteration, Cutting, Edging, pre-shrinking, Treating and Treatment of Textile Fabrics; Colour Separation Services; Fulling of Cloth; Colour Separation Services; Custom Fashioning and Assembling of Materials; Custom Fashioning of Fur; Engraving; Applying Finishes to Textiles; Warping; Lather Working; Work of Art; Handcrafting; as included in Class - 40.
BHAVANI GEMS PRIVATE LIMITED
DC-3100, Bharat Diamond Bourse, "G" Block, Badra Kurla Complex, Bandra - East, Mumbai-400051 Maharashtra, India
A Company Incorporated Under the Indian Companies' Act

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMC INTELLECTUAL SERVICES
First Floor, Aaradhna Building, Near Karnataka Bank, Hiramodi Sheri, Udhna Darwaja, Surat - 395002

Used Since : 01/04/1996

MUMBAI
JEWELRY CASTING; CUTTING OF DIAMONDS; POLISHING OF DIAMONDS AND OTHER PRECIOUS STONES
TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRADE MARK APPLICATION NO. 1592366.
3668686  02/11/2017
NIPPON PAINT (INDIA) PVT. LTD
PLOT NO: K-8 (1), PHASE - II, SIPCOT INDUSTRIAL PARK, MAMBakkAM VILLAGE, SRIPERUMBUDUR,
SUNGUVARCHATIRAM, KANCHEEPURAM - 602106, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Treatment of materials.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
3710151  23/12/2017
LATHA SRIMAL
# 325 T & 325 S, KIADB Industrial Area, Harohalli Village, Kanakpura Road, Ramanagar District, Karnataka - 562112
an Indian Proprietor trading as National Vinyl Industries

Address for service in India/Agents address:
A.V. NATHAN ASSOCIATES.
451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.
Used Since :28/01/2015

CHENNAI
custom manufacturing services of plastic products including spares, components and accessories
NEPRA ENVIRONMENTAL SOLUTION PRIVATE LIMITED
36 TULIP BUNGLOWS II/B/H DRIVE IN ROAD, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD-380054

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAY D. SHAH, ADVOCATE
A-601, RATNAMANI TOWER, JODHPUR CROSS ROAD, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD- 380 015, (GUJRAT)

Used Since: 27/09/2006

RECYCLING OF WASTE MATERIALS, TREATMENT OF WASTE MATERIAL, SORTING OF WASTE AND RECYCLABLE MATERIAL, TECHNICAL CONSULTING IN THE FIELD OF WASTE MANAGEMENT, WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES, RECYCLING OF WASTE AND TRASH, INFORMATION ADVICE AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE RECYCLING OF WASTE AND TRASH
Arethy - The Couture House

4099363  25/02/2019
ARETHY - THE COUTURE HOUSE LLP
#206, 157, Brigade Road, Shanthala Nagar, Ashok Nagar, Bangalore - 560025

Service providers
A Limited Liability Partnership under the Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPAK VAID
TIS Legal 44/30, Dewan Rama Road, 2nd Floor, Purasaiwalkam, Chennai - 600084

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Embroidering, Printing, Cloth cutting, Dressmaking, Fabric bleaching, Cloth Edging, Custom Tailoring, Clothing alteration
4117030  14/03/2019
EBRO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.
807, NEW DELHI HOUSE, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Treatment of materials.
4117609  14/03/2019
M/S JAIN AMAR CLOTHING (P) LTD.
992/1, PIPAL BUILDING, CHAWAL BAZAR, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
CUSTOM TAILORING; DRESSMAKING; CLOTHING ALTERATION; EMBROIDERY SERVICES; APPLYING FINISHES TO
TEXTILES; FABRIC BLEACHING; CLOTH CUTTING; CLOTH DYEING; CLOTH EDGING; CLOTH FIREPROOFING; CLOTH
PRE-SHRINKING; CLOTH TREATING; CLOTH WATERPROOFING; CREASE RESISTANT TREATMENT OF CLOTH,
PROVIDING INFORMATION RELATING TO CUSTOM TAILORING, TAILORING [CUSTOM MANUFACTURE], TEXTILE
WEAVING, OFFSET PRINTING SERVICES AND CUSTOM FASHIONING OF FUR.
4117727    14/03/2019

KABADIWALLA CONNECT PRIVATE LIMITED
65, Uthamar Gandhi Salai, Hande Medical Centre, Opposite to ICICI and SBI Bank, Chennai – 600034, Tamil Nadu
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :12/07/2018

CHENNAI
TREATMENT OF MATERIALS.
4118708 15/03/2019

ARVIND LAXMAN BHANDERI
SHREEJI GENERATOR HOUSE, NR. BAPS MANDIR, NAGALAPAR, MANDIVI-KUTCH, GUJARAT
Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Rental of generators
4118957  15/03/2019
AMIT KUMAR MODI
25 BALLYGUNJ CIRCULAR ROAD, PARAMOUNT BUILDING, KOLKATA-700019
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/03/2016
KOLKATA
Treatment of materials
Narinjan Singh Prem Singh
4120291  16/03/2019
KANWALJIT SINGH S/O NARINJAN SINGH
H No 2706 A, Darshani Bazar, Balmiki Chowk, Jandiala Guru, Amritsar (Pb)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Treatment of Materials
SHOEVIVAL REVIVE YOUR FOOTWEAR
4121358   18/03/2019
SANDEEP GAJAKAS (INDIAN NATIONAL, PROPRIETOR), TRADING AS THE SHOE LAUNDRY
Gautam Darshan, 2nd Floor, 7 Bunglow, Off J P Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai, Maharashtra-400053
Proprietorship Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
201 A, 2nd Floor, Raheja Plaza-I, LBS Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai - 400 086.
Used Since :29/12/2010
MUMBAI
Rental of Shoe making machines, Shoe staining
4122829  19/03/2019
DEEPAK SURESH GANDHI KARTA OF JALORE SILKS
Shop No 139, Lower Ground floor, Jash Textile Market, Ring Road, Surat-395002 (Gujarat)
Hindu Undivided Family Firm

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SUPERFASTACTION REGN. SERVICE
526, GROUND FLOOR, GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD, SURAT-2

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Treatment of Textile Materials, Embroidery Job work, Tailoring, dyeing and printing mills
KITCART
4122941 19/03/2019
SURESH SHARMA
POLYON KI DHANI, MORIJA, CHOMU JAIPUR-303805
SUBLIMATION PRINTING
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
SUBLIMATION PRINTING
4124629  22/03/2019
MODA RAM PATEL
Plot No 11 Patel Colony, Khema Kakua Pal Road Jodhpur (Raj)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Treatment of materials
Alfu Drugs and Healthcare Pharmaceuticals

4124630 22/03/2019
MONIKA OBEROI
Flat No 602 D,Imperial Residency, Pir Muchhala Dhakoli (Mohali)
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Treatment of Materials
ARYAAVART

4124724  22/03/2019
ARYAAVART LIFESTYLES PVT. LTD.
A-80, VIVEK VIHAR-I, DELHI-110095.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Treatment of materials.
2254223   22/12/2011
VIVEK.R.S
trading as ;RAINMAKER
RAINMAKER, DOOR NO. 31/923-B, 1ST FLOOR, PARADISE ROAD, VYTTILA.P.O.,KOCHI-682019

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35, KERALA

Used Since :16/05/2011

CHENNAI
EVENT MANAGEMENT, ENTERTAINMENTS, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ORGANIZATIONS FOR EXHIBITIONS AND SHOWS IN SAID
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND RESTRICT THE AREA TO KERALA ONLY.
2546696  11/06/2013
BLITZ INSTITUTE OF CREATIVE ARTS
2ND FLOOR SHAKUMBHARI COMPLEX BHELUPUR VARANASI 221005 UP
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :10/06/2013
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
IOSR
2655237  06/01/2014
SHIV KUMAR SHARMA
SHRI RAM COLONY, DASNA, GHAZIABAD-201015 (U.P)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since 01/11/2011
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
SS MEDIAHUB PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as M/s SS MEDIAHUB PRIVATE LIMITED
R-278, 2ND FLOOR, G.K.-1, GATE NO. 5, NEW DELHI
SERVICES
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT-1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since: 01/01/2014

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ARRANGING OF SPORTING CONTESTS & EVENTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITION

NOT CLAIMING RIGHT ON INDIA.
Vellore Institute of Technology, vellore

2700673  18/03/2014
VIT UNIVERSITY
trading as ;VIT UNIVERSITY
VELLORE-632014, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIANS TRUST ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since :19/05/2001
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
Vellore Institute of Technology, Chennai

2700674    18/03/2014
VIT UNIVERSITY
trading as ; VIT UNIVERSITY
VELLORE-632014, TAMILNADU, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A TRUST REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIANS TRUST ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAGYA RAGHAVAN.
OLD NO.10, NEW NO.19, II MAIN ROAD, CIT COLONY, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Used Since: 19/05/2001

CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
LEgacy Montessori

2725402  25/04/2014
VIDYANIKETAN EDUCATION TRUST
Trading as: VIDYANIKETAN EDUCATION TRUST
3B, DOVER'S PALACE, NO.9, HALL ROAD, RICHARDS TOWN, BANGALORE-560005.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1931732, 1931733, 2725401

Chennai
Education Institution
2737275  15/05/2014
BENNETT, COLEMAN & CO. LTD.
7, BAHADURSHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI 110103
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
INTTL ADVOCARE.
F-252, WESTERN AVENUE, SAINIK FARMS, NEW DELHI - 110 062.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING, ORGANIZING AND CONDUCTING OF SHOWS AND EXHIBITIONS OR WORKSHOPS RELATING TO ALL KINDS OF CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING FASHION AND ITS RELATED ACTIVITIES, PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES AND RECREATIONAL SERVICES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE MARK. THE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
2739265  19/05/2014

VIDYANIKETAN EDUCATION TRUST
trading as ;VIDYANIKETAN EDUCATION TRUST
3B, DOVERS PALACE, NO.9, HALL ROAD, RICHARDS TOWN, BANGALORE-560005.
SERVICES PROVIDER
A TRUST
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNAMURTHY & CO.
4th Floor, Prestige Takt No. 23, Kasturba Road Cross Bangalore - 560 001

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:
1931732, 1931733, 2725401, 2725402

CHENNAI
EDUCATION INSTITUTION

subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.
2746263  29/05/2014
GRAY MATTERS INDIA PVT LTD
trading as ;GRAY MATTERS INDIA PVT LTD
8-2-269/S/52, PLOT NO. 52, SAGAR SOCIETY, ROAD NO. 2, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD 500034, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LAKSHMIKUMARAN & SRIDHARAN
B-6/10, SAFDARJUNG ENCLAVE, N. DELHI-29.
Used Since :10/05/2011

CHENNAI
Education Services; School rating services; school improvement services; school consulting; parent advocacy; data analytics services; solution showcase services; school accreditation services; school analytics services; services relating to class report, school report, teacher report, student report
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2797444  26/08/2014
NAMRATA VAID
D-918, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI 110065, INDIA
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TANUJ ARORA
EARNEST LEGAL, ADVOCATES & SOLICITORS P-4A, JANGPURA EXTN., NEW DELHI-110014
Used Since :18/05/2011
DELHI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING FOR MAKING BAKERY PRODUCTS
2814417  23/09/2014
N.SANGHAMITHRA
trading as ; AVANI PRESCHOOL
NO. 13, SECOUND CROSS, ROAD, RAMALINGA NAGAR, 2ND LAYOUT, SAIBABA COLONY, COIMBATORE - 641 011, COIMBATORE DIST, TN
SERVICE PROVIDIER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. LOGANATHAN
32, SUBBULAKSHMI COMPLEX, BINNY COMPOUND MAIN ROAD, TIRUPUR - 641 601.
Used Since: 01/09/2014
CHENNAI
EDUCATIONS; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
subject to no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label.
2841399   10/11/2014
RAGHAV SOOD
B-349, Sarita Vihar, New Delhi-110076
Japanese Learning Institute

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
A Japanese Language Institute.
*KIZOKU is a Japanese word which means Noble in English.*
2845638  19/11/2014
MR. HEMANT KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ;VAN
D-6/16 DILSHAD COLONY DELHI 110095
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Used Since :19/01/2003
DELHI
NEWS CHANNFX, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL.
2848060  21/11/2014
ETECHACES MARKETING AND CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 119, Sector-44, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :07/11/2014
To be associated with:
2183644
DELHI
Education and training services, namely providing classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, and one-on-one
telephonic instruction in the fields of business, management, entrepreneurship, and leadership including related to
insurance and financial affairs, online as well as distance learning courses; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities;
production of radio or TV programs, films in the field of insurance and financial affairs, publication of books, pamphlets,
brochures, magazines and manuals.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2183644, 2848048..
2866748  22/12/2014  
TSD CORPORATION LIMITED  
C/O. JAY MOTWANI, B-305, REGENCY, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400053  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956  

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
JOSEPH VARIKASERY  
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.  
Used Since :01/04/2013  

MUMBAI  
PROVIDING OF TRAINING, CONDUCTING TALENT HUNT PROGRAM, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
2888127  23/01/2015
PCCW VUCLIP (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
trading as ;PCCW VUCLIP (SINGAPORE) PTE LTD
8 TEMASEK BOULEVARD, #35-01, SUNTEC TOWER THREE, SINGAPORE 038988
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2888125
MUMBAI
ENTERTAINMENT
2890881  27/01/2015
RAJEEB LOCHAN PANDA
trading as ;M/s INFINITE LOVE ACADEMY
101, 1ST FLOOR, E-36, JAWAHAR PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
SERVICES
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :17/12/2014
DELHI
PROVIDING OF EDUCATION, TRAINING SERVICES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, RELIGIOUS AND SPIRITUAL EDUCATION AND CONSULTANCY SERVICES
2897565  10/02/2015
MR. ABHISHEK JAIN
MR. GAURAV GARG
trading as ;STUDYIQ
A - 10, 3rd Floor, Lajpat Nagar II New Delhi – 110024
PROVIDING SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R.K.DEWAN & CO.
236 & 237, VARDHMAN FASHION MALL, NEAR MAHAVIR HOSPITAL, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-110034
Used Since :20/11/2014
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES .
No exclusive right to the use of the word “STUDY And IQ”. Mark shall be used as whole..
ASHOK KUMAR ROY
4D, BATRA CINEMA COMPLEX PARKING, Dr. MUKHERJEE NAGAR, DELHI-110009
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since: 02/01/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION: PROVIDING OF TRAINING: ENTERTAINMENT: SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES;
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GANIT.
2899175  05/02/2015
BLACK BELT WORLD, INC.
124, West John Street, Mathews, North Carolina 28105, USA
Service Provider
a company organized and existing under the laws of the state of North Carolina, USA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Used Since :15/01/2010
To be associated with:
2899174
DELHI
Training services in the field of martial arts; Educational services, namely, providing programs, classes, workshops, seminars, summer camps and private lessons in the field of martial arts, self-defense and taekwondo; providing a website featuring martial arts and taekwondo information.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (Black Belt).
2962311 13/05/2015

THE RAWAL’S EDUCATIONAL & CULTURAL SOCIETY (REGD.)
trading as ;THE RAWAL’S EDUCATIONAL & CULTURAL SOCIETY (REGD.)
C-75 RISHI NAGAR CHAWLA COLONY BALLABGARH FARIDABAD HRAYANA
SERVICES
AN INDIAN SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER SOCIETY ACT 1860

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/07/2007

DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITES
MUSEO DEL PRADO

2965492  18/05/2015
MUSEO NACIONAL DEL PRADO
PASEO DEL PRADO, S/N, MADRID, SPAIN 28014
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF SPAIN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INFINI JURIDIQUE
604, NILGIRI APARTMENTS 9, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, N. DELHI-110 001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES; TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; ORGANIZING SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ORGANIZATION OF FAIRS AND EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; PRODUCTION OF AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS; EDITING AND PUBLISHING BOOKS AND PUBLICITY TEXTS; ORGANIZATION AND CONDUCTING OF COMPETITIONS, COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES AND CONGRESSES; MUSEUM SERVICES.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2969992   22/05/2015

CAVALIA INC.
5100 HUTCHISON, SUITE 200, MONTREAL, QUEBEC, CANADA, H2V4A9
Education and entertainment
A company registered in Luxembourg

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MR. ROHIT SINGH
ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sporting and cultural activities; entertainment; entertainment shows including artists, horses, music and songs, education and training services namely providing of animal training; equestrian schools; equestrian entertainment centers; training of horses, cowboys, horse riders, acrobats and equestrian grooms, officials, trainers, coaches and other professionals; equestrian courses for public in general; activity centers and equestrian courses for public in general; creation, production, diffusion and exploitation of films, 3D films, television programs, documentaries and movies.
2971252  26/05/2015
VEDIC LIFE SOCIETY (R)
KU-81 KRISHNA KUNJ PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAHUL MANGLA (ADVOCATE)
280 TARUN ENCLAVE PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034

Used Since : 10/10/2014

To be associated with:
2971251

DELHI
ALL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41 EDUCATION SCHOOLS, INSITUTES, COLLEGES AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS, CONFERENCES, EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, TRAINING WORKSHOPS, TEACHING BY WAY OF CORRESPONDENCE COURSE, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EXAMINATION AND SERVICES, TUTORIALS, BOARDING, HIGH SCHOOL, TUTIONS, TRAINING INSTITUTE, PROFESSIONAL COURSE TRAINING AND PUBLIC EDUCATION PROGRAMMES, COMPETITIONS AND SHOWS, VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE), PUBLICATION OF BOOKS
2971808  23/05/2015
SMB RECORDZ
MR. LOVEPREET SINGH S/O SH. GURDEV SINGH
SH. GURDEV SINGH S/O SH. GARIB DASS
trading as ;M/S SMB RECORDZ
#117, HARISH NAGAR, HUSSAINPUR, DISTT. KAPURTHALA - 144620
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNIL
37, NEW MARKET BEHIND NARINDER CINEMA JALANDHAR

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
SANJAY BESWAL
G-77, SARITA VIHAR, NEW DELHI -110076.

PROPOSED TO BE USED

DELHI

SERVICES RELATING TO IMPARTING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION, PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL GUIDANCE, ORGANIZING CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, SEMINARS, EXHIBITIONS AND SYMPOSIA; ISSUING AND PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, REPORTS, MAGAZINES AND NEWSPAPERS; ISSUING AND PUBLICATION OF TEXTS AND DATA COLLECTIONS CAPABLE OF BEING REPRODUCED ELECTRONICALLY, FALLING UNDER THE CLASS 41.
FLAME AWARDS

3023570  04/08/2015
RURAL MARKETING ASSOCIATION OF INDIA
E-362, FIRST FLOOR, NIRMAN VIHAR, VIKAS MARG, DELHI -110092.
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARTI NIGAM
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38 VEER SAVARKAR BLOCK DELHI-92
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; EVENT, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole..
YOGA UTSAV

3034587   16/08/2015

AMARESH BABU

trading as ;iGrade Solutions

#66, GROUND FLOOR, 2ND MAIN ROAD, SAMVRUDHI ENCLAVE, KUMARSWAMY LAYOUT 2 STAGE, BANGALORE - 560111, KARNATAKA

Yoga Utsav
Registered with Shops and establishments Karnataka

Address for service in India/Agents address:

L.R. SWAMI CO.

NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

Used Since :20/12/2014

CHENNAI

Yoga Utsav provides Yoga training classes for individuals, groups and organizes Yoga events and retreats.

website YogaUtsav.com is active.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION AND NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE WORD YOGA SEPARATELY.
3043921  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
of EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043923  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043925   31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED

trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED

First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since :01/07/2015

To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848

DELHI

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA; ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION, SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043927   31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ; TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since : 01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
sYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043929  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
503-504 & 507 5TH FLOOR, MERCANTILE HOUSE, 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043931  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO SC PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3043933  31/08/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
trading as ;TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
1283310, 2531516, 2531522, 3036848
DELHI
EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
3045391 02/09/2015

TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
503-504 & 507 5TH FLOOR, MERCANTILE HOUSE, 15 KASTURBA GANDHI MARG, NEW DELHI-110001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Used Since: 01/07/2015

To be associated with:
2531516, 2531522

DELHI

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAM'S ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
3045851  01/09/2015
MOTHER SANSKRITI
trading as ;MOTHER SANSKRITI
FLAT NO-C1/801, QD BLOCK, TOWER HEIGHT APTT .PITAM PURA, DELHI-110085, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL SERVICES INCLUDING SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES & SCHOOL
AAYAAM WORLD SCHOOL

3046881  03/09/2015
MAXWORTH EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. - 170, ARYA NAGAR UNCHA GAON, BALLABGARH, HARYANA-121004
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :02/07/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
TOMORROW'S WORLD

3047975  04/09/2015
PRAKASH AMUSEMENT RIDES & FUN WORLD (P) LTD.
20, F.I.E. PATPARGANJ, NEW DELHI-110092.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI

AMUSEMENT PARK, EVENT, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
MARK SHOULD BE READ AND USE AS A WHOLE..
3051483  08/09/2015
SANDEEP MARWAH
FC-14/15, FILM CITY, SECTOR-16A, NOIDA-201301(UTTAR PRADESH)
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92
Used Since :15/07/2015

DELHI
EDUCATION & TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF FILM AND MUSIC LIVE PERFORMANCES OF EVENT,
AUDIO-VIDEO PRODUCTION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE. words separately. Mark shall be used as a whole.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 41

3053398 11/09/2015
MR. LAKSHAY BHUTTANI
MR. ANDREW JONES
MR. LAKHAN VERMA
trading as ;DELHI DREAM STUDIO
B-70, LUXMI KUNJ APPARTMENT, PLOT NO.-6, SECTOR-13, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085.

SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/08/2015

DELHI

PHOTOGRAPHY; DISCS EDITING AND PRODUCTION, SPECIAL EFFECTS ANIMATION FOR FILM AND VIDEO; AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY, PORTRAIT PHOTOGRAPHY, DIGITAL IMAGING SERVICES, WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY SERVICES; PORTFOLIO SHOOTS; CINEMA PRESENTATIONS; DUBBING; EDITING (VIDEOTAPE—); FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS; MICROFILMING; MOVIE STUDIOS; PHOTOGRAPHIC REPORTING; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS AND VIDEOTAPE FILM; VIDEOTAPING; TRAINING AND CONSULTING SERVICES IN THE FIELD OF PHOTOGRAPHY AND FILM PRODUCTION;

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word Delhi Dream Studio.

Mark shall be used as a device as substantially represented and filed.
3053410  10/09/2015
M/S. SRIRAM INSTITUTE OF PROFESSIONAL AND VOCATIONAL STUDIES
A-305, 2ND FLOOR, VIJAY VIHAR, PH.01, OPP. INDIAN PETROL PUMP, NEAR VISHRAM CHOWK, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRI & COMPANY
A-212C/306, TIRUPATI PLAZA GALI NO.1, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92
Used Since :13/05/2015
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON LABEL...
3057180 15/09/2015
MINDCHAMPION LEARNING SYSTEMS LIMITED
8, BALAJI ESTATE, FIRST FLOOR, GURU RAVI DAS MARG, KALKAJI, NEW DELHI-110019
MERCHANT, MANUFACTURER & SERVICE PROVIDER
Body Incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU.
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since: 19/12/2014
To be associated with:
3021991
DELHI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING & CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDING PROVIDING
EDUCATION AND TRAINING ONLINE OR THROUGH ACADEMIES, SCHOOLS, INSTITUTES, EDUCATIONAL CENTRES,
UNIVERSITIES, CORRESPONDENCE, INSTRUCTION SERVICES, TEACHING, TUITION, LIBRARIES, PUBLICATION OF
TEXT BOOKS AND MAGAZINES, BOOKMOBILE SERVICE, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING COLLOQUIUM,
CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS, WORKSHOPS, ORGANISING COMPETITIONS.
3058044    17/09/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3058035
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3058035.
WINCOURSE ADVANTAGE

3060521   21/09/2015

DCS CERTIFICATIONS PVT LTD
trading as ;DCS CERTIFICATIONS PVT LTD
105, PRAKASH HOUSE, 4379/4B ANSARI ROAD, DARYA GANJ, NEW DELHI-110002.

THE SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Used Since :27/08/2015

To be associated with:
3060508, 3060512, 3060517

DELHI

PUBLICATION AND EDITING OF PRINTED MATTER, COMPUTER-BASED TRAINING, PROVIDING NON-DOWNLOADABLE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS FROM A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR THE INTERNET, INFORMATION RELATING TO EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT PROVIDED ONLINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET, PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER DATABASE OR THE INTERNET OR BY MEANS OF TELEVISION OR RADIO PROGRAMS, EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANCY, EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, ARRANGING OF EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.,3060508.
OPCO

3061289  22/09/2015

KBM FOODS (P) LTD.
B-19, LAWRENCE ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI -110035.

SERVICES
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/04/2015

DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3067006  29/09/2015
THE CEO CIRCLE PTY LTD (ACN 128 582 945)
PO Box 2057, Mount Waverley VIC 3149, Australia
An Australia Proprietary Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Services provided by a club, association or similar entity, for the benefit or support of its members, being the provision of a business forum for chief executive officers for educational services, arranging and conducting seminars, arranging and providing venues for meetings, arranging and providing speakers and facilitators, in the areas of management development and problem solving; publication and provision of reports and minutes.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
R. J. INNOVATION

3067416  30/09/2015
ANUJ GOYAL
trading as ;R.J. INNOVATION
KLA MANDIR, 2ND FLOOR, OPPOSITE VAISH GIRLS HIGH SCHOOL, JHAJJAR ROAD, ROHTAK-124001 (HARYANA)
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
VAKILON WALI GALI, UDMIPURA, (NEAR SHANT MAI HOTEL), ROHTAK -124001. (HARYANA)
Used Since :01/06/2012
DELHI
EDUCATION, COMPUTER EDUCATION.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS i.e., INNOVATION.
CLASSIC BAND

3068077 01/10/2015

HARSHDEEP KAPOOR

trading as; CLASSIC BAND

SHOP NO. -18, SHIV MANDIR MARKET, TITAR PUR, (OPP: METRO PILLAR NO. 434) RAJOURI GARDEN, NEW DELHI-110027.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

KALRA ASSOCIATES.
A-99, PANKHA ROAD, OPP. BUS TRML. UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI - 110 059.

Used Since: 01/04/2010

DELHI

PROVIDING OF BAND, DHOL, FIREWORKS, LIGHTING, GHORI AND BAGGI FOR MARRIAGES AND PARTIES, SERVICES OF ENTERTAINMENTS, EVENTS MANAGEMENT AMUSEMENTS OR RECREATIONS OF PEOPLE.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD (BAND).
3068140  01/10/2015

SUNNY GUPTA

trading as ;F1 MACRO TECHNOLOGIES
A-46, RADHEY SHYAM PARK EXTN.,DELHI-110051.

SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI

COMPUTER EDUCATION
3074157 09/10/2015
DIVYA YOG MANDIR (TRUST)
ACHARYA BAL KISHAN
PATANJALI YOG PEETH, MAHARISI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGH WAY, NEAR BAHADARBAD HARIDWAR 249405 UTTARAKHAND
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BANSAL & COMPANY
210, JOP PLAZA, [OPP MC DONALD"S] P-2, SECTOR-18, NOIDA-201 301, NCR DELHI. INDIA.
Used Since :31/12/1996
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
NIIT.TV
3075813  09/10/2015
NIIT Limited
Regd. Office: 8, Balaji Estate, First Floor, Guru Ravi Das Marg, Kalkaji, New Delhi-110019
MERCHANT & SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
WORLDWIDE REGISTRATION BUREAU,
60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
Used Since: 29/09/2015
DELHI
Education and training, entertainment, sporting & cultural activities including providing education and training online or through academies, schools, institutes, educational centres, universities, correspondence, instruction services, teaching, tuition, libraries, publication of text books and magazines, bookmobile service, arranging and conducting colloquium, conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums, workshops, organising competitions.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 1237274, 1811654. NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OVER THE “TV”.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

3076768 13/10/2015
TV18 BROADCAST LIMITED
First Floor, Empire Complex, 414- Senapati Bapat Marg, Lower Parel, Mumbai - 400 013
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES.
202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
2531522, 3043927

DELI

EDUCATION & ENTERTAINMENT VIA PROGRAMS ACCESSIBLE BY TELEVISION, AUDIO, VIDEO AND GLOBAL
COMPUTER NETWORKS; PROVIDING INFO, RELATING TO A WIDE RANGE OF EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT VIA
WEBSITE, GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK, ONLINE DATABASES, INTERNET, AUDIO, VIDEO & PRINT MEDIA;
ORGANIZING OF ACADEMIC, RECREATIONAL, CULTURAL & SPORTS ACTIVITIES; PRODUCTION, DISTRIBUTION,
SYNDICATION OF ENTERTAINMENT/EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
ETECHACES MARKETING AND CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 119, Sector-44, Gurgaon-122001, Haryana, India
Service Provider
a company incorporated and existing under the Indian Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education and training services, namely providing classes, seminars, conferences, workshops, and one-on-one telephonic instruction in the fields of business, management, entrepreneurship, and leadership including related to insurance and financial affairs, online as well as distance learning courses; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; production of radio or tv programs, films in the field of insurance and financial affairs, publication of books, pamphlets, brochures, magazines and manuals.
3082303    20/10/2015
BRIJ MOHAN
trading as ; NAVNIRMAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT & TECHNOLOGY
145, NH-4, ADARSH COLONY, OPP. SHARMA GENERAL STORE, NEAR PATEL CHOWK, NIT, FARIDABAD, HR-121001.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since : 01/08/2012
DELHI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3082387 20/10/2015
MS. YASMIN PIRZADD.
Supreme 19,2104, A wing, 3 rd Cross Road, Lokhandwala, Andheri West- 400053.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANIRUDH GANU. (ADVOCATE)
92, RAAG TOWER, YASHEODHAM, OFF GEN, A.K.VAIDYA MARG, GOREGAON (E), MUMBAI-400063
Used Since :09/06/2011
MUMBAI
EDUCATION ACADEMICS, SCHOOLS, BOARDING SCHOOLS, COACHING [TRAINING], ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS, CORRESPONDENCE COURSES, LENDING LIBRARIES, NURSERY SCHOOLS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS AND EXHIBITIONS [EDUCATIONAL, CULTURAL OR SPORTS], PHYSICAL EDUCATION, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS.
3085724  26/10/2015

THE LIONS EMPIRE SPORTS CLUB
G-4, MAHARANA PRATAP MARKET, D.B.GUPTA ROAD, KAROL BAGH, DELHI-110005.

SERVICES
A SOCIETY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.

Used Since :01/09/2015

DELHI

SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; CONDUCTING WORKSHOPS AND SEMINARS IN SPORTS, ORGANIZING SPORTING EVENTS, SPORTS CONTESTS AND COMPETITIONS IN THE FIELD OF SOCCER, FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, BASKETBALL AND OTHER SPORTS ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF ON-GOING TELEVISION PROGRAMS; SPORTS CLUB.
3087052  27/10/2015
HERO MOTOCORP LIMITED
34 Basant Lok, Vasant Vihar, New Delhi -110 057
Service Providers
An Indian Company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..2615236.
3095704   09/11/2015
RAKESH KOHLI
MR. VIVEK KOHLI
MR. PRANAV KOHLI
trading as ;STAG INTERNATIONAL
A-19/20, UDYOG PURAM, DELHI ROAD, PARTAPUR, MEERUT-250103, U.P.
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012
DELHI
SPORTS ACADEMY.
No exclusive rights over the words appearing DELHI, INDIA.
QUALITY COUNCIL OF INDIA (QCI)
2ND FLOOR, INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS BUILDING, 2, BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110002
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A SOCIETY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/1997
To be associated with:
3106812, 3106862
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:3106812,3106862..
AKSHAY JAGGI
trading as ;JAZBA FITNESS STUDIO
C-712, 2ND FLOOR, SECTOR-7, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/11/2015
DELHI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING AND EDUCATION IN SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, HEALTH AND FITNESS CLUB SERVICES, GYM, GYMNASIUM FACILITIES, YOGA, AEROBICS AND OTHER CARDIO VASCULAR EXERCISES, COUNSELLING FOR AERIBICS AND FITNESS SERVICES, INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
EKAUSHAL
3152301  05/01/2016
TRANS NEURON TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Provider of Service
B-710, B-Block Natasha Golf view Apartments, Inner Ring Road, Domlur, Bangalore-560071.

PROVIDER OF SERVICE
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
UNITECH TRADE CENTRE SEC-43, GURGAON 122002 HARYANA
Used Since :01/01/2015

CHENNAI
“Portal for online education, providing coaching & training, conducting examinations, placement and other education services, publication of educational and other material inter-alia for online education or providing coaching & training, arranging and conducting workshops and symposium, placement and other education services.”
SHILPABEN ANKURBHAI GANDHI  
trading as ;ACTIVE FITNESS  
86, MASJID FALIYA - BAJAR FALIYA, ARETH -2, ARETH - 394110, TALUKA - MANDVI, DISTRICT - SURAT, GUJARAT, INDIA  
Services Provider  
Address for service in India/Agents address: 
KARNI TRADE MARKS.  
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.  
Proposed to be Used  
AHMEDABAD  
Health Club Services; Club and Camp Services; Gambling; Music Halls; Providing of Training; Workshops; Sporting and Cultural Activities; as included in Class - 41.  
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ACTIVE FITNESS.
3226008   04/04/2016
MR VINOD KUMAR
trading as : EXCEL STARTLINE
NO.44.12 TH MAIN 17TH CROSS 6TH SECTOR BEHIND BDA COMPLEX HSR LAYOUT BANGALORE-560102
SERVICE PROVIDER
PARTNERSHIP FORM
Used Since : 01/07/2014
CHENNAI
FITNESS SOLUTIONS AS ITS CORE BUSINESS
3229613  07/04/2016
REFINED EDUCATION PVT. LTD
501, BUILDING NO.8, ALICA NAGAR, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, PLOT C., KANDIVALI EAST, MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA- 400101
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :06/03/2016
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
IOTNEXT

3233511    11/04/2016
INDIA ELECTRONICS & SEMICONDUCTOR ASSOCIATION
trading as ;India Electronics & Semiconductor Association
Unit G-02, Ground Floor, Prestige Terminus II; 901 Civil Aviation Road, Konena Agrahara (Old HAL Airport Exit Road), Bangalore 17
Service Provider
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHIMA CHALIA
EDIPLIS COUNSELS, No. 1542/A, 28th A Cross, Banashankari 2nd Stage, Bangalore 560070
Used Since :09/12/2015

CHENNAI
Arranging and conducting of conferences and seminars, providing education and training, providing online electronic books and journals.
AKARA
3235858  14/04/2016
AKARA EDUCATION PRIVATE LIMITED
3RD FLOOR, MEENAKSHI APARTMENTS, 7/5, PS. SIVASAMY STREET, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004, TAMIL NADU.
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :14/03/2011
To be associated with:
3235858
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; SERVICES OF SCHOOLS; COACHING; TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/ INSTRUCTION SERVICES / TUITION; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIUMS; EDUCATION INFORMATION; EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATION PURPOSES; PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; CONSULTANCY SERVICES RELATING TO THE EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF MANAGEMENT AND OF PERSONNEL.
3254262  06/05/2016
MR. J. SPURGEON SAMUEL
trading as ;M/S. ZION INTERNATIONAL
NO: 314R/1, OPP. JEYASEKARAN HOSPITAL, K.P. ROAD, NAGERCOIL – 629001, TAMILNADU, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :30/01/2010

CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES, INFORMATION SERVICES RELATING TO EDUCATION, EDUCATION PROVIDING VIA SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, POLYTECHNIC, COMMERCIAL EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS.
3270135  25/05/2016
THE LEARNENG CENTRE
THE LEARNING CENTRE, 2ND FLOOR, PALATHINKAL COMPLEX, NORTH FORT GATE, TRIPUNITHURA.
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Used Since: 17/05/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION, TRAINING OF BUSINESS ENGLISH, GENERAL ENGLISH, COMMUNICATIVE ENGLISH,
YOUNG LEARNER ENGLISH, LANGUAGE ACADEMY INSTITUTION, IELTS COURSE TRAINING, EVENT MANAGEMENT.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL

3279051    08/06/2016
SANOJ
trading as: ENTE PHOTO
423, KURUTHUKULANGARA, KOOLA, THRISSUR-16, KERALA, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A SOLE PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
TC:17/1254 (20), SL COMPLEX, OPP.SK HOSPITAL, EDAPAZHINJI, TRIVANDRUM-695006.
Used Since: 16/08/2004
CHENNAI
UNIT AND DIGITAL STUDIO.
subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.

Trade Mark: ENTE PHOTO (IN MALAYALAM)
DR RAJANI PATIL
1 Nayar Samaj Building, 14 Sir Bhalchandra Road, Next to Midtown Pritam Hotel, Dadar (East), Mumbai 400 014 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Service Providers
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, Worli, Mumbai-400018
Used Since :22/10/2013

MUMBAI
provide training, education, conducting workshops and lectures in physiotherapy
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

**Mountain Man**

3313526  18/07/2016

RAHUL GUPTA

trading as; Mountain Man

A-512, Ashoka Impression, Mova, Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh

SERVICE PROVIDER

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

N. LAKSHMI PRIYA

F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since: 25/11/2014

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, SERVICES OF SCHOOLS [EDUCATION], ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, EXHIBITIONS AND COMPETITIONS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT], SPORTS AND FITNESS, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES
3332204 08/08/2016
M S SUNDER RAM AND SHRUTHY SEETHARAM
trading as ;Byram Holdings
No 3, Church Street, Bangalore 560001
Service Providers
a Registered Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :20/06/2015
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3335474   11/08/2016
HAYMARKET MEDIA GROUP LTD.
Bridge House, 69 London Road, Twickenham TW13SP, United Kingdom
Publishers
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAW OF ENGLAND AND WALES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL MUMBAI
1sr Floor, Free Press House, 215 Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
On-line electronic publications (not downloadable), publication of books, publication of electronic books and journals on-line, publication of texts (other than publicity texts), education, providing of training, entertainment, sporting and cultural activities.
GEORGE ROJI ANTONY

trading as ;INTERGRATED MARATIAL ARTS ACADEMY

THOTTUMKAL SQUARE, PNP ROAD, PONKUNNAM P.O., KOTTAYAM DISTRICT, KERALA, INDIA - 686 506

SERVICE PROVIDER

A PROPRIETOR FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC/44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Used Since : 10/05/2013

CHENNAI

OPERATING OF MARTIAL ARTS SCHOOLS, TRAINING IN MARTIAL ARTS, MARTIAL ARTS INSTRUCTION.

3357127 06/09/2016
MR. SHAIK ABDUL RAHMAN
103 to 105, 3rd Floor, Nizamia Complex, Abids, Hyderabad - 500 008 (Telangana)
Service Provider

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAWARPETH, PUNE 411011
Used Since :15/08/2014

CHENNAI
Providing of Education & Training
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3371709  24/09/2016
MR. VIKRAM KALLOO
Triveni C-1, 2nd Floor, S.V.Road, Santacruz(west), Mumbai 400 054
Service Provider
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Used Since :01/01/2016
Mumbai
Professional Training and Coaching
3373132    26/09/2016
RANJAN D. CHHEDA
trading as ;O&O SALON & SPA
Shop no.1, Jay Shivshankar Co-op Housing Society, Shivaji Park Road No.5, Mahim, Mumbai 400016
SERVICE PROVIDER
A Partnership Firm registered under the Indian Partnership Act, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE PRIYANKA TIWARI
Office No.3, Krishna Castle, A-1 Ground Floor, Fitwala Road, Elphinstone, Mumbai - 400013. Opp. Saidham
Used Since :01/08/2016
MUMBAI
TRAINING AND COACHING, PROVIDING EDUCATION, ACADEMIES, PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND PRACTICAL TRAINING, TUTORING AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
Lady Kyra
3382588  07/10/2016
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N.ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
SERVICE PROVIDERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3382580
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3384638  09/10/2016
RUPESH NARENDRA GUPTA
trading as ;GUPTA DECORATORS
Shop No 3,Garud Apartment, Shanti Park, Upnagar, Nashik 422 006
ARRANGING OF WEDDING AND OTHER PARTIES, EVENT MANAGEMENT, PLANNERS AND DECORATORS
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HARSHWARDHAN
plot no. 44, sukhmohini bungalow, near CNP press wall, jijamatanagara, nasikroad, nasik 422101
Used Since :30/12/2011
MUMBAI
arranging of wedding management, event management including decorations, presentation of live performances,music-halls,orchestra services, organization of shows, television programmes, organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
3385490    10/10/2016
M/S APEIROS LEARNING NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;M/S APEIROS LEARNING NETWORK PRIVATE LIMITED
Level 1, am@ 10, MB Towers, Road No.10, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad Kurnool TG 500034 IN
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHAWAL KANT SINGH (COMPANY SECRETARY)
A -233 GROUND FLOOR BUNKAR COLONY ASHOK VIHAR PHASE IV DELHI 110052
Used Since :09/04/2015
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
3385722  13/10/2016
SIMS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;SIMS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
PLOT NO.26, AMAR SOCIETY, MADHAPUR, HYDERABAD-500 033 (T.S) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).
Used Since :01/09/2015

CHENNAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AND PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE IN RELATION TO MEDICAL AND HEALTHCARE
subject to the mark should be used as represented in the trademark application within the state of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana.
MRS. PUSHPA SHARMA W/O. DR. G. L. SHARMA
trading as; PANACEA RESEARCH FOUNDATION
81, VISHVESARIYA VISTAR, TRIVENI NAGAR, GOPALPURA, JAIPUR- RAJASTHAN
Service provider as
Proprietorship firm
Address for service in India/Agoents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)
Used Since :06/10/2011

AHMEDABAD
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, Publication & Publication of journals services in class 41.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3391217  20/10/2016
PIYUSH JAISWAL
trading as ;CITY TIMES
92, MUKTANAND SOCIETY, VESU, NEAR, SAI JALARAM TEMPLE, SURAT-395007, GUJARAT, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.
Used Since :13/09/2016

AHMEDABAD
PROVIDING SERVICES OF ENTERTAINMENT, ORGANIZATION OF EVENTS, MAGAZINE WRITING, EDITING, PUBLISHING AND PUBLICATIONS.
Services restricted in the state of Gujarat only.
3409024  11/11/2016
REELIUM FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;REELIUM FILMS PRIVATE LIMITED
705, SHALIN COMPLEX, SECTOR - 11, GANDHINAGAR- 382 007, GUJARAT, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, ORGANIZATION OF SPORTING AND CULTURAL EVENTS; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, MAGAZINES AND OTHER PRINTED PRODUCTS, PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER IN THE FORM OF ELECTRONIC DATA CARRIERS, NAMELY CD-ROMS, CD-RS, MEMORY STICKS (USB STICKS), FLOPPY DISKS, HARD DISCS AND MAGNETIC TAPES; RENTAL OF VIDEOS AND MOTION PICTURES; PROVIDING CINEMA FACILITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.CHOR..
3414106  18/11/2016

DR. ARVIND AGARWAL S/O. LATE. SH. T.K. AGARWAL
C-25, BHAGAT SINGH MARG, TILAK NAGAR, JAIPUR (RAJ.)

Service provider as

Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Used Since :17/11/2016

AHMEDABAD

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

NO EXCLUSIVE RIGHT DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE MARK.
3420292   28/11/2016
SACHIN RAMESH TENDULKAR
19 A, PERRY CROSS LANE, BANDRA (WEST) MUMBAI-400050
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN INHABITANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAGWATI AND CO
4 G 2 Court Chambers ,new marine Lines , Mumbai - 20
Used Since :28/09/2015
To be associated with:
3398944

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3422585    29/11/2016
BHAVESH KANTILAL DAMANIA
trading as ;DREAM WORLD KIDS ACADEMY
HARSHADSINH B. CHAUHAN COMPOUND, PLOT NO. 5, OPP. BLUE STAR HOTEL, HAVELI FALIYA, NAROLI - 396235, D & N.H, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHETH & CO., ADVOCATES
RAJAN BUILDING-5,6, OPP. JAINATH PETROL PUMP, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT - 360 002
Used Since :18/12/2014
AHMEDABAD
NURSERY SCHOOL, PROVIDING OF TRAINING & EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
subject to restriction of services in the state of GUJARAT only.
FIND LIFE OVER HERE

3422674    29/11/2016
JULA PREMAL ZAVARI
trading as ;FIND LIFE OVER HERE
18, Maskati Plots - 2, Near HDFC Bank, Parle Point, Surat – 395007.
Services Provider

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KARNI TRADE MARKS.
4024, WORLD TRADE CENTRE, RING ROAD, SURAT-395 002.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Education Services; Providing of Training, Teaching, Tuition; Publication of Books; Entertainment; Club And Camp Services; Sporting And Cultural Activities; Arranging And Conducting Of Colloquiums, Conferences, Concerts, Congresses, Seminars, Symposia and Workshop; Library Services; Information And Instruction Services; Organization Of Competitions, Exhibitions and Show; School; as included in Class – 41.
3435066   15/12/2016
RAGHULEELA RESORTS LLP
101, First Floor, Shilp - 3, Near Mann Party Plot, Bodakdev to Sindhubhavan Road, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad 380054, Gujarat, India.
Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :05/09/2016
AHMEDABAD
Entertainment Services, Production, Preparation, Presentation and Management of Events, Competitions, Contests, games, Quizzes, Fun Days, Exhibitions, Sporting Events, Road Shows, Concerts, Theatrical Performances, Live Performances, Audio and Video Recording, Wedding Planning, sporting and cultural activities, events, Club Services
Color is claimed..
WWW.RAAAONLINE.CO.IN

3443678  28/12/2016
DR. B.RANJITH KARTEKEYAN
trading as ; RANJITH ANESTHESIA ACADEMY
NO.7 MALLEESWARAR KOIL STREET, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600004
SERVICE PROVIDER
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 17/02/2016

CHENNAI
ONLINE TEACHING AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN VARIOUS ANESTHESIA RELATED SUBJECTS
3447473 30/12/2016
YUPPTV INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; COMPANY
8-2-293/82/A/773, Road Number 44, CBI Colony, Jubilee Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500033
YUPPTV IS ONE OF THE LARGEST ONLINE OVER-THE-TOP (OTT) ENTERTAINMENT SOLUTIONS PROVIDER COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANTI MOHAN RUSTAGI
E-7, KAILASH COLONY, NEW DELHI - 110048

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING SERVICES TO THE USERS TO INSTANTLY STREAM CONTENT FROM VARIOUS APPS ON THE DEVICE TO THE TVs OVER INTERNET
3448790 04/01/2017
MS. MOUMITA MUKHERJEE
trading as TUTOR JAR
F-3, F-5, 1ST FLOOR, MOKSH PLAZA, OPP. BORIVALI STATION, S.V. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
SERVICE PROVIDER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Used Since :02/11/2015
MUMBAI
TO CARRY ON THE BUSINESS OF EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART OR LITERATURE TO THE PUBLIC FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, CHEMICAL PRODUCTS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND AGRICULTURE, INCLUDING THOSE THAT GO TO THE MAKING OF PRODUCTS BELONGING TO OTHER CLASSES OR SUCH OTHER BUSINESS AS DECIDED BY THE DIRECTORS; AND SO ON PRODUCTS COVERED UNDER CLASS 41
BABUKHAN SALMAN KARIM trading as; GLENDALE ACADEMY
8-2-293/82/FII/A/9 ROAD NO 7, FILM NAGAR JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD - 500 033

Service provider Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Used Since: 12/06/2003

To be associated with:
3452011

CHENNAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities.
CONTAGIOUS

3454642   11/01/2017
CONTAGIOUS ONLINE MEDIA NETWORK PRIVATE. LTD.
NO. 503, SAMEER APARTMENTS, VERSOVA VIPUL CHS LTD; YARI ROAD, VERSOVA, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI - 400061
SERVICE PROVIDER
A C
Used Since :03/08/2015
To be associated with:
3454641
MUMBAI
PROVISION OF ENTERTAINMENT RELATED SERVICES MORE SPECIFICALLY RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS/MOTION PICTURES/SOUND RECORDINGS, RENTAL OF LIGHTING APPARATUS FOR THEATRICAL SETS OR TELEVISION STUDIOS, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS/MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS, DUBBING, ENTERTAINMENT/AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, LENDING LIBRARIES, PROVIDING ONLINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE MUSIC, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, PROVIDING ONLINE VIDEOS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, ORGANISATION OF SHOWS, PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES, PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, RADIO ENTERTAINMENT, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, TELEVISION ENTERTAINMENT, MOVIE STUDIO SERVICES, MUSIC COMPOSITION SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, ACADEMIES (EDUCATION), ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES/IN PERSON EDUCATIONAL FORUMS WORKSHOPS, PRODUCTION OF MUSIC, SUBTITLING, SCREENPLAY WRITING, SCRIPTWRITING, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING, SONGWRITING, EDUCATIONAL/INSTRUCTION SERVICES, WRITING OF TEXTS OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS, ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS, THEATRE PRODUCTIONS, VIDEOTAPING, ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3459948    17/01/2017
RAMAVTAR YADAV
trading as ;ELLEN SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
E-180, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR-302001 (RAJASTHAN) INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJEEV JAIN
17, BHARAT MATA PATH, JAMNA LAL BAJAJ MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - 302 001- RAJASTHAN
Used Since :01/04/2013
AHMEDABAD
PROVIDE TRAINING, EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES WHICH ARE INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matters.
3464466  24/01/2017
SHABEEB.A
trading as ;ACCOUNT SOLUTIONS
DOOR NO.4/779-7, HOUSING COLONY ROAD, PERINTHALAMANNA, PERINTHALAMANNA TALUK, MALAPPURAM
DISTRICT, PIN - 679 322, STATE OF KERALA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
P.P.A. SAGEER
TRADE IMPRESSIO, MADARI TOWER, COURT GATE, MANJERI, MALAPPURAM DIST, KERALA -673 639
Used Since :02/06/2016
To be associated with:
3464465
CHENNAI
EDUCATION SERVICES, RESEARCH, OFFLINE, ONLINE COACHING VARIOUS ACCOUNTING AND ALLIED COURSES,
ENTRANCE COACHING FOR CA, CPT, CS, ICWA AND CMA COMMERCE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT HUMAN RESOURCE,
PROJECT MANAGEMENT TRAINING, ENTREPRENEURIAL DEVELOPMENT, VARIOUS COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS,
TUITION, RELIGION, LAW, SCIENCE, HUMANITIES, ENGINEERING, COMPUTER ETC. CONDUCTING LECTURES,
SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIUMS, COLLEGIUMS, SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, INSTITUTES,
ARRANGING, ORGANIZING, SPORTING, CULTURAL ENTERTAINMENT, EVENT MANAGEMENTS, DISTANT EDUCATION.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORDS ACCOUNT
SOLUTIONS SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KERALA STATE ONLY.
DELHI PUBLIC GIRLS SCHOOL

3469036  30/01/2017

DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3059399

KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DELHI PUBLIC KIDS SCHOOL

3469038  30/01/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS...

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DELHI PUBLIC PLAY SCHOOL
3469039  30/01/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DELHI PUBLIC SENIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL

3469041    30/01/2017

DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED TOGETHER...
3469057  30/01/2017
SAVANI BHARATBHAI HARJIBHAI
trading as ;SARASWATI EDUCATION AND CHARITABLE TRUST
D-13, Aayush Tenament, V-2, Opp Jivan Twin Bungalows, Nikol Road, Ahmedabad - 382350 Gujarat, India
SERVICE PROVIDER
Used Since :05/09/2015

AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATION (RELIGIOUS-), EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES,
ELECTRONIC DESKTOP PUBLISHING, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION,
EXHIBITIONS (ORGANIZATION OF-) FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, BOARDING SCHOOLS.
3482884  15/02/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3482885  15/02/2017

DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3482886   15/02/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL
OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3482887   15/02/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
3482888  15/02/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS. THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 41

3482889  15/02/2017
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST,3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.),KOLKATA 700 069,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD DELHI AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DEEPAK KUMAR PAL
SOUTH OF BATA CHOWK, DUTTA PALACE, MADHUBANI, PIN-847211, BIHAR, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN

Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHAKRABORTY & ASSOCIATES
13/1A GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 3RD FLOOR (TIMES OF INDIA BLDG.), KOLKATA 700 069, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING BEING ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3498814  03/03/2017
MRS. MEERA CHOTRANI
trading as ;CHAMPS (CHAMPIONS HEALTH AND MOVEMENT PERFORMANCE SCHOOL)
16/128, ANAND NAGAR, NEAR YAKOLA POLICE STATION, SANTACRUZ (EAST) MUMBAI - 400055
SERVICE PROVIDER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/01/2017
MUMBAI
PROVIDING OF TRAINING SPORTS FITNESS, COACHING SPORTS AND SPORTS ACTIVITIES
3527216  17/04/2017
ASFAQUE ALAM
Akankha NH 81 Sunny Park, Chanchal Malda, West Bengal - 732123
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :01/11/2013

KOLKATA
Educational services.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
3541810  04/05/2017
DR. PURVISH MEHENDRA PARIKH
trading as ;MEDIC LAWGIC
1505 HRISHIKESH APARTMENTS, 874 VEER SAVARKAR ROAD, PRABHADEVI, DADAR WEST, MUMBAI 400028
SERVICE PROVIDER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PROVIDING OF TRAINING, SERVICES CONSISTING OF EDUCATION OF PERSONS, PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART OR LITERATURE TO THE PUBLIC FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
3546575   11/05/2017

VIKASH TEWARI  
trading as ;CAREER DOT COM
HOUSING COLONY, DHANBAD - 826001, JHARKHAND, INDIA.
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/04/2017

KOLKATA
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE, LEARNING, TRAINING, TEACHING, COACHING, COMPUTER EDUCATION & TRAINING, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 41.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD CARRER AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
3550478 17/05/2017
HINDUSTHAN MUSICAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
trading as HINDUSTHAN MUSICAL PRODUCTS PVT. LTD.
6/1, AKRUP DUTTA LANE, KOLKATA - 700012.
SERVICE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. PAUL & CO.
362,PUTIARY BANERJEE PARA ROAD,1ST FLOOR,TOLLYGUNGE,KOLKATA 700 041,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since:01/01/2017
KOLKATA
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR
SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
3556398   24/05/2017
TEJ KUMAR U K
2ND MAIN, 1ST CROSS, KUVEMPUNAGAR, MYSORE 570023, Karnataka State
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SENTHILKUMAR BALAKRISHNAN
NO.35/16, RANNUJA NAGAR, KONNUR HIGH ROAD, AYANAVARAM, CHENNAI-600 023.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Entertainment; Education; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities, entertainment services in the nature of planning, production and distribution of live or recorded audio, visual or audiovisual material for broadcasting by radio, television, and internet; entertainment services relating to television programs, news reporting, including regular or cable television, premium or pay television programming services
THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.
3565147  07/06/2017

FAZAL KHWAJA
Flat No. 1502, Tower C, My Home Abhra Aprts, Raidurg, Opp In Orbit Mall, Hyderabad – 500 032.
Active

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. RAMAKRISHNA GUPTA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATION SERVICES, EDUCATION CONSULTANCY, PROVIDING OF EDUCATIONAL TRAINING, CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, WORKSHOPS, EDUCATION ACADEMIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF COLLOQUIUMS AND EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION
3565434  07/06/2017
GOPI KRISNA MORE
trading as ;UNLEASH. CLUB
8,CAMAC STREET,10/4,SHANTINIKETAN BUILDING,KOLKATA 700017,W.B.,INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :01/06/2017

KOLKATA
PROVIDING MOVIE THEATRE FACILITIES, MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION, ENTERTAINMENT AND CULTURAL
ACTIVITIES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS- 41.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF ALL DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR
SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATE OF WEST BENGAL IN INDIA.
MyAgriGuru
3572297   16/06/2017
MAHINDRA AGRI SOLUTIONS LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, EPU BUILDING, GATE NO 4, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVALI [E], MUMBAI 400101
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :01/06/2016
MUMBAI
Providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities including services consisting of all forms of educational activities for farmers & agriculturists and presentation of works of visual art or literature to the public for cultural or educational purpose, all included in class 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..3578647..
3572510  16/06/2017
BLURR PHOTOTAINMENT LLP
603, Avanish Heights, Saraswati Baug, Jogeshwari East, Mumbai – 400060
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PSK LEGALIZE
Plot No. 360-A, Sector 31-A, Near Kerala House, Vashigaon, Vashi, Navi Mumbai-400703
Used Since :24/04/2014

MUMBAI
Photography for models, brands, products, articles, product launch; Corporate photo shoots, Film photography, Celebrity photography, Portfolio photography, Film and event promotional photography, Fashion photography, Studio photography, Exhibition photography; Photography for magazines, newspapers, tabloids and other reading materials; Photography for channels; Wildlife photography, Animal photography, Scenic and other visiting places photography, Photography for food items, clothing and garments; Landscape photography, Underwater photography; Film production, Film making, Advisors, Consultants, Coordinators, Arrangers, Managers, Editors for various photography events.
AWESOME PLACE FUN PVT. LTD.

SY No 132/1A, 132/1B, Regalia Buildtech A, Elements Mall, That Awesome Place, Kiosk 04, 4th Floor, Thanisandra Mn Rd, Nagavara Village, Manyatha Tec Park, Kasaba Hobali, Bangalore - 560077

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Used Since : 27/09/2016

CHENNAI

Amusement centre services, Providing recreational areas in the nature of children's play areas

THIS IS SUBJECT TO RESTRICTED USE WITHIN THE GEOGRAPHICAL LIMIT OF KARNATAKA STATE ONLY.

3576446  22/06/2017
SANKET P OAK
204, Balchandra sadan, Datta nagar, Tandon Road near Shastri hall, Dombivali East- 421201
Indivisual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAVITA WAIKAR
B/106, Building no. 2, Rutu Riverside estate, Nr. K.M.Agrawal College, Gandhari kalyan West 421301
Used Since :29/12/2015
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION, TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ACTING CLASSES
Dance with Dinesh

3581308  30/06/2017

M/S. DWD INSTITUTE OF PERFORMING ARTS
Shop No. 8, Bhagyashree Apartment, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Opp. Arihant Cooperative Bank, Mumbai 400080
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

RAKSHA JAIN
306, Tower 2, Runwal Greens, Mulund Goregaon Link Road, Mulund West, Mumbai 400078

Used Since :12/05/2017

MUMBAI

Dance and Fitness studio, Events, Live Performances, Live dance exhibitions, Dance & fitness classes as well as training, health and fitness consultation.
3588131 10/07/2017
ROHAN PRAKASHJI MEDHI
15/B, BLDG No. 2, Ratnbhima CHS, Valipeer Road, Besides Acharya Hospital, Kalyan West-421201
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAVITA WAIKAR
B/106, Building no. 2, Rutu Riverside estate, Nr. K.M.Agrawal College, Gandhari kalyan West 421301
Used Since :02/03/2017
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3588221  10/07/2017
AFZAL ANWAR ANSARI
Plot No. 21B, Shop No. 12, Gate No.5, Malwani, Malad West, Mumbai-400095
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GNK LEGAL
35, GOPAL BHAVAN, NR. TATA MOTORS, S.V. ROAD, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067.
Used Since :28/11/2016
Mumbai
News Reporter Services, Online News Reporting Services, Online Publication of News and Journal, Providing Information, Providing Entertainment and Education, sporting and cultural activities included in Class 41
3589255  11/07/2017
PRAVEEN SAHU
1 PALIWAL NAGAR, INDORE - 452001 M.P. INDIA
VERVO THE GYM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Gym services, Bodywork therapy instruction, Instruction in body grooming, Gymnasium services relating to body building
3589929   12/07/2017
JASVINDER SINGH GURUDUTTA
47/2, Sardar Building, Above Chate Classes, Pune-Satara Road, Pune-411009
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INAMDAR A N
C1-14, 2nd Floor, Brahma Estate, NIBM, Kondhwa, Pune - 411048
Used Since : 24/09/2010

MUMBAI
SERVICES OF GYMNASIUM AND FITNESS CENTRE, BODYCARE FITNESS CLUB, HEALTH CLUB, GYM HEALTH CENTRE AND HEALTHCARE SERVICES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE.
3591507  14/07/2017
SOUVIK MUKHERJEE (TRADING AS:- PULLING STRINGS GUITAR CLASSES)
E-8, 247/248, flat no:- G-2, Sai Dham apartment, Near Maharishi Vidhya Mandir school, Trilanga Bhopal pin 462039
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza,M.G. road indore
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF TRAINING FOR THE GUITAR INCLUDED IN CLASS-41
THE FESTIVAL OF MANUFACTURING by The Times Of India Group

3600535  27/07/2017

BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Educational Services; Establishing & Running Educational & Technical Institutions & Academies; Conducting Classes & Training Online & In Mobile Wireless Form; Conducting Distance Education & Interactive Seminars & Symposiums; Vocational Guidance (Education Or Training Advice); Publication Of Books & Texts, Publication Of Electronic Books & Journals & Providing The Same Online & In Mobile Wireless Form; Library Services; Organization Of Educational, Cultural, Entertainment Competitions & Shows.
3606756   04/08/2017
EGOPO DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 2/18, RAJAN NAGAR 2ND STREET, INJAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-600115
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A.SATHEESH KUMAR AND ASSOCIATES
A-7, KALA FLATS, OLD NO.28, NEW NO.50, RAMESHWARAM ROAD, T NAGAR, CHENNAI-600017

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PROVIDING SERVICES CONSISTING OF ALL FORMS OF EDUCATION AND SKILL TRAINING OF PERSONS
subject to the mark should be used as represented in the trademark application.
3609061  09/08/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D.N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since :13/12/2016

To be associated with:
2792627

MUMBAI
Education, Educational Programmes, Education & Interactive Seminars and Symposiums, Programmes to understand Land Use, Land Economy and its multidimensional paradigms of development, Publications of Articles and Texts, Organisation of Educational, Cultural and Entertainment Competitions and Shows.
THE TIMES OF INDIA - GLOBAL SPORTS BUSINESS SHOW

3609073    09/08/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since: 12/05/2016

To be associated with:
2793033, 2793036, 3609070

MUMBAI

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GLOBAL SPORTS BUSINESS SHOW.

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.:2793033,2793036,3609070.
3609611 09/08/2017
K.SRIDHAR
M/s. ADITYA’S INSTITUTE OF HOTEL MANAGEMENT, NO.6, OLD CUDDALORE ROAD, RAMAYEE THOTTAM, ARIYANKUPPAM, PONDICHERRY-7
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since : 10/06/2014

CHENNAI
Education, Administration Of Schools, Colleges And Universities, Educational Services Through Correspondence, Online Educational Services, Providing Diploma And Certification Courses; Publication Of Books, Periodicals, Magazines; Sporting And Cultural Activities; Organizing, Conducting Educational Training, Conferences, Colloquiums, Workshops, Symposiums, Seminars, Fairs, Exhibitions, Competitions; Conducting Examination; Vocational Training; Hotel Management Education

Restriction with in PONDICHERRY.
3610737 11/08/2017
SUNIEL VEERAPPA SHETTY
18/B2, PRITHVI APARTMENTS, ALTAMOUNT ROAD, MUMBAI-400 026
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALMT LEGAL MUMBAI
1st Floor, Free Press House, 215 Free Press Journal Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021
Used Since: 20/08/2016

MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
WILDLIFE UNIVERSITY

3610802   11/08/2017
DR. YUVRAJ RAMCHANDRA KAGINKAR
B-702, Green Heritage, Plot No. 79/80, Sector-20, Kharghar, Navi Mumbai- 410210
individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE SERVICES
3612201  12/08/2017
M/S. COSMIC MANAGEMENT SERVICES PVT. LTD.
B1-65, TULIP TOWERS, SERENE COUNTY (L&T), TELECOM NAGAR, GACHIBOWLI, RANGA REDDY DISTRICT - 500032
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Used Since :15/10/1997

CHENNAI
PROVIDING OF ALL KIND OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING SERVICES INCLUDING AUDIO-VISUAL TRAINING, CAREER GUIDANCE, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT CUM TRAINING COVERED UNDER CLASS 41
3613716   16/08/2017
VAIBHAV NAGORI (TRADING AS:- VOICE OF JAINS)
3, BHANDARI GALI, RATLAM (M.P.)
NO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVKAR ASSOCIATES
103 gold plaza, M.G. road indore

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3613715
MUMBAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, NOVELS, CALENDERS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS
3614506    17/08/2017
ANSHAV JAIN
Flat 302, Tower-1, Regency Heights, Brahmand Ph-1, Thane West
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROSENJIT MONDAL
Ennoble IP, C65 First Floor, Sector 2, Noida 201301 UP
Used Since :12/01/2017
MUMBAI
Development, Multiple Intelligence Tests, domain based tests, Cognitive Aptitude Development, mentoring; Academic
coaching as university, college, school etc; training, arranging and conducting workshops; vocational retraining, practical
training, online training and other skills related training; providing of jobs, placements.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTERS.
3615464   18/08/2017
VAKILS FEFFER & SIMONS PVT. LTD.
INDUSTRY MANOR, 2ND FLOOR, APPASAHEB MARATHE MARG, PRABHADEVI MUMBAI 400 025
A Company Incorporated under Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PUBLICATION SERVICES; PUBLICATION OF PRINTED MATTER AND PRINTED PUBLICATIONS;
Iris Select - Exclusive Lifestyle Events

3623512  30/08/2017

LANCELOT ROSARIO FERNANDES
S1, Block 2B, Galaxy Apartments, Khorlim, Mapusa – Bardez, Goa - 403507

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 25/07/2016

MUMBAI

ENTERTAINMENT, CLUB SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION], DISCOTHEQUE SERVICES, ENTERTAINER SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION, FILM PRODUCTION, OTHER THAN ADVERTISING FILMS, PROVIDING FILMS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE, VIA VIDEO-ON-DEMAND TRANSMISSION SERVICES, NIGHTCLUB SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT], PARTY PLANNING [ENTERTAINMENT], ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING]

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Exclusive lifestyle events.

area restricted to the state of GOA.
3628354  06/09/2017
SKANDA S A  
296, 5TH MAIN ROAD, MAHALAKSHMI LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560086  
INDIVIDUAL PERSON
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRIJESH SINGH  
No.158, 1st Floor, 1st Main, Seshadripuram, Bangalore - 560020  
Used Since :21/12/2011
CHENNAI
Offline and Online Educational services, with or without the aid of computer software, including but not limited to, services rendered through software on compatible computer systems, all covered under Class 41

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
bose dead/alive

3629395  07/09/2017
ALT DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT LTD
C-13, BALAJI HOUSE, DALIA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEW LINK ROAD, ANDHERI(WEST), MUMBAI- 400053, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GRAVITAS LEGAL
58/64, Hari Chambers, Office No-301, Shahid Bhagat Singh Road, Mumbai-400023

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
Khel Planet

3632201  11/09/2017

MS. NEELAM POL
Flat No. 605, Panch Leela, Panch Shrishti Complex, Near S.M. Shetty School, Powai, Mumbai – 400072, Maharashtra.

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/11/2014

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
ROCKERA
3635657   14/09/2017
NIKHIL KATARIA
1st Floor Arvind Apartments, Besides Hotel Sheetal, Dnyaneshwar Paduka Chowk, FC Road, Shivaji Nagar, Pune- 411005
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Used Since :02/08/2014
MUMBAI
Live band performances, Live performances by a musical bands
3636068   15/09/2017
MOHAMMED FARIZ
313; PRINCE PANNA APARTMENTS, 375/24, LOYDS ROAD, TRIPLICANE, CHENNAI - 600 005, TAMIL NADU , INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
R. SUBRAMONIAM
#101: 4-A, DOSHI ETOPIA-1, PERUNGUDI, CHENNAI - 600 096.
Used Since :25/03/2016

CHENNAI
TO RUN/MANAGE/DESIGN AND CONDUCT TENNIS COACHING PROGRAM AND TENNIS CENTRES, TO PROMOTE, ORGANISE AND MANAGE SPORTING AND RECREATIONAL EVENTS OF ALL KINDS INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, FOOTBALL AND INDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES, OUTDOOR SPORTS FACILITIES AND PITCHES, COMMUNITY CENTERS, SCHOOL FACILITIES AND LEISURE CENTERS AND TO CARRY ON IN INDIA OR OUTSIDE INDIA OR ELSEWHERE THE BUSINESS TO PRESENT, PRODUCE, ARRANGE, MANAGE, ORGANISE, CONDUCT, SPONSOR, COMPOSE, EDIT, PLAN RUN AT NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL LEVEL

*subject to the mark should be use as represented in the trademark application.*
MILLIONAIRE TRADER

3637002   16/09/2017
MEGHANA V MALKAN
501,502 Aura Biplex, Above Kalyan Jewellers, SV Road, Borivali (West)
INDIAN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since: 24/07/2015

MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities such as including but not limited to services rendered by persons or institutions in the development of the mental faculties of persons as well as services intended to entertain or to engage the attention such as financial educational services, financial training services, practical training and guidance in financial trading, coaching for financial trading, arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums and such other services.
MONEY FLOW

3637003  16/09/2017
MEGHANA V MALKAN
501,502 Aura Biplex, Above Kalyan Jewellers, SV Road, Borivali (West)
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROSHNI LACHHWANI
Silver Croft, B/104, Off Yari Road, Andheri West, Mumbai - 400061
Used Since :24/07/2015

MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities such as including but not limited to services rendered by persons or institutions in the development of the mental faculties of persons as well as services intended to entertain or to engage the attention such as financial educational services, financial training services, practical training and guidance in financial trading, coaching for financial trading, arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums and such other services.
3638836   19/09/2017
SWARAJYA GARJANA DHOL TASHA PATHAK LOKSEVA PRATISHTHAN
87, Safiya Pophali Wada, Kothi Road, Mahal, Nagpur-440032
Society
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTOR
C/o. Nilesh Dhumal, Laxmi Niwas, Behind Kamla Nehru Hospital, Near Barane School, 104 Mangalwar Peth, Pune-411 011.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education, Providing of Training, Entertainment, Sporting & Cultural Activities
3641771  22/09/2017
SAJAN ANTONY
Flat No. 17/C, Berry Woods, Mather Project, Valavi Road, Chembumukku, Thrikkakkara P.O, Ernakulam - 682021, Kerala
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 14/11/2016

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES [HEALTH AND FITNESS TRAINING], GYMNASTIC INSTRUCTION, PERSONAL TRAINER SERVICES [FITNESS TRAINING], PRACTICAL TRAINING [DEMONSTRATION], TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES
IN USE.
3645227  27/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra
Used Since :18/08/2017
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment
BOMBAY TIMES FASHION WEEK

3645232  27/09/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since :18/08/2017

To be associated with:
3645227

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment.
ST. WILLIBRORD

3646481  28/09/2017

WILLIBRORD GEORGE
Willy Kids, Ground Floor, Topaz Center, Tulinj Road, Nallasopara East, Palghar – 401209, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :07/05/2007

To be associated with:
1555636, 3360608

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, boarding school education, educational services provided by schools, nursery schools, academies [education], teaching / educational services / instruction services
PEP Professionals

3647403   29/09/2017
PEPPRO COLLECTIVE PVT LTD.
1604 Lodha Supremus, Off Senapati Bapat Marg, Opposite Lodha World Towers, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013, Maharashtra
private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :15/04/2016

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. rental of cinematographic apparatus, rental of videotapes, rental of video cassette recorders, rental of video cameras / rental of camcorders, presentation of live performances, production of shows, arranging and conducting of workshops [training]
PEP Store

3647410  29/09/2017

PEPPRO COLLECTIVE PVT LTD.
1604 Lodha Supremus, Off Senapati Bapat Marg, Opposite Lodha World Towers, Lower Parel, Mumbai 400013, Maharashtra

private limited company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since : 15/04/2016

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities. rental of cinematographic apparatus, rental of videotapes, rental of video cassette recorders, rental of video cameras / rental of camcorders, presentation of live performances, production of shows, arranging and conducting of workshops [training]
TIMES POWER OF PRINT

3650069    05/10/2017
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTTL ADVOCARE
803, Arcadia, NCPA Marg, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400 021, Maharashtra

Used Since :28/02/2017

MUMBAI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Production of animation, Video production; Online entertainment services; Online publication of electronic journals; Publication of electronic magazines online; Online digital publishing services; Providing online comic strips, not downloadable; Online publication of e-books; Provision of online information in the field of computer games entertainment.
YOGA BEE STUDIO

3653125  09/10/2017
MR.MANOHAR MAL,
M/s: SKV GOLDEN WAY.DEV'S ARK, FLAT NO: 155, DOOR NO:33, F.BLOCK, 2ND AVENUE, ANNA NAGAR EAST, CHENNAI 600 102, TAMILNADU, INDIA

proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THARA & THARA
NO. 69/14, 2ND FLOOR, KASTURIBA NAGAR, 2ND CROSS STREET, ADYAR, CHEANNAI - 600 020.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
YOGA and FITNESS CENTER
3654295  10/10/2017

VARDHAMAN COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Kacharam, Shamshabad – 501 218, Hyderabad, Telangana, India
Educational Institution

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS, TOWER 1, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK EP, PLOT NO. 11 & 12, SALT LAKE, SECTOR V, KOLKATA 700 091, WEST BENGAL, INDIA
Used Since: 01/06/2011

CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; sporting and cultural activities; Technical Consultation; Research and Development; subject to provide services in the South India only and no exclusive right over the descriptive matter appearing on the label.
3657719    14/10/2017
ATUL GUPTA
BUJURG ROAD, DURGESH COLONY, GALI NO-1, WARD NO.-27, NEAR MATA MANDIR, DABRA, DIST.-GWALIOR,
MADHYA PRADESH-475110.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTE SERVICES, ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3657775   14/10/2017
KANNAN.J
NO,14 GANGAIYAMMAN KOVIL STREET, PARAMESHWARAN NAGAR SHOLINGANALLUR CHENNAI-600119
THE TRADE MARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHUVANESWARI A
No 101 North Mada Street Thiruvatriyur Chennai 19

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Event and Photography
THE LEARNING APP

3660214  19/10/2017
M/s. THINK AND LEARN PRIVATE LIMITED
2nd Floor, Tower D, IBC Knowledge Park, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore-560029
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Companies Act 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.

Used Since: 06/07/2015

CHENNAI
Teaching assessments for counteracting learning difficulties; Organisation of courses using open learning methods; Organisation of courses using programmed learning methods; Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development; Teaching services; Language teaching services; Teaching and educational services; Computer assisted teaching services; Hire of teaching materials; Lease of teaching materials; Organisation of teaching activities; Medical training and teaching; Education, teaching and training; Educational and teaching services; Teaching services for communication skills; Publication of educational teaching materials; Teaching in the field of medicine; Teaching services relating to business assistance; Providing of training, teaching and tuition; Arranging of training courses in teaching institutes; Education academy services for teaching art history; Services for setting up data processing teaching programs; Education services for imparting data processing teaching methods; Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; Tutoring; Providing online tutorials; Organization of language tutoring; Tutoring at cram schools; Providing on-line tutorials; Provision of online tutorials; Provision of on-line tutorials; Arranging and conducting of tutorials; Providing training in the field of geometry; Providing tutorial sessions in the field of mathematics; Arranging and conducting of workshops, tutorials, seminars and conferences; Organisation of language tutoring; Arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars, symposiums, training courses, classes and lectures; Arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and training workshops; Arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses, concerts, symposiums, seminars, training courses, classes and lectures; Preparation of syllabuses, courses, study guides and examinations; Training courses relating to system analysis; Providing information on-line relating to computer games and computer enhancements for games; Educational and training services relating to games; Games services provided online from a computer network; Games services provided via computer networks and global communication networks; Provision of on-line information in the field of computer games entertainment; Electronic games services provided by means of the Internet or other communication network; Arranging and conducting of seminars, workshops [education], congresses, colloquia, distance learning courses and exhibitions for cultural purposes; Education services relating to commerce

subject to the mark should be use as a tagline along with the house mark BYJU"s.
SFA

3664317  27/10/2017
SFA SPORTING SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
1308, PANCHRATNA BUILDING, OPERA HOUSE, MUMBAI-400 004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AAHNA MEHROTRA
1102, EMPEROR-II, SUPERTECH EMERALD COURT, SEC 93A, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :15/09/2015

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONFERENCES, BOOKING OF SEATS FOR SHOWS, SPORT CAMP SERVICES, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, FILM PRODUCTION, GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON- LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK, EDUCATION INFORMATION, EDUCATION COMPETITION, LAYOUT SERVICES, OTHER THAN FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES, EXHIBITIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, PROVIDING SPORTS FACILITIES, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, PRODUCTION OF RADIO AND TELEVISION PROGRAMMES, SEMINARS
PINKS & PURPLES

3664992  28/10/2017

MR. ARUN UPENDRA
KALA, KOMMERI-PO, MANKAVU, KOZHIKODE-KERALA-673007
PROPRIETOR
MRS. NIMISHA.M
SURYA, MOWANCHERY-PO, MOWANCHERI-SO, KANNUR, KERALA-670613
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3664992

CHENNAI
PRE-SCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN, PLAY SCHOOL, NURSERY SCHOOL; SERVICES OF EDUCATION, TRAINING AND ENTERTAINMENT
3664993  28/10/2017
MR. ARUN UPENDRA
KALA, KOMMERI-PO, MANKAVU, KOZHIKODE-KERALA-673007
PROPRIETOR

MRS. NIMISHA.M
SURYA, MOWANCHERY-PO, MOWANCHERI-SO, KANNUR, KERALA-670613
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGACY PARTNERS
2ND FLOOR, MARKAZ COMPLEX ANNEX, MAVOOR ROAD, CALICUT, KERALA 673004

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PRE-SCHOOL, KINDERGARTEN, PLAY SCHOOL, NURSERY SCHOOL; SERVICES OF EDUCATION, TRAINING AND ENTERTAINMENT

Mark considered substantially as shown in the form of representation.
3665381  30/10/2017

MILE STUDIOS
1st Floor, Maria Arcade, Chathangattu Road, Palarivattom, Kochi - 682025, Kerala
Service Providers
Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :01/08/2017

CHENNAI
Cinema presentations / movie theatre presentations, rental of cinematographic apparatus, arranging and conducting of concerts, entertainment information, film production, other than advertising films, providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand transmission services, microfilming, movie studio services, music composition services, production of music, production of radio and television programmes, production of shows.
DREAMZ DESIGNZ

3666569   31/10/2017

LATHA R

trading as: DREAMZ DESIGNZ

#310, 4TH CROSS, 6TH MAIN, VIVEKNAGAR, BANGALORE-560047, KARNATAKA, INDIA.

SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A & S ASSOCIATES
F3, NAKSHATHRA APARTMENTS, NO.136, SENATHIPATHY STREET, KAMAKSHI NAGAR, VALASARAVAKKAM, CHENNAI - 600087

Used Since: 01/10/2016

CHENNAI

TRAINING INSTITUTE FOR INTERIOR DESIGN, FASHION DESIGN AND ANIMATION RELATED COURSES.
3670667  06/11/2017  
KALATATTVA ARTS AND YOGA PRIVATE LIMITED  
trading as ;KALATATTVA ARTS AND YOGA PRIVATE LIMITED  
#389, 7TH E MAIN , 5TH BLCK, KHB COLONY, KORAMANGALA LAYOUT, BANGALORE - 560 095 , KARNATAKA , INDIA  
SERVICE PROVIDER  
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
ANIL KOLLOTH  
403,Commerce House,Cunningham Road,Bangalore-560052  
Proposed to be Used  
CHENNAI  
EDUCATION, ENTERTAINMENT AND SPORTS.
3670726  06/11/2017
MAHINDRA & MAHINDRA LIMITED.
GATEWAY BUILDING, APOLLO BUNDER, MUMBAI 400001
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TAS&CO.
OFFICE 503, THE CENTRAL, SHELL COLONY ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI 400071.
Used Since :01/05/2017

MUMBAI
Providing of training including services consisting of all forms of educational activities and presentation of works of visual art or literature to the public for cultural or educational purpose, all included in class 41.
3671069  06/11/2017
VISHAL ANAND THAKARE
B-30 Hingna Road, Wasudeo Nagpur - 440016
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRACHI SONAWANE
A-9 State Bank Nagar Co-op Hsg Society, Pashan, Sus Road. 411021

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, EDUCATION INFORMATION, ACADEMIES EDUCATION, EDUCATIONAL EXAMINATION, ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, TRAINING, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 41.
Peloton Sports

3671101  06/11/2017

PELOTON SPORTS LLP
17/786 C, C2, Sahara Building, Arayidathupalam, Mini Bypass Road, P.O. Puthiyara, Kozhikode District – 673 004, Kerala, India
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REKHA DAS. P
Upright Legal Solutions, 27/1015, Kuthiravattom P.O, Kozhikode 673 016, Kerala, India

Used Since : 12/06/2015

To be associated with:
2993071

CHENNAI

Health club services [health and fitness training], Sport Camp services, Club services [entertainment or education], Coaching [training], Gymnastic instruction, Organization of sports competitions, Conducting fitness classes, Providing sports facilities, Rental of Sports equipment, sports grounds, courts and stadium facilities, Timing of Sports events, Sport camp services, Personal trainer services [fitness training]
GLF

3674383  10/11/2017
GOODLIFE FITNESS LLP
315 Prabhadevi Industrial Premises, V S Marg, Prabhadevi Mumbai 400025
Limited Liability Partnership

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037

Used Since :03/11/2017

MUMBAI
Fitness and Gymnasium services
KNOWLEDGE PAYS

3674451    10/11/2017

AMIT SHAH
212-B ARNIYA PLAZA, 27/2, MANORAMA GANJI, INDORE 452001, M.P. INDIA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ GUPTA
1314 DWARKAPURI ROAD 60 FEET ROAD INDORE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION SERVICES
STAENZ

3674928 10/11/2017
SANJEEV KUMAR MISHRA
304, SHREEJI PARADISE, KALPTARU NAGAR, ASHOKA MARG, NASHIK -
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Coaching [Training], Teaching / Educational Services / Instruction Services, Academies [Education], Education Information, Educational Examination, Arranging And Conducting Of Seminars, Services Of Schools [Education], Arranging And Conducting Of Workshops [Training]
3675165  10/11/2017
INA BIPIN SHAH
1101 3B, Dheeraj Dreams, Lbs Road, Bhandup West, Mumbai - 400078, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since :22/05/2017

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, CONDUCTING FITNESS CLASSES, HEALTH CLUB SERVICES [HEALTH AND FITNESS TRAINING], PERSONAL TRAINER SERVICES [FITNESS TRAINING]

IN USE.
3677554   14/11/2017
TRIUMPH MEDIA VISION PRIVATE LIMITED
809/810, Crystal Paradise, Opp. Skoda Showroom, Off. Veera Desai, Andheri (West), Mumbai City, Maharashtra - 400053
Private Limited Company registered under Indian Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH LOKU POOJARI
LEGAL HOUSE, 94, 1ST FLOOR, HEERA PANNA MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR OSHIWARA POLICE STATION, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2985402, 2985403
MUMBAI
TV CHANNEL, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 2985402.
3677557  14/11/2017
TRIUMPH MEDIA VISION PRIVATE LIMITED
809/810, Crystal Paradise, Opp. Skoda Showroom, Off. Veera Desai, Andheri (West), Mumbai City, Maharashtra - 400053
Private Limited Company registered under Indian Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH LOKU POOJARI
LEGAL HOUSE, 94, 1ST FLOOR, HEERA PANNA MALL, NEW LINK ROAD, NEAR OSHIWARA POLICE STATION, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI 400102

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2985402, 2985403, 3677554

MUMBAI
TV CHANNEL, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
3678018  14/11/2017
INDIAN SOCIETY FOR ASSISTED REPRODUCTION
Flat No. 23A, 2nd Floor, Eico Arcade, Hill Road, Bandra West, Mumbai – 400050
Indian National
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABRISE LEGAL
B-703 Crystal Plaza, New Link Road, Opp Infiniti Mall, Andheri(West), Mumbai 400 053
Used Since : 16/02/1991
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; PROVIDING TRAINING; ARRANGING & CONDUCTING CONFERENCES, SEMINARS, SYMPOSIUMS, WORKSHOPS (TRAINING) IN THE FIELD OF ASSISTED REPRODUCTION; COURSES FOR ASSISTED REPRODUCTION; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, EXHIBITIONS (ORGANIZATION OF) FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES, INFORMATION (EDUCATION) INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..APP.NO.3678017.
3679917   16/11/2017
V RAJESWARI
AJ 101, 2nd Street, 9th Main Road, Shanthi Colony, Opp, to Anna Adarsh School, Anna Nagar, Chennai – 600040
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities
3680303  17/11/2017
BHABANI SANKAR JENA
#2, 1st FLOOR, SEKAR HEMA NIVAS, 20th B MAIN ROAD, 12th CROSS, VENKATESHWARA LAYOUT, MARUTHI NAGAR MAIN ROAD, 1st STAGE, BTM LAYOUT, BANGALORE-560029, KARNATAKA
Sole Proprietorship

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PATENTOMARK
#105, Sai Nandana Presidency, 11th cross, 5th main, Vijaya Bank layout, Bilekahalli, Bannerghatta Road, Bangalore, Karnataka-560076

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Educational services namely physical classroom training, classes, seminars, online classes, Educational examination, Correspondence courses, Instruction services, Demonstration of practical Training, Tuition, Boarding Schools, Class room and Distance Learning Coaching, professional certification training, courses and workshops via multimedia tools and modules, internet & technology-enhanced training tools and modules across various fields, including information technology, finance management, personal management, marketing management, computer application project management, information technology service management, security management & quality management, being services included in class 41.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BENNETT, COLEMAN AND COMPANY LIMITED
THE TIMES OF INDIA BUILDING, DR. D. N. ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400001

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Entertainment; providing of training; entertainment; arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Entertainment programme; Production of programs for television, cable television, talk shows and interactive services; production, presentation, distribution, syndication and rental of audio, video, still and moving images and data whether in compressed or uncompressed form; publishing, organization production and presentation of shows, contests, concerts and events; information and advisory services for aforesaid services.
Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

3681536

MUMBAI

Entertainment; providing of training; entertainment; arranging, organizing and conducting of shows and cultural activities; providing entertainment services and recreational services; Entertainment programme; Production of programs for television, cable television, talk shows and interactive services; production, presentation, distribution, syndication and rental of audio, video, still and moving images and data whether in compressed or uncompressed form; publishing, organization production and presentation of shows, contests, concerts and events; information and advisory services for aforesaid services.
Diamond Marathon

3682583    20/11/2017
H.K. JEWELS PRIVATE LIMITED
1701-A, 17th Floor, The Capital Building, B-Wing, Opp. ICICI Bank, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra- East, Mumbai-400051

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROYZZ & CO.
2A/ 54,kalpataru estate JV Link Road, Andheri East 400093, Mumbai

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Athletic and sports event services, namely, arranging, organizing, operating and conducting marathon races.
3686703 24/11/2017
HERBALIFE INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
trading as; HERBALIFE INTERNATIONAL INCORPORATED
800 W. OLYMPIC BOULEVARD, SUITE 406, LOS ANGELES, CA 90015 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FACTUM LAW
NO. 32A, KRISHNA STREET, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 017, TAMIL NADU, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ORGANIZING EVENTS FOR FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT, PROVIDING TRAINING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.

The mark should be used as a whole.
3687028  24/11/2017
MR. RAHUL DRAVID
“Samanvay”, 48/49, 2nd main RMV 2nd Stage, 1st Block, Ashwathnagar, Bangalore 560094
an Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
FIDUS LAW CHAMBERS
Flat No. 021, Mahagun Maestro Plot No. F21A Sector 50 Noida - 201301

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Arranging and conducting sporting, training programmes, fitness classes, cultural events, sports competitions; coaching in the field of sports; educational and instructional services relating to sports; providing physical education and sporting facilities; sports coaching services; entertainment and gaming; provision of information relating to sports, entertainment and gaming provided by television, by radio, by the Internet, by telecommunications networks, by wireless network for use with mobile telephones and wireless-enabled computers and by printed publications; providing on-line electronic publications, electronic games services, including provision of computer games on line or by means of a global computer network.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
LONG CIAO INTERNATIONAL CO., LTD.
1F., NO.23, XINLE RD., SOUTH DIST., TAINAN CITY 702, TAIWAN (R.O.C.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; PROVIDING ON-LINE ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS, NOT DOWNLOADABLE; ON-LINE PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS; PUBLICATION OF TEXTS, OTHER THAN PUBLICITY TEXTS; ACADEMIES [EDUCATION]; NURSERY SCHOOLS; TEACHING; EDUCATIONAL SERVICES; INSTRUCTION SERVICES; COACHING [TRAINING]; CLUB SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT OR EDUCATION]; SPORT CAMP SERVICES; BOOKMOBILE SERVICES; AMUSEMENT PARK SERVICES; PROVIDING AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES; HOLIDAY CAMP SERVICES [ENTERTAINMENT]; PROVIDING MUSEUM FACILITIES [PRESENTATION, EXHIBITIONS]; GAME SERVICES PROVIDED ON-LINE FROM A COMPUTER NETWORK; MOVIE THEATRE PRESENTATIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; PROVIDING RECREATION FACILITIES; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONCERTS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF CONGRESSES; ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS[EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT]; ORGANIZATION OF SPORTS COMPETITIONS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES; ORGANIZATION OF FASHION SHOWS FOR ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES; ARRANGING OF BEAUTY CONTESTS; PARTY PLANNING [ENTERTAINMENT]; ORGANIZATION OF SHOWS; PRODUCTION OF SHOWS; PRESENTATION OF LIVE PERFORMANCES; RENTAL OF SHOW SCENERY; RENTAL OF SPORTS EQUIPMENT, EXCEPT VEHICLES; TOY RENTAL; GAMES EQUIPMENT RENTAL.
3687486   25/11/2017
MANISH MAURYA
Office No.3 Channel Plaza, Plot No. 419, Takka Panvel, Navi Mumbai – 410206, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :01/03/2016

MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
3688149    27/11/2017
INTHEGAME ANALYTICS PVT LTD
92 Defence Colony, 2nd Cross, 3rd Main, Off 100 Feet Road, Indiranagar, Bangalore 560038
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANANAIP COUNSELS
BananaIP Counsels, No.40, 2nd Floor, 3rd Main Road, JC Industrial Estate, Kanakapura Road, Bangalore-560062

Used Since :04/03/2017

CHENNAI
Organizing sporting and cultural events including but not limited to cricket and football matches; Providing an internet website portal in the field of entertainment, cultural and sporting events and for providing information relating to sporting and cultural activities, contests and games.

3692640  01/12/2017
TEJASWINI PISAL
B 904, NANCY BRAHMA, BAVDHAN, PUNE
CEO
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KESHAVA.H.B
old no. 3 new no.5 A4 first floor, Shreyas Apartments, Balakrishna Street, Mylapore, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 600004
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
• Business education • Business training • Business training consultancy • Business education services • Business training services • Business training consultancy services • Training in business management • Training in business skills • Training services related to business • Arranging and conducting of business conferences • Consultation services relating to business education • Provision of training services for business • Education in the field of business management • Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business • Education and training services in relation to business management • Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management • Business training in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, Business Coaching etc. • Leadership development training in the field of business • Business training in the field of executive coaching • Life coaching [training] • Life coaching in the field of career development • Life coaching services in the field of personal financing • Training or education services in the field of life coaching • Life coaching services in the field of Business development. • Business Coach • Business training consultancy • Training consultancy • Business training consultancy • Consultation services relating to business education
ZEST TRANSFORMATION

3692641  01/12/2017

TEJASWINI PISAL
B 904, NANCY BRAHMA, BAVDHAN, PUNE
CEO

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KESHAVA.H.B
old no. 3 new no.5 A4 first floor, Shreyas Apartments, Balakrishna Street, Mylapore, Chennai, Tamil Nadu, 600004
Used Since :01/01/2014

MUMBAI
- Business education • Business training • Business training consultancy • Business education services • Business training services • Business training consultancy services • Training in business management • Training in business skills • Training services related to business • Arranging and conducting of business conferences • Consultation services relating to business education • Provision of training services for business • Education in the field of business management • Training courses in strategic planning relating to advertising, promotion, marketing and business • Education and training services in relation to business management • Training of personnel in the areas of recruitment, human resources and business management • Business training in the field of leadership development, executive coaching, Business Coaching etc. • Leadership development training in the field of business • Business training in the field of executive coaching • Life coaching [training] • Life coaching in the field of career development • Life coaching services in the field of personal financing • Training or education services in the field of life coaching • Life coaching services in the field of Business development. • Business Coach • Business training consultancy • Training consultancy • Business training consultancy • Consultation services relating to business education
3693811  04/12/2017
PRAMOD SADASHIV SANT (PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS IMEX CONSULTING AND BUSINESS SERVICES
Flat No 35, B Wing, 3rd Floor, Sagarika, Plot No 9, Sector 10 A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai -400706
A Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANJOG PANDERE
Vardhaman Dham, Flat 101, Sector 5, Plot 4B, Kamothe, Navi Mumbai 410209
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Business training
THE A - Z OF SERVICE EXCELLENCE

3694335  04/12/2017

CYRUS M. GONDA
Flat No. 10, Lady Dorab Tata Bldg. No. 3, Tata Blocks, S.V. Road, Bandra (West), Mumbai – 400050, Maharashtra

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING], ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE words SERVICE EXCELLENCE.
THE A - Z OF CUSTOMER-CENTRIC INNOVATION

3694355   04/12/2017
CYRUS M. GONDA
Flat No. 10, Lady Dorab Tata Bldg. No. 3, Tata Blocks, S.V. Road, Bandra (West), Mumbai – 400050, Maharashtra
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF WORKSHOPS [TRAINING], ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING OF SEMINARS
3697466  07/12/2017
MEMG INTERNATIONAL INDIA (P) LTD.
#24/1, 15th Floor, J W Marriott, Vittal Mallya Road, Ashok Nagar, Bangalore 560001, Karnataka
An Indian company

Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. MAJUMDAR & CO.
5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Training related to nutrition, Education services relating to nutrition, Provision of instruction relating to nutrition, conducting training courses relating to nutrition online, providing of training in the field of health care and nutrition, Conducting classes in nutrition.

3703066  15/12/2017
SHREE SWAMINARAYAN GURUKUL
Moinabad Mandal, Yenkapally P.O., Hyderabad - 500 075, Telangana, India
Trust
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :28/06/1995
CHENNAI
Service rendered in Educational Activities including Conducting Conferences, seminars & social Services, Libraries, Sporting & Cultural Activities
3708389       21/12/2017
D. GERSHOM THANGA SAMUEL
NO.86, LEWIS AMMAL STREET, WCC JUNCTION, NAGARCOIL, TAMILNADU - 629 001.
TRADINGS AS THE KINGDOM

Address for service in India/Airents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Publication of books
3715748   30/12/2017
UNICENT EDUSERVE LLP
Gevtulasi D.No.1-104, Plot No.151 to 153, Flat No.405, 1st Layout, Pragathinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-500 090 (T.S) India.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2010
CHENNAI
Educational services, educational examination services, teaching and educational services, instructional and educational services, entertainment and educational services, education service providing by school, educational services provided by academies, educational services provided by colleges, art gallery services for educational purposes, educational services provided by the arts schools and training services relating to sport and games, educational services provided by senior high schools, educational and instruction services relating to arts and crafts, providing educational entertainment services for children in after-school centers.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION..
3715750  30/12/2017
UNICENT EDUSERVE LLP
Gevtulasi, H.No.1-104, Plot No.151 to 153, Flat No.405, 1st Layout, Pragathinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad- 500 090 (T.S) India.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2010
CHENNAI
Educational services, educational examination services, educational and instruction services, teaching and educational services, instructional and educational services, entertainment and educational services, education service providing by school, educational services provided by academies, educational services provided by colleges, art gallery services for educational purposes, educational services provided by the arts schools and training services relating to sport and games, educational services provided by senior high schools, educational and instruction services relating to arts and crafts, providing educational entertainment services for children in after-school centers.
3715752    30/12/2017
UNICENT EDUSERVE LLP
Gevtulasi, H.No.1-104, Plot No.151 to 153, Flat No.405, 1st Layout, Pragathinagar, Kukatpally, Hyderabad- 500 090 (T.S) India.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2010

CHENNAI
Educational services, educational examination services, educational and instruction services, teaching and educational services, instructional and educational services, entertainment and educational services, education service providing by school, educational services provided by academies, educational services provided by colleges, art gallery services for educational purposes, educational services provided by the arts schools and training services relating to sport and games, educational services provided by senior high schools, educational and instruction services relating to arts and crafts, providing educational entertainment services for children in after-school centers.
MANIPAL GLOBAL EDUCATION SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
MANIPAL TOWER, 14 OLD AIRPORT ROAD, HAL II STAGE BANGALORE 560008, KARNATAKA, INDIA
SERVICE PROVIDER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Aagents address:
DUA ASSOCIATES
PALANI CENTRE 32, VENKATANARAYANA ROAD, T.NAGAR, CHENNAI- 600 017.
Used Since: 16/10/2017
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING SERVICES
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 3016294.
R4 CINEMAS

3723576  10/01/2018
LEADIT INDIA PVT. LTD.,
Flat No.202, KKR Square, Kavuri Hills, Hyderabad-500 033 (T.S) India.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Multiplex movie theater.
CHENNAI

Entertainment services relating to sporting activities and games for children which include indoor games, computer games, electronic games, video games, games equipments, 0n-line computer games, puzzle games, television entertainment, television programmes, gymnasium services, provision of gymnastium facilities, conducting of fitness class, rental of sports goods and equipment except vehicle, sports education, sports mentoring and consultation, sports management, sports outsourcing services, sports events, playing, organizing and conducting games.

No separate claim over words.
3726611 13/01/2018

MR. AHEFAZ LAKAHANI
H.No.3-6-561/1, No.303, AALTOS A&M Trade Center, Himayatnagar, Hyderabad-500029, Telangana (India)
HPS - Nurturing & Achieving Excellence

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, Sri Siva Ramakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar, Allwyn Colony, Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72, Telangana,

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
OLA

3731789  19/01/2018
ANI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
REGENT INSIGNIA, #414, 3RD FLOOR, 4TH BLOCK, 17TH MAIN, 100 FEET ROAD, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE – 560034, INDIA
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :03/12/2010

CHENNAI

Entertainment services; aggregating entertainment content; driver training services; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned.
associated with the registered application no. 3692657.
ANI TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
REGENT INSIGNIA, #414, 3RD FLOOR, 4TH BLOCK, 17TH MAIN, 100 FEET ROAD, KORAMANGALA, BANGALORE – 560034, INDIA
An Indian company incorporated under The Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND.
B-41, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since : 22/11/2016

CHENNAI
Entertainment services; aggregating entertainment content; driver training services; information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to the aforementioned.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3746506  06/02/2018
PENTALEGACY PVT. LTD.
MADEENA MANZIL, KANIYAPURAM (PO), PIN-695301, TRIVANDRUM DISTRICT, KERALA
A Private Limited company registered under Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BABU K.A.
1ST FLOOR, RADHAGOPALAM, NEAR GANAPATHI KOVIL, SANSKRIT COLLEGE ROAD, TRIPUNITHURA, COCHIN-682 301, KERALA
Used Since :26/09/2016
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING SERVICES
3747988  08/02/2018
V. SUNDARY SAMUEL
NO. 76A, SUDHARSHAN NAGAR, 1ST MAIN ROAD, SUDHARSHAN NAGAR, MADAMBakkAM, CHENNAI - 600 126.
TRADINGS AS ARISING STARS STUDY CENTRE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C .N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION AND TRAINING AND PRE SCHOOL EDUCATION.
Subject to restrict the area to South India only.
SPRINGFIELDS SCHOOL
3756270 17/02/2018
SALMAN KARIM BABUKHAN
8-2-293/82/FII/A/9, ROAD NO 7, FILM NAGAR, JUBILEE HILLS, HYDERABAD-500 033
SPRINGFIELDS SCHOOL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAKYAM KALPANA NAVEEN
C/O.I-WIN IP SERVICES, Flat No.202, SriSivaRamakrishna Mansion, Above SBI BANK, Kamalaprasana Nagar,Allwyn Colony,Kukatpally, Hyderabad-72,Telangana,
Used Since :12/06/1991
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
3756532  17/02/2018
ELIZABETH VARGHESE
VANNILAM, Koothattukulam P.O, ERNAKULAM 686 662, KERALA
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JOHN MATHEW & ASSOCIATES.
S/14, EMPIRE BUILDING OLD RAILWAY STATION ROAD COCHIN 682018 KERALA
Used Since :09/04/2011
CHENNAI
PROVIDING TRAINING PROGRAMS; PROVIDING ONLINE TRAINING; CONDUCTING TRAINING WORKSHOPS;
EDUCATION AND TRAINING; PROVIDING TRAINING IN LIFE SKILLS, SOFT SKILLS, PERSONALITY DEVELOPMENT, LIFE
COACHING AND ALL ALLIED SUBJECTS;
LOGO IN COLOUR
Subject to use the mark as shown in the form of representation.
3758502  20/02/2018
MR. BELAVADI S SHIVAKUMAR
OMNIOFUTURE, Flat No.001, Nikhil Residency,25th Cross main Road, Near Rajarajeswari Temple, Rajarajeswari Nagar,Bangalore-560098
Proprietor of OMNIO FUTURE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX EXIGO
23 TO 29, WHITE HOUSE, FIRT FLOOR, FF6, ST. MARKS ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 001.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of Training and Conducting of Orientation Program for Parents about Preconception, Pregnancy, Infancy and Early Childhood, Pre-Teenage, Adolescence of Their Child and Academy for Actualisation of Human Potential at all Ages
DRS

3760853  22/02/2018

DRS EDUCATION SOCIETY

No.306, 3rd Floor, Kabra Complex, 61, M.G.Road, Secunderabad – 500 003 (T.S) India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAO & RAO.

12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since :03/01/2008

CHENNAI

Educational services.
DRS SCHOOL

3760854    22/02/2018

DRS EDUCATION SOCIETY
No.306, 3rd Floor, Kabra Complex, 61, M.G.Road, Secunderabad – 500 003 (T.S) India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 03/01/2008

CHENNAI

Educational services
EDIFY OVERSEAS EDVISOR

3760856    22/02/2018

DRS EDUCATION SOCIETY
No.306, 3rd Floor, Kabra Complex, 61, M.G.Road, Secunderabad – 500 003 (T.S) India.

Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Educational services.
DRS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
3760862   22/02/2018
DRS EDUCATION SOCIETY
No.306, 3rd Floor, Kabra Complex, 61, M.G.Road, Secunderabad – 500 003 (T.S) India.
Society
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :03/01/2008
To be associated with:
1808715
CHENNAI
Educational services.
3777961  14/03/2018
MRS.VARSHA.D.ASWANI,
Door No.11D, 4th Block, Arihant Vaikund Apartment, 125 Bricklin Road, Purasawalkam, Chennai - 600007
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOK KUMAR J. DAGA, ADVOCATE
NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Providing of Sports and Cultural Activity and Event Management.
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
LEARN PVT. LTD.,
D.No:12-2-337/I/E/1, Asif Nagar, Hyderabad-500 028, (T.S) India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since: 22/02/2018

CHENNAI
Educational services, educational examination services, educational and instruction services, teaching and educational services, instructional and educational services, entertainment and educational services, education service providing by school, educational services provided by academies, educational services provided by colleges, art gallery services for educational purposes, educational services provided by the arts schools and training services relating to sport and games, educational services provided by senior high schools, educational and instruction services relating to arts and crafts, providing educational entertainment services for children in after-school centers.

SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
3973977  15/10/2018
M.HARICHARANDAS
trading as ;MUSEE MUSICAL
FLAT NO.14/5, NARAYAN ARIHANT OCEAN TOWERS, 77, WALLAJAH ROAD, CHEPAUK, CHENNAI-600 005
SERVICE PROVIDER
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRIDHAR & SAI
NO. 319(OLD NO 155), LINGHI CHETTY STREET, III FLOOR, GEORGE TOWN CHENNAI 600001
Used Since :01/01/1842
CHENNAI
EDUCATION PROVIDING TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT CULTURAL ACTIVITIES IN THE FIELD OF MUSIC
4022361    10/12/2018
G2R2 DANCE & ACTIVITY CENTRE PRIVATE LIMITED
Block No.10,Ground Floor,Bldg No.01,Shreeganesh Darshan CHS,Sariput Nagar,JV LK RD,Andheri(E), Mumbai Mumbai City MH 400093 IN
Dance Training
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :25/04/2016
MUMBAI
Providing Dance training
EXCELLERE WORLD SCHOOL

4047741  05/01/2019

NIKHIL SHARMA

Excellere World School, Garhi Harsaru, Gurgaon-122505, Haryana

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MR. NEERAJ LAL

D 1A-26, JANAK PURI DELHI-58

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Educational Services
JAIPURIA EDUTECH FOUNDATION
Corporate address at 2nd Floor, Shanti Chamber, 11/6B, Pusa Road, New Delhi – 110005 and Registered office at 62-A, Arya Nagar, Alwar - 301001, Rajasthan.
A Company was duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 (under Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024
Used Since :06/01/2015

To be associated with:
3934030, 3934031, 3934047, 3937537

DELHI
School Education, Educational consultancy/advisory services, Management of Education services, Career counselling/guidance, Providing academic and professional study material, Arranging and conducting of conferences, exhibitions, seminars, examinations, competitions, training workshops and summer camps for the students.
JAIPURIA EDUTECH FOUNDATION  
Corporate address at 2nd Floor, Shanti Chamber, 11/6B, Pusa Road, New Delhi – 110005 and Registered office at 62-A, Arya Nagar, Alwar - 301001, Rajasthan.  
A Company was duly incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 (under Section 8 of the Companies Act, 2013).

Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SINGH & SINGH LAW FIRM LLP  
C-139, Defence Colony, New Delhi - 110024  
Used Since :02/04/2017  

To be associated with:  
3934031, 3934035, 3934041, 3934045  

DELHI  
School Education, Educational consultancy/advisory services, Management of Education services, Career counselling/guidance, Providing academic and professional study material, Arranging and conducting of conferences, exhibitions, seminars, examinations, competitions, training workshops and summer camps for the students.
BRIJESH KUMAR
42B, Village Nangla, Sibhu, Post-Ber, Tehsil-Bhartna, Distt. Etawah, (UP)-206242
An Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,
L.S. DAVAR & CO., PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS 5/1, 1ST FLOOR, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI-110019

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
UCLA

4087936   14/02/2019
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
1111 Franklin Street, Oakland, California 94607, United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India
Used Since :06/03/2007

DELHI
Educational services, namely providing courses of instruction at the college and graduate levels, and entertainment services in the nature of live performances in dance, theater and music and baseball, basketball, crew, cross country, football, golf, gymnastics, soccer, softball, swimming and diving, tennis, track and field, volleyball and water polo games and competitions; physical fitness consultations; career counseling relating to education and training; dental research services.
4094739   21/02/2019
GREAT LAKES INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT
Prince Infocity II, 283/284 Rajiv Gandhi Salai (OMR), Kandanchavadi, Chennai 600096, Tamil Nadu
Service providers
Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUKRITI PAREEK
1, BLOCK D MARKET, LSC NEAR HDFC BANK, VASANT VIHAR, NEW DELHI-110057
Used Since :01/12/2018
To be associated with:
1401160
CHENNAI
Education Services
4097320  23/02/2019  
JASDEEP SINGH RATTAN  
H NO- 323, WARD NO- 2A, JANTA NAGAR, DHURI, DISTT. SANGRUR, PUNJAB-148024  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
SAURABH SINGH  
333 SUMER GANJ POST - BANSA, HARDOI, UTTAR PRADESH, 241303  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
MUSIC RECORDING; RECORDING STUDIOS; RECORDING SERVICES; SOUND RECORDING SERVICES; AUDIO RECORDING SERVICES; RECORDING OF MUSIC; VIDEO RECORDING SERVICES; RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES; AUDIO RECORDING AND PRODUCTION; MUSIC RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES; AUDIO RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES; EDITING OF VIDEO RECORDINGS; EDITING OF AUDIO RECORDINGS; RENTAL OF AUDIO RECORDINGS; HIRE OF GRAMOPHONE RECORDINGS; PRODUCTION OF AUDIOVISUAL RECORDINGS; PRODUCTION OF MUSICAL RECORDINGS; PRODUCTION OF AUDIO RECORDINGS; PRODUCTION OF SOUND RECORDINGS; AUDIO AND VIDEO RECORDING SERVICES; PROVISION OF RECORDING STUDIO FACILITIES; SOUND RECORDING AND VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES; ENTERTAINMENT, DIRECTION OF MAKING, EDITING, DIGITAL, INTERNET, RADIO AND TV PROGRAMS IN THE NATURE OF INCLUDING ONLINE MUSIC BROADCAST; MUSIC PUBLISHING AND MUSIC RECORDING SERVICES; AUDIO, FILM, VIDEO AND TELEVISION RECORDING SERVICES; RECORDING, FILM, VIDEO AND TELEVISION STUDIO SERVICES; PRODUCTION OF VIDEO, LASER AND AUDIO DISCS FOR OTHERS; ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID SERVICES.
THE BOARD OF CONTROL FOR CRICKET IN INDIA
2nd Floor, Cricket Centre, Wankhede Stadium, 'D' Road, Churchgate, Mumbai 400 020, Maharashtra, India
A Society registered under the Tamil Nadu Societies Registration Act, 1975

Address for service in India/Agents address:
W. S. KANE & CO.
MERCHANT CHAMBER, 6TH FLOOR, 41 SIR VITHALDAS THACKERSY ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI-400 020.
Used Since :18/12/2018

MUMBAI
Education; Providing Of Training; Entertainment; Sporting And Cultural Activities
4110849  08/03/2019
THINKZZY INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO 525/2 SECTOR 7/B GANDHINAGAR-382007, GUJARAT, INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UDIT DESAI
E-1, RUSHIKA FLATS, KIRAN PARK, NEW VADAJ, AHMEDABAD-380013

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, RENTAL OF SPORTS GROUNDS
4111339  08/03/2019
M/S PRIKAV PROFESSIONAL
H.NO.8-3-633/82/1, JAYA PRAKASH NAGAR, SRINAGAR COLONY, HYDERABAD - 500073, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUVVULA VINAY KUMAR
Eeva IP & IT Services Pvt Ltd, 1st Floor, HIG 139, Bharat Nagar Colony, Moosapet, Hyderabad - 500018, Telangana

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AUDIO, VIDEO AND MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTION, AND PHOTOGRAPHY.
411477    08/03/2019
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI
National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli – 620015
A society registered under National Institute of Technology Act, 2007

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.
Used Since :16/11/2018

CHENNAI
Education, Academics & Library services; Managing & Administering schools (Junior & Senior high schools), Colleges & Universities; Education services namely offering Correspondence, Online, Degree, Diploma & Certification Courses; Publication of Books, Periodicals, Magazines; Sporting & Cultural Activities; Organizing & Conducting Educational Training Courses, Conferences, Colloquiums, Workshops, Congresses, Symposia, Debates & Seminars, Fairs & Exhibitions, Competitions; Conducting Examination; Vocational Training; Tuition Services
AMRINDER SINGH TRADING AS WELARK ANIMATIONS INSTITUTE
GALI NO. 2, DASHMESH NAGAR, DHULKOT CHOWK, AHMEDGARH, DISTT. SANGRUR-148021 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/01/2019

DELHI

Animation Production Services, Computer Education Training, Training related to Computer Programmers, Software & Techniques, CAD (Computer Aided Design) Education.
4111917   08/03/2019
7TH AVENUE SCHOOL OF FASHION DESIGNING
UTTORAYON HIG APT TOWER, 8/701, MATIGARA, SILIGURI-734010, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHARATIYA TRADE PROTECT BUREAU
DEY LODGE, 1ST FLOOR, NAJRUL SARANI, ASHRAM PARA, SILIGURI-734 001, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
FASHION DESIGNING EDUCATION, Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities, being included in class 41.
4112435   09/03/2019  
SHAILEN德拉 KUMAR S/O. SH. SHOBH NATH  
B-556 GOKAL PURI, DELHI-110094  
An Individual and Citizen of India  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
DTM ADVISORS LLP  
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016  
Proposed to be Used  
DELHI  
SERVICES IN RELATION TO PROVIDING OF EDUCATION, ACADEMIC, SCHOOL, COLLEGE, UNIVERSITY, MANAGEMENT, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURE ACTIVITIES, INSTITUTES, CORRESPONDENCE, COACHING CLASSES FOR COMPETITION EXAMS, TEACHING & TUITION SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS-41.
4113839  11/03/2019
MOHAN VERMA
505, SHREE KRISHNA BUILDING, OPP. LAXMI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, LINKING ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 053
SERVICES PROVIDER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHINI VAKIL
306, 3rd Floor, Crescent Towers, New Link Road, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053
Used Since :01/09/2018
MUMBAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ENTERTAINMENT; BOOK PUBLISHING; MAGAZINE PUBLISHING; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING SERVICES, NAMELY, PUBLICATION OF TEXT AND GRAPHIC WORKS OF OTHERS ON-LINE FEATURING ARTICLES, NOVELIZATIONS, SCRIPTS, COMIC BOOKS, STRATEGY GUIDES, PHOTOGRAPHS AND VISUAL MATERIALS; NON-DOWNLOADABLE PUBLICATIONS IN THE NATURE OF BOOKS FEATURING CHARACTERS FROM ANIMATED, ACTION ADVENTURE, COMEDY AND/OR DRAMA FEATURES, COLORING BOOKS, CHILDREN'S ACTIVITY BOOKS AND MAGAZINES IN THE FIELD OF ENTERTAINMENT; PUBLISHING OF BOOKS, E-BOOKS, AUDIOBOOKS, TRAINING PROGRAMMERS FOR SOFTWARE'S, PRINTED AND PUBLISHED MATTERS, TEACHING, EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTIONAL ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
ALL INDIA ASSOCIATION OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
OPPOSITE GOVT. HOSPITAL DEOBAND ROAD, RAMPUR MANIHRAN, DISTT-SAHARANPUR (U.P.)
A TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS
3/112, GROUND FLOOR, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
SAHIT FILMS 12/03/2019
Ward No.8, VPO PADHIANA, MAIN ROAD, NEAR POST OFFICE, JALANDHAR-144030
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RCOL & PARTNERS
D-113, RIDGEWOOD ESTATE, DLF-4, GURGAON
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Videotape film production; Music video production services; Production of audio and video recordings; Production of sound and video recordings; Live band performances; Live musical performances; Recording studios; Film studios; Television studio services; Sound recording studios; Audio production
4114311  12/03/2019
MONICA SHAIKH
Atria society B1/406 Tingre Nagar Lane No. 13, Munjaba Wasti Dhanori, Pune- 411015
An Individual Citizen

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
4SEEINGIP
13,Ground Floor, Pocket- E, Sector-17, Dwarka, New Delhi-110078

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
4115323  12/03/2019
KAILASH
PAISA MUSIC, C-64, SECTOR-122, NOIDA, GAUTAM BUDDHA NAGAR, UTTAR PRADESH- 201301
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Used Since :01/01/2019
DELHI
Production of shows, production of radio and television programmes, television entertainment, theatre productions; Audio and video production, dubbing, film production, other than advertising films, microfilming, production of music, recording studio services, videotape film production, videotape editing, videotaping
4115327  12/03/2019
SAIPRASAD JANA
A/002, Ganesh Prasad, Vadavali, Section - 50, Ambernath (E) – 421 501, District - Thane
Proprietary Concern

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001
Used Since :08/06/2018

MUMBAI
Art Gallery Services; Providing Information Relating To Photography, Art Or Entertainment Online From Databases Or Communication Networks, Including The Internet; Conduct Exhibition And Sale and presentation Of Work Of visual Art namely paintings, Sculptures, Drawings, Print making, ceramic art works And Artifacts; Conducting Seminars For Art Courses And Publications; Conduct Art Therapy Courses; Consultancy For Visual And Performing Arts And Graphic Design, Translations And Publications In Relation Of Work Of Art And Artifacts; Workshops; Organizing Art Competitions (Education And Entertainment), Art Exhibitions Being Included In Class 41.
4115729  13/03/2019
MR. JITENDRA P. TANK TRADING AS: SHREE PRAGALBH INSTITUTE OF COMMERCE
1ST FLOOR & 4TH FLOOR, ATHARVA HOUSE, OPP. VAISHNAV HAVELI, PODDAR ROAD, MALAD (E), MUMBAI – 400097, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :30/01/2009
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, EDUCATIONAL COACHING CLASSES, EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO COMMERCE
4116773  13/03/2019
ANCHAL WALIA  
house no.-C-4, Ward No.-17, Rajpura, Patiala.  
INDIVIDUAL  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
PANKAJ KHULLAR  
A-9/39, Industrial area Near Maya Palace, Rajpura-140401  
Used Since :20/08/2016  
DELHI  
Coaching Institute, educational institute providing teaching/coaching and training in medical and allied streams.
4116775  13/03/2019
M/S QUBE STUDY
DSS No.-35, Urban Estate, Sector-19, Panchkula, Haryana-134113
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PANKAJ KHULLAR
A-9/39, Industrial area Near Maya Palace, Rajpura-140401
Used Since : 20/06/2018
DELHI
EDUCATION AND PROVIDING OF TRAINING THROUGH PERSONAL MODE OR THROUGH AUDIO-VISUAL MEANS.
4116783    13/03/2019
PETMART SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
2/3, JUDGES COURT ROAD, DEVINE BLISS, KOLKATA-700027, WEST BENGAL INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Animal training services; Providing animal exercise services; Tuition in animal training.
4117039   14/03/2019
EBRO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED.
807, NEW DELHI HOUSE, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI-110001.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; providing of training.
4117553    14/03/2019
KESHAV PRAKASH JADHAV
AT- BHANDARWADI, POST- PATHARWADI, TAL- RENAPUR, DIST- LATUR, PIN- 431522
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Angents address:
MINAKSHI SAMRAT RAWATE
D1/302, SUNDESRUSHTI, NEAR SUNCITY ROAD, SINHGAD
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, TRAINING, COACHING CLASSES FOR COMMERCE AND SERVICES RELATED TO EDUCATION VOCATIONAL & PROFESSIONAL FIELDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

4117677 14/03/2019
IIPMR TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES (PROPRIETOR: SUNIL ASHWIN ROY)
2nd Floor, Old Number 143, New Number 16, Pedariyar Kovil Street, Broadway, Behind Bharathi Women's College, Chennai – 600001, Tamil Nadu
Proprietorship Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 03/04/2012

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; EDUCATION INFORMATION; TEACHING / EDUCATIONAL SERVICES / INSTRUCTION SERVICES
4117701  14/03/2019
CROSSMAZE EDUCATION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
No. 55/56, Flat No 309 Charvi Square, Apts 16th Cross, Neeladri Nagar, Electronic City, Bengaluru – 560100, Karnataka
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
POOJASHREE
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu
Used Since : 14/01/2019
CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4117857  14/03/2019
PORTRAIT ADVERTISING AND MARKETING PVT. LTD.
104 Ekta Marg Western Avenue Sainik Farm New Delhi
Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALETHEIAA LEGAL
GH-6, 2B, Orchid Garden, Sun City, Gurgaon Sector 54, 122002
Used Since :02/10/2009
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4118148 15/03/2019
MR. BITTU
trading as ;M/S. HEART TOUCH FILM
VILL. BHOLAPUR, (JHABEWAL) CHD. ROAD, NEAR-BONN BREAD, P.O. SAHIBANA, LUDHIANA-141123 (PB.).
SERVICE PROVIDERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
IMPEX TRADE MARK CO.
B-V/332, BENJAMIN ROAD, NEAR DIVISION NO.3, LUDHIANA.
Used Since :01/04/2016

DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICE; CONTENTS AND EVENTS, CREATIONS, PRODUCTIONS AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION, RADIO PROGRAMS, FILMS, MOVIES, MOTION PICTURES, PREVIEWS, MUSICALS, DUBBING, EDITING, VIDEOTAPES, PRODUCTION OF FILMS, SOUNDS AND VIDEO RECORDING, PRODUCTION OF SHOWS, LIVE PERFORMANCES EVENTS AND COMPETITIONS, PHOTOGRAPHY REGARDING STUDIO STILL PHOTOGRAPHY & AUDIO VIDEO FILM RECORDING FOR MARRIAGES & FUNCTIONS.
4118958  15/03/2019
AMIT KUMAR MODI
25 BALLYGUNJ CIRCULAR ROAD, PARAMOUNT BUILDING, KOLKATA-700019
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
M/s IPR House, Advocates 89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248,
HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since :01/03/2016
KOLKATA
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities, Entertainment, Dance Events, Sports
Events, Events
4118967  15/03/2019
OVERX INNOVATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Sco 8-12, K-Area, Dhakoli Road, Zirakpur, Mohali, Punjab - 140603,
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing sports facilities for archery.
ECHO INPUT

Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 88125067 ;United States of America

4119033    15/03/2019

Amazon Technologies, Inc.
410 Terry Avenue North Seattle, Washington USA
A corporation organized under the laws of Nevada.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARCHER & ANGEL
K - 4, SOUTH EXTENSION - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used

To be associated with:

2933528, 3951390

DELHI

Providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing reviews, commentary and information in the field of music, comedy, and spoken word recordings over a global computer network and other communications networks; entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable live pre-recorded music, comedy, and spoken word recordings by means of audio and video transmission over a global computer and other communications networks; entertainment services, namely, providing online reviews of music, comedy, and spoken word recordings; entertainment services, namely, profiling of musicians, artists and bands by providing non-downloadable video clips of musical, comedic, and spoken word performances over a global computer network and other communications networks; entertainment services, namely, making music, comedy, and spoken word recording recommendations based on user generated data over a global computer network and other communications networks; arranging and conducting of concerts; entertainment services in the nature of providing and arranging film screenings; provision of information relating to live performances, live music concerts; providing information in the field of entertainment; conducting workshops and seminars in the field of audio equipment, audio systems, acoustics, and music; educational services, namely, providing displays and exhibits in the field of audio equipment, audio systems, acoustics, and music; production of audio recordings; providing audio or video studios; arranging for ticket reservations for shows and other entertainment events; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment and cultural events.
Harry Bintang and the Band

4119358    15/03/2019

MR. AJAY KUMAR BHARGAVA
Juan-Les-Pins, St Leonards Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey KT70RP, UK
An Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Animation production services; Special effects animation services for film and video; Television entertainment; Satellite television series
4119436  15/03/2019
MR. RAKESH RAMCHANDRA BHOSALE
E -508, RNA COURTYARD C.H.S L.T.D, BABASAHEB AMBEDKAR ROAD, OPP. SECTOR 8, SHANTI NAGAR, MIRA BHAYANDER, MIRA ROAD, THANE – 401 107
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KETKI PANCHAL
8/14, RAJ RADHIKA, CHSL, KASTUR PARK, SHIMPOLI ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI- 400092

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
IMPARTING OF EDUCATION & TRAINING, SPORTS AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES OR ANY OTHER ACTIVITY INTENDED TO ATTRACT OTHER ATTENTION
4119721  16/03/2019
RAJ KUMAR
H. NO.-1830, GALI NO. 09, JAWAHAR NAGAR, HISAR HARYANA-125001
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PURVI & ASSOCIATES
18-A, GALI NO.7, PRATAP NAGAR, MAYUR VIHAR PHASE-1, DELHI-110091

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Educational services, Career counseling [education], Career counselling and coaching, Computerised training in career counselling, Career counseling [education or training advice], Career advisory services (education or training advice), Career information and advisory services (educational and training advice), Coaching [education and training], Educational services provided for children, Higher education, Adult education, Providing educational courses, Education, teaching and training, English language education services, Educational services for providing courses of education, Education services relating to computers, Computer education training services, CAD (Computer Aided Design) education, Education services relating to languages, Foreign language education services, Second language educational services, Advisory services relating to education, Education services relating to business training, Preparation of educational courses and examinations, Educational services provided by schools, Educational services provided by colleges, Conducting of educational courses, Conducting of instructional, educational and training courses for young people and adults, Yoga Classes, Yoga instruction, Yoga school services, Conducting yoga classes, Training in yoga, Yoga teacher training courses, Providing classes, masterclasses, lectures, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of yoga.
23ACCORDS
DOSTI VIHAR, VASANTA, B-506, VARTAK NAGAR, THANE - 400606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO COMMUNICATION SKILLS, INTERVIEW SKILLS, PERSONAL GROOMING, IMAGE MANAGEMENT AND COURSES RELATING TO CUSTOMER SERVICES.
4119937  16/03/2019
AEGIS HEALTH SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
8/A, ARAM NAGAR, PAST II J P ROAD, OPP. GANESH MANDIR VERSOVA, ANDHERI WEST, MUMBAI-400061,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
REGISTERED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHJIA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3772065
MUMBAI
PROVIDING EDUCATION.
4119941  16/03/2019
VINAY KISAN KANADE
AL-1/213, SUNDARAM APT. SECTOR 16, NAVI MUMBAI, AIROLI, DIGHA, THANE 400708
Individual/Sole Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KIRAN PRAKASH UBHE
F.N.406, Samarth Residency, Near Navale Hospital Manaji Nagar,Narh, Pune-411041.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Education; Providing of Training and Coaching and other things included in Class 41
SARVESHT YADAV
VILLA NO-97, LOTUS VILLA, SECTOR-1, NOIDA EXTENSION, NOIDA-201306
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHIT GULATI
GM & ASSOCIATES, A-341, DDA COLONY, CHOWKHANDI, TILAK NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110018.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
MUSIC RECORDING, MUSIC PERFORMANCES, LIVE MUSIC CONCERTS, MUSIC PUBLISHING AND MUSIC RECORDING SERVICES, LIVE MUSIC SHOWS, RECORDING OF MUSIC, MUSIC RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, RECORDING STUDIOS, FILM STUDIOS, SOUND RECORDING STUDIOS, PRODUCTION OF FILMS IN STUDIOS, RECORDING SERVICES, ORGANISATION OF MUSICAL EVENTS, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, RENTAL OF RECORDS OR SOUND-RECORDED MAGNETIC TAPES, RENTAL OF RECORDS, COMPACT DISCS OR PRE-RECORDED MAGNETIC TAPES.
MR. AMIT SHARMA PROPRIETOR OF M/s. SKAAY DATA LABS
A-15, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-3, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAVI CHAUHAN
A-2/96, SECTOR-16, ROHINI, DELHI-110089
Used Since :01/02/2019
DELHI
EDUCATION SERVICES, TRAINING RELATING TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TRAINING COURSES RELATING TO
COMPUTER SOFTWARE, TRAINING IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, TRAINING IN THE DESIGN OF
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, TRAINING RELATING TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMES.
ZERO GRAVITY

4120656   18/03/2019
RAJAT MAHINDRU
B/108, STAR GALAXY VIP ROAD, VESU-2, SURAT-395007, GUJARAT

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHIKCHANDRA AMBALAL BAROT
11 SHUKAN FLAT, NEAR KUM KUM SCHOOL, UTTAMNAGAR, MANINAGAR, AHMEDABAD 380008 (GUJARAT) INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
GAMING, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, SPORTS ACTIVITIES, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT PARKS, AMUSEMENT ARCADE SERVICES, PROVIDING BOWLING ALLEY FACILITIES, PROVIDING PHYSICAL EDUCATION, GAMES AND SPORTING FACILITIES, ENTERTAINMENT IN THE NATURE OF SPORTS GAMES
4120701 18/03/2019
SANDEEP DASRATH GUPTA
Siddhachal Phase No.1, CHS, Dhaval Giri, 1B/301, Pokharan Road No.2, Vasant Vihar, Thane West, Thane, Maharashtra-400601
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAGHAV GOEL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Providing training for personal and professional development, conducting awareness seminars, workshops, educational training programs, cultural programs and training programs covered under class - 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019

4120702 18/03/2019

PRADEEP KUMAR
S/O OMPRAKASH SAW,WARD NO-8,GRAM BISHUNPUR POST NAWADA THANA GARHWA,BISHUNPUR,GARHWA,JHARKHAND-822114
THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

News reporting services, Entertainment, Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
KALANJIAM
4120942  18/03/2019
MULLAI VATTARA KALANJIAM
METTUPPATTI THADHANOOR, KUTTAKADU (VIA), AYOTHIYAPATTINAM (POST), SALEM-636103, TAMIL NADU
A TRUST DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN TRUST ACT REPRESENTED BY ITS PRESIDENT AND MANAGING TRUSTEE Ms. M. BABY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Used Since :01/03/2001

CHENNAI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES; ARRANGING, CONDUCTING AND ORGANISATION OF CONFERENCES, CONGRESSES, COLLOQUIUMS, WORKSHOPS [TRAINING], SEMINARS AND SYMPOSIAUS; ORGANIZATION OF EXHIBITIONS FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATION PURPOSES; VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE [EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE]; PUBLICATION OF ELECTRONIC BOOKS AND JOURNALS ON-LINE; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS; PRESENTATION OF WORKS OF VISUAL ART AND LITERATURE TO THE PUBLIC FOR CULTURAL OR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
4120972   18/03/2019
MR. SATISH M DIGHE
C3, BRAHMAND ROAD, BRAHMAND, THANE WEST, THANE, MAHARASHTRA 400607
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJIT CHANDRAKANT NIMBALKAR
SERVE NO.16, FLAT NO.A-502, 5TH FLOOR, KAPIL CAPITAL, AMBEGAON PATHAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411046.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
CLIMBER KNOWLEDGE AND CAREERS PVT LTD
C/O EVEREST SCIENTIFIC, BESIDE ANUJ DAIRY, RESIDENCY ROAD SADAR NAGPUR - 440001
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :15/08/2013

MUMBAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
PARAHUNA

4121143  18/03/2019
HARMANPREET SINGH DHALIWAL
House no B-1,677,mohalla prem nagar,uchi ghatti,phillaur,144410
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMIT LEKHI
ludhiana

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities not included in other classes
4121155  18/03/2019

MS. KOMAL SHAH
M/S. KUNDALINI HOLISTIC HEALING, 5TH FLOOR, 18-B, GANGA VIHAR, C-ROAD, MARINE DRIVE, MUMBAI - 400 020.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HEENA MOHINANI
601, NENUMAL SOCIETY, 6TH FLOOR, O.T. SECTION, ULHASNAGAR-421 003.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
DANCE SCHOOL, EDUCATIONAL AND INSTRUCTION SERVICES REALATING TO MUSIC AND DANCE, LIVE DANCE EXHIBITIONS, DANCE INSTRUCTION, AEROBIC AND DANCE FACILITIES, PROVISION OF DANCE CLASSES, EDUCATION SERVICES RELATING TO MEDITATION, MEDATION COUNSELING, MEDITATION STUDIO SERVICES, MEDITATION TRAINING, TEACHING OF MEDITATION PRACTICES, BODY WORK THERAPY INSTRUCTIONS, BOOK PUBLISHING, MAGAZINE PUBLISHING, ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING, PUBLICATION OF BOOKS, ORGANIZATION OF COMPETITIONS [EDUCATION AND/OR ENTERTAINMENT], LIBRARIES, ORGANIZATION OF DANCE EVENTS.
REACH.RESULTS

4121381  18/03/2019
MADHU MADHAVAN
#103, 2nd Floor, 27th Main, 1st Cross, VGS Layout, Ejipura, Bangalore - 560047, Karnataka, India
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Providing group coaching and in-person learning forums in the field of leadership development ,Training or education services in the field of life coaching, Providing training programmes, Arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars and symposiums, Arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, educational exhibitions, classes, lectures, seminars and training workshops, Education and training services,Multimedia publishing relating to books, magazines, journals, software, games, music, and electronic publications, On-line digital publishing services,Providing classes, masterclasses, lectures, workshops, seminars and camps in the field of yoga,Consultancy in the field of learning difficulties,Business education services,Higher education, academic, linguistic and vocational education and training services.
TOY BEACH

4121428 18/03/2019

MR. AKSHAY ANAND
C8, SHARDA PURI, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI, 15
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; provision of entertainment; arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and symposia; arranging, organising and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; casino facilities; gaming services; cinema facilities; arranging, organising and conducting of competitions; discotheque services; night club services; health club services; presentation of live performances; arranging, organising and conducting of dances; arranging, organising and conducting of entertainment shows; party planning; parties and special events; non downloadable publications; publishing services; hospitality services (entertainment) , information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the foregoing
TOY SUSHI

4121430  18/03/2019

MR. AKSHAY ANAND
C8, SHARDA PURI, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI, 15
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; provision of entertainment; arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and symposia; arranging, organising and conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; hospitality services (entertainment); casino facilities; gaming services; cinema facilities; arranging, organising and conducting of competitions; discotheque services; night club services; health club services; presentation of live performances; arranging, organising and conducting of dances; arranging, organising and conducting of entertainment shows; party planning; parties and special events; non downloadable publications; publishing services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the foregoing.
TOY ROOF

4121432  18/03/2019

MR. AKSHAY ANAND
C8, SHARDA Puri, RAMESH NAGAR, NEW DELHI, 15
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURESH & CO.
11 PRABHA KUNJ PLOTNO 498 24TH ROAD Khar (WEST) MUMBAI-400052.

Proposed to be Used

DELI

Education; providing of training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; provision of entertainment;
arranging, organising and conducting of conferences, congresses, seminars and symposia; arranging, organising and
conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; hospitality services (entertainment), casino facilities;
gaming services; cinema facilities; arranging, organising and conducting of competitions; discotheque services; night
club services; health club services; presentation of live performances; arranging, organising and conducting of dances;
arranging, organising and conducting of entertainment shows; party planning; parties and special events; non
downloadable publications; publishing services; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the
foregoing.
4121959 19/03/2019
VIDYA PRAKASHAN MANDIR PRIVATE LIMITED
VIDYA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, BAGHPAT ROAD, MEERUT -250002 (UP)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JAIVIR SINGH
OFFICE: 155/35, GARI No.10, HARI NAGAR, SHRADHA PURI, PHASE-I, KANKAR KHERA, MEERUT (UP)-250001
Used Since: 01/01/2019
To be associated with:
4079092
DELHI
4122079    19/03/2019
PRASHANT KONERU
Door No. 10, Crescent Avenue, Kesava Perumal Puram, Mandaveli, Chennai-600028
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHAN CHERIAN
No. 9, Vijay Deluxe Apartments, 4/7, 1st Main Road, CIT Colony, Mylapore, Chennai - 600004
Used Since :01/01/2018

CHENNAI
Gymnastic Instruction; Conducting Fitness Classes; Health Club Services [Health and Fitness Training]; Personal Trainer Services [Fitness Training], Gymnasium and Related Services included in Class 41.
ANMOL HANNA
KASHMIRI COMPLEX, UPPER BAZAR, HAMIRPUR-177001

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4122086   19/03/2019
CHAITANYA
C-5/24, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-15, ROHINI - 110085
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Rental of audio equipment, Music composition services, Production of music, Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
ATOMUSE PICTURES PRIVATE LIMITED
8-3-224/1A (F/6), KAMALA RESIDENCY, MADHURA NAGAR HYDERABAD HYDERABAD TG 500045 IN

THE TRADEMARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Editing of motion pictures, Distribution of motion pictures, Presentation of motion pictures, Production of motion pictures
JEETLEPLAY FANTASY PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO-706, 2ND FLOOR POCKET-GH-2, SECTOR-28 ROHINI, LND.OPP. SAHABAD DAIRY DELHI -110042
BODY CORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHANT GOYAL & ASSOCIATES
B-4/418, FIRST FLOOR, SEC-8, ROHINI, DELHI-110085.
Used Since :13/03/2019
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING, OPERATING, AND MANAGING, SPORTS COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF FANTASY SPORTS LEAGUES, AS WELL AS ARRANGING FANTASY CONTESTS AND ORGANIZING FANTASY TOURNAMENTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ORGANIZING AND COORDINATING FANTASY GAMING LEAGUES AND FANTASY SPORTS LEAGUES FOR OTHERS VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK; ARRANGING, ORGANIZING, CONDUCTING, AND HOSTING SOCIAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS FOR SPORTS AND FANTASY SPORTS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND FANTASY SPORTS ACCESSIBLE BY COMPUTER NETWORKS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING INFORMATION REGARDING SPORTS AND SPORTS COMPETITIONS AND FANTASY SPORTS COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PROVIDING AN INTERACTIVE WEB SITE BY WAY OF THE INTERNET IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND FANTASY SPORTS; PROVIDING SPORTS INFORMATION AND FANTASY SPORTS INFORMATION AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION VIA A GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORK OR A COMMERCIAL ON-LINE COMPUTER SERVICE OR BY CABLE, SATELLITE, TELEVISION, AND RADIO; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING ATHLETIC COMPETITIONS AND FANTASY SPORTS COMPETITIONS, NAMELY, PROFESSIONAL GAMES AND EXHIBITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, NAMELY, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING, NAMELY, WEBISODES FEATURING SPORTS ANALYSIS AND COMMENTARY, MUSIC VIDEOS, RADIO SHOWS, VIDEOS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, PODCASTS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, AND AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS, NAMELY, TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND FANTASY SPORTS COMPETITIONS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMMING, NAMELY, WEBISODES FEATURING SPORTS ANALYSIS AND COMMENTARY, MUSIC VIDEOS, RADIO SHOWS, VIDEOS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, PODCASTS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS, AND AUDIO-VISUAL WORKS, NAMELY, TELEVISION PROGRAMS IN THE FIELD OF SPORTS AND FANTASY SPORTS COMPETITIONS VIA ELECTRONIC GLOBAL COMPUTER NETWORKS AND ALL SERVICES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4122141  19/03/2019
SANDEEP GARG
244A, WARD-17, NEAR HUDA COMPLEX, VIJAY NAGAR, ROHTAK
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YOGESH GUPTA
293/6, Partap Mohalla, Rohtak
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Providing Educational Services, Coaching, Training And Teaching In Academics, Tuition And Tutorial Services In Robotic Science
4122603 19/03/2019
DIVYANSH GOYAL
E -7/12, ARERA COLONY, LAJPAT RAI SOCIETY, BHOPAL (M.P.) PIN-462016
Indian Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Entertainment and educational services, Entertainment and cultural activities & On-line entertainment services & Providing non-downloadable films and television programs via pay-per-view television channels, Television programming services, Television film production & Television entertainment, Cinema theater services, Cinema presentations, Cinema entertainment, Cinema services & Cinema theaters.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

NÅKSHI

4122891 19/03/2019
HIMANSHUBHAI CHATURBHAI PATEL Trading as Nakshi Photography
1124, I Square Corporate Park, Near Shukan Mall, Beside Cims Hospital, Science City, Main Road, Sola, Ahmedabad, Gujarat - 380060
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since: 01/04/2011
AHMEDABAD
Cinematography services, Photography services, Videography services.
CHETANVEENA FASHION COUTURE HOUSE PVT. LTD.
Plot NO.10, 2-8-293/82/PP, Lotus Pond, MLA Colony, Road No.12, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad, Telangana - 500034
Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Conducting of entertainment events.
Abserve
4123125  19/03/2019
MS. AANYA BATRA
E 803 Oceanus Freesia Enclave, 19/7 Kaikondanahalli Varthur, Bellandur Main Road, Bangalore 560103
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand Venice, Greater Noida, 201310
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
UTTARANAND
4123219  20/03/2019
UTTARANAND LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049
LLP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301
Used Since :08/02/2019
DELHI
Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
BAKED PIE

4123228 20/03/2019

BAKED PIE LLP
D 42, Second Floor, South Extension, Part 1, New Delhi 110049

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTELLECT JURIS
604, VICTORIA-C, GRAND OMAXE, SECTOR 93 B, NOIDA-201301

Used Since: 01/08/2018

DELHI

Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.
4123318  20/03/2019
SANDEEP G RAHEJA, DURGA S RAHEJA
trading as ;SHEILA GOPAL FOUNDATION
TULSI BUILDING, 4TH FLOOR JUNCTION OF 14TH ROAD AND KHAR PALI ROAD, NEAR KHAR TELEPHONE EXCHANGE
KHAR (WEST) MUMBAI – 400032 COUNTRY : INDIA
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY PROVIDING LIVE AND ON - LINE CLASSES, SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND
WORKSHOPS IN THE FIELD OF CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT AND EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS DISTRIBUTED
IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, FEATURING EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF CANCER DIAGNOSIS AND
TREATMENT PROVIDING CAMPS FOR PATIENTS AFFECTED BY CANCER. CONDUCTING MEDICAL AWARENESS
PROGRAMME RELATING TO CANCER DISEASE, EDUCATIONAL SERVICES, NAMELY DEVELOPING AND
DISSEMINATING EDUCATIONAL MATERIALS AND PROGRAMS TO PHYSICIANS AND PATIENTS REGARDING CANCER
AND OTHER DISEASES, ONCOLOGY AND DISEASE MANAGEMENT
4123477  20/03/2019
BANCO CAREER ACADEMY
WARD NO-42, RAMNAGAR, HAWALGARH ROAD, SIKAR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA, 332001
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NEHA GUPTA
OFFICE NO.205/206, 3RD FLOOR, LOTUS TOWER, F-06, VIJAY BLOCK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4123479 20/03/2019
MRS.SONAM GUPTA
Flat G1, Krishna Park, A Building, Rahul Park, Jesal Park Road Bhayender (E), Thane - 401105
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY R. YADAV. (ADVOCATE)
1, VRINDAVAN CHS, KAJUPADA, BEHRAMBAUG, NEW LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Academy education services, Providing education and or information relating to Education Sectors for kids and adults, Adult / kids’ education/training/tuition services, Online education services, Online training / tutorials, Online library service, online educational videos, online publications on educational and general topics, Providing online courses of instruction, Electronic online publication of periodicals and books.
4123480  20/03/2019
MRS. SONAM GUPTA
Flat no. G-1, Krishna Park, A-Building, Rahul Park, Jesal Park Road, Bhayander (E), Thane – 401105.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY R. YADAV. (ADVOCATE)
1, VRINDAVAN CHS, KAJUPADA, BEHRAMBAUG, NEW LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Academy education services, Providing education and or information relating to Education Sectors for kids and adults, Adult / kids’ education/training/ tuition services, Online education services, Online training / tutorials, Online library service, online educational videos, online publications on educational and general topics, Providing online courses of instruction, Electronic online publication of periodicals and books.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

MRS. SONAM D. GUPTA
Flat no. G-1, Krishna Park, A-Building, Rahul Park, Jesal Park Road, Bhayander (E), Thane – 401105.
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY R. YADAV. (ADVOCATE)
1, VRINDAVAN CHS, KAJUPADA, BEHRAMBAUG, NEW LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Academy education services, Providing education and or information relating to Education Sectors for kids and adults, Adult / kids’ education/training/tuition services, Online education services, Online training / tutorials, Online library service, online educational videos, online publications on educational and general topics, Providing online courses of instruction, Electronic online publication of periodicals and books.
4123482  20/03/2019
MRS.SONAM GUPTA
Flat no. G-1, Krishna Park, A-Building, Rahul Park, Jesal Park Road, Bhayander (E), Thane – 401105.
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY R. YADAV. (ADVOCATE)
1, VRINDAVAN CHS, KAJUPADA, BEHRAMBAUG, NEW LINK ROAD, JOGESHWARI (W), MUMBAI-400 102.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Academy education services, Providing education and or information relating to Education Sectors for kids and adults, Adult / kids’ education/training/tuition services, Online education services, Online training / tutorials, Online library service, online educational videos, online publications on educational and general topics, Providing online courses of instruction, Electronic online publication of periodicals and books.
4123513   20/03/2019

JAYANT JAIN
trading as : VITRAAG INTERNATIONAL
C-4/131, GROUND FLOOR, SECTOR 6, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110085, INDIA

SERVICE PROVIDERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHVI GUPTA
B-1/419A, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI-110058

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PUBLICATON OF BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
4123921    20/03/2019
JACQUELINE RANI JOSEPH
NO.5, OPPOSITE MAYA WHITE HOUSE 1ST MAIN ROAD, KANSHIRAMNAGAR, VIDYARANYAPURA POST BANGALORE - 560097
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4123937    20/03/2019
S. AAKASHDEEP SINGH GREWAL
V.P.O. KOT GREWAL, PHILLAUR, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/03/2019
DELHI
ENTERTAINMENT AND AMUSEMENT SERVICES, MUSIC & FILM PRODUCTION, COMPOSITION OF MUSIC, VIDEO
PRODUCTION, VIDEO RECORDING SERVICES, VIDEO ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES, CINEMA PRESENTATIONS, MOVIE
THEATER PRESENTATIONS, RECORDING STUDIO SERVICES, RENTAL OF VIDEOTAPES, RENTAL OF VIDEO
CASSETTES, RENTAL OF AUDIO CASSETTES, SOUND RECORDING SERVICES, RENTAL OF CINE-FILMS, RENTAL OF
MOTION PICTURES, DUBBING SERVICES AND DUBBING OF MOVIES.
beansprouts
4124040  20/03/2019
INLEAD EDUCATION & CONSULTING PRIVATE LIMITED
House No. 39, Shanti Vihar, Near Karkardooma Courts, New Delhi-110092, India
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXPORT
R-1, No. 401-402, Park View Apartments Hauz Khas Enclave, New Delhi 110016
Used Since :01/03/2019
DELHI
EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
AUTOCAR SHE DRIVES

4124071       20/03/2019

HAYMARKET SAC PUBLISHING (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit 401, 502 & 503, 4th/5th Floor, Raheja Xion, Opp. Nirmal Park, Dr. B. Ambedkar Marg, Byculla (E), Mumbai – 400027
A Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.

Used Since :03/01/2019

To be associated with:
2083588

MUMBAI
Organization and arranging of events, award ceremonies, shows, conferences, congresses; exhibition and gala evenings; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of competitions; arranging and conducting of workshops; entertainment; presentation of live performances; sporting and cultural activities; photography, photographic reporting; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, publication of texts, other than publicity texts; production of radio and television programmes and radio entertainment.
4124072    20/03/2019
HAYMARKET SAC PUBLISHING (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
Unit 401, 502 & 503, 4th/5th Floor, Raheja Xion, Opp. Nirmal Park, Dr. B. Ambedkar Marg, Byculla (E), Mumbai – 400027
A Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AZB & PARTNERS
AZB HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), MUMBAI 400013.
Used Since :03/01/2019

MUMBAI
Organization and arranging of events, award ceremonies, shows, conferences, congresses; exhibition and gala evenings; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of competitions; arranging and conducting of workshops; entertainment; presentation of live performances; sporting and cultural activities; photography, photographic reporting; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable, publication of texts, other than publicity texts; production of radio and television programmes and radio entertainment.
4124163   20/03/2019
BLACK COAT TECHNOLOGIES PRIVATE LIMITED
1115, BASEMENT FLR. SECTOR 47, SOHNA ROAD, GURUGRAM - 122018
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBHASH BHUTORIA
D 905, Basement, New Friends Colony, new Delhi 110025
Used Since :27/06/2018
DELHI
PROVIDING EDUCATIONAL AND TRAINING SERVICES; COUNSELING SERVICES TO ASSIST STUDENTS IN PLANNING AND PREPARING FOR HIGHER EDUCATION INCLUDING THROUGH ONLINE PORTALS; ON-LINE JOURNALS, BLOGS, MAGAZINES, NEWSLETTERS, LETTERS AND LEAFLETS ON VARIOUS TOPICS; CAREER INFORMATION AND ADVISORY SERVICES (EDUCATION OR TRAINING ADVICE) INCLUDING THROUGH ONLINE PORTALS; ARRANGING AND CONDUCTING CLASSES, SEMINARS, CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS, JOINT DEGREES, WORKSHOPS, EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, PROVISION OF INFORMATION RELATING TO ANY OF THE AFORESAID VIA THE INTERNET
4124266    21/03/2019
LOKESH PAL
F 10-35, BPTP VILLAS, SECTOR-88, FARIDABAD, HARYANA - 121002
THE TRADEMARKS ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4124309   21/03/2019
KRISHNAVENI SRIDHAR
57 32ND CROSS STREET, BESANT NAGAR CHENNAI-600090
THE TRADE MARKS ACT 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
4124314 21/03/2019
AGELESS ENTERTAINMENTS
33/1715C,KANIYAPPILLY ROAD, VENNALA PO, COCHIN-682028
THE TRADEMARKS ACT,1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since: 24/02/2016
CHENNAI
ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41
4124396  21/03/2019
SHERIF MOIDEEN
AT SK, STEPSTONE APARTMENT, VASTA BUILDING G BLOCK S1, VASANTAPURAM MAIN ROAD, MANGALAM STREET, KATTUPAKKAM
REGISTERED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THOMAS T JACOB
Flat No. 1 A, Sidharth Pluto, Door No. 10, Anna Nagar G-Block, Chennai – 600 040

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SERVICE PROVIDER OF DANCING, COACHING, CULTURAL ACTIVITIES, AEROBICS, GYMNASTICS, HIP-HOP, INSTRUMENTS, JAZZ, KATHAK, YOGA, SALSA, EDUCATION; PROVIDING OF TRAINING; ENTERTAINMENT; SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
4124611  22/03/2019
ABHILASH.J.S
10/444, SARASWATHY SADANAM, CHOOTTAYIL, KILIMANOOR.P.O, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695601.
PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
EXCELLA GLOBAL SOLUTIONS
2ND FLOOR, SOUPARNIKA, TC 46/1692(1), CIT ROAD, MELARANNOOR, KARAMANA, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695002

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING, ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES.
ARYA AVART

4124725  22/03/2019
ARYA AVART LIFESTYLES PVT. LTD.
A-80, VIVEK VIHAR-I, DELHI-110095.
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Education; Providing Of Training; Entertainment; Sporting And Cultural Activities
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900, 06/05/2019 Class 41

DAKU
4124813 22/03/2019
RUTVA TRIVEDI
C 12 QUTUB INSTITUTIONAL AREA, NEW DELHI- 16, INDIA
A citizen of India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUPAM PANDEY
N 19 C, Saket, New Delhi 17

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3576202

DEHLI
HOSPITALITY SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT), ARRANGING OF MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT, NIGHT CLUB SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT), ORGANISING OF ENTERTAINMENT AND SOCIAL EVENTS, WINE TASTING SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT), ART EXHIBITION SERVICES, ART GALLERY SERVICES, DISPLAY OF WORKS OF ART (EXHIBITIONS, SHOWS, MUSEUMS, GALLERIES), ADVISORY SERVICES RELATING TO ENTERTAINMENT, ORGANISING OF ENTERTAINMENT AND SOCIAL EVENT, ORGANISATION AND CONDUCTING OF DANCE, MUSIC AND OTHER ENTERTAINMENT FESTIVALS, SOCIAL CLUB SERVICES (ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL SERVICES), ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS (EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT)
4125003  22/03/2019
KIDZBYTE MEDIATECH PRIVATE LIMITED
603/A-2, DSK MADHUBAN,6TH,OPP.ORKEY MILL, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI EAST, MUMBAI MUMBAI CITY MH 400072
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
EDUCATION, PROVIDING OF TRAINING ENTERTAINMENT, SPORTING AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES INCLUDED IN CRASS 41
4125833  22/03/2019
M/S. MARKAZU SSAQUAFATHI SSUNNIYYA
DOOR NO.KP VI/561, KARANTHUR PO, KUNNAMANGALM, KOZHIKODE - 673 571
Society, Registered under Societies Registration Act. Kerala 134_1982

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAFEQUE HUSSAIN AK
Adv. Ak Rafeeque Hussain, Hashmi & Associates, #7/750, Beechi's Building, Eranhimavu, Pannicode PO, Mukkam Via, Calicut - 673 602, Kerala, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education, Training, Entertainment, Sports and Cultural activities
4126259   23/03/2019
EXONCORP PRIVATE LIMITED
NO 05/X2, HARI OM 2ND STREET, PHASE 3, SATHUVACHARI, VELLORE - 632009
THE TRADEMARK ACT 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Education; Providing of training; Entertainment; Sporting and cultural activities
RAMADAN SHOPPING FESTIVAL

4126991    25/03/2019

M. AYUB KHAN
201/2964, 8/B, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400083, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANDESH GOPAL ALHAT
ROOM NO. B/6, SONANI NAGAR CHS, BEHIND PENINSULA HOTEL, OPP GANESH TEMPLE, NEAR METRO STATION, SAKINAKA, MUMBAI - 400072

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

DANCE EVENTS, ORGANISATION OF ENTERTAINMENT EVENTS, ARRANGING OF SPORTING EVENTS, ART EXHIBITIONS, MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS, ORGANISING OF EDUCATIONAL EXHIBITIONS, EXHIBITION SERVICES OF ENTERTAINMENT PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
STARVARD

4160190  27/04/2019
RAHUL GOEL
163, DEEPALI ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, NORTH WEST, DELHI-110034
SERVICE PROVIDER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK SHARMA
GLOCAL PROFESSIONALS, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR METRO PILLAR NO 769, MIE PART-A, DELHI ROHTAK ROAD,
BAHADURGARH, HARYANA-124507

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 41.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1900 , 06/05/2019 Class 41

4161222 29/04/2019
ICE LABS
C-502, Alpine Pyramid, Sahakara Nagar, Bengaluru - 560097
A partnership firm registered under Indian Partnership Act, 1931
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP ADVOCATES LLP
J-29, 3rd Floor, Jangpura Extension, New Delhi-110014
Used Since :04/04/2019
CHENNAI
Providing a website featuring on-line and non-downloadable educational courses and educational course materials for higher educational disciplines.